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Introduction 
 
In this paper, I analyze the theory of positive disintegration by Kazimierz Dąbrowski with particular 
emphasis on its pedagogical aspects, as education, learning and development are increasingly 
becoming an element of entity management. Theories such as those presented at work offering new 
categories of self-understanding and education are needed especially now that the SARS-CoV-2 
pandemic has caused enormous damage to the psyche of children and adolescents. We must return 
to the relationship between pedagogy and psychohygiene, which provides us with significant tools to 
observe changes in the development and attitudes of children and adolescents and allows us to 
respond to them with a sense of pedagogical responsibility. 
 
The main goal of this work is to present the original concept of an outstanding Polish researcher in 
the educational context and to state whether its application in pedagogy and education is beneficial, 
or whether it is an outdated concept that does not apply to it. 
 
The research focuses on the pedagogical implications of the positive disintegration theory. This 
theory was developed gradually as part of several decades of clinical activity of Kazimierz Dąbrowski 
- an outstanding Polish psychiatrist. Gradually, it gained more and more detail and was worked on 
theoretically and empirically by Kazimierz Dąbrowski and his associates. In order to show the 
pedagogical potential of this theory, I first reconstruct it as a whole and present the contemporary 
scientific debate that is taking place over it. However, this is not a simple reconstruction, but an 
original attempt at a contemporary reading of this theory and its topicality. For this purpose, the 
hermeneutic method was used, consisting in understanding and interpreting written works. 
 
This method allows to show in a holistic way how specific pedagogical premises flow from this theory. 
In the theory of disintegration 
 
 
 
  



10  Introduction 
 
in a positive way, a specific concept of a human being is combined with a specific vision of upbringing 
- they constitute an integral whole. 
 
According to the author's knowledge, a work attempting to present the theory of positive disintegration 
and its pedagogical implications in a comprehensive manner has not been published in Poland until 
today. This is surprising in view of the great educational potential this theory has. In Canada and the 
United States, international congresses devoted to this theory and its various aspects are still being 
organized, initiated during K. Dąbrowski's lifetime. This theory is also used in counseling for gifted 
students. In this dissertation, therefore, I focus on a comprehensive and comprehensive analysis of 
the theory in order to extract from it those aspects and dimensions that are important from the 
pedagogical point of view. 
 
For Dąbrowski, upbringing, training and any authentic creativity is and must be related to the 
development effort made by a given individual. Therefore, he approaches the issues of educational 
difficulties experienced by individual students with the optimistic conviction that their difficulties are 
only a positive chance to work on themselves and overcome their own limitations. This work is 
therefore part of the humanistic discourse in pedagogy and psychology, which was also supported by 
the author of the theory of positive disintegration. As an initiator of the mental hygiene movement in 
Poland, he advocated respect for the rights of patients in psychiatric hospitals and opposed the 
aspirations resulting from the behavioral model in psychiatry and medicine. Thus, he encountered 
difficulties of various kinds in Poland, which was at that time under ideological and political pressure 
from the Soviet Union. Dąbrowski maintained contacts with leading figures in the scientific world, 
such as Abraham Maslow, with whose concept the theory of positive disintegration has many 
similarities1. Therefore, in this theory, one can see elements of various traditions of thinking about 
man: antipsychiatry, humanistic psychology, personalism, etc. It is therefore part of the tradition of 
great theories, such as the psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud, which create extensive syntheses of 
knowledge aimed at introducing us to various phenomena from human life. In Dąbrowski's works, one 
of the categories around which his concept is built is development. This category, in turn, is related to 
terms such as "self-education" and "education", etc. 
 
As a result, one of the undoubted areas of influence of this theory is pedagogy. Therefore, it is worth 
trying to renew among educators for their interest in this extraordinary concept of the great Polish 
scientist, so that 
---------- 
1 See MM Piechowski, Mental health as a function of mental development, [in:] Mental health, ed. K. 
Dąbrowski, Paÿstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsza wa 1979. 
 
 
 
  



11  Introduction 
 
it was not forgotten, and its insights and concepts could continue to inspire future generations of 
researchers, finding a permanent place in Polish pedagogical discourse. 
 
In the first chapter, I present the life and work of Kazimierz Dąbrowski. It introduces the reader to the 
work and acquaints him with the biography of the author of the theory, which will make it easier to 
place it in the socio-historical background. I am also trying to justify what resulted from such and not 
other theoretical choices of Dąbrowski. His "way of life", full of sudden turns and extreme realizations, 
undoubtedly influenced the formation of many original solutions and conceptualizations present in his 
theory. 
 
The second chapter describes the research method that I will use in this work. It is a hermeneutic 
method consisting in the interpretation and understanding of objectified cultural sources, which are 
written texts. I would like to emphasize that it is understood in this work in a narrow way. 
 
Therefore, I analyze the works of the author of the theory of positive disintegration and extract from 
them the content that gives me an insight into how he understood educational and social issues. 
 
The third chapter is devoted to the discussion of key concepts present in Dąbrowski's concept, 
without which it is impossible to enter the terminological apparatus he uses. It is all the more 
necessary as the author of the theory of positive disintegration assigns to many of the concepts used 
a meaning different from the usual one or creates neologisms absent in the current scientific 
terminology. Therefore, I am discussing such terms as: "disintegration", "development", "development 
potential", "conflict", "emotions", "crossing the biological cycle of man", "multilevelness", "mental inner 
environment", "individual essence and social ", " mental health ", " mental illness ". These are not all 
concepts, but some of the key terms I have chosen to ensure that you are familiar with the theory. 
 
In the fourth chapter, I present the individual levels of development, which are the basic structure on 
which the theory of post-positive disintegration is based. Getting to know them is necessary to be 
able to delve further into the theory and analyze its individual components. 
 
In chapter five, I present the second main component of the theory of positive disintegration, which 
are dynamisms, which are instincts transformed in the development process. In his earlier texts2, 
Dąbrowski did not distinguish between them. Hence even very advanced dynamisms are called 
instincts (e.g.,, partial death instinct). 
 
After an introduction to the subject, I also describe the instincts of the mental inner environment. 
---------- 
2 See K. Dąbrowski, Notes on psychological diagnosis and its importance for self-education, 
Collectanea Theologica 1958, No. 29 (1-4), pp. 106–128. 
 
 
 
  



12  Introduction 
 
In chapter six, I show how the analysis of the development of outstanding individuals is carried out on 
the basis of the theory of positive disintegration. This action is necessary, because for Dąbrowski the 
highest possible level of development was the fifth level of the theory (i.e., secondary to global 
integration), otherwise referred to by him as personality. At the beginning, I prove how important a 
role, also pedagogical as authorities, is played in the theory of positive disintegration by great 
personalities. 
 
Examples include: such figures as Christ, Socrates, Janusz Korczak, Father Kolbe. 
 
Then I move on to a detailed discussion of selected development cases, based on Dąbrowski's 
analyzes. Miguel de Unamuno gave me an example of achieving an almost full personality. 
 
The second case concerns Otto Weininger, who, despite his great potential, was unable to go 
through crises and achieve internal harmony, which ended in suicide. The case of Michelangelo was 
used to analyze the path that Dąbrowski traveled in building the terminological apparatus of his 
theory. For this purpose, I used the doctoral dissertation on Dąbrowski's psychology entitled 
Psychological foundations of self-tormenting (automutilation) 3 and the work entitled Personality and 
its shaping through positive disintegration (1975) 4 written over forty years later. 
 
In chapter seven, I present the dispute over the legacy of Dąbrowski, which took place between 
researchers dealing with his theory. One of Dąbrowski's former collaborators, Michael Piechowski, 
questioned the first two levels of the theory, claiming that they are out of date in the light of 
contemporary scientific achievements, and called for their modification. 
 
I also formulate my own proposal for the further development of the theory. In the last part of this 
chapter, I propose to introduce the category of libido in the Jungian sense due to the necessity to 
operationalize the term "psychic energy", which, although it appears in Dąbrowski's writings, has not 
been properly explained anywhere. 
 
In chapter eight I deal with the application of the theory of positive disintegration in school education. I 
discuss in it, inter alia, the concept of increased types of mental excitability, which is the most 
frequently used element of the theory of positive disintegration. It is quite easily operationalized and 
therefore it is used in counseling for gifted students, e.g., in Canada. The ninth chapter devoted to the 
application of the theory of positive disintegration in education. 
 
At the beginning, I show how broadly Dąbrowski understood the role of a teacher in influencing a 
student, recognizing that he should also have psychotherapeutic competences in order to be able to 
advise him / her. 
---------- 
3 The same, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation (self-mutilation), Medical Society of the 
Publishing House “Przyszÿoÿÿ”, Warsaw 1934. 
 
4 The same, Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Polish Towa rzystwo Higieny 
Psychycznej, Warsaw 1975. 
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in key periods for its development. Then I present selected educational influences that can be 
implemented based on Dąbrowski's concept. 
 
In chapter ten I deal with the application of the theory of positive disintegration in the social area. I 
discuss the personalistic - the social dimension of the concept and how it relates to social relations. 
The subject of my considerations is also Dąbrowski's approach to conflicts and values as an area of 
common good. 
 
At the end there is a summary of the work in which I draw conclusions and outline the directions of 
future research. 
 
It happens that some of the issues discussed in this work overlap in scope, which turned out to be 
inevitable as an inevitable feature of the positive disintegration theory, which, despite Dąbrowski's 
efforts, did not reach the final state of clarity. It results, moreover, from the nature of human 
development, which is a phenomenon that cannot be strictly classified within artificial boundaries. 
 
This dissertation is a modified doctoral dissertation, written under the supervision of prof. dr. hab 
Bogusława Śliwerskiego, and defended at the Academy of Special Education. Maria Grzegorzewska 
in Warsaw knows in 2020. I am especially grateful to my supervisor, prof. dr. hab. Bogusławowi 
Śliwerskiemufor his invaluable help and support during the writing of this work. I would like to express 
my gratitude to the professors and reviewers of the thesis - prof. dr. hab. Józefa Górniewicza and 
prof. dr hab. Maria Czerepaniak-Walczak, to the auxiliary supervisor, Dr. Maksymilian Chutoraÿski, 
and the publishing reviewer Dr. hab. prof. Bogusława Milerskiego. Their comments and suggestions 
regarding necessary changes allowed for the preparation of this publication. 
 
 
  



 
 
 
Chapter 1 
 
The life and work of Kazimierz Dąbrowski 
 
Kazimierz Dąbrowski (born September 1, 1902, died November 26, 1980) - a psychiatrist, clinical 
psychologist, philosopher and educator - was the only Polish scientist who in the discipline of 
psychiatry and psychology was included among the most influential and recognized researchers in 
the history of mankind: "the journal" Psychology Today "places Dąbrowski, next to Freud, Jung, 
Maslow and Rogers, on the list of the most outstanding psychologists and psychiatrists in the history 
of science" 1. He became famous around the world for his theory of post-positive disintegration, 
which, thanks to an alternative understanding of mental diseases, and even their depatologization, 
has become a permanent part of the history of world humanism. His concept, as well as all his work, 
is interdisciplinary in nature and combines philosophical, psychiatric, pedagogical, psychological and 
sociological threads. All this means that it is a proposition valid to this day for people involved in 
psychology, pedagogy or other fields. Many foreign authors believe that this theory is the first in the 
world to emphasize its emotional dimension as extremely important for human development2. 
 
Dąbrowski is therefore the first creator of a scientific theory that fully recognizes the role of emotions, 
both positive and negative, for human development. Moreover, he often postulated in his works a 
certain primacy of the emotional sphere of man over his intellectual sphere. This does not mean, 
however, tha 
 
1 L. Ostaÿowska, Blockade. In the field of mental hygiene, prof. Dąbrowski is beyond social 
awareness, "etc" 1980, No. 48 (1043), p. 9. 
 
2 Zob. S. Mendaglio, Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration: A personality theory for the 21st 
century, [w:] Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration, red. S. Mendaglio, Great Potential Press, 
Scottsdale (AZ) 2008. 
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intellectual development. He believed that the value of human intelligence determines what hierarchy 
of values and goals it serves3. 
 
Dąbrowski was born in Klarów near Lublin, in a family farm managed by his father Antoni. From early 
childhood, he had contact with books and music4. He received elementary education at his family 
home5. Kazimierz had three siblings: an older and younger brother and a sister. When he was six, his 
sister died of meningitis. She was only three years old6. This event remained in the memory of 
Dąbrowski. Soon after, he faced death again when one of the battles of World War I took place near 
his family home. Young Dąbrowski, walking through his former playground, saw the mutilated corpses 
of soldiers and their faces frozen in posthumous grimacing, showing peace or terror7. This event 
shocked him and caused him to start asking himself existential questions about why there is so much 
hatred and evil in the world8. 



 
From then on, this subject occupied him throughout his life and was reflected in his theory of positive 
disintegration. 
 
He began his school education at the Male Gymnasium. Stefan Batory in Lublin, also known as the 
"Lublin School", which he attended in the years 191619219. One of his teachers was the philosopher 
Roman Ingar den10. Already while studying at the gymnasium as a free student (1921), Kazi mierz 
enrolled in Polish studies11. When he takes his secondary school-leaving examination (1923), he has 
already passedhisthe firstpost-lonisticandsecondstudiesyearat theexams12.UniversityHe 
ofcontinuesLublin (in 1928 the adjective "Catholic" was added to the name), and the following year 
(1924) he left for Poznaÿ, where he was admitted to the second year of philosophical studies (he was 
studying Polish studies at the same time) 13. During his studies, experience returns 
 
3 See K. Dąbrowski, Intelligence in the services of personality and in the services of drives, "Zdrowie 
Psychiczne" 1979, No. 1, pp. 6–16. 
 
4 W. Tillier, Kazimierz Dabrowski: The Man, [in:] Dabrowski's theory…, p. 4. 
 
5 T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski (1902–1980), "Heksis" 2000, no. 1–3 (22–24), s. 
4. 
 
6 M.M. Kaminski Battaglia, A Hermeneutic Historical Study of Kazimierz Dabrowski and his Theory of 
Positive Disintegration, Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of the Virginia Poly technic Institute and 
State University, 2002, s. 55; W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 4. 
 
7 M.M. Kaminski Battaglia, dz. cyt., s. 56. 
 
8 Ibid., P. 56. 
 
9 T. Kobierzycki, Biography of Kazimierz Dąbrowski (New version by Tadeusz Kobierzycki, originally 
published anonymously in Wikipedia), 2010, p. 2, http: //www.positivedisintegration. com / 
Kobierzycki2010.pdf (access: 27/05/2018). 
 
10 Ibid., P. 2. 
 
11 B. Gawroÿski, Biographical note, [in:] K. Dąbrowski, In search of mental health, ed. J. Cybulska-
Futkowska, Paÿstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsaw 1989, p. 194. 
 
12 T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 4. 
 
13 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 194. 
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death: his best friend and classmate committed suicide14. 
 



At that time, Dąbrowski was considering a career as a professional musician, but after his friend's 
suicide, he decided to study medicine15. In 1926, after completing his studies in philosophy, Polish 
studies and psychology16, he went to Warsaw and enrolled in the Faculty of Medical University of 
Warsaw. There, it is influenced by Jan Mazurkiewicz a pioneer of the psychophysiological direction in 
Polish psychiatry17. 
 
An important event in Dąbrowski's life was winning a scholarship from the National Culture Fund in 
1928 for studies in the field of medicine, psychology and pedagogy in Switzerland18. His teachers 
there are Édouard Claparède, Pierre Bovet and Jean Piaget19. He remembers particularly fondly the 
relations with Claparède, with whom he got into a long disk sje20. 
 
Doctorate on the psychological determinants of gun suicide in 1929 at the Department of Forensic 
Medicine, University of Geneva21. 
 
He undertakes postgraduate studies in psychology and pedagogy at the University of Geneva and the 
JJ Rousseau Institute, specializing in child psychology and psychopathology22. He is offered 
assistantship at the Institute, but he decides to return to Poland, where he defends a doctorate in 
psychology, written under the supervision of prof. Stefan Bÿachowski, entitled Psychological 
foundations of self-mutilation (auto-mutilation) 23 and received the title of doctor of philosophy in the 
field of psychology (1931) 24. In 1932, he received a two-year research scholarship from the National 
Culture Fund and went first to Vienna and then to Paris. In Vienna, among others studies at the 
Institute of Active Psychoanalysis with prof. Wilhelm Stekel25 and obtains a diploma entitling him to 
conduct a psychoanalytical practice26. He is doing an internship in Paris, incl. in the Department of 
Children's Psychiatry with prof. J. Leahy He also attends Pierre Janet's lectures on clinical psychiatry 
 
14 W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 5. 
 
15 Ibid. 
 
16 M.M. Kaminski Battaglia, dz. cyt., s. 56. 
 
17 T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 4. 
 
18 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 194. 
 
19 Ibid. 
 
20 Ibid. 
 
21 The psychological conditions of suicide, Imprimerie du Commerce, Geneva 1929. 22 T. 
Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 4. 
 
23 K. Dąbrowski, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation (self-mutilation), Medical Publishing 
Society “Przyszÿoÿÿ”, Warsaw 1934. 
 
24 See T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 4. 
 
25 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., Pp. 195–196. 
 



26 Ibid. See also a copy of the certificate available on the website created by William Tillier: 
https://www.positivedisintegration.com/Stekelcertificate.pdf (access: 27/09/2020). 
 
27 Ibid., P. 196. 
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and psychopathology28. In 193329, thanks to a scholarship from the Rockefeller Foundation, 
Dąbrowski and his first wife30 left for the USA to study public health at the Harvard School of Public 
Health31, which at that time was the leading institution promoting the ideas of mental health in the 
world. In addition, Dąbrowski also completed an internship in a clinic at Johns Hopkins University, led 
by the outstanding psychiatrist of world renown Adolf Meyer32. From these numerous stays on 
internships and foreign scholarships, Dąbrowski drew the idea of mental hygiene - an interdisciplinary 
science dealing with both the development of the individual and society. It was Dąbrowski who 
initiated the introduction of the idea of mental hygiene in Poland. First, he led to the establishment of 
the Temporary Committee of Mental Hygiene in Warsaw (1930), and then the department of mental 
hygiene at the Ministry of Social Welfare (1933). In 1933, the Mental Hygiene Section of the State 
Supreme Health Council was created, and then the Polish Mental Hygiene League (1935) 33, the 
Institute of Mental Hygiene (1935), of which he became its head34, and after the war in 1948, the 
Polish Society of Mental Hygiene (PTHP) 35. Habilitation and the t -Docent in child psychopathology 
in 1934 at the University of Geneva under prof. Claparède36. 
 
Until the outbreak of World War II, Dąbrowski devoted himself to developing the mental hygiene 
movement through the Institute of Mental Hygiene and establishing its new branches throughout the 
country37. 
 
However, he does not cease in his efforts to create his own theory, a certain outline of which can 
already be seen in his doctoral dissertation on psychology in 1931. The result of this work is an article 
in the "Bulletin of the Institute of Mental Hygiene", in which he systematically presents his concept of 
increased types of mental excitability (however, it does not include the so-called 
 
28 Ibid. 
 
29 According to the texts of Gawroÿski and Kobierzycki, this departure took place after his habilitation 
with Claparède. However, the extensive study of the Kaminski Battagli does contain more reliable 
information based on documentation from the archives of the Rockefeller Foundation. It shows that it 
happened after the stay in the USA. MM Kaminski Battaglia, op. Cit., Pp. 65–67. This is confirmed by 
W. Tillier, op. Cit., P. 6. 
 
30 
 
Dąbrowski was married twice, his first wife died of tuberculosis. Information obtained by an English 
researcher from Franciszek Leÿniak, a close friend of Dąbrowski. MM Kaminski Battaglia, op. Cit., P. 
66. 
 



31 T. Rzepa, Backstage of the dispute over the (State) Higher School of Mental Hygiene. Ba ley 
versus Dąbrowski, Przeglÿd Psychologiczny 2010, No. 3, vol. 53, p. 349. 
 
32 Ibid., P. 349. 
 
33 Gawroÿski and Kobierzycki give the end of 1934 as the date, but a different date appears in the 
publication from that period. See Institute of Mental Hygiene, Publishing House of the Circle of 
Friends Institute of Psychological Hygiene, Warsaw 1937, pp. 8–9. 
 
34 T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., pp. 4–5. 
 
35 Ibid., Pp. 5–6. 
 
36 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 196. 
 
37 Ibid., P. 197. 
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increased intellectual excitability). It is interesting that Dąbrowski studied theology at the University of 
Warsaw (1937–1938). 
 
They were interrupted by the intervention of the university authorities, who learned about his 
qualifications and scientific interests, and asked the scientist to conduct classes in mental hygiene38. 
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After the outbreak of the war, hard times came for Dąbrowski. In 1939, the Germans closed the 
Institute of Mental Hygiene in Warsaw. Dąbrowski predicted the future. Just before the war, in 1939, 
through the Society of Friends of the Institute, of which he was president, he purchased the 66hectare 
Zagórze-Dwór estate near Warsaw to serve as a sanatorium for neurotic children. Only two months 
later, World War II broke out39. Under dramatic circumstances, some patients, staff and equipment 
were transported to Zaogórze. After a few months, Dąbrowski managed to obtain a certificate from 
the occupation authorities that: “Zagórze-Dwór as a sanatorium for the mentally ill is not subject to 
any confiscation, because it is an absolutely necessary sanitary facility in Warsaw and its vicinity. 
This was followed by food rations ”40. 
 
Dąbrowski gave shelter to many orphans, priests, Jewish children and members of the resistance 
movement in Zagórze41. However, he did not escape arrest himself. In 1942, he was imprisoned for 
several months on suspicion of collaboration with the Polish underground. His second wife, Eugenia 
(married her in 1940) negotiated his release42. 
 
After the end of the war, Dąbrowski returns to Warsaw and reactivates the activities of the Institute of 
Mental Hygiene. Founded during the war (1942) The School of Mental Hygiene, which was granted 
academic status by the underground authorities, is transformed into the Higher School of Mental 
Hygiene43. The mental hygiene movement is developing intensively and gaining many sympathizers. 
Three Scientific Congresses of Dog Hygiene are held in Zagórze - the first in May 1946, the second in 
the fall of 1947 and the third in November 194844. Dąbrowski obtained his habilitation in 1948 with 



prof. Adrian Demianowski in the field of psychiatry45 (habilitation was approved only after 1956) 46. 
At the end of 1948, he was awarded a Ford Foundation scholarship to study research in the United 
States47. 
 
38 T. Kobierzycki, Biography of Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 3. 
 
39 E. Zakoÿcielna, The Life and Works of prof. dr. hab. of medicine and philosophy of Kazimierz 
Dÿbrow ski the passion for development and the toil of existence, "Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1981, No. 2–
3, p. 14. 
 
- 
 
40 Ibid., P. 15. 
 
41 M.M. Kaminski Battaglia, dz. cyt., s. 77. 
 
42 W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 7. 
 
43 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., Pp. 197–198. 
 
44 E. Zakoÿcielna, op. Cit., P. 17. 
 
45 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 198. 
 
46 T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 5. 47 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 199. 
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In April 1949, the Institute of Mental Hygiene was liquidated, and in May, the Polish Society of Mental 
Hygiene was dissolved. After the residence in Zagórze, it was commandeered by the Ministry of 
Health, and in 1952 the University of Mental Hygiene was closed48. 
 
First, Dąbrowski is transferred to the position of the director of the Psychiatric Hospital in ÿwiecie, and 
then he and his wife are arrested. After eighteen months, he is dismissed and directed to work as the 
head of a psychiatric hospital in Kobierzyn near Krakow, and then - due to his own efforts - to 
Rabka49. Eventually, he was rehabited in 1956 and could return to Warsaw. He is also awarded the 
title of associate professor by the decision of the Central Qualification Commission for Scientists50. 
He received the Department of Psychology at the Academy of Catholic Theology in Warsaw, and 
then the Polish Academy of Sciences employed him in January 1958 as a professor51. 
 
In 1962, he was again awarded a Ford scholarship and traveled for several months to the USA and 
France52. In the early 1960s, Dąbrowski meets Jason Aronson, editor of the International Journal of 
Psychiatry, who traveled to Eastern Bloc countries to invite psychiatrists to submit articles to his 
journal53. Not long after, while visiting Brandeis University to give a lecture, he meets Abraham 
Maslow. They become friends54. According to Tillier's fifth book, he was offered a position there to 



work with Maslow. He refused because for patriotic reasons he did not want to renounce Polish 
citizenship, which was required in the procedure of acquiring American citizenship55. 
 
The year 1964 was full of important events for Dąbrowski. The State Council awards him the title of 
full professor. The first work in which he systematically lays out his theory is published in Polish56. 
 
As a result of the two-month-long translation work that Dąbrowski was carrying out with the previously 
met Aronson, the first of Dąbrowski's main works is published in English57. In 1964 he left for Canada 
at the invitation of the Ministry of Health of the Province of Quebec 
 
48 E. Zakoÿcielna, op. Cit., P. 19. 
 
49 T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 6. 50 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 199. 
 
51 Ibid. 
 
52 T. Kobierzycki, Professor Dr. Kazimierz Dąbrowski..., p. 6. 53 W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 8. 
 
54 Ibid. 
 
55 Ibid., P. 9. 
 
56 K. Dąbrowski, On positive disintegration. A sketch of the theory of human mental development 
through mental imbalance, nervousness, neurosis and psychoneurosis, Paÿstwowy Zakÿad 
Wydawnictw Lekarskich, Warsaw 1964. 
 
57 
 
Tenÿe, Positive disintegration, Little, Brown and Co., Boston 1964. 
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with his wife and two daughters to take up a position in the hospital58. There, he befriends professor 
of philosophy Andrzej Kawczak, who will be extremely helpful in writing the thesis Mental growth 
through positive disintegration59. Soon there is also a meeting between Dąbrowski and Mi chael 
Piechowski, then a doctor of microbiology, who, together with Kaw czak, begins to cooperate with 
him60. In 1965, Dąbrowski was employed as a visiting professor at the University of Alberta in 
Edmonton. 
 
He is also a lecturer at Laval University (Quebec), Fe mina University in Lima (Peru) and many other 
places61. 
 
Dąbrowski is completely devoted to scientific work, and the results will not take long to wait - already 
in 1967 another very important publication by Dąbrowski was published in English: Personality-
shaping through positive disintegration62. 
 



In 1969, the Canada Council granted Dąbrowski funds for research as part of a three-year project 
(1969–1972) 63. It used, among others, verbal stimulus test, neurological examination and 
autobiographical method, on the basis of which the so-called estimating the level of development of a 
given unit64. The last decade of Dąbrowski's life, extremely intense in terms of professional life, 
begins. It publishes new publications in English, such as the already mentioned Mental growth 
through posi tive disintegration65, the most famous Psychoneurosis is not an illness66, The dynamics 
of concepts67 and the two-volume Multilevelness of emotional and instinctive functions68. During this 
period, Dąbrowski also published aphorisms and various existential observations under the pseudon 
Cienin: Existential thoughts and aphorisms69, Fragments from the diary of 
 
58 W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 9; MM Kaminski Battaglia, dz. cyt., s. 95. 
 
59 K. Dąbrowski, A. Kawczak, MM Piechowski, Mental growth through positive disintegration, Gryf 
Publications Ltd., London 1970. 
 
60 M.M. Kaminski Battaglia, dz. cyt., s. 100–101. 
 
61 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., Pp. 199-200. 
 
62 K. Dąbrowski, Personality-shaping through positive disintegration, Little, Brown and Co., Boston 
1967. 
 
63 Tenÿe, Multilevelness of emotional and institinctive functions, Towarzystwo Naukowe Catholic 
University of Lublin, Lublin 1996, pp. 159–161. 
 
64 Ibid., Pp. 171-190. 
 
65 K. Dąbrowski, A. Kawczak, MM Piechowski, op. 
 
66 K. Dąbrowski, Psychoneurosis is not an illness, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1972. 67 K. 
Dąbrowski, with the methodological collaboration of Andrew Kawczak and Janina Sochanska, The 
dynamics of concepts, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1973. 
 
68 K. Dąbrowski, M.M. Piechowski (with M. King & D.R. Amend), Multilevelness of emotional and 
instinctive functions, t. 2: Types and levels of development, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB 
1972; K. Dąbrowski (with M.M Piechowski), Multilevelness of emotional and instinctive functions, t. 1: 
Theory and description of levels of behavior, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB 1974. 
 
69 P. Cienin, Existential thoughts and aphorisms, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1972. 
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a madman70. It is worth noting that none of Dąbrowski's main works in English has been translated 
into Polish to this day. 
 



Apart from the publications, the international conferences devoted to the theory of positive 
disintegration organized by him are of great importance in the academic activity of Dąbrowski. In 
August 1970, the University of Laval (Quebec) held the first, in December 1972 in Montreal (Loyola 
College) - the second, and the third in Miami in November 1980. Dąbrowski did not participate in the 
latter due to his poor health71. It is worth recalling the opinion of Wÿodzimierz ÿwiÿtek from that 
period: “The theory of K. Dąbrowski was received particularly enthusiastically in the United States and 
Canada. Highly assessed by the scientific and psychotherapeutic community, it became the subject 
of many discussions and publications there. Its authentic values led to the organization of two 
international congresses (in Quebec in 1970 and in Montreal in 1972) devoted to positive 
disintegration. Outstanding psychologists, psychiatrists, educators, sociologists and philosophers 
participating in the debates there recognized the theory of disintegration as an extraordinary 
phenomenon of modern science. Thanks to its values, it is a theory of a peculiar revolution in the 
psychology and psychiatry of the American continent. Despite the fact that it caused a lot of 
controversy there, a significant part of scientists and psychotherapists accepts it without reservations 
”72. 
 
After almost forty years, this situation has not changed, and the interest in Dąbrowski's theory is 
growing, which leads to the reprinting of his most important works73. Proof of this are also the 
constantly organized international meetings74 devoted to his concept. The last one (thirteenth) was 
held in 2018 in Naperville in the United States and was titled Developmental Potential and the 
Complexity of Change. In Poland, attempts are also made to restore the theory of positive 
disintegration to its rightful place in human sciences, as evidenced by the 2nd International Kazimierz 
Dąbrowski Symposium and His Work in Contemporary Psychology organized by the Catholic 
University of Lublin in 2018. 
 
From 1973, Dąbrowski began to come to Poland regularly and was reelected the chairman of the 
Main Board of the Polish Society for Mental Hygiene. He tries, but is unable to reactivate the Institute 
and the Higher School of Mental Hygiene75. 
 
70 
 
Tenÿe, Fragments from the diary of a madman, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1972. 
 
71 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., Pp. 201–203. 
 
72 W. ÿwiÿtek, The theory of positive disintegration in the opinion of modern science, "Problems of 
the Student Scientific Movement" 1980, No. 5 (51), p. 42. 
 
73 Publisher's Note, [in:] K. Dąbrowski, Personality-shaping…, pp. I – ii. 
 
74 The name "congress" or "conference" etc. depends on the specific meeting. 
 
75 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 202. 
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Dąbrowski was only allowed to open a Mental Hygiene Center for Healthy People in Warsaw in 
197776. During this period, he also published many works in the mother tongue, which are very 
popular and are sold in large numbers77. 
 
The last two years of his life (1978–1980) brought him long-awaited and much significant recognition 
for this great patriot in the country where his journalistic texts began to be published. Dąbrowski's 
columns and essays published in the pages of the student weekly "etc" are an example of an 
approach to a patient as a subject, not an object, a fully human person, perhaps even to a greater 
extent than the doctor treating him78. 
 
In 1979, Dąbrowski suffers a serious heart attack in Edmonton. After that, he decides to return to 
Poland because he does not want to end his life abroad. He dies in Warsaw on November 26, 1980. 
At his request, he is buried in the forest, near the Institute in Zagórze, next to his friend Piotr 
Radÿa79. 
 
In the Canadian Archives in Ottawa, Da was created during his lifetime Browski, a special section 
devoted to him and his theory80. 
 
* 
 
The concept discussed in this work is the fruit of many decades of clinical work by Dąbrowski. It grew 
out of direct contact with mentally ill individuals. It is a theory which, when read carefully, has the 
values of both an empirical foundation and a humanistic superstructure, therefore it can be 
considered one of the great theories of personality of our time. Dąbrowski was undoubtedly an 
outstanding scientist, although perhaps less recognizable than Freud, Rogers or Maslow. 
Nevertheless, he was present in modern science, which proposes a comprehensive vision of the 
human psyche and human ontogenetic development. As one of the main continuators of Dąbrowski's 
thought on Canadian soil, Sal Mendaglio writes: 
 
The theory of positive disintegration is in the tradition of great theories such as Freud's psycho 
analysis and Sullivan's interpersonal theory. The great theories have similarities; are 
 
76 Ibid. 
 
77 The most important ones in the field of the theory of positive disintegration include: K. Dąbrowski, 
Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Polish Society of Psychological Hygiene, 
Warsaw 1975; ibid., Nervousness of children and youth, Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, 
Warsaw 1976; ibid., Positive Disintegration, State Institute of Wy dniczy, Warsaw 1979. 
 
78 On this point, see M. ÿurko, Column writing by Kazimierz Dąbrowski in the years 1978–1980 as an 
example of psychological advice, "Psychologia Wychowawcza" 2016, No. 10, pp. 205-216. 
 
79 W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 10. 
 
80 B. Gawroÿski, op. Cit., P. 203. 
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ambitious attempts to explain phenomena such as personality development, human functioning and 
psychopathology. Big theories are complex and consistent. 
 
Each has a high level of internal consistency, and its key ideas are logically anchored in theoretical 
assumptions. The last similarity is the language of great theories, which tends to be rich in meaning 
but lacking in detail. In such theories there are [usually] several operational definitions of concepts, 
and the language theorists use to convey their ideas poses a challenge to their students. The 
language of theorists and their choice of nomenclature for their concepts sometimes acts as an 
obstacle to their acceptance. For example, for a time, Freud's psychoanalytic terms such as ego, id, 
and superego were new and strange; now they have become part of our culture81. 
 
Taking into account Dąbrowski's contribution to the development of mental hygiene, it seems 
incomprehensible that his works are overlooked at the faculties of Polish universities dealing with 
these issues. Many of his most important works in the field of science, which have appeared in other 
languages, have not been translated into Polish to this day82. 
 
81 S. Mendaglio, dz. cyt., s. 17. 
 
82 T. Kobierzycki, A child in boundary situations. At the Basics of Existential Psychology by K. 
Dąbrowski, 
 
https://dezintegracja.pl/dziecko-sytuacj-granicznych-u Podstaw-Psychologii-exzystsztaÿcalnej-k-
dabrowskiego / (accessed: 29/12/2018). 
 
 
 
Chapter 2 
 
Pedagogical hermeneutics as a method of theory research in the humanities and social sciences 
 
The key to this work is the method of hermeneutical interpretation of texts and their understanding as 
a meaningful whole. 
 
The main category of hermeneutics is understanding. In the existential dimension, understanding 
does not refer to the process of conscious reference by man to the ways of his own existence in the 
world and to his own existential projects, becoming a condition of authentic existence; it also applies 
to forms of self-knowledge through cultural products. In the ontological dimension, understanding is a 
condition for shaping the human personality in terms of the structure of meanings and values. 
 
In the epistemological dimension, understanding refers to the hermeneutic cognition of cultural 
products, forms of social life and human activities. In the methodological dimension, understanding 
results from the specificity of determining the status of the subject and object of cognition in the 
humanities as well as the specificity and methods of this cognition. Generally speaking, 
understanding is the process of identifying meanings and values that allow us to give meaning, to 
perceive a given reality (cultural product, forms of social life, activities) in terms of a meaningful 
whole. [...] Nevertheless, on the level of general considerations, it is fully justified to treat the 
interpretation made on the basis of hermeneutics as a form of extended understanding1. 
 



This method is used for theoretical research in humanistic and social sciences. Understanding and 
interpreting a work that is a specific text is the primary research method used in this work. In the 
humanities - unlike in the sciences 
 
1 B. Milerski, M. Karwowski, The rationality of the education process. Theory and research, Oficy na 
Wydawnicza "Impuls", Kraków 2016, pp. 83–84. 
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natural science - the source of knowledge are not only empirically cognizable facts, but also cultural 
products in which the objectified life expressions of their creators are contained. Thus, while getting 
acquainted with a work, we also have an insight into a certain experience recorded in that work and 
renew its objectified form through our own understanding of the power. We join the reality of the spirit, 
participating in it through our reproductive experience of the work of culture, which is the text. 
 
A work therefore gains autonomy in a certain area from its creator, being an expression of spiritual 
life. 
 
The source of humanistic scientific knowledge is not experiencing subjective mental states, but only 
experiencing life through its objectified expressions encoded in cultural products. In other words, 
experiencing the known reality is a feature of cognition in the humanities, but not an object of it. The 
subject of humanistic research are objective creations in which the expressions of the spiritual life 
have been coded, making oneself independent of the act of creating them2. 
 
In order to discover the meaning hidden in a work, it is not enough to know about its individual parts, 
but it is necessary to understand the sense of the work hidden in its entirety. We call the mental 
connections that we discover in it while reconstructing its meaning 3. The objective spirit is not only a 
metaphysical dimension, its manifestations are also present in the socio-cultural sphere. By 
participating in the symbolic culture, which is also / especially the culture of the text, we participate in 
some part of it and develop our own personality structures. The reality of the spirit is indirectly 
available in the objectified expressions of human life. After getting to know the works of our tradition, 
we also discover those symbolic forms by means of which the objective spirit is revealed. Therefore, 
through this mediation, we are able to enrich our own structure of meanings and values, that is, what 
makes us truly rational individuals. 
 
In this sense, the spirit - despite its ideal qualities - is not just some kind of abstraction and 
transcendence for a human being. He is the foundation of the communal life and the mental life of the 
individual. He is that reality that constitutes man and interpersonal relations. It conditions the 
individual consciousness of a specific person, and at the same time is not his exclusive property. The 
place of objectivization of the spirit is the world of culture as a specifically human reality. In this sense, 
the development of man as a spiritual being consists in the development of the spiritual structure of 
the personality. It occurs through contact with the external manifestations of the spirit. Spirit is not 
available directly, but only indirectly through objectified expressions - symbolic forms, culture. 
 
He is […] a moral, customary, and more broadly speaking, a cultural form of community life, and only 
as such is it available to human cognition4. 



 
2 B. Milerski, Pedagogical Hermeneutics. Perspectives of the pedagogy of religion, Publishers two 
Scientific Research of the Christian Theological Academy, Warsaw 2011, pp. 52–53. 
 
3 Ibid., P. 56. 
 
4 Ibid., P. 59. 
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Educational hermeneutics deals precisely with the process of understanding and interpretation and 
their implications for the human individual. It is therefore a theory dealing with the basics of what 
determines our process of perceiving the world around us - with how a person creates the foundation 
of his personality, getting to know, through objectified cultural goods, the manifestations of the spirit 
hidden in them. Thanks to this, man as a conscious being deepens the structures of his being, 
touching the mystery that constitutes the surrounding reality. Hermeneutic pedagogy uses 
hermeneutic research methods to get to know, inter alia, educational significance of the educational 
and school sphere. The problem of her pedagogical meneutics is included in hermeneutic pedagogy, 
but not the other way around. 
 
Hermeneutic pedagogy is a comprehensive stream of pedagogical theory and practice that applies 
the hermeneutic approach to the main sections of pedagogy and to the main problems related to 
general education at school, family upbringing, general adult education or to education and 
socialization in society. Pedagogical hermeneutics, on the other hand, focuses on the theoretical 
basis of this type of activity, on the pedagogical theory of understanding and interpretation. In this 
sense, the pedagogue of hermeneutic gogic includes pedagogical hermeneutics. Pedagogical 
hermeneutics is a premise of hermeneutic pedagogy, while pedagogical hermeneutics itself does not 
necessarily imply hermeneutic pedagogy recognizing the function of hermeneutics in pedagogy as a 
whole. [...] Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that when it comes to specific pedagogical 
concepts, it is often impossible to easily and clearly distinguish between hermeneutic pedagogy and 
pedagogical hermeneutics, the more so because - as stated above - every hermeneutic pedagogy 
includes pedagogical hermeneutics. Despite this vagueness and overlapping of meaning scopes, we 
assume the relative specificity of hermeneutic pedagogy and pedagogical herme neutics5. 
 
The object of hermeneutics is life, and more precisely its preserved forms. It is impossible to grasp 
the direct manifestations of the life that surrounds us, so we must recreate them with the help of 
understanding insight. 
 
At the same time, it is difficult to understand the whole without referring to the parts and the parts 
without referring to the whole. This continuous circular movement between the text and its recipient, 
between the part and the whole, is what we call the hermeneutic circle. We cannot comprehend the 
essence of a work without seeing it as it is in general - as a record of a fragment of its author's life. In 
this way, we gain insight into the structure of the text and we begin to understand what the author 
wanted to record in his work, we read his objectivized life expression. 
 



A feature of the hermeneutic definition of understanding is distancing oneself from the possibility of 
knowing a person directly. We are not able to know the spiritual life both through a contemplative 
view and through introspection - direct insight 
 
5 Ibid., Pp. 133–134. 
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into the spiritual structures of the human personality. We always know the spiritual life in a mediated 
way, through its objectified, external expressions (the so-called hermeneu is mediated). In this sense, 
understanding in the hermeneutic approach has a circular character (the so-called hermeneutic 
circle). To express this, Dilthey introduced the triad: (experience-) life - objective expression - 
understanding. Thus, he recognized that understanding is a continuous, spiral movement determined 
by the above triad. It is processual in nature, so it is always a form of knowing "on the way" 6. 
 
Understanding is not merely reproductive. When we get to know some outstanding literary work, we 
purify ourselves of our own individual beliefs, trying to open ourselves to the truth of the text, the 
objectified expression of life pressure contained in it. The process of understanding itself is also 
creative. When reading a text, we confront it with our own subjective convictions, and our prejudices 
provide the primary precondition. Thus, careful her meneutic reading of the text becomes not so 
much a reproductive discovery of the processes underlying it, but also a struggle between our 
subjective truth and the truth presented in the text. We collide with it and in the process of 
understanding we try to distance ourselves from our beliefs, give the text a chance to reach us, to fill 
us with its content. Our whole task, then, is to give the text a chance of its own self-manifestation, into 
which insight - aware of our own individual prejudices - will provide us with a true understanding of it. 
 
The hermeneutic task of itself takes on a factual attitude and is always already defined by it. Thus, the 
hermeneutic enterprise gains firm ground under its feet. Whoever wants to understand, will not rely 
on the randomness of his initial opinion, and will try to listen to the text's view as consistently and 
stubbornly as possible - until this view can be clearly heard and destroys apparent understanding. 
Whoever wants to understand a text is rather ready to accept what the text has to say. Therefore, a 
hermeneutically educated consciousness must already be sensitive to the otherness of the text. Such 
sensitivity, however, presupposes neither "neutrality" towards one's own opinions, let alone erasing 
them, but includes consciously assimilating one's own preliminary notions and prejudices. One has to 
start with one's own anticipations so that the text presents its otherness and that it can gain the 
opportunity to win the truth of its content against someone's initial opinion7. 
 
The subject does not exist disconnected from history, he is always in it, because we belong to history 
and a tradition that precedes individual beings. We are immersed in human history before we realize 
it. Therefore, it is through getting to know the literary tradition of our cultural circle that the work of 
communing with history, becoming aware of its duration in it, a relationship that cannot be objectified, 
because we do not have a distance to it, we are still 
 
6 Ibid., Pp. 60–61. 
 



7 H.-G. Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. B. Baran, Polish Scientific Publishers PWN, War szawa 
2013, pp. 371–372. 
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immersed in it. It is only through the fusion of the horizons of two consciousnesses in the process of 
interpretation that a connection with our historical tradition is made. Our knowledge is therefore 
always incomplete, and we never have complete knowledge, but must always be content with some 
part of it. This hermeneutic horizon is always the limit to which our understanding reaches and stops, 
unable to completely dissolve into the surrounding history. Therefore, absolute knowledge is a myth 
that we will never be able to live up to. We enrich our own structure of personality, meanings and 
values because we know that the only action left in our development is to improve our own existing 
existence through the process of delving into the universal experience of language. This, in turn, is 
made available to us by cultural texts that are the treasury of the human spirit. 
 
We will never penetrate the consciousness of another person to the very end. This does not mean, 
however, that we cannot comprehend even a part of his life expression by delving into the work he 
wrote. 
 
But it is not even the mere insight into the figure of the creator that makes our research valid, but an 
attempt to look into the objectivized record of his existence, which it constitutes. Thanks to the 
interpretation of the work, we connect with the time long gone for us, but available through the text. 
History is the stream of time in which we exist and from which we cannot separate. Paradoxically, we 
ourselves are the subject of our own research. Understanding a text is understanding yourself. What 
the text reveals to us is not only related to the idea contained in it, but also to the very existence of an 
existing human being. The rational existence of human individuals consists in referring to the fact of 
our own being, our existence. It is fundamental for man that, while understanding his own finiteness, 
he is able to relate to it and make attempts to understand it. The existing human being begins to 
investigate the very fact of its being in which it is embedded, and this is the most elementary task of 
science or scholar. 
 
I will point out at once how I understand the approach to the problem of existence in a roundabout 
way of this semantics; purely semantic explanations are made in vain until we show that 
understanding ambiguous or symbolic expressions is the moment of self-understanding; the semantic 
approach will thus be linked to the reflective approach. But the subject who interprets himself by 
interpreting the signs is no longer a cogito; it is an existing being which, thanks to the exegesis of its 
life, discovers that it is already established in being before it is even established itself and belongs to 
itself. In this way, hermeneutics would discover a mode of existence which, from beginning to end, 
would be to be-interpreted. Only reflection, refuting itself as reflection, can establish the ontological 
roots of understanding. But this continues to happen in speech and through the reflection movement. 
This is the difficult path that we will follow8. 
 
8 P. Ricoeur, Existence and hermeneutics. Dissertations on the Method, trans. E. Bieÿkowska, PAX 
Publishing Institute, Warsaw 1985, p. 190. 
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Undoubtedly, the subject of hermeneutical research is the existence of an individual, his being in the 
world, and the form of his existence in it. The goal of hermeneutic gogic peda is to create an authentic 
personality in a person, and not only to adapt to the surrounding reality, to fulfill consumer and 
employee tasks. It is important to really understand your own existence, the fact that you only exist in 
a certain period of time and then you disappear. The fact that man has a unique ability to relate to his 
own transience is undoubtedly his distinguishing feature, what makes him a genuinely valuable 
human being. Human life is more than a task fulfilled for the benefit of the employer. Existence is a 
phenomenon, and culture is an autotelic property, which does not have to be justified by market 
mechanisms, but which is justified by the fact that it is unique in that by interpreting and 
understanding its products, the human individual becomes a rational being that separates itself from 
the natural world. 
 
The subject of research on the hermeneutic theory of education is what determines the specificity of 
man: existential facts and the design of existence, ethical and world-view choices, social interactions 
and dialogical forms of coexistence, cultural products, forms of social life, communication and 
symbolic messages along with the problematization of the claim to normativity. Such an approach 
reflects the multitude of inspirations that make up the contemporary shape of hermeneutic pedagogy. 
They are made up of classical hermeneutic philosophy, existentialism, the philosophy of dialogue, 
theories of communication and critical concepts of interpreting cultural messages. From this 
perspective, already in the 1970s, a thesis was formulated about the kinship and legitimacy of 
integrating hermeneutic pedagogy with critical pedagogy. Such an approach referred, on the one 
hand, to the specific treatment of the subject of research and educational interactions, which is the 
world of meanings, and on the other - to the hermeneutic method of analyzing the educational reality. 
Both pedagogical trends are interpretive in nature and are related to the understanding procedure as 
a form of cognition of reality9. 
 
Exposing all forms of false consciousness is undoubtedly not only a critical task, but also a 
hermeneutic one. Discourse becomes objectivized in the work and thus acquires a certain autonomy, 
but in order to understand them, we must first explain them. The interpretation of the work thus 
becomes an important task aimed at reversing the effect of the original alienation experienced by 
man. Hermeneutics is the art of analyzing the discourse contained in a work10. The text gains 
autonomy in relation to the author, he is not what the author wanted to say, but becomes something 
more - a record of a certain, often unconscious, discourse. Perpetuating what has already passed 
and making it available to the reader. At the same time, the world of the text frees itself from a limited 
intention 
 
9 B. Milerski, M. Karwowski, op. Cit., Pp. 124–125. 
 
10 P. Ricoeur, Language, Text, Interpretation, trans. P. Graff, K. Rosner, State Institute Publishing 
House, Warsaw 1989, pp. 235–236. 
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its author and begins to live its own life. The feeling of distance we have while reading is precisely 
related to this fundamental distance that we must overcome in order to get closer to the text. After all, 
we are tearing into a world that was previously inaccessible to us, thus expanding our own 
personality. The text is designed to free itself from the author's control, in fact he only gives his 
creation to the world, which accepts it and, through it, enables the understanding of its own existence. 
 
The fundamental task of each work is, therefore, to break free from the author's control and the 
context in which it was created, it becomes free and, through the act of reading, is only placed in a 
new context, blending with the mind of the reader. 
 
Human development is inextricably linked with the interpretation and understanding of cultural texts. 
When we read and analyze a text, we also take over the part of its world that lies before us, thereby 
developing our own personality. We do not read the works we learn at the level of our own 
consciousness, because it is appropriated by the prevailing ideologies, including educational 
ideologies. A real reflection on a text is always associated with the criticism of false consciousness, 
with the stripping of the delusions of certainty of our cognition, and finally with the discovery of our 
own ideological limitations. To really understand a text requires breaking the veil of the false 
consciousness that binds us and as taught by Karl Marx. Reflection is invariably linked to the critical 
assimilation of the work, because only in this way it will avoid false knowledge. Only when we 
discover our existence in the world, our identity as a living human being, do we reach the deeper 
structure of the text. In order to actually interpret and get to know the text we are analyzing, we must 
first go beyond our own limitations. To cross the demarcation line delineated by ideological 
phantasms and reach the essence of things, the being as such and the fact of its existence in the 
world. 
 
Reflection is blind intuition unless it is mediated by what Dilthey called expressions in which life is 
objectified. To use another language, that of Jean Nabert, reflection can only be the assimilation of 
our act of existence through criticism, applied to the works and acts that are signs of this act of 
existence. Thus reflection is a criticism, not in the Kantian sense as a justification for science and 
duty, but in the sense that the cogito can only be recovered circularly by deciphering in this case the 
documents of his life. Reflection is assimilating through works our effort to exist and our desire to be - 
through works that testify to this effort and this desire. But cogito is not only a barren but 
unquestionable truth. I also need to add that it is a kind of empty space, which from the beginning 
was filled with fake cogito. We have learned from all the exegetical disciplines, and psychoanalysis in 
particular, that purportedly direct consciousness is first "false consciousness"; Marx, Nietzsche and 
Freud taught us to unmask her footprints. So the critique of false consciousness must now be 
combined with every re-awareness 
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the discovery of the cogito subject in the documents of his life. The philosophy of reflection must be 
the complete opposite of the philosophy of consciousness. 
 



Understanding our own existence is its interpretation through expressions expressed in works of 
culture. So it is a constantly renewed force of updating our existence. An expression of our striving for 
its extension, continuous duration. Awareness of one's own insignificance in connection with the 
desire to be, to become anew. This effort, this striving to understand and fulfill our being, is expressed 
precisely in the texts that are images of our struggle with the constant passing, with the continuous 
presence only and in this one, so quickly passing moment. 
 
Discovering the deeper dimension of the text, the meaning hidden behind the form of false 
consciousness, is the research task of hermeneutics. Thanks to the analysis of symbols and 
revealing their secret meaning, it shows areas that were previously inaccessible to human cognition. 
Reading the educational reality without showing its ambiguous aspects and references, as well as 
symbolism would lead to its significant impoverishment. The literal meaning often has little to do with 
understanding the educational reality, because only with the help of cultural symbolism related to the 
works of culture, we also convey to students a certain excess of meaning, a certain dimension of 
understanding the surrounding reality, without which they would be unable to consciously move 
around in the surrounding reality. world and interpreting your own experiences. Thus, we would 
impoverish their internal structure of meanings and values, which, after all, determines the 
uniqueness of the human being in the world of creation. Without getting acquainted with the rich 
symbolic sphere that constitute the structures of our social and cultural life, our existence would lose 
its meaning12 
 
Hermeneutical research is aimed at extracting this aspect hidden in the text, this dynamics of 
symbolization. Thanks to hermetic analysis of the text, we bite into structures inaccessible to ordinary 
human cognition, because we break through the limitations of our own ideological conditions in order 
to reveal new, originally unknown aspects of the surrounding reality. Therefore, the process of 
hermeneutical understanding is a momentous phenomenon, and the hermeneutic method remains 
remarkably topical to this day, teaching students and researchers to interpret and understand the 
deeper structures of the world around them. 
 
In order to really delve into the text, understand its internal structure, experience its experience, we 
must lose ourselves in it, sacrifice ourselves 
 
11 
 
Tenÿe, Existence and hermeneutics..., pp. 196–197. 12 B. Millerski, dz. cyt., s. 164–168. 
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of themselves to the text in a gesture of voluntary submission, in order to obtain a new dimension of 
oneself by delving into the world proposal contained in it, to reconstruct one's own personality by 
entering the unreal reality offered to us by the text. It is the text of the constitution that causes the 
reader, not himself13. 
 
Understanding, then, is as much distance as assimilation. One can, and even must, include in the 
understanding of oneself the critique of the illusions of the subject carried out by Marx and Freud. The 
ramifications of this for hermeneutics are important: hermeneutics cannot henceforth be opposed to 



the critique of ideology; the critique of ideology is a necessary detour which must be followed by self-
understanding if it is to be shaped by the content of the text and not by the bias of the reader14. 
 
Hermeneutics is therefore invariably linked to a critical approach. 
 
It is the duty of every reader to understand, interpret and, above all, critically read the text. It is only 
through the use of our own limitations that allows us to see the world of the work and analyze it 
correctly. 
 
Therefore, I consider it justified to carry out a hermeneutic analysis of the source texts of the author of 
the theory of positive disintegration. 
 
I am interested in determining the topicality of the views and theories of this humanitarian in the 
sphere of pedagogy and education. 
 
13 P. Ricoeur, Language…, p. 244. 
 
14 Ibid., Pp. 244–245. 
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Main terms in the theory of positive disintegration 
 
3.1. Disintegration 
 
In Dąbrowski's theory, the disintegration of the human psyche, pain, suffering and mental and 
sometimes physical ailments do not constitute undesirable phenomena, but are even necessary for 
the authentic development of a human being. 
 
Development crises are essential elements of positive development. Man cannot develop properly 
without experiencing, becoming aware of and overcoming the creative floes of development. It can be 
said that human development drama usually includes periods of many crises, more or less 
complicated; detailed consideration of individual elements and specific developmental crises as well 
as taking into account the positive elements, i.e. the development potential in these crises, 
determines the appropriate psychotherapeutic approach1. 
 
The cause of the positive disintegration process is the inherent hereditary properties of the organism, 
i.e. increased types of mental excitability and development dynamisms. They illustrate the gradual 
taking over of control by higher mental functions and transforming, as well as gradual atrophy, i.e. 
subordinating the latter to lower drives, i.e. mainly the self-preservation instinct and the behavior of 
the species, which otherwise govern the entire life activity of a given individual. 
 
1 K. Dąbrowski, On psychotherapy of healthy people and mental hygiene in everyday life, [in:] Mental 
health, ed. K. Dąbrowski, Paÿstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsza wa 1979, p. 291. 
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Dąbrowski distinguishes between negative and positive disintegration. The first is the result of an 
inability to enter a higher level of development as a result of insufficient developmental potential and 
results in either a relapse to a lower level of functioning or a severe, invasive mental illness. Positive 
disintegration occurs when, after a period of tensions and difficulties, the mental internal environment 
reintegrates. Negative disintegration occurs in the case of prolonged one-level disintegration (second 
level) and the inability to crystallize the hierarchy of values and goals. Positive disintegration is the 
domain of multi-level disintegration, in which the difference between the higher and the lower 
becomes clear, both in the inner psychic environment of the individual and in the external 
environment2. 
 
Even a small child develops on the basis of the principle of contradiction. Some of the things that 
seem pleasant to him due to tactile or visual receptors, cause unpleasant to know due to other 
senses. It faces the conflicting tendencies caused by its sense of smell, sight, or touch. Primordial 
enthusiasm and unrestrained pursuit of pleasure are disrupted. Gradually the process of inhibition 
takes place, a state of anxiety appears, because the number of experiences, among which there are 
often contradictory experiences of pleasure and pleasure, is so great that it leads to the disintegration 
of the original attitude of the individual. For conscious processes of planning and analyzing the 
possibilities facing a given individual to emerge, the attitude of disharmony, the feeling of chaos in 
their aspirations and feelings must come to the fore. Development, whether in the case of a child or 
an adult, is subject to constant obstacles, causing the breaking of his rigid mental structure caused by 
the aroused tension. One of the best-known examples, which Dąbrowski also referred to, is the flame 
of a candle, which is both a source of pleasure and pain3. The process of disintegration - 
disintegration4 is most important at the lowest levels of development, but this pattern repeats itself 
even at a very advanced level. 
 
Dąbrowski also points out that there may be, although in his opinion very rarely, individuals with 
primary, but valuable development, and therefore capable of living at a high socio-cultural level. 
However, he immediately gives that disintegration as a process is necessary for individual and social 
development. It can have a diverse range of impact5. 
 
2 
 
Tenÿe, Positive disintegration, Paÿstwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, Warsaw 1979, pp. 25–26. 
 
3 
 
Id., Disintegration as a positive stage in the development of an individual, "Mental Health. A quarterly 
on mental hygiene ”1949, No. 4 (10), p. 38. 
 
4 
 
Id., Personality, disintegration, creativity, "etc" 1978, No. 41 (933), p. 27. 5 
 



Ibid., On positive disintegration. A sketch of the theory of human mental development through mental 
imbalance, nervousness, neurosis and psychoneurosis, Paÿstwowy Zakÿad Wydawnictw Lekarskich, 
Warsaw 1964, p. 235. 
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3.2. Development 
 
One of Dąbrowski's works is entitled Passion of Development6. All his work is permeated with a 
humanistic call to transgress one's own boundaries, not to be confined within the artificial framework 
determined by the external environment and the ideology prevailing in it. It is a stance that is opposed 
to injustice, hypocrisy and fraud committed in the name of profit on the masses of society. Dąbrowski 
believes that each of us has a certain duty of development, which he understands it as the realization 
of our humanity. Dynamics of senses such as autopsychotherapy, self-education, self-education, etc. 
show how important it is for an individual to work on himself. 
 
Dąbrowski combines development with internal suffering, conflicts, and five that may even lead to an 
individual's suicide. It should be remembered, however, that such disintegrative intensities are 
present only in really gifted individuals. Such phenomena also occur in the greater part of the 
population, but are of a much milder nature. One can risk a statement that the development process 
generates tensions proportional to the possessed potential. As Wiesÿawa Limont writes: 
 
Due to the intensity and depth of sensations and experiences of people with outstanding abilities, 
their development differs from the generally accepted statistical norm. Dąbrowski noticed the 
asynchrony in the development of the eminently gifted, the source of which was the development 
potential, but above all the high level of increased excitability7. 
 
In order to change the world into a better place to live, one needs to invest in the existential quality of 
the people who make it up, and to valorise the emotional sphere of a person. Such an imperative is, 
especially today, in the era of the dominating profit-oriented technocratic thinking, an extremely 
valuable goal. It is also important because this theory is supported by research, especially concerning 
the so-called increased types of mental excitability 8. Human development takes place in motion, 
from activity subordinated to biologically determined drives to functioning based on instinctive 
structures that are at a higher level 
 
The same, Passion for development, Student Publishing House of the Alma-Press Association of 
Polish Students, Warsaw 1988. 
 
6 
 
7 W. Limont, Sensitivity, intensity and development potential of extremely gifted people, "Chowanna" 
2014, vol. 2 (43), p. 89. 
 
8 R. Frank-Falk, B. Yakmaci-Guzel, A. (Hsin-Jen) Chang, R.P. de Santayana Sanz, R.A. 
ChavezEakle, Measuring overexcitability: Replication across five countries, [w:] Dab rowski’s theory 
of positive disintegration, red. S. Mendaglio, Great Potential Press, Scottsdale (AZ) 2008, s. 183–199. 
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coupled with feelings and values. Thus, it is, in a sense, moral autodeterminism9. 
 
The development philosophy postulated by positive disintegration may serve the purpose of the 
school taking into account the "souls" of its subjects in its activities. It is necessary to use the natural 
potential of pupils or students, and not to indoctrinate them with an ideology that takes away their 
right to self-determination and empowerment. By noticing the multilevel and multifaceted nature of 
school reality, as well as deepening the existential attitude and stimulating the developmental 
dynamisms of the inner psychological environment, man is directed towards achieving his own, 
unique personal ideal. In such a school, the hidden potentials of students are used that cannot be 
revealed by traditional education subjected to the overwhelming influence of the centers of power. 
 
The philosophy of development - based on a multidimensional and multilevel reality - is associated 
with this multidimensionality and multilevelness, which in a way imply "an increase in the 
philosophical attitude", its coupling with constant development, and thus moving from "bottom" to " 
mountains ", from the lower level to the higher level, from the less autonomous and authentic level to 
the more and more autonomous and authentic level, from the primitivism of drive to acting at a high 
level of drives and feelings, from being inherited and educated to a gradual independence from some 
constitutional features. and some environmental influences10. 
 
3.3. Development potential 
 
It is a hereditary equipment that determines the scope of an individual's possible development. 
Developmental potential can be estimated on the basis of increased types of excitability, giftedness, 
talents and autonomous factors (different development dynamisms) 11. The influence of the external 
environment really depends on how much potential a given individual has. When it is outstanding, any 
obstacles that stand in its way should not stop its ability to accelerate development, while when it is 
small, the social environment in which the individual resides begins to play an important role. 
 
9 S. ÿukomski, Positive disintegration. Theory of Professor Kazimierz Dąbrowski, 
https://dezintegracja.pl/ dezintegracja-pozytywna-teoria-profesora-kazimierza-dabrowskiego pl / 
(accessed: 30/12/2018). The original version of the article was published on the Internet "Magazyn 
Esensja" (March 2002). 
 
10 K. Dąbrowski, Elements of the philosophy of development, Polish Society of Mental Hygiene, 
Warsaw 1989, 
 
p. 30. 
 
11 
 
Tenÿe, Personality-shaping through positive disintegration, glossary, Little, Brown and Co., Boston 
1967, s. 
 



280–281. 
 
 
 
39 [P] Developmental obstruction is the most important force in positive development, especially in 
outstanding development and accelerated development. As we have already said, the influence of the 
environment is an important factor in development, but it is not of great importance in the case of 
outstanding development potential or development potential for accelerated development, because in 
the latter cases the influence of the environment is subordinated to the potential and does not play 
any more prominent role. On the other hand, the influence of the environment plays a significant role 
in the case of medium and loweraverage development potential. Then the influence of the 
environment (wise, psychologically and pedagogically prepared) can play a large role in 
development12. 
 
Main terms in the theory of positive disintegration 
 
3.4. Conflict 
 
Achieving a higher degree of functioning in the world requires the developing person to face his fears, 
pains and fear. Internal conflicts, which arouse unbearable tension and in which no one but ourselves 
can help us solve them, result in a deeper level of spiritual reflection, and often lead to disintegration 
and subsequent transformation of the whole person. When new psychological structures arise, the 
intensity of internal conflicts decreases and development becomes more harmonious. "The essential 
role [in reaching the personality] is played by [...] loosening or even breaking down the lower levels of 
the mental structure to create new higher structures from this" broken material "13. 
 
The degree of development of the internal structure of the individual determines whether he uses his 
disorders and conflicts as a means of self-improvement. In the case of insufficient potential, clearly 
pathological signs may appear, meaning regression or stagnation of the individual in development. 
 
It should be noted that conflicts are not clearly negative. There are so-called positive (multi-level) and 
negative conflicts. The latter include one-level disputes that are aimed at saturating one's own 
primitive drives14. You can give here such extreme examples as beating, rape, physical and 
psychological intimidation, etc. A highly developed man, faithful to his once chosen and confirmed 
values, may, and sometimes even must, cause conflicts15. The very meeting of a person with an 
individual focused on himself, not taking into account the needs of others in his own action, will create 
confrontations in which he should often get involved. 
 
12 
 
13 
 
14 
 
Ibid., Passion of development, p. 20. 
 
Ibid., Personality, disintegration..., p. 27. 
 
Ibid., Positive conflict in interpersonal relations, "Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1978, No. 1, p. 38. 
 



15 Ibid. 
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What is more, the internal conflict-free nature manifested by primary integrated individuals is 
conducive to external aggression, caused all the easier by the fact that they do not have any 
particular reflection on their own behavior16. 
 
A person who has approached the level of secondary integration on the path of development will not 
show increased external conflict. However, he will take conflict actions when he decides that it serves 
a greater cause and has no other option but to fight, to speak out against evil. 
 
Thus, a conflict, without differentiating the meanings of this concept, cannot be assessed negatively 
merely because it is a conflict. For there are conflicts that are initiated and participated in for the sake 
of a good cause, for the sake of hierarchically higher values, for the sake of respect for authentically 
human attitudes. They are then needed, or even necessary17. 
 
An individual experiencing and fully experiencing his existence cannot be uncritical both towards 
himself and his surroundings. Internal conflict is one of the greatest forces in human development, 
while positive external dispute is a significant stimulus for the improvement of society. 
 
Conflict-free behavior cannot go hand in hand with positive human development, as it is an 
expression of apparent development, an inauthentic, false educational attitude, subordinated not to 
development, but most often to primitive self-interests. Conflict-free behavior is often an expression of 
a negative compromise that contradicts human development and the authenticity of his personality18. 
 
From these internal conflicts and constantly renewed development aspirations, all foundations for 
authentic creativity arise. Dÿ browski's discovery is that at the basis of any activity that goes beyond 
the boundaries set before, it is precisely a certain disintegration of the human psyche. Therefore, 
creating something new is associated with the development of personality, which primarily requires 
working on the emotions of a given individual. Intelligence plays a secondary role here. Whether 
someone is creative, is able to express the reality seen for the first time in a new, alternative way, 
depends in direct proportion to the depth of his inner mental environment. It follows that individuals 
capable of transgressing established cultural boundaries, making new discoveries, are subject to 
disintegration processes, experience doubts, and are tormented by anger and contradictory desires. 
Without them, their outstanding activity in the chosen research field would not be possible. This is 
true of both the exact and the social sciences. 
 
16 Ibid., P. 39. 
 
17 Ibid. 18 Ibid., 40. 
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Such individuals are forced in the development of their internal mental environment to go through 
crises, internal conflicts, various levels of increased mental excitability - mainly emotional, imagination 
and intelligence. They go through the necessary depressions, states of anxiety and fear as well as 
obsessions, and thus - they go through neurotic and psychoneurotic states, usually creative19. 
 
Since conflicts are, to a large extent, something positive, that is, favorable to development, they 
should not be eliminated, but rather transformed. Removing conflicts is very often associated with the 
destruction of the individual, his apparent adaptation to the surrounding reality, for which the price is 
giving up one's own autonomy and authenticity. It is clear that the process of disintegration is 
associated with the risk of collapse, and even in extreme cases of suicide, but this does not mean 
that we are to give up the full realization of our own humanity. “For Dąbrowski, psychotherapy as the 
treatment of the former [patient - D.Ch.] is a misunderstanding. On the contrary, he considers 
conflicts to be indispensable for a positive and accelerated development and as a source of creativity 
”20. 
 
That is why crisis situations, conflicts resulting in the breakdown of a person, or even the 
disintegration of his psyche, often lead him to change his current aspirations, discover the inner 
mental environment and master primitive rushes, which also allows for intensified creative work. This 
is demonstrated by the case of a woman described by Kazimierz Jankowski, who was a very 
committed activist. She was taken to a psychiatric hospital, where she was diagnosed with 
schizophrenia. As a researcher she remained in a state of constant internal tear for several years, 
considering this work to be meaningless. In the end, she took up literary creation with great success, 
which became her new goal of existence21. It turns out that in this case, as in many others, the 
disintegration of the primary mental structure and liberation from the current social and 
 
-political and scientific research were needed for the emergence of a harmonized structure at a higher 
level of functioning. Jankowski further expresses a positive opinion on Dąbrowski's theory, claiming 
that in such cases as the one described above it is fully applicable. 
 
It seems that Kazimierz Dąbrowski's concept of positive disintegration applies to this type of cases. 
Especially difficult, crisis, breakthrough situations often lead to the formation of new meanings, 
discovering new goals in life, and then, if new goals are constructive, health also follows. 
 
19 
 
Ie, Personality, mental health, creativity, psychotherapy, "Zdrowie Psy chiczne" 1979, No. 3–4, p. 26. 
 
20 C. Dziekanowski, Self-realization and the theory of positive disintegration, "Heksis" 2010, No. 1, p. 
28. 
 
21 K. Jankowski, From biological to humanistic psychiatry, National Institute of Publishing, Warsaw 
1976, p. 210. 
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mental, the opening up of completely new, unexpected possibilities that you might not have guessed 
at all in the past. A person's life does not depend solely on meeting current needs. Our internal 
balance and activity are determined to a greater extent than is usually believed by meanings resulting 
from distant goals, sometimes even covering our entire life22. 
 
3.5. Emotions 
 
The theory of positive disintegration emphasizes the importance of human emotional development, 
and even its primacy over intellectual development. It is simple in the waters: it is the intellect that 
serves the emotions and goals of man. Even if the greatest intellect rests on a set of very primitive 
endeavors, it does not lead to any positive results. 
 
A negative attitude towards the manifestation of certain emotions, mild mental disorders and 
uncontrolled enthusiasm is also a big problem. These are natural reactions, and as a result, blocked 
emotions are revealed that could otherwise lead to serious mental illnesses. Therefore, it is not 
necessary to remove this type of disorder or to displace it on the basis of imposing one's own 
perception of the reality that surrounds us, but to allow that, with appropriate developmental 
orientation, they are transformed into more mature forms of behavior. However, this cannot be done 
by cutting out what is sick, because what is pathological in the colloquial or even scientific 
understanding often determines the uniqueness and value of a given individual. Forcing it to eliminate 
various symptoms by force may lead to deterioration of its condition, negative disintegration and 
abandonment of further development. 
 
Excessive developmental tensions at higher mental levels are exhausting, often boring; man cannot 
usually be influenced by such stimuli for long. Suffering that is too intense and prolonged, even if 
consciously accepted, creates forces that interrupt these states or reduce tension. […] We know 
numerous statements of the great media who, after exhausting screenings, felt a great need for food 
or sexual discharges23. 
 
For too long in human sciences we have been dealing with an ignorance of his emotional zone, which 
leads to uneven development. Emotions play an important role in the life of almost every individual 
and determine the actions they make, while the intellect is a secondary factor here. An individual with 
the same degree of advancement 
 
22 Ibid., P. 211. 
 
23 K. Dąbrowski, Psychotherapy through development, Polish Society of Mental Hygiene, "Press 
ZSL", Warsaw 1979, p. 108. 
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intellectual property will react completely differently depending on the level of the internal 
environment, because its values will reflect its goals24. 
 



Man expresses himself most fully in his creativity. This does not happen in isolation from a wide 
variety of subjective interactions. Experiences and emotions are just as objective phenomena as 
observations. If the so-called subjective factors, it will be limited to a set of mechanisms described by 
means of graphs and tables. We will then create not so much a genius as a monster. 
 
It is thanks to emotional development that we learn to properly interact with the reality that surrounds 
us so that it develops rather than deteriorating25. 
 
Contrary to individuals with psychopathic tendencies, people who manifest psychoneurotic disorders 
usually have a rich internal psychological environment, which is related to the intense experience of 
various types of emotions. Without an emotional life, human development is impossible, because 
then it is difficult to be self-critical towards oneself. That is why of all mental hyperactivity, Dąbrowski 
considered the emotional sphere to be the most important. It is necessary for the emergence of 
empathy and for the forms of thinking characteristic of the creators of outstanding works of art and 
literature. The largest and most competing of them are built precisely on the basis of the coupling of 
higher forms of emotional understanding and experiencing reality with intellectual reflection. 
 
Of these three [emotional, imaginative and intellectual - D.Ch.], I put increased emotional excitability 
in the first place due to its fundamental role in visual, and therefore intuitive, coupled (objective-
subjective) cognition, due to its essential role in higher forms of thinking coupled with higher feelings, 
due to its role in the emergence and development of empathy and in the overall psychological 
development of the human being26. 
 
In the light of the positive disintegration theory, working with emotions plays one of the fundamental 
roles in the educational process. This activity is intended to humanize the individual, and therefore not 
so much to codify his intellectual superstructure, but to deal with his fundamental emotional base. 
This is where the existential inspiration of the creator of the theory can be seen, because the 
development taking place inside the individual is the basic determinant of his social usefulness. 
 
24 
 
Ii, Criteria of values and the level of emotional and drive functions and the health of dogs chiczne, 
"Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1975, No. 3, p. 16. 
 
25 Ibid., P. 17. 
 
26 
 
The same, The meaning of life as a solution to the problem of human existence (Meaning as a 
problem of personality development), "Studia Filosophiczne" 1981, No. 4 (185), pp. 104–105. 
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We can distinguish different levels on which our feelings function. Sadness, joy, or the attitude 
towards death vary depending on the degree of development of the individual manifesting them. 
Sadness at the lowest level will be associated with the lack of satisfaction of basic biological needs or 



exhaustion after strong sexual fulfillment, heavy physical exertion, etc. The work of human 
consciousness will hardly be marked here, and these states will occur automatically. At higher levels, 
especially those related to multi-level disintegration, sadness is significantly psychologized and 
deepened. It is connected with the need for isolation from the environment, the necessity to rethink 
one's behavior so far, and to react to certain issues. Then, man expresses concern and reflection, 
and develops in him a tendency to empathy towards other creatures27. There are, of course, even 
more advanced ways of experiencing sadness, but Dąbrowski's main thesis is that higher feelings 
play the main role in controlling one's behavior and satisfying lower instincts. Therefore, the absence 
of lectures on the psychology of feelings and values as well as research on their measurement at 
universities is an unacceptable error, causing negative effects in the entire social sphere28. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, we can notice a certain elitism of higher emotional states and 
the combination of the ability to experience them with full humanity, finding its image in a developed 
personality. With regard to this type of conception in our socio-cultural area, in which the cognitive 
abilities of an individual and his ability to subordinate his actions to practices that enslave him and his 
people close to him, organized in the framework of primitive thought patterns, are most valued, this 
results in his rightly criticizing, found in the theory of Dąbrowski. 
 
The assumption about the steering role of feelings in the development of personality leads Dąbrowski 
to the conviction that emotional persons are distinguished, better, more human, more sensitive, 
almost perfect, although they are constantly stuck in crises or create them. In his opinion, such 
reactions represent humanity29. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, an extremely important function in the process of becoming a 
person is played by feelings, which are a kind of humanizing force, stripping them of their original 
tendencies towards aggression, in order to subordinate them to higher values and goals. This results 
in them 
 
27 
 
Same, Thoughts on the Psychology of Feelings and Values, "etc" 1978, No. 48 (940), p. 26. 28 Ibid. 
 
29 T. Kobierzycki, The concept of national character and the problem of humanity (in the end cepcji 
Kazimierz Dąbrowski), "Humanistyka i Przyrodoznawstwo" 2008, No. 14, p. 39. 
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gradual transformation into instinctive structures, realized in achieving the personality ideal, fighting 
for great causes and helping others. 
 
Thanks to the coupling of drives with emotions, the actions of the former can be corrected by 
transgressive emotions sublimated from drives. Only they can facilitate self-transcendence and 
protect the individual from self-closing (especially when the aggression pole, which is a defense 
mechanism, is strengthened). Feelings, however, can also reinforce the regressive element, possible 
thanks to the sublimation of drives and feelings. It would not be real if they did not contain the 



potential of transcendence. The movement towards transcendence is almost identical to the 
movement towards existence, not only physical, but also metaphysical30. 
 
Emotions and working on them enable internal transformation, and suppressing their negative 
manifestations and not perceiving the positive values that are often hidden in them, causes the 
regression of the human individual and the criminalization of their behavior. A man deprived of a 
signpost of higher feelings becomes a passive executor of impulses coming from drives at a low level 
of development, and thus is unable to sublimate his energy into higher activities. Such individuals can 
become murderers, psychopaths, etc. Even if their means of survival are sufficient and they could 
focus on self-improvement, they will not do so, because their whole intellect is directed only at 
increasing their wealth31. 
 
According to Dąbrowski, it is essential to take into account emotions in teaching, learning and social 
life. It is connected with distinguishing their higher and lower kinds, which play an important role in 
human development. Getting rid of them is possible only in the case of a mentally ill individual, a 
psychopath, i.e. an individual who is in the lower dimension of the broadly understood first level of the 
theory, called primitive integration. 
 
3.6. Exceeding the human biological cycle 
 
The biological cycle of man is an automatic process occurring in the life of a human being, analogous 
to the life cycle of animals. 
 
It expresses the biological phases through which each individual passes, i.e. birth, childhood, 
maturation, maturity, aging and death32. 
 
In each of these periods, there are also integrating factors that stimulate adaptation to the 
environment. It is important that this is a process 
 
30 
 
Same, DOES THE PERSON EXIST? "I" and personality - disintegration and transcendence, "Ethos" 
2016, vol. 29, No. 4 (116), p. 90. 
 
31 Ibid. 
 
32 K. Dąbrowski, Positive disintegration, pp. 62–63. 
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does not require the psychological transformation of the individual, and the differences in the passage 
of this period are marginal in relation to the similarities between individual individuals. So there is a 
large analogy here between the development of the animal and most of the human race. 
 
Some individuals, however, show a tendency to exceed this cycle. This means that they start to 
activate their internal mental forces, including their "third factor", which makes a choice between 



higher and lower tendencies in their behavior and react negatively or positively to specific 
manifestations of forces from the external environment34. In combination with the crystallizing 
hierarchy of values and life goals, it gradually leads to the individual becoming independent from the 
primary stimuli and impulses resulting from his biological constitution35. She is able to consciously 
shape her development by choosing behaviors, activities and relationships that lead her towards 
achieving a full personality. Selected individuals, therefore, go beyond the cyclicality common to all 
members of the human species, self-determining their internal evolution, which is reflected in their 
external attitude. 
 
They then become, in a sense, independent of the development phase that characterizes the entire 
animal world and the overwhelming number of human individuals, and they become subordinated to 
the laws of development not by developmental phases, but by levels. Reaching higher levels of 
individual development indicates the right to break out of the biological cycle of man and enter - in a 
sense - on the path of authentic, individual development36. 
 
3.7. Multilevel 
 
Assuming the homogeneous development of man in the intellectual sphere, we deprive him of his 
entire existence and falsify nature, not recognizing the natural aspirations of the human being to 
transgress his own boundaries, to go beyond biologically determined life and to subordinate him to 
hierarchically higher goals. This is particularly evident in the example of works created by outstanding 
people, which in an objectified manner reveal life pressure, internal dilemmas and persistent pursuit 
of the once chosen ideals specific to a given artist. Reading their biographies, delving into their work, 
we can see higher developmental dynamisms and how 
 
33 
 
Ibid., Exceeding the biological cycle, "etc" 1979, No. 1 (946), p. 27. 34 Ibid. 
 
35 Ibid., Positive disintegration, pp. 62–72. 36 
 
Ibid., Exceeding the biological cycle, p. 27. 
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intertwine and complement each other their emotional and intellectual functions, creating a new 
quality of existence in the world. 
 
Consequently, we admit the existence of "higher and lower" levels of reality as well as intermediate 
levels of reality. This applies not only to a person's thinking, feeling, imagining and behaving; but it 
includes all kinds of mental functions, groups of functions, or certain higher functions. Functions and 
dynamisms such as instincts, empathy, intuition, identification, autonomy, as well as joy, sadness, 
laughter, etc., show different levels of individual reality, different levels of existence37. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, each mental phenomenon has its own levels. They can be 
perceived more narrowly and broader, more versatile, not less38. This is clearly seen in the example 



of the sexual instinct, which can be expressed both in a certain intimate bond between two people 
and in a primitive or even brutal sexual discharge without any emotional bond with a "partner" 39. An 
example may also be the distinction between primitive, animal, and existential anxiety40. A similar 
distinction can be applied to the self-preservation instinct, etc.41. Just as we test the level of 
intelligence or perception on the basis of tests, we can also distinguish levels of emotional and drive 
functions, and thus - the resulting values42. Although such differentiations will not have the same 
degree of accuracy, any person who is not emotionally or morally impaired will agree that torture or 
beating a small child is always evil. 
 
3.8. Mental inner environment 
 
Similarly to the external environment, we can distinguish a psychological internal environment, which 
consists of all developmental and nondevelopmental dynamics, pathological senses and the so-called 
normal. The results of these dynamisms are different attitudes of the individual manifested in 
everyday life. In the inner psychic environment, the dynamisms of existence are interdependent, 
some remain in a state of relative harmony with others. There is also often intense between them 
 
37 K. Dąbrowski, with the methodological collaboration of Andrzej Kawczak, Janina Sochaÿska, The 
dynamics of concepts, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1973, s. 4. 
 
38 K. Dąbrowski, Toil of Existence, Wiedza Powszechna, Warsaw 1986, p. 13. 
 
39 Ibid., Pp. 13-14. 
 
40 
 
Ibid., Positive Disintegration, p. 30. 
 
41 
 
The same, The Difficulty of Existence, pp. 14–15. 
 
43 Ibid., P. 34. 
 
42 
 
Ibid., Positive Disintegration, p. 33. 
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conflicts (single-level or multi-level) in which some dynamisms try to take control of others, if only for 
a certain period of time. Some of them may be organized in a more or less clear hierarchy depending 
on the level of an individual's development. Sometimes they remain in a state of chaos. They may 
also be disordered into any hierarchy at an early stage of development44. The fundamental harmony 
and cooperation between them occurs only at the fourth level of development - multilevel organized 
disintegration. 



 
3.9. Individual and social essence 
 
An individual essence consists solely of the emotional ties of a given individual, their talents and 
interests, a sense of identity and pursuing a certain goal. On the other hand, in the social essence 
they find fulfillment of empathy, responsibility towards their own community, taking into account the 
needs of other people in their own actions45. Personality is a certain coherent component of an 
individual and social essence, specific to a given individual. 
 
3.10. Sanity 
 
According to Dąbrowski, mental health is "the ability to comprehensive and multi-level mental 
development through the processes of positive disintegration and partial secondary integration 
towards comprehensive secondary integration" 46. 
 
The pathology of a given phenomenon is therefore the inability to transform it, to transgress it to a 
higher level of development. In this approach to mental health, the label assigned to a given disorder 
by society is irrelevant. The important thing is whether it can become a catalyst for positive changes 
in an individual's internal psychic environment and lead them to a new level of perceiving reality. 
 
It is a very specific understanding of mental health, because it perceives negative emotions of a 
human being as a kind of internal forces which, if properly directed, may result in the accelerated 
development of an individual on the way to becoming a person in the full sense of the word. An 
extensive definition of mental health according to the creator of the positive disintegration theory is as 
follows: “it is the ability to 
 
44 K. Dąbrowski, with the methodological collaboration of Andrew Kawczak and Janina Sochanska, 
dz. cyt., s. 113–117. 
 
45 K. Dąbrowski, Positive disintegration, p. 35. 
 
46 Tenÿe, What is mental health ?, [in:] Zdrowie mental, p. 29. 
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development towards a comprehensive understanding, experiencing, discovering and creating an 
ever higher hierarchy of reality and values, up to a specific individual and social ideal ”47. This 
definition takes into account not only individual but also social factors, indicating that the developing 
person co-creates his external environment, which may favor the good functioning of the entire 
community or inhibit its development. 
 
Mental health, as understood by Dąbrowski, is therefore, in a nutshell, the ability to develop. Let us 
supplement this with a personalistic definition of mental health formulated by the author of the theory 
in another of his works: "mental health consists [...] in" becoming a human "" 48, and more broadly - 
and in my opinion it is the definition that most reflects the spirit of Dÿ Browski's theory, from which I 
met in his texts: 



 
With this approach, mental health would be a system of beliefs, judgments, and ever higher values, 
painstakingly acquired through positive disintegration and secondary integration. Mental health would 
be the ability to progress towards higher and higher values as goals up to the personality level49. 
 
3.11. Mental illness 
 
Mental illness means the inability to develop, or the presence of distinct, negative constitutive 
features for a given individual, preventing him from further self-improvement. As Dÿ browski writes: "it 
expresses the inability to mental development and the presence of severe chronic involutional or 
dissolution symptoms" 50. 
 
He expresses it even more clearly in his other work, in which he directly states that a person who is 
not striving to achieve the level of personality is mentally ill. The goal of the development of both the 
individual and the collectivity is to attain the most perfect state possible, and failure to do so is the 
greatest punishment because it involves, to some extent, a renunciation of humanity. 
 
Mental illness is a condition that is generally irreversible, permanently disabling, dissolving (anti-
evolution) or even dementia (dementia). It is associated with the loss of the ability to develop, with the 
loss of creative forces, with the loss of the ability to improve. Mental illness is a complete lack of the 
ability to develop mentally towards the realization of the personality, i.e. ever higher, essential human 
values51. 
 
47 Ibid. 
 
Same, Mental health and human values, Polish Society of Psychic Hygiene, Warsaw 1974, p. 56. 
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49 Ibid., P. 42. 
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Tenÿe, What is mental health ?, p. 31. 
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Ibid., Mental health and human values, pp. 55–56. 
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Development levels according to the theory of positive disintegration 
 
The theory of positive disintegration is a complex construct - it consists of the various levels through 
which the developing individual passes. There are five levels: (I) primary / primitive integration, (II) 
one-level disintegration, (III) multi-level spontaneous disintegration, (IV) multi-level organized / 



systematic disintegration, (V) secondary / global (personality) integration. Each of these levels has 
been carefully characterized by Dąbrowski. 
 
4.1. Level I - Primitive / Primitive Integration 
 
Primary integration is a condition that occurs naturally in infancy, when a child's entire life is 
subordinated to basic, biological needs1. This way of functioning is also appropriate for some adults. 
Individuals at this level of development are characterized by a rigid mental structure, resistant to 
stimuli coming from the external environment. They are able to quickly adapt to the environment also 
in changing circumstances. Intelligence, even if it is high, has a function that is subordinate to the 
basic ones 
 
1 K. Dąbrowski, Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Pol Society of Psychic 
Hygiene, Warsaw 1975, p. 51. 
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instinctive needs, and thus has an instrumental effect2. In such individuals, there are practically no 
internal conflicts, collisions resulting from the pursuit of saturation of their own drives and the 
simultaneous attempt to fulfill higher emotional needs, which prevents the crystallization of a clear 
internal mental environment3. Under such conditions, full disintegration, which is a condition for 
development, cannot take place. 
 
Possible periodic disintegrations usually do not lead to reintegration at a new, higher level of 
functioning. Such deviations from the "norm" are caused by some physical misfortune or suffering. 
The death of a child or a loved one, the awareness of imminent death may stimulate the interior of a 
given individual, cause deeper emotional experiences or compassion for other people. After some 
time, however, the adaptation to the current reality takes place again4. 
 
Primary integration is the natural state of the so-called normal people to whom life is subordinated to 
the function of reality5. An example of extreme primitive integration is psychopathy6. Although 
individuals at the first stage of development constitute the majority of society7, full 
integration"normal"among individuals is not a common phenomenon and differs in form and scope. 
There are also rare cases of originally integrated units, but at a high level of development, which 
develop relatively harmoniously without violent states of disintegration: 
 
It should also be noted that there are individuals - quite rare - whose initial integration is an integration 
of a higher level, whose rich structure, constantly improved by life experiences and reflections, is not 
broken down and the process of disintegration, but harmoniously, without major shocks - develops 
towards full personality8. 
 
4.2. Level II - one-level disintegration 
 
At this level, the rigid mental structure of the individual is broken down. Usually, this happens without 
the participation of consciousness, and the individual is torn apart from within by conflicting 
aspirations and drives. Happens 



 
Tenÿe, Positive disintegration, Paÿstwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, Warsaw 1979, p. 9. The same, 
Psychotherapy through development, Polish Society of Mental Hygiene, "Press ZSL", Warsaw 1979, 
p. 14. 
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Ibid., On positive disintegration. A sketch of the theory of human mental development through mental 
imbalance, nervousness, neurosis and psychoneurosis, Paÿstwowy Zakÿad Wydawnictw Lekarskich, 
Warsaw 1964, pp. 16–17. 
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all this on one level (hierarchically) 9. One-level disintegration may occur as a result of difficult life 
situations, during puberty and menopause, or as a result of disorders such as nervousness and 
psychoneurosis10. The whole process is highly automated, and its excessive extension, not ending 
with entering a higher level of development or descending to a lower level, may lead to suicide or 
severe mental illnesses11. 
 
In the period of adolescence, in line with the life cycle of an individual, this disintegration is 
manifested by a departure from the previous, thoughtless adaptation to the environment. Moral 
assessment of one's external environment, disagreement with parents, the emergence of new 
interests, emerging sexual tendencies, and thus - a change in attitude towards friends and colleagues 
causes states of tension and mental imbalance12. The approach to the applicable standards is 
changing. On the one hand, the young person is still emotionally attached to the period of childhood 
and has a strong emotional relationship with his parents, on the other - the emerging aspirations and 
desires resulting from his psychophysiological development displace these remnants, which is not 
without a fight. It is a struggle between two dispositional and managerial centers: the one that begins 
to lose its impact and the one that introduces and organizes new psychological structures13. In the 
case of single-level disintegration in adolescence, it is usually associated with reintegration at the first 
level of development. Sometimes it turns into multi-level disintegration14. The struggle between two 



or more control and disposition centers is a characteristic feature of this level of development, 
regardless of its causes15. 
 
4.3. Level III - multi-level spontaneous disintegration 
 
The main difference between the level of one-level and multi-level disintegration is the hierarchy of 
one's own experiences in the internal and external environment. The individual begins to distinguish 
between the higher and the lower16. It is a largely conscious process. Breaking down 
 
9 
 
Ibid., Psychotherapy through development, p. 14. 
 
Ibid., Positive Disintegration, p. 12. 11 Ibid. 
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Same, Personality and its shaping..., p. 60. 13 Ibid. 
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Ibid., On positive disintegration..., p. 24. 
 
Ibid., Psychotherapy through development, p. 15. 
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the internal environment continues, but there is a differentiation between what the individual identifies 
with and what results from the drive impulses that are not sufficiently controlled by him, etc. 
understandable in an experiential way, based on experience, the multi-level nature of feelings and 
drives, and thus developed a new quality of internal functioning18. An individual still feels intense 
tensions and obsessions, and psychonervous disorders, but is able to channel them into 
development19. Examples of dynamisms that are activated in the internal environment of an 
individual are the feeling of inferiority towards oneself, positive maladjustment and the feeling of 
shame and guilt20. 
 
4.4. Level IV - multi-level organized / systematic disintegration 
 
At this stage, disintegration continues, but it is much calmer and more controlled than at the previous 
level of development. The fundamental obstacles have been overcome, and the individual identifies 



himself with the selected hierarchy of values and goals, and consciously strives to achieve his 
developmental ideal. The internal environment is extensive and systematized. Tensions and conflicts 
still exist, but are largely controlled and transformed into positive development aspirations21. 
 
A growing harmony is created between the disintegration and integration processes, and the 
advantage of the latter becomes more and more pronounced as the individual comes closer and 
closer to achieving his personality ideal22, and the control over it is exercised by a well-developed 
dispositional and management center23. The most important dynamisms at this level are the object-
subject dynamism in itself, the socalled the third factor and the dynamism of self-education and 
autopsychotherapy24. 
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Same, Personality and its shaping…, pp. 64–65. 
 
19 Ibid., P. 50. 
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Tenÿe, Toil of existence, Wiedza Powszechna, Warsaw 1986, p. 49. 
 
20 Ibid. 21 Ibid., Pp. 50–51. 
 
22 Ibid. 
 
24 Ibid., Pp. 22–25. 
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4.5. Level V - Secondary / Global Integration (Personality) 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, the peak of the possible development of a given individual is 
the achievement of the level of secondary, global integration, which means the state of a full, 
constantly improving personality. Personality is the highest form of human development, the highest 
level of it. 
 
This is the level of secondary integration, achieved thanks to long-term experiences of positive 
disintegration and partial secondary integration processes ”25. 
 
Crises, inhibitions and conditions now considered to be disease are necessary for the individual to be 
able to carry out internal transformation and the transformation of the rigid psychological structures 
that made up his former internal environment. 



 
Personality is the result of the objectification of emotional and drive functions as well as the 
objectification of values, a spiritual product of going through a period of difficulties, anxiety, crises, 
inhibitions, sadness and depression, obsessions, anxiety and, therefore, at a higher level26. 
 
Personality consists of the individual ideal (own interests, talents, exclusive emotional relationships, 
self-identity) and social (empathy, social responsibility) 27. They merge with personality in the 
process of realizing its proper ideal. Selected in the essence of individual quality, the central ones no 
longer undergo qualitative but only quantitative changes28. 
 
How can a person develop in an originally integrated man, who is largely ordered by his own 
impulses and instincts? According to Dąbrowski, this takes place as a result of the process of positive 
disintegration, which illustrates the process of sublimation of human mental energy into development 
channels. Crises, lack of productivity, and even periodic breakdowns are something positive, 
especially if they contribute to crossing the sphere of the individual in favor of the sphere of personal 
freedom. 
 
It is not a simple or pleasant process and in most cases it involves the necessity of internal 
transformation, which is the result of working on oneself, self-improvement, in the name of once 
adopted and confirmed values. Such an individual becomes capable of autopsychotherapy and 
appreciating the importance and needs of painful and disintegrating periods in his life that ultimately 
open up new areas of development for him. After reaching the level 
 
26 Ibid., P. 35. 
 
25 
 
Ibid., Positive Disintegration, p. 34. 
 
27 Ibid. 28 Ibid., Psychotherapy through development, p. 28. 
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of secondary integration, it becomes an intra-control unit that understands the importance and 
necessity of constant self-education29. 
 
The individual dynamisms gradually dissolve into the personality. 
 
One of them, which is still active and projects a further development path, is the personality ideal30. 
 
29 
 
The same, The development of personality according to the theory of positive disintegration, "Zdrowie 
 
Psychiczne" 1975, No. 1–2, p. 7. 
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Dynamizmy-instynkty 
 
5.1. The concept of dynamisms 
 
It should be noted at the outset that the concept of intensified types after mental buildiness as one of 
the main components of Dąbrowski's theory of positive disintegration enjoys greater interest than its 
next component, which is the extremely interesting concept of dynamism1. Why is the second part of 
the theory of positive disintegration, i.e. the concept of dynamisms, of less interest? This is because 
the concept of hyperactivity has gained an important place in the literature devoted to gifted students 
- especially in Canada, where Dąbrowski's theory is applied to its particular types. The concept of 
dynamisms is more difficult to operationalize, because some dynamisms overlap, intertwine or occur 
not only at one level of development, but e.g., during the transition from one level to another2. 
 
Dynamisms appear as the main driving forces supporting positive processes taking place inside the 
mental environment of a given individual. Dąbrowski believes that these are the forces that control an 
individual's behavior and development possibilities. They consist of them combined into one 
 
1 S. Mendaglio, Dąbrowski’s dynamisms: Shapers of development and psychological constructs, 
„Advanced Development: A Journal on Adult Giftedness” 2017, vol. 16, s. 3–4. 
 
2 K. Dąbrowski, Psychotherapy through development, Polish Society of Mental Hygiene, "Press ZSL", 
Warsaw 1979, pp. 29–30. 
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instincts, drives, emotions and intellect operating as a whole. Thus, dynamisms can be defined as 
certain coupled systems of various types of energy and processes. "A biological or mental force that 
controls behavior and its development. Instincts, drives, and intellectual processes combined with 
emotions are dynamisms ”3. 
 
There are two different types of dynamisms in the process of positive disintegration. The first of them 
serve to break down primitive, overly rigid mental structures, which consist of instincts and low-level 
emotions. 
 
The second are the so-called higher dynamisms, which are to put together disintegrated structures 
into a new whole, and thus integrate them partially or fully at a new level of functioning. The man who 
has reached the third or fourth level of positive disintegration is no longer controlled by primal urges 
and instincts, but are subject to his higher mental activities. This suggests and in practice means 



almost complete independence from the social environment in which such an individual exists. 
However, this is a positive maladjustment, because it tries to implement its higher hierarchy of values 
and goals in this environment, and thus increases the quality of social life. So, in addition to the 
socalled increased types of mental excitability, which are mainly related to the genetic endowment of 
a given individual, there are also psychic forces that are dynamic. They can be stimulated, and 
although hyperactivity makes it possible to determine the type and level of giftedness of a given 
individual, shaping it in the inner psychological environment in the process of positive disintegration is 
achieved with the help of an appropriate type of dynamisms, appropriate for the level of its 
development. It is here that thoughtful educational and psychotherapeutic activities gain importance 
and importance. 
 
Knowledge about the types and the influence of increased types of mental excitability on human 
functioning helps to understand them and to use specific educational and didactic methods. 
Supporting the disintegration process, however, requires going beyond external theoretical 
constructions and delving into the quality of the inner mental life of an individual. This cannot be done 
without knowledge of dynamisms and the way in which they affect the transformation of the subject 
and its accelerated development. The point is therefore that the theory should serve practice and vice 
versa. 
 
There are two categories of dynamisms: disintegrating and developmental. Disintegrating dynamics, 
as the term indicates, serve to destroy the lower forms of [psychic] function; developmental 
dynamisms create a higher level of functioning. These two categories of dynamism 'operationalize' 
the process of positive disintegration responsible for the achievement of advanced development. 
Positive disintegration is a twofold result 
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a process of disintegration in which lower mental structures are destroyed, reflecting the desire to 
saturate drives and seek approval, and reintegration takes place, in which new mental structures 
ensure freedom from biological and social influences and create behaviors motivated by positive 
values4. 
 
There are many opposing forces / energies in man, such as the instinct of self-preservation, which 
consists in subordinating one's life to the need to survive, the instinct to preserve the species and the 
opposite instinct of development, which may include, for example, the instinct of self-improvement, 
creativity. If properly supported and cultivated, they can transform more primal instincts. They open 
up new spaces of inner freedom for the developing individual, not determined by social norms and 
allow them to live in harmony with the higher values professed by a given person. According to the 
theory of positive disintegration, education is to support and develop those dynamisms that serve to 



strengthen the individual in his striving for self-improvement and going beyond the purely biological 
needs conditioned by the self-preservation instinct. 
 
This is not an easy task, because man has defense mechanisms, something like safety valves, which 
do not allow people to be aware of their existence and influence the operation of their lower biological 
rushes. The self-improvement instinct gives us the strength to unblock the powers of our imagination 
and look positively into the future and overcome our animal aspirations5. 
 
Dynamisms such as self-anxiety and guilt are extremely helpful here, causing us to gradually free 
ourselves from the dominant primitive impulses that limit us. Without striving upwards, freeing 
ourselves from the instinctive forces that prevail over us, which make us human in the sense of a 
species, and not a true personality, our life becomes devoid of higher values, and thus also deprived 
of suffering and pain. These higher spaces of reality are available to us in flashes of transcendence, 
present in the greatest literary works, paintings and sculptures. It is in them that we can perceive a 
multilevel reality that can only be grasped by a man who goes above the onelevel common to 
"ordinary" people and the animal world. We implement it in the pursuit of great social ideals, in 
exclusive love and friendship - it is a steep uphill path that is appropriate only for a few of us6. 
 
4 S. Mendaglio, dz. cyt., s. 5. 
 
5 P. Cienin, Existential thoughts and aphorisms, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1972, aphorisms 61, 
s. 24. 
 
Tenÿe, Fragments from the diary of a madman, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1972 (Turn ing away 
from unilevel reality - February 17, 1959, pp. 65–66; see J. Górniewicz, Szkice z Theory of 
Imagination and Self-Realization, Polish Society of Pedagogiczne w Toruniu, Warszawa – Toruÿ 
1995). 
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Feelings of guilt and shame, anxiety for oneself and others, experiencing internal uncertainty and 
conflicts, inward shyness and aggression, focused on oneself and not on others - these are all 
positive dynamisms manifested by developing individuals. The emergence and separation of 
dynamisms occurs along with the hierarchy of the mental internal environment of the individual. 
 
The hierarchy […], because of its overall impact on TLP processes, signals a shift from single-level to 
multi-level disintegration. Absent at Level II, hierarchy reflects an individual gradually classifying 
external and internal phenomena as more and less valuable, ultimately creating an internal conflict. 
 
Although Dąbrowski presented it as a separate dynamism, his experience permeates other 
dynamisms. It is also referred to as a multi-level conflict, described as a state of disintegration 
experienced more and more by individuals as they become aware of the discrepancy between what is 
and what should be - generally, and specifically, between the low self and the high self. Such 
discrepancies can be observed in various dynamisms related to the self7 (distinction - D.Ch.). 



 
The process of positive disintegration is saturated with the desire to establish an objective hierarchy 
of values proper to highly developed people. The discovery of the central qualities that determine the 
value of an individual's life allows us to replace the moral relativism proper to level II of the theory. 
When an individual begins to distinguish between what is higher and lower in himself and in his 
environment, dynamisms begin to form in him, which gradually replace the old structure with a new 
one, and allow him to follow the once marked path towards his self-chosen and self-confirmed 
personal ideal. 
 
If we distinguish a certain kind of base and superstructure in the theory of positive disintegration, i.e. 
the basic factors and those that arise in the process of disintegration as secondary to the base, then 
the self-preservative and species instinct can be considered as the basis on which the subsequent 
development of the individual is built.. The drive structure is weakened by the inclusion of moral and 
social components in it, while emotional and spiritual development gradually weakens the strength of 
the self-preservation instinct8. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, at different levels of development, there are thus different 
development dynamisms, which are related to each other in a gradually emerging hierarchy of values 
and goals based on higher feelings, gradually crystallizing inside the individual. 
 
Real improvement occurs, therefore, through a gradual disintegration of the hitherto rigid attitudes, 
and thus resignation from primitive 
 
7 S. Mendaglio, dz. cyt., s. 6–7. 
 
8 K. Dąbrowski, Disintegration as a positive stage in the development of an individual, “Zdrowie Psy 
chic. Quarterly devoted to mental hygiene "1949, No. 4 (10), p. 41. 
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needs. It manifests itself in the dynamisms of the inner mental environment, such as self-
dissatisfaction, inhibitions, self-surprise, prospection, and retrospection. Without this way of 
experiencing disintegrative processes, no education is possible. It is through suffering and pain, the 
experience of shame and a sense of inferiority that the reconstruction of the human psyche takes 
place9. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration notices the importance of the processes of inhibiting and 
stimulating specific groups of dynamisms in the improvement of the individual. In its light, we do not 
understand pedagogy only as a tool of the ideological state, great capital, etc., but as a field of 
knowledge dealing with the development of students' potentials. Therefore, we get an insight and a 
set of tools that allow us to perceive and strengthen or weaken specific behaviors and tendencies that 
arise at almost every stage of human biological maturation in an organized manner. 
 
We must realize that the activities of inhibiting some of our impulsive aspirations, known as one of the 
principles in pedagogy, are a preliminary mechanism in the processes of positive disintegration, after 
which, in the course of further development, mechanisms such as: 



 
stimulating higher dynamisms at the same time must come into play with the inhibition of lower, such 
as the transformation of sensations in the internal and external environment, as the activation of ever 
more clearly presented structures and dynamisms of the individual ideal. I have already pointed out 
how important for pedagogy is the principle that in the development of an individual the activities of 
stimulating and strengthening energy on one level must go hand in hand with inhibition, weakening 
and contradicting stimulation in the lower area. The theory of compensation and sublimation finds its 
ally in the theory of positive disintegration10. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, drive levels are distinguished, which do not have to have a 
destructive effect on an individual, on the contrary - they can support him in his improvement. 
Generally, then, it is not about inhibiting a given instinct, but about sublimating it and, in the longer 
term, transforming it. As a result, the lower needs existing in us are weakened and even atrophied, 
and in their place are the so-called higher aspirations, significant due to the development of the 
individual and his personality ideal11. Dąbrowski does not demonize drives, but treats them as 
dynamism, or "energy material" for the improvement of a human being. An example here is the 
instinct of possession, which at the basic level means a tendency to accumulate the largest amount of 
goods, and with the following differentiation and entering a higher degree, it may mean 
 
9 
 
Idem, Personality-shaping..., p. 158. 
 
Ibid., On positive disintegration. A sketch of the theory of human mental development through mental 
imbalance, nervousness, neurosis and psychoneurosis, Paÿstwowy Zakÿad Wydawnictw Lekarskich, 
Warsaw 1964, pp. 235–236. 
 
10 
 
11 F. Leÿniak, On Positive Disintegration, Studia Theologica Varsaviensia 1964, No. 2 (1-2), p. 472. 
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even the desire to have some positive moral or intellectual impact on a wider community. 
 
In the possessive instinct, change concerns the tendency to possess goods of less and less 
importance for the preservation of biological life. At the lowest level of this instinct, it is mainly about 
gathering food, clothes, and getting a suitable apartment. The tendency to possess is also manifested 
in the sexual and parental instinct. Power, superiority in some respect, impressing, and socially 
valuable qualities are also goods that are driven by the human instinct of possession. 
 
At an even higher level of this instinct, man wants fame, publicity, moral authority, memory in 
posterity, discreet and disinterested, even without the recognition of his contemporaries, for moral or 
intellectual influence12. 
 



In the process of development, therefore, a man emancipates himself from the basic forces that 
determine his biological and social life at lower levels. This process is based on the gradual 
differentiation of the basic life drive into two groups of instincts: autotonic (egocentric) and syntonic 
(heterocentric). For example, the instinct for self-preservation will enter the first group, and the sexual 
instinct on a higher level - into the second group. The decisive factor is the domination of a given 
drive-feeling syndrome, because each of them has intra-instinctive levels and, moreover, comes into 
conflict with other drives, forming in the process of ontogenetic development of an individual unstable 
groups of different aspirations. 
 
The chapter on instincts quoted from the same work by Dąbrowski, On Positive Disintegration (1964) 
13, was repeated in a narrow scope and with marginal changes eleven years later in the work 
Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration (1975) 14. It is also important that 
Dąbrowski used the term "drive" interchangeably with the term "instinct", eg self-preservation. The 
vision of the Polish scientist is closer to Emmanuel Mounier's postural optimism than to the Gnostic 
contempt for the body. In the theory of positive disintegration, there is a belief that as a result of 
transformation, higher activities of given drives are activated with atrophy and transformation of their 
lower needs. 
 
What do we call the state of individual drives and drive groups? By this term we understand the place 
of a given drive among others (domination, equality, secondary rank), its strength, social and moral 
difficulties associated with it, the level of its development in the sense of a higher or lower level of 
development, sublimation of a given drive or drive group, etc. 
 
12 Ibid. 
 
13 K. Dąbrowski, On positive disintegration…, pp. 7–15. 14 
 
Tenÿe, Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Polskie To warzystwo Higieny 
Psychycznej, Warsaw 1975, pp. 44–51. 
 
Ibid., Notes on psychological diagnostics and its importance for self-education, "Collectanea 
Theologica" 1958, nr 29(1-4), s. 111-112. 
 
15 
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These are lower-level drives: self-preservation, sexual drives, companionshipsyntony drives, and 
higher-level drives: creative, perfect, mystical, Samaritan and death drives17. It is interesting that in 
the aforementioned text he used the term "drive" in relation to the previously mentioned advanced 
dynamisms18. This would suggest that they find their source in more primal drives, although they are 
already very sublime forms of them. Thus, in this approach, the personal development of man takes 
place through a gradual transformation of the basic drives into their more and more sublime forms, 



which cannot be compared to their previous forms. Later, Dąbrowski began to use the term 
"dynamisms" in relation to these drives, I believe because he wanted to avoid their incorrect 
association with less mature types of behavior. He probably also emphasized the role of changes that 
take place in shoots and instincts under the influence of higher emotions. However, this is mainly a 
semantic change, without affecting the overall theory of positive disintegration. Dynamisms come 
from primal instincts, drives, although they are not identical with them. 
 
The various dynamisms in their structure, activities and transformations presented here are also 
called instincts. We see the basis for classifying these forces as instincts in the fact that they are - as 
it seems to us - derivatives of basic, primal instinctive dynamisms, although their strength often 
exceeds the strength of the original parent instinct19. 
 
This derivation of higher forms of human emotionality from the more primary sphere is also confirmed 
by Mirosÿaw Pamrów in his analysis, when he discusses human corporeality in terms of the theory of 
positive disintegration. It shows how the more primitive manifestations of the drive are replaced by the 
so-called romantic love which, taking into account the sexual act, gives it a deeply emotional and 
subjective character20. 
 
16 Ibid. 
 
17 Ibid., Pp. 112–114. 
 
18 
 
I use the term "drive" consistently, but here, due to the quality of the text, the term "dynamism" 
appears. Earlier, I also used the terms "drive" and "instinct" interchangeably - just like Dąbrowski 
himself (he also used the terms "primary / primitive integration", "hyperactivity / increased 
psychological excitability" etc.). Basically, terms such as "instinct-dynamism" can be used 
interchangeably for the most part within the Positive Disintegration Theory. 
 
19 K. Dąbrowski, On positive disintegration..., p. 14. 
 
20 M. Pamrów, Kazimierz Dąbrowski and the theory of positive disintegration, [in:] Various faces 
Eros, editor of science. M. Krajski, Agencja SGK, Warsaw 2015. 
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5.2. Selected dynamisms - instincts of the mental internal environment 
 
5.2.1. Ambiwalencje 
 
These are conflicting and conflicting joints and feelings, such as love and hate, obedience and 
opposition. Ambiwa lences are dynamisms that disintegrate the rigid mental environment that occurs 
at the level of onelevel disintegration. There is no hierarchy of values and goals yet, and the feelings 
that clash with each other have the same value, which can even cause suicide21. It was only in the 
first decade of the 21st century that Lech Witkowski undertook an analysis of this phenomenon22. 



 
5.2.2. Ambitendencje 
 
These are the urges that fight each other, for example greed and the accumulation of wealth are 
confronted with the desire to spend money and have a good time. They fight each other for 
dominance, but never gain it for a long time. Ambitencies are disintegrating dynamisms, characteristic 
of one-level disintegration. Conflicting drives have the same level23. 
 
5.2.3. Feeling guilty 
 
The feeling of guilt is an important developmental dynamism, because it testifies to a strong mental 
stimulation of the internal environment of an individual. A person who displays them in a healthy, not 
pathological way, feels them as a result of understanding the inappropriateness of his behavior. He 
notes that although he has worked hard, his level is still not satisfactory. He therefore experiences 
that the tendencies he believed to have passed in the way of his development may continue to play a 
dominant role in his psyche. Feeling guilty has a range of repercussions, such as accepting 
responsibility for your own conduct and self-improvement. All these processes lead to a broadening of 
the perception of reality by an individual, because he begins to realize the motives of his own 
behavior and its consequences both for himself and, above all, for others24. 
 
21 K. Dąbrowski, Personality-shaping…, p. 276; ibid., Positive Disintegration, p. 38. 22 See L. 
Witkowski, Ambivalences in culture as challenges for general pedagogy, "Rocznik Pedagogiczny" 
2000, vol. 23, pp. 61–75. 
 
23 K. Dąbrowski, Personality-shaping…, p. 276. 
 
24 Ibid., Disintegration as a positive stage..., pp. 61–62. 
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5.2.4. Feeling inferior to oneself 
 
This dynamism expresses the awareness of the discrepancy between one's own abilities and one's 
own achievements. The individual is aware of the fact that he knows locally he has already climbed to 
a higher level of intellectual and emotional functioning, but then he returned to his earlier, primitive 
habits and tendencies25. Consequently, it creates a feeling of inferiority to its own higher self. The 
hierarchy of values and goals is present here, but the autonomous developmental forces of the 
individual are still too weak to subordinate and control lower emotions and drives, which often 
demand their saturation. The awareness of the betrayal of higher values, which is professed, the 
constant fluctuations between the lower and the higher level of functioning and the tensions 
connected with it stimulate and activate the internal environment of the individual26. It should be 
noted that Dąbrowski clearly distinguishes between the feeling of inferiority towards others and 
towards himself. The first, to which Alfred Adler considered great importance27, has little to do with 
the accelerated development of the individual. It is not only a common phenomenon, but also - in 
contrast to the feeling of inferiority towards oneself - is associated with the strengthening of external 
conflict28. 



 
5.2.5. The dynamism of psychological transformation 
 
This dynamism is sometimes also called in the terminology of positive disintegration an internal 
psychological transformation29. It allows not only a partial change of the innate type to us, but also 
allows us to go beyond the subordination to biological processes, such as aging, and to maintain, 
despite its presence, the same creative intensity and self-education as in youth. Stimuli received from 
the outside are subjected to conscious, internal processing, which allows to largely control the 
triggered reactions30. 
 
An entity that begins to control, at least partially, its own ways of reacting to the external environment, 
may use the same internal selection mechanism with regard to the so-called intensified types 
 
25 
 
26 
 
The same, The struggle of existence, Wiedza Powszechna, Warsaw 1986, p. 54. 
 
Ibid., On positive disintegration..., p. 43. 
 
27 A. Adler, The meaning of life, Paÿstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsaw 1986, pp. 99–115. 
 
28 Ibid., Pp. 42–44. 
 
29 
 
Dąbrowski also uses the term "dynamism of intra-psychological transformation" - see K. Dÿ browski, 
Psychotherapy through development, p. 24. 
 
30 M. Grzywak-Kaczyÿska, Kazimierz Dąbrowski's Theory of Positive Disintegration, "Educational 
Issues in Aspect of Mental Health" 1972, No. 6, p. 8. 
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mental excitability. An individual, aware of the processes taking place inside him, organizes his 
internal and external life around the constantly crystallizing hierarchy of values and goals, striving to 
expand and deepen his sensitivity and direct it not only to one selected type of mental hyperactivity. It 
redirects the possessed mental energy resources and channels it to other areas that require more 
action at a given moment. 
 
It activates the previously unused functions of the higher cortical centers, especially the frontal cortex 
of the brain. This process involves a huge five in the internal environment of an individual, but it also 
means a great chance for him to achieve a level of functioning inaccessible to most human beings. 
 



Dąbrowski shows that an individual, which on its path of development already tends to become a 
person, in addition to partially or even completely transgressing its own biological cycle, also makes a 
fundamental analysis of its own mental structures. Thanks to this, it is able to evaluate itself, its 
strengths and weaknesses in a non-objective manner, using the objectsubject dynamism and the 
third factor. At a later stage, this leads to an outline of the author's development program and atrophy 
of what, according to the subject, is involutionary, and to the strengthening of other, omitted areas of 
the psyche. If, for example, an individual is excessively extroverted, he will try to partially balance this 
quality by focusing on his inner self and strengthening the so-called intravertive traits of your 
personality. 
 
As for the issue of exceeding a psychological type, it is a difficult and debatable issue. The point is 
that you cannot completely exceed your own psychological type, but on the example of intravertive 
and extrovertive, schizotymic and cyclothymic types, or types of increased mental excitability: 
sensual, psychomotor, emotional, imaginative and intellectual - we can consider the processing of 
each type in the direction of acquiring the traits of other types, even of the opposite types. It is a 
partial processing of types. An individual with a strong development potential, with a need for 
comprehensive and multi-level development, cannot remain within the limits of the extreme 
intravertive or extrovertive type31. 
 
5.2.6. Object-subject dynamism 
 
This dynamism operates at the level of multi-level organized disintegration. It has an emotional 
component and is distinct from introspection. It consists in a lively attitude to your daily activities, 
 
31 K. Dąbrowski, The asceticism of religious life on the basis of the personality and work of Father 
Bernard Kryszkiewicz, a passionate. An ascetic and psychological study, [in:] Asceza - felt the eternal 
or humanization, ed. Fr. W. Sÿomka, Scientific Society of the Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin 
1985, pp. 241–242. 
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behavior and thoughts, leads to stopping at them and checking whether they coincide with the higher 
"I" 32. As a result of his actions, a person gains the ability to constantly observe himself, he can 
distinguish between his higher and lower level. You have to be able to see your own primitivism in 
order to be free from it. As long as the processes taking place in the inner psychological environment 
remain in the shadows, any transformation or even modification of the behavior and thinking of an 
individual is impossible. Thus, there is a certain duality in himself, in which the subject is able to look 
at himself, his activities and behavior in an objectified way, as at an object, and expresses a 
subjective relationship to others33. He controls his thoughts and daily activities and subjects them to 
constant analysis. This is the work of this dynamism, which is very close to the third factor in terms of 
action34. 
 
5.2.7. The dynamism of self-education and autopsychotherapy 
 
The dynamism of autopsychotherapy in the theory of positive disintegration is closely related to the 
self-upbringing of an individual, or actually is its component function. It is activated especially during 



difficult periods for an individual, related to the tensions they experience in the development 
process35. The use of autopsychotherapy by an individual requires a well-developed inner mental 
environment and a high awareness of the processes taking place in it36. The psychotherapist or 
psychiatrist only plays a supporting role in the initial emergence of this dynamism. This is related to 
providing an individual with knowledge about the processes taking place inside them and the fact that 
a large part of the difficulties they experience, which at first glance is something pathological, is 
associated with a positive development phenomenon and is necessary in genuine creativity37. 
 
Self-education is setting a certain developmental plan for yourself, noticing your weaknesses and 
strengths and choosing what is higher in your own mental inner environment. Thus, it is work on 
oneself in order to come closer to one's personality ideal38. 
 
32 
 
Taÿe, Psychotherapy through development, pp. 22–23. 
 
33 Ibid. 
 
34 
 
Ibid., Positive Disintegration, pp. 41–42. Tenÿe, Toil of Existence, p. 61. 
 
36 Ibid., P. 62. 
 
35 
 
37 Ibid., Pp. 62–63. 
 
38 
 
Ibid., Positive disintegration, pp. 50–51. 
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All these changes occur as a result of the autonomous will of the individual, i.e. within control factors, 
and are not the result of some manipulation. 
 
The self-educating individual, the self-aware individual, the individual seeing the hierarchical reality 
and the concrete ideal - must constantly make the choice of his own "I" in his struggle with difficulties, 
distinguishing the more primitive traits from the developed ones. He must make this choice in states 
of increased excitability, in internal conflicts, depression, anxiety - sometimes in breakdowns. 
 
Sometimes making this choice lasts a lifetime, and sometimes it is focused on the strongest 
experiences, in the greatest difficulties, in conditions in which something must be decided, something 
should be chosen, and this choice is to determine the meaning of life39. 
 



Autopsychotherapy is a special type of self-education in conditions of intense internal conflicts, when 
it is necessary to use all possible preventive measures in order to gradually achieve a higher level of 
development40. 
 
5.2.8. Positive maladjustment 
 
There is a belief that adapting to the external environment, its norms and habits is something 
appropriate, meaning mental health. The theory of positive disintegration recognizes that in many 
cases adaptation is a testimony to the lack of development and a low emotional and moral level41. 
The dynamism of positive maladjustment means adapting to those values and ideals in the external 
and internal environment that are consistent with the emerging hierarchy of values and goals, and 
maladaptation to negative actions and norms of the external environment. A developing individual 
must have a negative attitude towards crime, fraud, harming the weaker, etc. 42 Positive 
maladjustment is one of the basic dynamisms of personality building. Its main area of activity is the 
third level of development, which is multi-level spontaneous disintegration43. 
 
5.2.9. Management and disposition center 
 
It synthesizes the work of all dynamisms in the mental inner environment of the individual. It unites all 
dynamisms, manages them and programs our development. Degree of control and structure of the 
center 
 
39 
 
The same, Personality and socialization processes, "A Christian in the World: Zeszyty ODISS" 1975, 
No. 38 (6), p. 54. 
 
40 
 
Ibid., Positive Disintegration, pp. 52–53. 41 
 
I, The Difficulty of Existence, p. 55. 
 
42 Ibid., Pp. 55–56. 
 
43 
 
Ibid., Psychotherapy through development, p. 17. 
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depend on the level of development. At the first level, it is subordinated to primal instincts, at the level 
of one-level disintegration, the original, rigid psychological structure is broken. 
 
There are many conflicting disposition and management centers. At the third level, a center is 
distinguished based on the hierarchy of values and goals of the individual, which gradually controls 



the primal instincts. In turn, on the fourth, highest possible level, there is already a fundamental 
harmony, and the disposition and management center with the third factor and the object dynamism 
the subject gradually unites into a personality represented by the fifth, highest level of 
development44. 
 
5.2.10. The third factor 
 
The third factor is, according to Dąbrowski, one of the main dynamics of developmental collusion, 
pushing the development of an individual towards reaching the level of the personality of the so-called 
secondary integration. This is because it determines in the inner psychological environment what is 
lower and higher, and thus differentiates actions and attitudes. It begins to have a clear and strong 
impact on a person during multi-level disintegration, but its first signs are already visible in the 
framework of one-level disintegration. Its impact can already be seen in children. Clear manifestations 
of the presence of this factor are observable in the behavior of individuals subject to more controlled 
disintegration, because this is when a clear hierarchy of values and goals of a given individual begins 
to emerge, and thus it becomes gradually clear what is lower and what is higher in it.. This event is a 
breakthrough act of transformation in the life of every human being, because it becomes 
understandable to him what is valuable in his existence and gives it meaning. Once selected and 
confirmed, the hierarchy of values remains unchanged even when it may lead to the organism's 
death. Since the task of the third factor is to support the transgression of an individual towards his 
personality ideal by means of differentiation carried out in his internal psychic environment, as well as 
taking part in his attitude to the manifestations of the external environment, it means that his role in 
this process is significant. 
 
In the period of contrariness in a small child, in adolescence, in states of nervousness, neurosis or 
psychoneurosis, in states of internal conflicts, incompatibility and dysfunction in one's own internal 
environment - the so-called The "third factor". This is a factor in which self-awareness and self-
affirmation play a fundamental role. He takes a negative and affirmative attitude, 
 
44 K. Dąbrowski, with the methodological collaboration of Andrew Kawczak and Janina Sochanska, 
The dynamics of concepts, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1973, s. 101–104. 
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thus and selectively both with regard to certain types and levels of the internal environment, and 
certain types and levels of the impact of the external environment45. 
 
The third factor, therefore, supports the process of mental energy sublimation towards powering 
higher mental functions. Genetic equipment and environmental conditions are the two main factors 
influencing the formation of an autonomous individual. Dąbrowski adds a third factor to them, the role 
of which increases in individuals with high potential. In highly developed individuals, he sometimes 
attains a strength equal to hereditary and environmental factors46. Nevertheless, the third factor must 
be based on the dynamisms that form the foundations of the human psychological structure and the 
dispositional and managerial center at a higher level. 
 



For the third factor tends, basing on the dispositional and managerial center at a higher level and on 
the personality ideal, to weaken the lower levels of the internal environment and to transform the 
energy obtained from the inhibitions of many dynes of lower structures into sublime energy; and in 
relation to the external environment - to transform it into an environment of a higher level, and above 
all, to become independent of its harmful influences. The realization of the existence and operation of 
the third factor in us leads in a slow process to a conscious and permanent coupling of the 
dynamisms of the will with the personality ideal, and thus to a continuous rise to a higher level of 
culture and morality47. 
 
Due to the fact that the third factor contributes to the development of a kind of hierarchical attitude 
towards reality, it can be considered constitutive, especially at the key moment of internal 
transformation, i.e. the transition from the level of one-level disintegration to the level of multilevel 
spontaneous disintegration. 
 
Sometimes the separation of the third factor from other dynamisms is a difficult task for the 
interpreter48, because it is the dynamism of the socalled collective, i.e. interconnecting their whole. 
 
The third factor is, in a way, a collective, synthetic form of all dynamisms expressing the autonomy of 
the individual, from the level of one-level disintegration to the fourth level, i.e. multi-level, 
systematized and organized disintegration. From a scientific point of view, it is difficult to determine 
the source of formation and development 
 
45 K. Dąbrowski, Psychological Hygiene, Paÿstwowe Zakÿady Wydawnictw Szkolnych, War szawa 
1962, pp. 62–63. 
 
46 Ibid., P. 63. 
 
47 
 
Ibid., Notes on psychological diagnosis..., p. 117. 
 
48 
 
Sometimes selected dynamisms overlap and, acting for longer or shorter periods, exceed the limits of 
a given level of development. This is due to the impossibility of including all developmental 
phenomena into a given classification form and the fact that each person develops slightly differently, 
more or less comprehensively. Dąbrowski describes this phenomenon as a multi-level overlapping of 
dynamisms and believes that it results from the very nature of development. See ibid., Psychotherapy 
through development, pp. 29–30. 
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this factor. If we accept the principle of ex nihilo nihil here, we will always look for the source of the 
third factor in heredity or in the environment […]. We can only say that clinically it is clearly and 
definitively located in a place and time49. 
 



Therefore, it is one of the constitutive factors, often deciding whether a person is able to change his 
destiny and choose his future while freeing himself from the influence of even a negative past50. 
 
5.2.11. The third factor and Friedrich Nietzsche's will to power 
 
The third factor is inspired by Nie tzsche's concept of will to power, which indicates that Dąbrowski 
was greatly influenced by the philosophical idea of the superman. This seems clear when one looks 
at this concept not in the sense of a discredited theory of race superiority, but as emphasizing the 
transcendence of man beyond himself as a feature that constitutes his existence. As we know, in 
Nietzsche's work, the death of God manifests the state of the lack of any moral certainties, and thus 
the necessity of man's self-determination in relation to the surrounding reality. This further means that 
the human being has an enormous responsibility to create the world around him. In addition, it must 
also create itself. According to Nietzsche, true humanity manifests itself in man, who, instead of 
following the laws of nature and blindly indulging in pleasure and pain, like an animal, goes beyond 
this primitive state, proper to most people. The superman is a being who, thanks to dedication and 
persistent training, has achieved the degree of virtuosity of the spirit that enables him to realize his 
own ideal through the transgression of his limitations. He transforms himself into the creator of 
himself, who constantly renews the acts of transgression and in this work finds the meaning of his 
own existence. In order to become fully superman, one has to abandon external rules and choose for 
himself goals and values that we will pursue in our own lives. 
 
Man's task is to perform the acts of creating a new world, which is his god, and not passively submit 
to and follow the norms established by others51. 
 
The similarities to Dąbrowski's theory of positive disintegration are very large. I will mention here 
positive maladaptation to the outside world as an example, and adaptation to internal self-chosen 
ones 
 
49 
 
The same, The Difficulty of Existence, pp. 54–55. 
 
50 A. Benisÿawska, The problem of "eternal return" in the light of the theory of positive disintegration, 
"Zagadnienia Naukoznawstwa" 2006, issue 2 (168), pp. 274–275. 
 
51 See. Z. Kuderowicz, Nietzsche, Wiedza Powszechna, Warsaw 1979. 
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and self-affirmed norms and values, as well as the level of primitive integration at which the individual 
is very much subject to his animal instincts and is incapable of self-determination. The concept of 
accelerated development in the process of positive disintegration and the idea of going beyond 
oneself, like Nietzsche's tightrope walker, reveal great similarities52. William Tillier put it brilliantly: 
 
At the highest level, the lion has to evolve into a child to create new values. Without being 
acculturated and without understanding "you will be," the child is innocent. Thus, the superman / child 



presents a new pattern of individuality - "the spirit now wants its own will, the spirit detached from the 
world now conquers its own world." Nietzsche describes the individual will to power as the need to 
become something more, the will to act in life, not just react to life. In the description reminding us of 
Dąbrowski's third factor, the will to power is not so much power over others, but a sense of creative 
energy and self-control that are necessary to achieve self-creation, self-control. 
 
-direction], and express your own creativity. An individual uses his will to power to reject, reevaluate 
and overcome old moral ideals and codes and create new ones53. 
 
The third factor is not Nietzsche's will to power, but Dąbrowski's will to develop. The individual 
chooses to constantly exceed himself in order to pursue his personal ideal. In the author of The 
Difficulty of Existence, however, something new appears, which cannot be found in Nie tzsche the 
concept of positive disintegration, that is, the breakdown of the inner psychic world of an individual in 
order to achieve a higher level of development. Order is therefore to emerge from chaos. Moreover, 
he is the precursor of the subsequent transformation. 
 
Although the third factor seems to some to me almost a tangential force, 54 it is simply an improved 
concept of will. Only this pro-developmental will is autonomous and authentic, based on the action of 
drives at a higher level. It is by no means a blind force resulting from the primitive aspirations of an 
individual, but it is always a conscious endeavor, based on a hierarchy of values and goals. Of 
course, it can be said that this is the voice of conscience, but it is a typically Christian 
interpretation55. 
 
The will is much more credible here, because it presupposes the coupling of intention and action as 
decisive56. The inner voice (Sokra 
 
52 P. Sloterdijk, You have to change your life. About Anthropotechnics, trans. J. Janiszewski, Polish 
Scientific Publishers PWN, Warsaw 2014. 
 
53 W. Tillier, Philosophical aspects of Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration, [w:] Dabrowski’s 
theory of positive disintegration, red. S. Mendaglio, Great Potential Press, Scottsdale (AZ) 2008, s. 
113. 
 
54 J. Skawroÿ, The third factor in shaping the personality. The issue of conscience in TDP by K. 
Dąbrowski, "Polonia Sacra" 2010, No. 26 (70), pp. 286–287. Such an interpretation is not wrong in 
itself, but is hardly in line with the main intention of the author of the theory. 
 
55 Ibid., Pp. 290–291. 
 
56 William Tillier, who had direct contact with Dąbrowski as his student, confirms shows his 
fascination with Nietzsche. 
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Tejski daimonion) is an expression of the developed consciousness of the individual, resulting from 
his internalization of higher values. After all, the action itself that determines the choice of specific 



actions is closer to the will. Therefore, it is more probable to interpret Dąbrowski's third factor as a 
kind of conscious will to develop, autonomous and authentic in its action, the development of which is 
based on central qualities, self-chosen and self-confirmed by a given individual. 
 
The third factor, however, goes beyond this reasoning. It can be said that it combines four types of 
properties: volitional, emotional, impulsive and evaluative. In the narrowed version, it can therefore be 
called the conscious will to develop, and in the broader version - the coupling of the whole of the main 
development dynamisms of a given individual. 
 
In conclusion: the personality ideal determines the dynamic assessment of the values towards which 
the individual directs his various psychic energies. The higher-level disposition and management 
center is the center of the structure and dynamism of the developing personality. Disintegration is a 
mechanism in the process of personality formation. The "third factor" aims to establish in each 
individual case activities that correlate with the personality ideal57. 
 
5.2.12. Development instinct 
 
The entire process of transformation of the primitive instincts with which man comes into the world, 
such as the self-preservation or sexual instinct, is influenced by evolutionary dynamisms known as 
the developmental instinct. Under its action, biologically determined goals are disintegrated and the 
individual can reach a higher level of personality. Such disintegration indicates that the strength of 
this instinct exceeds the strength of primitive impulses58. It thus destroys the original, rigid mental 
structure and allows it to be reconstructed on a new, higher level. New values and goals that go 
beyond the normal life cycle adopted before become so attractive that the individual sees no point in 
following the previous ones59. 
 
The developmental instinct is therefore the mother's strength, fundamental in the development of 
those impulses and emotions that contain in themselves the germs of disintegrative processes, future 
development dynamisms, unique interests and talents of the individual60. 
 
57 K. Dąbrowski, Positive disintegration, pp. 48–49. 
 
58 K. Dąbrowski, with the methodological collaboration of Andrew Kawczak and Janina Sochanska, 
op. Cit., Pp. 21–22. 
 
59 Ibid., P. 23. 
 
60 Ibid. 
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5.2.13. Partial death instinct 
 
The partial death instinct is one of the most important dynamisms in the process of positive 
disintegration. Depending on the stage of an individual's development, it may have positive or 
negative consequences. At the lowest, primary level, it is directed outward in the form of hostility, 



aggression, hatred and the desire to hurt other people. The higher up, however, the less and less 
external its manifestations become, and they become internal, which may still lead either to a positive 
development of an individual or to his suicide61. In order for it to be able to use its action in a positive 
way, it must undergo a breakthrough in the process of its disintegration, which is the formation of a 
hierarchy of values and goals that it wants to pursue. Otherwise, the destructive force of this instinct 
will disintegrate the psyche, and aggression directed inward will end in suicide. Thus, the pathological 
or transformational action of the instinct depends on the level of development of a given individual62. 
 
A certain higher form of it is also, according to Dąbrowski, represented by murders committed in the 
name of not giving away one's own comrades and friends to the occupant, because their basis is the 
fear that a loved one will suffer harm63. However, the most important and the most important 
dimension of the partial death instinct is to lead to the extinction of those values, goals and functions 
in the internal environment of an individual, which are hierarchically lower than other, newly created 
ones. The process of marginalizing those former ones, their transformation and atrophy is precisely 
inherent in this dynamism. It consists in the first stage of the unconscious and then conscious dying of 
more primitive elements of the interior of the individual, on the remains of which, as a result of the 
transformation process, new dynamisms and values arise, a new psychological structure is formed, 
which is qualitatively different from the previous one. Man begins to fall under the negative tendencies 
he previously manifested to a much lesser extent, and the functions and instincts of a lower level are 
to a large extent subordinated to his selfchosen and self-confirmed hierarchy of values and needs. 
The period in which this instinct is naturally activated is the maturation of the individual and the 
moments of strong stressful situations in his life. 
 
This "weakening", "repulsion", "dying out" of certain functions and values, consciously or semi-
consciously eliminating them, is an expression of a force that can be called the "partial death instinct". 
This instinct can be active during adolescence and menopause 
 
61 Ibid., P. 36. 
 
62 Ibid. 63 Ibid., P. 34. 
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and great stress. This results in the imposition of new layers on dynamisms such as: the struggle of 
contradictory tendencies (previous dynamisms are retreating and new dynamisms take a dominant 
position, ambivalences and ambitions such as a sense of inferiority and superiority, states of 
excitement and depression). This partial death instinct may also operate independently of the 
aforementioned periods, for example, during serious external conflicts, and above all internal 
conflicts64. 
 
The experience of internal emptiness, meaninglessness in life, shallowness and the superficiality of 
human feelings leads to the emergence of the instinct for death. This is because a man who is 
perfecting himself cannot pass by the issues of death, the last things, and the passing of time that 
come with it. These problems can even become his obsession, and thus a kind of struggle to 
preserve what is unchanging, the only one, self-selected in his personality. The highest values for 
which he chose to live constitute for him, in a way, an endeavor beyond death itself. The point is that 



most people put it aside, avoid it, while the experience of dying is one of the most valuable 
developmental stimuli, because at the highest level it causes self-transcendence and an attitude of 
understanding and devotion towards one's loved ones. 
 
Slowly, with the appropriate developmental potential or through experience, we stop manipulating 
them and "setting" our feelings to death. In later stages, or rather levels of development, we become 
sensitized to death and stop turning our backs on it, even though we do not yet bring it to the center 
of consciousness and do not spend much time with it. But here at the level of high affective and 
imaginative sensitivity - we are starting to experience it; we constantly feel its presence with us, its 
tragedy and its highest values. Our other matters are connected with it or they are on the margins of 
our lives65. 
 
A developed man, striving to achieve the state of full personality, consciously relates to his passing. 
The problem of death, in addition to a certain distance from the world of material things, also shifts 
the emphasis on the spiritual sphere and on our own development, because it shows us our 
shortcomings and what we would like to change during our existence in order to come closer to our 
own ideal. 
 
64 Ibid., Pp. 34–35. 
 
65 K. Dąbrowski, Mental health and the problem of death, "Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1980, No. 4, pp. 11–
12. 
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Examples of analyzes of the development of outstanding individuals on the basis of the theory of 
positive disintegration 
 
6.1. An example of great personalities 
 
Dąbrowski attached great importance to the pedagogical example of great personalities for young 
people. For in the history of the world there are many unique individuals who exceed their 
psychological type and boundaries determined by the biological cycle. They have a special 
persuasive power, so it is not indifferent to familiarize them with the fate of students so that they are 
aware of the fact that there were individuals who were able to act in harmony with themselves in 
almost any situation. One of the examples that Dąbrowski often refers to is Socrates - a Greek sage, 
famous for his steadfast spirit and faithfulness to the values once chosen, even in the face of certain 
death. Knowledge that gives us access to unchangeable things is to be born to us in the course of a 
discussion in which the interlocutor is shown the error of the basic assumptions on which it is based. 
 
Socrates, who bases the awareness of the supersensory reality on the inner voice, consequently 
teaches about unwritten laws, engraved in human hearts. 
 
Intelligence, in our sense, is for him only a means of serving him for the work of the spirit. The unity of 
the concepts of judgments and reasoning, elimination of contradictions, reducing vague judgments to 



absurdity - is for him a kind of externalization - in a form accessible to people - an axiom that carries 
itself1. 
 
1 K. Dąbrowski, Intelligence in personality and drive services, “Zdrowie Psychiczne "1979, No. 1, p. 
13. 
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Socrates was able to formulate an objection to the arbitrary knowledge of those who considered 
themselves to be the exponents of objective laws. His wisdom was dangerous for the tradition 
focused on a narrow, one-level view of reality, which deprives the same man of the right to his own 
development and fidelity to the central ideals once chosen2. It is worth taking a closer look at the 
analysis that Dąbrowski submits to the historical fate of Christ and Socrates, because for him they are 
examples of fully developed personalities, each of whom was attacked by primitive people, with 
intelligence at the service of their drives, defending their own interests and narrow, one-level 
interpretation of the letter of the law. Intelligence differs from personality because it is a tool of 
adaptation to the outside world, while the latter expresses the pursuit of one's own ideal3. 
Intelligence, which presents a higher level, and thus is subordinated to the personality and its pursuit 
of the ideal, can be called wisdom4. 
 
In such outstanding figures, the instinct of self-improvement reaches the very top, merging with the 
highest possible degree of disposition and management. On the fourth level, i.e., multilevel organized 
disintegration, we deal with the strongest activity of this very instinct. Unlike the creative instinct with 
which it interacts, it also has a strong moral component. Convergence does not consist only in the 
cumulative acquisition of knowledge, but also in the search for what is authentic. The goal, then, is 
not only to express the internal states of the individual, but also to evaluate them, to respond to what 
the individual believes is lower and higher in his internal environment. Thanks to continuous work on 
oneself, it eventually comes to a situation in which the individual and his behavior begin to be fully 
consistent with the ideals that he manifests, and thus a full transformation of his psyche to a higher 
level of functioning takes place. 
 
Authentic improvement entails the increase of a particular function separately and all of them together 
into a coupled whole. At the same time, this "upward journey" allows for a more thorough 
consolidation of the process of slow independence from the lower levels of individual functions and 
conjugate functions. Thus, it is perfect not to separate yourself from 'not me', that is, from primitive 
forms of mental life, and is an expression of an active weakening of this 'not me', and finally leading to 
its atrophy5. 
 
Of course, such people are rare, because in order to achieve such a level of development, a great 
deal of potential is needed 
 
2 Ibid. 
 
3 Ibid., P. 15. 
 
4 Ibid. 



 
5 Idem, What is improvement, "etc" 1980, No. 48 (1043), p. 23. 
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developmental, combined with hard work on oneself. Such individuals are, moreover, uncontrollable 
by society in the sense that they will always, even in extremely difficult conditions, in which opposition 
to an external authority may result in death, they will only listen to their own inner voice. Therefore, 
they are extremely self-directed and will not submit to the rules of the society in which they live that 
are unfair or harmful to other people. Hence, many such people do not die a natural death, but are 
killed by their own community. There are obvious analogies here with mystics and other martyrs who, 
although they preached what genuinely flowed from within them, were considered a threat by the rest 
of the community in question because they showed a different, expanded way of seeing reality. It 
caused common people an indefinite fear of the unknown, and then aggression. Examples of such 
figures are Jan Hus and Joan of Arc - both burned at the stake. 
 
Dąbrowski also shows the envy evoked by highly developed people in individuals with a rigidly 
integrated psyche, using the example of Christ's conflict with the Pharisees, who could not bear his 
reasoning based on an inner voice, crossing the boundaries of the law they worship. 
 
The second example [after Socrates - D.Ch.] is Christ and the Pharisees. On the one hand, in the 
interpretation of the order, extreme formalists, which are still present, adhering to the letter of the law, 
but not knowing its spirit, protecting their privileges and seeking in the arsenal of their argumentative 
tricks, clever formal traps to capture the innocent and take him out against the law. On the other 
hand, their superiority of reasoning, finding a simple answer to every intricate sophistic 'catch'. A man 
whose personality is permanently connected by a clear channel with the world of supersensory 
reality, carrying out the great mission of raising humanity through science and example to the highest 
possible level6. 
 
You can see here that Dąbrowski was interested in spirituality and its role in the development of 
personality. It is worth noting that this fascination did not have a single-level dimension, i.e. it was not 
related to one selected confession. It recognized the trans-denominational function of spirituality in 
the development of a person with a specific personality structure. Religiosity was one of the 
possibilities of developmental orientation of a given individual due to the abilities and talents 
possessed. The religious dominant is just as empowered in personality development as scientific or 
artistic, they only express different variants resulting from a different basic basis, i.e. the genetic and 
environmental endowment of a given individual. This is important insofar as some may be tempted to 
treat Dąbrowski's thoughts too idealistically, one-sidedly, which works to its detriment, not to its 
advantage. Meanwhile, this theory is multifaceted and multi-level and eludes unambiguous 
 
6 
 
Tenÿe, Intelligencja in the services of personality..., pp. 15–16. 
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classifications. Outstanding individuals exist in every field, as the biographical analyzes of the author 
of the Positive Disintegration Theory show. 
 
Piechowski claims that it is possible to reach the fifth level of development without a religious 
background, being a layman. As an example, he gives the Peace Pilgrim, i.e. Mildred Lisette Norman, 
who, in his opinion, showed multilevel dynamisms in her behavior at a very early age7. 
 
Intuition and insight into the nature of reality play a huge role at higher levels of positive 
disintegration, where one already has a certain degree of internal autonomy. The individual knows 
which activities can "improve" it and which are harmful to it, and makes a conscious choice between 
them, usually implementing the former. It is a peculiar confinement characterizing outstanding 
personalities, paving the way for reasoning and theorizing for future generations. These are therefore 
essential activities for philosophical reflection and scientific activity, the importance of which is almost 
completely underestimated in the contemporary world. 
 
An emotionally limited individual, who is really mentally ill, is neither interested nor capable of making 
such a perspective into the future. This is due to the limitation of its horizons to itself and its narrowly 
understood interests, which prevents a reliable, passionate commitment to work, which, in addition to 
providing such individuals with basic means of subsistence, will bring great benefits to later 
generations. Therefore, it should be recognized that intuition at a higher level is a feature of 
outstanding personalities who synthesize only sensed phenomena and are thus able to create 
visionary projects8. 
 
Such characters represent the apogee of possibilities and the essence of the entire unique 
atmosphere and intellectual and spiritual achievements of a given civilization. In most cases, even 
geniuses do not reach the final stage of full, comprehensive development, limiting it to one or several 
selected spheres, e.g., cognitive, emotional or aesthetic9. Thus, the level of personality in Dąbrowski 
is marked by a certain exclusivity, which makes it the Holy Grail of development. In fact, even the 
characters of the largest format are not devoid of a bit of a weakness that complements them and 
makes them appear artificial. It is therefore true that comprehensive, multi-level development is the 
domain of a few individuals, such as Leonardo da Vinci or Michelangelo. For most people who are 
perfecting 
 
7 M.M. Piechowski, Peace pilgrim, exemplar of level V, „Roeper Review” 2009, vol. 31, issue 2, s. 
103–112. 
 
8 K. Dąbrowski, Personality, mental health, creativity, psychotherapy, “Health Psychiczne ”1979, No. 
3-4, p. 27. 
 
9 C. Dziekanowski, Self-realization and the theory of positive disintegration, "Heksis" 2010, No. 1, p. 
22. 
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Achieving partial reintegration is the crowning achievement of both their own efforts and the efforts of 
the communities that support them. 
 
The author of the theory of positive disintegration not only believes that restricting human freedom is 
unacceptable, but also claims that depression and various types of psychoneurotic disorders are a 
positive potential, the proper use of which leads to the transgression of typically animal reality and 
rising to the heights of personal evolution. He mentions Janusz Korczak or Father Kolbe as 
examples, because in them fidelity to higher values changed their entire inner life. Thus, awakening 
development dynamisms is associated with the disintegration of rigidly integrated mental structures, 
and this cannot take place without the fear, anxiety and suffering associated with the development of 
a person10. Korczak and Kolbe are examples confirming that the attitude of genuine heroism derives, 
as it were, from a high level of human development. Only faithfulness to one's own ideals, once 
chosen, and fortitude flowing from inner virtue can lead to an attitude of striving towards them, even in 
the face of death. Such an attitude is the beginning of a true spiritual transformation, because it is 
based on the relentless pursuit of change. People with honor are not easily persuaded by duplicitous 
ideals, and whenever the need arises, they will fight, even when it will mean the death of many of 
them in defense of a just cause. The attitude of heroic courage, still characteristic of the ancients, 
ready to defend their traditions and customs to the very end, is a testimony to reaching a level close 
to full personality. For people of this type, dignity means more than fear and this cannot be 
understood by the essence of the so-called a small spirit that will agree to anything and commit every 
act in the name of self-defense, because their instinct for self-preservation is so strong in them. 
 
I dare say that there is no genuine heroism at low levels of development. Sometimes the term is used 
to denote self-confidence, brutal courage, easy decision, etc. Authentic heroism is heroism in great 
matters such as: love of the homeland, courage, sacrifice, courage to go to death - in weighty 
conditions that are decisive for the individual and the group. It is an attitude full of love, empathy, 
sacrifice - it sees the meaning of a heroic attitude. It deviates far from the single-level basis and is 
closely intertwined with the development of personality, morality and creativity11. 
 
Society usually has a negative attitude towards great personalities because they are different, 
separate from the majority, and instead of an integrated psyche, they often have overdeveloped 
sensitivity, which, combined with infantilism, results in immature behavior. 
 
10 K. Dąbrowski, Creative dynamisms in psychonerwice, "Literatura" 1976, No. 12 (214), 
 
s. 10.11 
 
The same, The meaning of life as a solution to the problem of human existence (Meaning as a 
problem of personality development), "Studia Filosophiczne" 1981, No. 4 (185), p. 107. 
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and incomprehensible to the environment12. Such above-average people live not as in a reality other 
than "ordinary" people, experience intense emotional experiences and do not comply with the norms 
and rules set by a given community. This often results in their rejection, pushing them to the social 
margin, which intensifies the already often painful internal processes to which such individuals are 



subject. Unbearable creative tensions, conflicts, obsessions and the search for their own path of 
development create for them a different plane of being in which ideas are not dead, but have the 
ability to change the world. Their creativity and ingenuity is often overlooked by their environment. If 
the conditions are favorable for them, they can find a group of people close to each other in which 
they are appreciated and supported in their creative endeavors13. 
 
In relation to great personalities, the worst results are achieved by an enemy's attitude of control, and 
sometimes even aggression, which causes them to close in on themselves and escape into illusory 
worlds, e.g., literature, poetry, but also drugs, alcohol, and even leads to trials. suicidal. 
 
It is an example of a kind of distance from society in order to seek fulfillment of one's ideals in an 
alternative reality, built with the help of a rich imagination. It can also be noticed that such behavior is 
typical of exceptionally talented artists, proving their schiofreinisation, and in the era of Romanticism, 
such an attitude was even a source of a kind of ennoblement14. The standards adopted for statistical 
members of society do not apply to those who exceed them. 
 
6.2. An example of an outstanding personality - Miguel de Unamuno 
 
An example of a very high level of mental structure is Miguel de Unamuno. In his analysis of his life, 
Dąbrowski noticed that as a child he showed far-reaching reticence and introversion, and as a 
teenager he intensively developed his interests by reading a lot. He was against intellectualism and 
the great philosophies that make human existence merely a cog in a great machine. In his prose he 
showed the contradiction of concrete things in their directness. 
 
He believed that subjectivism is worth more than the so-called objective thought. Life 
 
12 K. Bakoÿ, K. Siedlecka, What conclusions for working with children result from the concept of de 
positive integration of Kazimierz Dąbrowski, "Social Studies" 2010, No. 2-3, p. 193. 
 
13 
 
Ibid., Pp. 193–194. The authors claim that this group "understands their needs and tendencies", but 
in my opinion it should be added that it is about supporting these aspirations, about nourishing them, 
about combining individuals, above all highly developed, into groups capable of changing the wider 
socio-political reality in which they live. 
 
14 A. Zieliÿska, Positive disintegration. Paradoxes of Romanticism, Acta Universitatis Wratislaviensis. 
Work of Literature "2004, No. 44, pp. 43–46. 
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for him, human was a tragic event, and the duty arising from such existence is to observe, to express 
how the absolute is hidden in various concrete things. He built his philosophy of extreme 
existentialism based on love and feelings as well as the touch of transcendence, rather than on a 
sophisticated intellectual system which he considered to be a kind of human shield, hiding him from 
facing the inevitable, i.e. his own death. In addition, he understood human existence as a tragic 



attempt to find the meaning of one's own existence, which - as he believed - we can only discover in 
faith, which is a form of struggle between life and death, personified in the form of Christ. 
 
Christ has contained within himself all the contradictions and maladjustments of the human being that 
cannot be resolved in this world. His life proves, according to Una muno, that intellectualism has 
nothing to do with spiritualism and can even kill him. So Christian doctrine can take hold of an unsure 
Christian faith. This coming phenomenon is a triumph of rationalist theology. 
 
This alienated Unamuno from Christianity, as he lacked not so much respect for individual thinking as 
faith in any rationalism15. 
 
The fundamental contradiction of human existence was for Unamun the relationship between life and 
death, existence and non-existence. His whole life appeared to him as a constant struggle, which is 
an attempt to reveal the mystery of being lasting until the day of death. Anyway, his thought was 
greatly influenced by Kierkegaard, whom he respected a lot16. Unamuno thus performed a far-
reaching disintegration of the function of reality at a lower level, with the help of such dynamisms as 
depression, fears, conflicts and tensions, up to psychological agonies. "We see that Unamuno's 
attitude to life's problems is based on a disintegrated reality in the sense of opposites, struggles and 
paradoxes along with anxiety, depression and agony" 17. 
 
Thus, he displayed the experience necessary for authentic literary art, as great works usually show 
man's hopeless struggle with his fate, the tragedy of his attempts to go beyond ordinary, often 
disgusting reality. Death, sadness, madness, conflicts and tensions are the daily bread that leads to 
the creation of these works. Unamuno, therefore, showed some natural tendencies towards the 
transformation of his own personality and the expression of himself, his inner spirit in objectified 
expressions, such as creations. 
 
15 K. Dąbrowski, Personality-shaping through positive disintegration, Little, Brown and Co., Boston 
1967, p. 256. The 2015 edition of this work was accompanied by previously unpublished biographical 
essays by Dąbrowski. Here - due to the volume and nature of the study - I only refer to the analysis of 
the personality of Miguel de Unamuno (pp. 255–261). In addition, it also contains analyzes by Søren 
Kierkegaard and Ludwig van Beethoven (pp. 237254). 
 
16 Ibid., P. 257. 
 
17 Ibid. 
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cultural, giving us testimony to this type of struggle and aspirations. "Antinomies of Life; the issue of 
random tragedies and the tension of one's own aspirations, the most ideal aspirations and their 
breaking by fate - these are all phenomena closely related to the loosening of mental cohesion, with 
disintegration, and at the same time - they are always the subject of great dramas or tragedies ”18. 
 
Unamuno was of the extreme opinion that in order to actually be able to live, one must be defeated; 
suffering, dissatisfaction with oneself, constant fear are, in his understanding, inseparable 



components of our existence. So it is, in a sense, a continuous hike uphill, in which every, even the 
smallest, joy comes at a cost of enormous stress and pain. In general, the so-called a peaceful life, 
focused only on a hedonistic experience of reality, is a loser, not reaching its meaning. 
 
The need for eternity permeates all human existence, which is why it is full of constant paradoxes that 
we experience in our passing through19. It can be said that in his views Unamuno praised the states 
characteristic of the level of onelevel disintegration as necessary components of human life. His 
views are filled with a certain type of extremism, because he believed that also true thought does not 
have to be paid for with suffering and pain20. 
 
From the point of view of the theory of positive disintegration, Unamuno had a developed internal 
environment, the manifestations of which are such dynamisms in his behavior as: dissatisfaction with 
himself, striving for higher ideals, rejecting what is lower and primitive in his own behavior. He also 
revealed the operation of the object-subject dynamism and the third factor, appearing in their distinct 
form on the fourth level of the theory. They are 'forces' aiming at the full transformation of mental 
structures into the level of personality. It can also be seen that he was characterized by developed 
types of increased imaginative, intellectual and emotional excitability, which resulted in accelerated 
development. 
 
Now, if we translate Unamuno's attitudes into the conceptual language of positive disintegration 
theory, we must conclude that Unamuno had a lively, dynamic, multi-dimensional, and multi-faceted 
inner psychic environment. He manifested symptoms such as anxiety towards himself, an object-
subject in himself and a struggle with himself - this means the action of the third factor with the 
hierarchy of values and the personality ideal. He made the necessary link between emotional, 
intellectual and instinctive functions, subordinating them to the highest intuitive functions21. 
 
Unamuno understood that there is a tension between life and death, present in every human being, 
but superseded by most of us. 
 
19 Ibid., Personality-shaping…, p. 258. 
 
18 
 
Same, Psychonerwica and literary work, "Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1980, No. 1, p. 11. 
 
20 Ibid., P. 259. 
 
21 Ibid. 
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By recognizing the fact that in this world it is impossible to resolve the great contradictions of our 
existence, and yet we still have to strive for even a not perfect approximation of the truth about it, he 
has adapted positively to a higher level of perception of reality, involving transcendence, which only 
after death can he reveal to us the deepest secrets of life. Therefore, he showed a tendency to 
surpass his own biological type and subject his life to a higher hierarchy of values22. It can therefore 
be said that only the experience of death, or more gently - only the realization of its inevitability makes 



us able to fully appreciate life, its beauty, which can only come about through its passing. Every 
second of our existence is something unique, something that is one of a kind and that slips out of our 
hands almost immediately. An immortal man could not experience his existence to the same extent 
as a mortal, because the charm of life flows from this underlying contradiction that every moment, 
every moment of existence is something absolutely new in the world of creation. 
 
Unamuno as an individual reached an advanced level of development, had a very extensive inner life 
and all the most important dynamics of the positive disintegration process were at work. He set out on 
a path that few of us still do today. He developed the two most important components of the 
personality, which are the individual and social essence. 
 
Unamuno has certainly come very close to the personality level. He had a clear hierarchy of values 
with truly human values at the highest levels; it signifies an individual and common [social] essence. 
The individual essence for him was the preservation of specific, exclusive and unique human values, 
the preservation of awareness of these values, and the utmost interest in the multidimensional and 
multilevel domains of experience. 
 
The common essence includes understanding, empathy and responsibility in relation to human 
individuals and large social groups23. 
 
If I were to diagnose what type of psychoneurosis occurred in Unamuno, I would point to existential 
psychoneurosis, which is usually associated with the two highest levels of development in the theory 
of positive disintegration. The belief that human existence is hopeless, that all ideals are trampled on 
and forgotten by people who are guided solely by the principle of self-interest, is something that 
underpins the great ascents of the human spirit that allow it to soar and stand against all these 
aspirations. 
 
22 Ibid. 23 261. Ibid., 
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6.3. An example of Otto Weininger's negative disintegration 
 
Otto Weininger experienced mental disintegration, which resulted in suicide as a result of insufficient 
development forces, and more precisely, insufficient intra-psychological transformation. He was 
skilled in logical and analytical thinking, but along with them he showed a strong tendency to self-
mutilation (auto mutilation). At the same time, he did not have a greater ability to synthesize his states 
in scientific work, the artistic form predominated in him, often saturated with emotion24. His work 
Gender and Character is to a large extent an image of the struggle taking place in the inner 
environment of this man between contradictory tendencies: on the one hand, desire and sensuality, 
and on the other, the need for higher spirituality. This state, due to mental fixation and the tendency to 
selftorment one's psyche, did not undergo a progressive transformation, but developed into a conflict 
without exit, which became real in opposing a woman and a man as opposing elements25. This must 
have had a negative effect, as the growing tension and inconsistency of one's life with the postulated 
ideals could not continue indefinitely. 
 



The constant mutual irritation of contradictory tendencies contributed to the creation of emotional or 
logical arguments for the most severe humiliation of hostile tendencies. Everyone in Weininger's 
closest circle draws attention to his self-tormenting and ascetic tendencies, especially manifested in 
the last months before his suicide. On the one hand, delight in finding the most degrading features of 
a woman, on the other, asceticism and the pursuit of holiness26. 
 
Were there to be a correct internal transformation in this case, it would not so much deny the woman 
and the fact that she has a soul, but reject primitive, that is, genre, sexually-driven forms of "love" in 
favor of deeper, full of mutual love. emotional involvement of relationships. They make it possible to 
exist in relationships in which the exclusive feeling of love connects and at the same time develops a 
partner and a partner, allowing them to create a certain mutual, complementary harmony. 
Unfortunately, this did not happen, because the internal transformation leading to the hierarchy of 
hierarchy, and thus the multilevelness of Weininger's psyche, did not begin. Thus, a certain form of 
pathological one-level disintegration with tragic consequences arises here. Dąbrowski does not do 
this in the indicated work 
 
24 
 
Ibid., Psychological basics of self-mutilation (auto-mutation), Medical Companions Przyszÿoÿÿ 
Publishing House, Warsaw 1934, p. 68. 
 
25 Ibid., Pp. 68–69. 
 
26 Ibid., P. 69. 
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expresses it straightforwardly, because at that time his theory did not exist in the form of a formalized 
study, but was at best present in an uncertain outline in the mind of its later author. Weininger is a 
very interesting case of one-level disintegration, as his example shows how the lack of proper 
channeling and sublimation of internal conflicts and tensions can result in a situation without a 
solution. If he continued to develop his interests and talents, or for a longer period of time to return to 
the state of primary integration (mental regeneration called positive regression in the language of 
theory), then he would be transformed to a higher level of disintegration, i.e. multi-level spontaneous 
disintegration. Then a hierarchy of values and goals would appear, which would determine the 
meaning of an individual's life. This would allow him to hierarchize, level his attitude towards women, 
and understand that just as there are different levels of intellectual function, there are different 
degrees of emotional and sensory function. 
 
This would have the effect of differentiating one's approach to both sexes and understanding that 
excessive desire that flows from himself is not a bad thing and only requires him to channel properly 
in the form of higher feelings, and not a primitive denial of libido (drive), which leads to the 
accumulation of tension in his psyche. The intensification of feelings towards women, and the need to 
constantly deny the values related to their existence, resulted from a disease entanglement in an 
unsuccessful struggle at a lower level of development, not allowing for the internal transformation of 
the individual. Only the perception of the ab surd, artificial nature of one's conflicts (one's own hatred) 
could create a path to expiation here, to free oneself from them. 



 
This hatred, more theoretical than practical, arose or at least significantly deepened in Weininger in 
the last months before his death, on the one hand it may be influenced by unpleasant personal 
experiences, on the other hand - under the influence of an increasingly conscious mental process 
separating the world of senses, personified in a woman, from the spiritual world. Hating and fighting 
sensuality in himself, he fought it and hated it on the outside as a woman. The difficulties of fighting 
increased the irritability and hatred. Weininger mentions the need to kill myself as the basis for his 
suicide so as not to be forced to kill others27. 
 
This case perfectly illustrates the usefulness of educational and psychotherapeutic aid in difficult 
development periods experienced by a talented individual. If Weininger met a person on his way who 
would be able to guide him and give him support on this difficult stage of his life, with the appropriate 
knowledge of such a man, it could lead to a deepening of his attitude and partial integration that 
would allow him to survive this difficult period. Unfortunately, however, apparently there was no such 
person. 
 
27 Ibid., P. 70. 
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6.4. A comparative case study of Michelangelo in the light of the positive disintegration theory 
 
Another example is the person of Michelangelo, who gives us the basis to illustrate the development 
in the diagnosis and understanding of the case that occurred in the author of the theory of positive 
disintegration over a period of more than forty hundred years. His doctoral dissertation in psychology, 
published in 1934, was entitled Psychological foundations of self-mutilation (self-mutilation) 28. An 
insightful reader may already see some seeds of his theory of positive disintegration, albeit in an 
imperfect form. It includes the diagnosis of Michelangelo, the same case was also analyzed in 
Dąbrowski's publication entitled Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration from 
197529. The juxtaposition of these two analogous analyzes will make it possible to partially examine 
the transformations that have occurred in the scientist's reasoning and concepts. The main point, 
then, is to see how the artist's analysis, carried out by Dąbrowski, has changed over the course of so 
many years. 
 
The first thing that immediately catches the eye of the comparative or cheapness of these texts is the 
much more mature nature of the study from the scholar's declining period. In the analysis of the case 
of Michelangelo from his youth, we are dealing first with a description of the sculptor's physical 
features - Dąbrowski starts here from the fact that the very physical constitution, i.e. ugliness and lack 
of harmony in the figure, made the sculptor feel inferior, shame and dissatisfied. These features were 
intensified by the clear discrepancy between his bodily conditions and the ideals he pursued in art, 
i.e. beauty and harmony, later more and more united with deeper spirituality. It is not surprising then 
that the enormous tensions caused by these discrepancies resulted in a tendency to self-mutilation in 
the form of constant dilemmas and anxieties about his value as an artist, etc. Already at an early 
stage of the analysis, Dąbrowski drew attention to the link between emotional and imaginative 
hyperactivity, etc. with the sublimation of these states in the creative acts of the author of Pieta. 
 



The fearfulness associated with nervousness, a sense of physical ugliness, and experienced 
humiliations resulted in the emergence and development of a sense of inferiority in some respects, 
compensated by a tendency to irony, contempt and explosiveness. In the event of difficulties in 
finding a full outlet in art, the emotional hyperactivity often manifested itself in the form of self-
mutilation, which is understandable in individuals 
 
28 Ibid. 29 
 
The same, Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Polskie To watherwo Higieny 
Psychycznej, Warsaw 1975. 
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timid and clearly introverted, to which Michelangelo belonged. The affectionate nature and the 
predominance of inner life evoked a strong need for deep and lasting love and friendship30. 
 
It can be concluded that some basic foundations of the theory of postpositive disintegration, although 
not expressed in their own terminology and in an orderly manner, were therefore at the initial stage 
already present in Dąbrowski's doctoral dissertation on psychology. First of all, we can see here a 
well-organized concept of mental hyperactivity, as well as the association of an individual's 
development with certain developmental dynamisms, although the proper terminology is not used 
here yet. It is worth noting, however, on the sidelines of this analysis that the foundations of the 
theory of positive disintegration were developed between 1934 and the end of World War II, as 
evidenced by the article on types of increased mental excitability, which appeared in the "Bulletin of 
the Institute of Mental Hygiene" 31. 
 
Michelangelo showed homosexual tendencies, which, combined with mental infantilism, resulted in 
constant fears for himself and his loved ones, he was afraid that he would contract some incurable 
disease, that he would be faced with a sudden misfortune, there were also frequent inability to make 
decisions, there were he also experienced outbursts of anger, etc. All these characteristics made it 
difficult to find inner harmony and escape into the whirlwind of work and interests. They served as an 
outlet and a sewage system for the enormous creative energy of the famous sculptor. His 
overexcitability in all dimensions, combined with his natural, innate insight, made him aware of his 
weak qualities and that he often contradicted himself as a result, e.g., self-contempt because he was 
aware of his own abilities and pursued his ideals. This resulted in martyrdom, psychological 
mutilation, practicing strict asceticism, etc. 32 
 
In contrast, the second analysis begins immediately with the observation of Michelangelo's 
uniqueness. Dąbrowski, instead of focusing first on the aspects of his disorders, implies that we are 
dealing here with a genius, an exceptional individual who manifested the highest possible dynamisms 
described in the theory of positive disintegration. Unfortunately, he did not manage to reintegrate 
them and move beyond the creative tension, despite the long period of his life. This was not, 
however, caused by pathological disintegration or the regression of his development, but by the fact 
that his wealth 
 
30 
 



Same, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation..., p. 52. 
 
31 
 
Ibid., Types of increased mental excitability, "Bulletin of the Institute of Dog Hygiene chiczna ”1938, 
No. 3-4. 
 
32 Same, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation..., pp. 53–54. 
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mental was far beyond any norm. The scale of experiences, the strength of development dynamisms, 
the power and importance of talents and interests were so great that they were almost unique even in 
relation to units subject to the process of positive disintegration33. 
 
While in the earlier text the researcher paid attention to environmental conditions, now he does not 
express it directly in terms of personality development. In the later analysis, it is much more literal, not 
so much looking for exceptional behaviors in the artist's behavior, but rather putting them into 
appropriate, pre-prepared categories. This is, of course, partly due to the thematic scope of the text, 
but also to the author's cognitive apparatus. Therefore, it can be inferred that he was just building the 
terminological structure of his theory, although he already had most of the information needed to 
create it. Its most important component, which is the internal transformation of man, consisting in 
transferring control to higher centers over lower ones, is already present, but rather in an intuitive 
scope. 
 
In a more recent analysis, Dąbrowski also refers more clearly to how the family environment in which 
Michelangelo lived as a child negatively influenced his early shaping, which resulted in an even 
stronger introversion of his mental environment. 
 
Therefore, it owed its development mainly to its own strength. A question may be asked: what would 
happen if such unmatched talent were taken care of by an appropriately qualified person? Therefore, 
in this text, Dąbrowski intuitively assigns great importance to educational factors34. However, the 
main element differentiating the diagnoses in question is the emergence of a comprehensive vision 
within which the author of the theory uses his own jargon. 
 
It can therefore be said that the advances of Michelangelo's personality were: a comprehensive, 
increased psychological sensitivity to himself and the environment, outstanding versatile abilities and 
the coupling of the feeling of inferiority, self-dissatisfaction with these outstanding talents, as well as 
the outstanding tension of the developmental instinct related to the above-mentioned properties. and 
the germs of mental breakdown (ugliness and outstanding talents, physical endurance and a 
tendency to disease, pride and ambition of a lower type and emotional attitudes higher) 35. 
 
It can also be noted that in his earlier dissertation, Dąbrowski presented a more simplified approach 
to the issue under study. 
 



He was less focused on its humanistic aspects, although they were undoubtedly already clearly 
marked. Death does not acquire such a clear theological, transcendent dimension here as in its later 
ones 
 
34 Ibid., P. 187. 
 
33 
 
Ibid., Personality and its shaping..., p. 185. 
 
35 Ibid. 
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his writings, but he is clearly interested in the problem. The relationship that exists between the two 
diagnoses is based largely on the fact that Dąbrowski refined his theoretical workshop, crystallized 
and refined his concept of the formation of human personality, and above all decided to divide its 
development into individual levels, which was missing before. That is why, when writing about the 
genius artist, he later uses more elaborate apparatus and introduces elements of the main transition 
from single-level to multi-level (contour) disintegration. His earlier text did not have this element - 
although he noticed how many pathological processes lead to creative and positive acts in human 
life, he did not claim that those who have development potential are the avant-garde of humanity. He 
also did not pejoratively mark the so-called normal individuals, which he believes present a lower 
level of functioning than the disintegrating units. 
 
As we can see, the maturing personality of Michelangelo was characterized by a transition from the 
ambivalent emotional joint, to the struggle of these feelings and attitudes that were, as it were, on one 
level (love and lofty feelings as well as aversion and jealousy, high creative ambitions and pettiness 
under certain conditions), i.e. from disintegration level to subordinate primitive attitudes and goals to 
higher and higher levels, through the process of contour disintegration36. 
 
It can be said that the elements already partially collected in an earlier period begin to form an 
intricate whole. Consider the feelings. Well, in the text from his youth, Dąbrowski notices the 
importance of emotional attachment and the role of this type of feeling in the development of an 
individual37. 
 
However, there is no differentiation between individual and social essence, i.e. emphasizing that not 
only the close ties of an individual with the environment, but also their work for the benefit of society, 
are important factors of development. Thus, it is clearly visible that, according to Dąbrowski, in the 
declining period of his life, sociological threads began to creep in more and more, which is clearly 
illustrated in several of his later texts, especially Morality in politics38 and the manuscript Authentic 
education39, unpublished to this day. The great sculptor's social sensitivity was expressed by his 
selfless work on the construction of the Basilica of St. Peter and supporting loved ones - friends and 
service. He gave his servant a huge amount of money - 2,000 scudos, 
 
36 Ibid., P. 191. 
 



37 
 
Same, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation..., pp. 52–53. 
 
38 
 
Same, Morality in politics. Multilevel feeling and drive functions in social and political life and 
institutions, "bis" Publishing House, Warsaw 1991. 
 
39 Za: M.D. Rankel, Dabrowski on authentic education, [w:] Dabrowski’s theory of positive 
disintegration, red. S. Mendaglio, Great Potential Press, Scottsdale (AZ) 2008. 
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so that after his death he would not have to look for another master40. His exclusive relationship to 
people, based on love (often platonic) and sincere friendship, without fear of verification, translated 
into an almost absolute love for God with whom he sought the purest reconciliation. At the end of his 
life, he even smashed his own sculptures with a hammer, because he felt that they were too 
imperfect in the face of eternal things, so he immersed himself only in contemplating eternity and the 
promise of meeting God41. 
 
The artist's interest in death and suffering was somewhat unusual, but it was a necessary disease, 
leading to an internal transformation of the individual - this is not yet clearly seen in Dąbrowski's 
doctoral dissertation. Nevertheless, it is already convinced that suffering and existential pain have a 
certain sublimation value, and that states of mystical ecstasy, as if possessed by ultimate matters, are 
often an inseparable component of the personality of great individuals. 
 
Rich inner life causes a transgression of ordinary human fears and fears, from which an outstanding 
individual draws inner strength, supporting his creative forces. 
 
The early Dąbrowski saw, in my opinion rightly, the mechanisms of sublimation of primal drives in 
states of increased activity of the spirit, i.e. in certain mystical experiences. On the other hand, late 
Dąbrowski switched to idealistic positions, which means a kind of sanctification of these states, 
equating them with the development of a certain type of personality at a very high level42. From the 
scientific point of view, the earlier position is more justified. On the other hand, I understand the 
author's later tendencies of positive disintegration as resulting from a personal fascination with 
Catholic spiritual mysticism. A novelty in Dąbrowski's thought is the development of a transformation 
scheme. Although I appreciate his later interests in mysticism, they constitute a kind of superstructure 
over the theoretical basis of the developed theory. Therefore, the description of this process in the 
case study of Michelangelo from the doctoral dissertation presents a realistic position, not directly 
touching on the mystical connotations of his own concepts. 
 
40 K. Dąbrowski, Personality and its shaping…, p. 191. 
 
41 Ibid., Pp. 188-193. 
 



42 This can be seen in a later analysis of Michelangelo's case. 
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The dispute over the legacy of Dąbrowski Controversies and dilemmas 
 
7.1. Primitive (primary) integration level 
 
A dispute with Piechowski 
 
There is a lot of controversy with the level of primary integration, also known as primitive, which is 
essentially a developmental level in the theory of positive disintegration1. Dąbrowski's closest 
associate, Michael Piechowski, criticized this level of development and other parts of Dąbrowski's 
theory, demanding a change in its current shape2. This sparked polemics on the part of Sala 
Mendaglio and William Tillier, who argued with him, challenging some of his allegations. Piechowski 
believes that it is necessary to rethink the construction of the whole theory, some concepts of which 
are unsustainable in the light of the results of contemporary research on child development. It can be 
concluded that he seeks to refute some of the assumptions of the theory of positive disintegration, 
which he considers misleading or outright untrue. Already at the very beginning of his article, he 
writes: 
 
1 What I mean here is that he is not substantially subject to disintegrative influences. 2 Zob. M.M. 
Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I: The case against primary inte gration, „Roeper Review” 
2014, vol. 36, s. 11–17; tenÿe, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory II: It’s not all flat here, „Roeper Review” 
2017, vol. 39, s. 2. 
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Dąbrowski's theory was introduced into the education of the eminently gifted over 30 years ago, and 
until recently, little effort has been spent exploring its essential concepts. 
 
Concepts such as developmental potential, disintegration versus integration, levels, dynamics of 
senses, multilevel versus single-level processes need to be re-examined in the light of accumulated 
knowledge, by which I mean not only research based on theory, but rather any relevant psychological 
research3. 
 
Piechowski implies that due to the emphasis on the importance of internal struggle in human 
development, the theory has gained a certain group of staunch supporters, and on the other hand, 
there are many people who believe that it is too elitist. According to the Canadian, people who are 
insufficiently familiar with Dąbrowski's theory make certain constant errors in its interpretation4. 
 
The first mistake, according to him, is to use the term stage theory for it, because it describes 
development through its levels of different qualities, which are entered not so much as gradually, but 
as a result of a process called positive disintegration5. On this point, one should agree with 



Piechowski, because on the basis of both Dąbrowski's writings and works devoted to his theory, it 
cannot be presented as a concept assuming automatic development. Indeed, Dąbrowski 
differentiates the nomenclature into phases that he reserves for human biological development, 
distinguishing the so-called phase and vertical development. The latter is the type of development 
that occurs as a result of positive disintegration and is not shared by the entire species, but only by 
selected individuals. It is experienced by those who choose the difficult path of self-improvement and 
self-education, and also have the appropriate genetic resources and the so-called development 
potential. The human individual reaches a new level only as a result of his own activity, which is 
constant work on himself, experiencing frequent internal conflicts and searching for the meaning of 
life, values that can serve as its basis. On the other hand, the phases of biological development 
proceed automatically and the efficiency generated as a result of them disappears after the end of a 
given stage. In the case of a once achieved high level of development in the theory of positive 
disintegration, it is not possible to descend to a lower level. 
 
For, autonomously selected and confirmed values have already emerged, which are the central 
mental qualities for the sense of the existence of a given individual who is ready, in their name, for 
even the greatest sacrifices. 
 
The differences between the levels are based on the achievements of consciously working on 
oneself, self-critical reflection and internal psychological transformation. Phase differences 
 
3 
 
Tenÿe, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 11. 4 Ibid. 
 
5 Ibid., P. 12. 
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development are biologically conditioned and by their essence do not mean moving to higher, more 
efficient, better forms. In a normal, biologically determined process of development, phases of 
increase in mental performance are followed by phases of stiffening and then loss of fitness. These 
changes, at a later stage, definitely negative, are determined by the biological cycle of man, in 
principle in the same way that can be observed in the ontogenesis of animal organisms6. 
 
As a result of this work on oneself and the process of disintegration, in Dąbrowski's opinion, the 
human biological cycle is transcended, and in the further process even of the psychological type it 
manifests. There should be no doubt, however, that it is a path through torment - because at first 
through denial, and then gradually through an increasingly holistic transformation, man leads to the 
atrophy of lower tendencies, and develops those higher functions, which at the beginning are 
marginal, gradually begin to determine the path of development appropriate for him. Such an 
individual, thanks to the will to work on himself, slowly goes beyond his own biological cycle and 
begins to determine his own life. It already has a highly developed disposition and management 
center, which supports it in maintaining its own striving towards an individual personal ideal7. 
Crossing the biological cycle also has an educational dimension, which emphasizes the teleological 
aspect of this process. This process is perceived as multi-level, i.e. it is viewed from different 



perspectives, not looking for the only and only right path, and its ultimate goal is to create an 
autodeterministic development cycle by a given individual8. 
 
A certain objective hierarchy of values and goals, feelings and drives arises, but this does not result in 
the loss of subjectivity as the basic way of responding to other people and seeing their uniqueness as 
unique human beings9. 
 
The "multi-level" pedagogy enters a higher level of functioning, moves from a demanding attitude, 
focused on training and appropriate shaping of the pupil, and begins to orientate himself to 
awakening his passion and willingness to acquire knowledge and independently acquire new 
information on the subject of interest to him. 
 
In this way, pedagogy moves away from the attitude of rearing, the attitude of upbringing, and 
gradually moves to the attitude of assistance in self-education, assistance in educational 
autopsychotherapy. It moves from the ideals of upbringing and tends towards the ideal of 
selfupbringing, moves from determinism to interdeterminism or 
 
6 K. Dąbrowski, Elements of the philosophy of development, Polish Society of Mental Hygiene, 
Warsaw 1989, p. 8. 
 
7 Ibid., P. 88. 
 
8 Ibid. 
 
9 
 
The same, Passion for development, Student Publishing House of the Students' Association of Pol 
skich's "Alma-Press", Warsaw 1988, p. 29. 
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self-aware and self-accepted determinism. In this way, upbringing accomplishes the crossing of the 
human life cycle that is appropriate for it10. 
 
The second of the errors mentioned by Piechowski is a derivative of the first. It sees the process of 
positive disintegration as possible in a single life, which is something unreal. According to him, the 
first level of the theory cannot be the starting point, also because (which is not stated here, but what 
follows from the entire article), just being at the level of primitive integration means not being 
equipped with the appropriate development potential. Interestingly, he accuses Dąbrowski of having 
made this very mistake, i.e. it led to the merging of the scale of levels and the ontogenetic sequence 
into one whole, and he referred to levels as a scale (error one). The fragment that Piechowski invokes 
to confirm his words comes from Dąbrowski's work Mental growth through positive disintegration11, 
written together with Piechowski and Andrzej Kawczak. The second hypothesis it contains says that 
the full ontogenetic cycle of a human includes all five main stages of development, and then the 
individual levels of positive disintegration are listed12. The content is correct, while it is taken out of 
context, which is rightly referred to by the authors who engage in polemics with Dąbrowski's former 



collaborator13. Well, in the next sentence after the one quoted by Piechowski, the author of the 
theory writes that his hypothesis should not be taken literally, because it is stacked only with 
individuals with appropriate equipment and development potential: "it applies [this hypothesis - D. 
Ch.] To each unit that has full equipment and development potential, special for this species ”14. So 
although the argument itself may be considered correct, the same cannot be said of the allegations 
that Piechowski makes against Dąbrowski. 
 
An unauthorized objection by the Canadian is that Dÿ Browski's theory is narrowed down to the 
concept of increased types of mental excitability. He rightly notices that it is a different way of 
experiencing reality, for which different, more sensitive features of the nervous system are 
responsible15. Stimuli that do not particularly impress a normal individual, in an individual exhibiting a 
certain type of hyperactivity 
 
10 Ibid. 
 
11 K. Dąbrowski, A. Kawczak, MM Piechowski, Mental growth through positive disinte gration, Gryf 
Publications Ltd., London 1970. 
 
12 Ibid., P. 132. 
 
13 S. Mendaglio, W. Tillier, Has the time come to emulate Jung? A response to Piechow ski’s most 
recent rethinking of the theory of positive disintegration: I. The case against primary integration, 
„Roeper Review” 2015, vol. 37(4), s. 221. 
 
14 Ibid., P. 132. 
 
15 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 12. 
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mental causes intensified sensations in a selected sphere. The authors of the responses to 
Piechowski's theses confirm the validity of this argument16. 
 
The mistake that Piechowski accurately mentions is treating with contempt the second level of 
Dąbrowski's theory, which is one-level disintegration. At this "stage", the individual is influenced 
mainly by disintegrating dynamics, breaking up too rigid mental structures for the process of creating 
new dynamisms and the emergence of the dispositional and managerial center at a higher level. In 
his writings, Dąbrowski always approached with respect and understanding the enormous tensions 
experienced when moving to the next level of development. He believed that the manifestations of 
negative emotions and severe depressions faced by improving individuals are something necessary 
for the higher processes and functions that integrate the mental inner environment of individuals to 
start operating at a new, qualitatively different level of functioning. "There can be no attainment of a 
higher level of mental development without" separating oneself "into levels" lower "and" higher ", 
without separating, or even tearing, between what is and what should be, what" less me "and what 
"more me" ”17. This split and the upward journey is often paid for with depression, obsessions, and 
the internal decay associated with doubting the purposefulness of existing existence. 



 
So at this level of development, which is one-level disintegration, the greatest tensions arise, and this 
is where the drama of development gets the full picture. It is during this period that the advice and 
help of an experienced person are most needed, who will be able to properly guide the individual on 
his way of self-improvement. At higher levels, the dynamics of self-education and autopsychotherapy 
are already advanced, which means that the main role in shaping oneself is played by those who 
undergo the process of positive disintegration. 
 
However, the position of Piechowski is incomprehensible, as he believes that one of the most 
common mistakes is not separating the creator from his concept. It is a mistake to take seriously the 
views of people who claim to know personally the author of the positive disintegration theory and to 
take his free statements as part of the concept. This is not always true because it depends on the 
type of statement and the credibility of e.g., the scientist who gives it. A former collaborator of 
Dąbrowski states that a typical case of such a mistake is distinguishing, as less and more 
developmental, different types of mental hyperactivity, considering that this was what the author of 
the theory of positive disintegration did, which is inconsistent with 
 
16 S. Mendaglio, W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 222. 
 
17 K. Dąbrowski, Elements of the philosophy of development, p. 117. 
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with the truth. “One common example is [claiming] that he judged psychomotor and sensual 
hyperactivity as lower forms over excitability and did not consider them contributing to advanced 
development. And, [he claimed that] if they turned out to be very strong, they could be an obstacle on 
the way of advanced development ”18. 
 
How does such a statement look in the light of this fragment of Dąbrowski's late text, which 
Piechowski himself mentions in the bibliography to the previously cited article: 
 
Different forms of hyperactivity do not have the same importance for development. As already 
mentioned, the psychomotor and sensual forms in themselves are not able to break the cohesive 
structures of primary integration. Psychomotor hyperactivity is characterized by restlessness, the 
need to be active, and muscle tone. Neither of these characteristics necessarily involve mental 
processes. In the case of sensual hyperactivity, characterized by extreme extraversion, seeking 
pleasure, comfort, superficial beauty, high variability of contacts with others, the opposite of 
loneliness, lack of reflection and lasting, rich relationships, the situation is similar19. 
 
Piechowski formulated his own concept of human development, partly based on the assumptions of 
the theory of positive disintegration, which he presents as its original version. 
 
The excerpt from the work shows the position of Dÿ browski20, who considered excessively 
developed hyperactivity - psychomotor and sensual - as obstacles to the accelerated development of 
an individual. This was especially true when they are not associated with more developmental forms 
of hyperactivity, such as emotional, intellectual and imaginative hyperactivity. Excessive mobility and 



pleasure derived from superficial sensations are not conducive to mental breakdown and the entry of 
more advanced dynamisms, building the mental inner environment on a higher level. Exactly in the 
next fragment of the text below, Dąbrowski writes that the three aforementioned hyperactivity are of 
the greatest and decisive importance in accelerated development and in the creation of the inner 
psychological environment of an individual. They are necessary because thanks to them the 
individual experiences an insight into other dimensions of reality, he discovers 
 
18 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 12. 
 
19 K. Dąbrowski, Multilevelness of emotional and institinctive functions. Part 1: Theory and 
description of levels of behavior, Scientific Society of the Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin 1996, p. 
73. Part two of this work: K. Dąbrowski, with the assistance of Michael M. Piechowski, Marlene King 
[Rankel] and Dexter R. Amend, Multilevelness of emotional and instinctive functions. Part 2: Types 
and levels of development, Scientific Society of the Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin 1996. Both 
works were published in one volume. 
 
20 This is not an isolated position, as Dąbrowski claims in his Polish ones works that Piechowski 
knows because he is an academic emigrant from our country. 
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the possibility of prospection and introspection, the phenomenon of multilevelness, and learns to 
control one's states21. Piechowski's argument that many outstanding personalities displayed 
excessive sensual and psychomotor excitability is therefore inaccurate22. 
 
In addition to the aforementioned hyperactivity, the distinguished artists were also characterized by 
other types of them, which allowed them to develop faster. It is enough to refer to the biographical 
analyzes of the leading figures of culture and science made by the author of Positive Disintegration to 
see how much attention he devoted to the emotional, imaginative or intellectual type due to their 
connections with higher, i.e. more developmental, forms of psychoneurotic disorders23. 
 
It can be assumed that some of Piechowski's statements constitute some form of text manipulation. 
He had already made a positive correction of his book, unauthorized by the author of the 
disintegration theory, just before it was sent for printing. We are talking about a two-volume 
publication, the first edition of which was published in 1972 and 197424, but it was a niche university 
edition, which was not associated with wider availability of work. The second edition was supposed to 
allow her to spread more publicity in the United States. It was then published under the title of The 
Theory of Emotional Development25, changed by Piechowski. The changes did not omit the subtitles, 
in addition, Maslow's self-actualization was presented as a development goal in the theory itself, 
which is inconsistent with Dąbrowski's intentions. Piechowski also joined the text of the Saint-Exu 
péry case study, equating self-actualization with Dąbrowski's levels. The introduction, although written 
by a Polish scientist, was not created for this work, but was a reprinted version of the introduction 
approving another, previously published text by Piechowski. 
 
The authorship of some portions of the book has been changed. Dąbrowski rejected these changes 
and called for a re-publication, but this time of the original manuscrip 



 
21 K. Dąbrowski, Multilevelness of emotional…, p. 73. 
 
22 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 12. 
 
23 See personality analyzes included in K. Dąbrowski, Personality-shaping through posi tive 
disintegration, Red Pill Press, Otto, NC 2015, s. 237–261. 
 
24 K. Dąbrowski, M.M. Piechowski (with M. King, & D. R. Amend), Multilevelness of emo tional and 
instinctive functions. Volume 2: Types and levels of development, University of Al berta, Edmonton, 
AB 1972; K. Dąbrowski (with M.M. Piechowski), Multilevelness of emotional and instinctive functions. 
Volume 1: Theory and description of levels of behavior, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB 1974. 
 
25 K. Dąbrowski with the assistance of M.M. Piechowski, Theory of levels of emotional development. 
Volume 1: Multilevelness and positive disintegration, Oceanside, New York 1977; K. Dąbrowski, M.M 
Piechowski, with the assistance of M. King and D.R. Amend, Theory of levels of emotional 
development. Volume 2: From primary integration to self-actualization, Oceanside, New York 1977. 
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only in 199626, and the work was published under the original title Multilevelness of emotional and 
instinctive functions27. 
 
Piechowski made a significant contribution to the development of the theory of positive disintegration 
by promoting its application to analyze the situation of exceptionally gifted students. If he wanted to 
propose changes to it, he had the right to do so, but he should admit that this was his interpretation of 
the post-positive disintegration theory, deviating from some of its assumptions. 
 
Piechowski's next comment relates to what percentage of the population is at the level of primitive 
integration: 
 
Another example of Dąbrowski's unproven but often repeated view was that about 70% of the 
population is restricted to Level I. Other theories, especially Kohlberg and Loevinger, have a varying 
number of levels of ego and moral development that remain within Dąbrowski's Level I. This 
differentiation tells us that Level I of Dąbrowski's theory and the others are broad categories with 
sufficient space for further distinctions28. 
 
Dąbrowski clearly stated in his works that at the level of primitive integration, also known as primary, 
in his opinion, the greater part of society remains. “Individuals in the stage of primitive integration 
constitute the majority of society. On the other hand, very primitive integration characterizes 
psychopaths ”29. It is therefore a part of Dąbrowski's work, which, which must be admitted to 
Piechowski, has not yet been sufficiently researched. 
 
Dąbrowski did not explain on what basis he made this estimate. 
 



Level I of the Positive Disintegration Theory is a broad category that includes both the lower and 
upper end of the scale. At the very bottom, in the depths of the revolution, are "great" psychopaths 
like Hitler and Stalin. 
 
They are especially dangerous because of the destructive effects of their rule on society as a whole, 
as well as the massive acts of genocide they have committed in the name of their goals. This is 
followed by "small" psychopaths with a large, but smaller scale of social harm than their 
predecessors. Then we are dealing with rigidly integrated individuals, 
 
26 
 
All the details obtained through and courtesy of William Til lier, a man who throughout his life 
supported the development of Kazimierz Dąbrowski's interest in the theory of positive disintegration 
and organized international congresses devoted to his theory. In the first edition of the book from 
1977, he added a short note entitled Controversies over these books, which helped me a lot in the 
analysis and shed new light on his and Mendaglio's polemics against Piechowski. 
 
27 K. Dąbrowski, Multilevelness of emotional and instinctive functions. Part 1: Theory and description 
of levels of behavior. Czÿÿÿ druga tej pracy: K. Dąbrowski, with the Assistance of Michael M. 
Piechowski, Marlene King [Rankel] and Dexter R. Amend, Multilevelness of emotional and instinctive 
functions. Part 2: Types and levels of development. 
 
28 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 12. 29 K. Dąbrowski, Positive 
disintegration, p. 10. 
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The next are the so-called normal - average people whose lives spend on completing the standard 
path of social fulfillment, i.e. trying to achieve professional success, start a family, etc. Ties with 
relatives are not exclusive here, which is reflected in the usual period of mourning, quite quick 
reconciliation with misfortunes and tragedies and a return to the order of everyday life. At a slightly 
higher level, we can distinguish those individuals which, as a result of severe stress, unbearable 
tensions in everyday life, shift in their functioning to the border between level I and II, but usually 
these are quite short periods, and when they last too long, can end in suicide. Such individuals do not 
have a sufficient developmentprocesspotential,ofpositiveiegeneticdisintegration.equipment,Sotothego 
levelthroughof theprimitive integration is not a monolith, and indeed some new solutions can be 
proposed here. However, it should be borne in mind that Dąbrowski himself has already made some 
decisions. Therefore, one should be cautious and aware that when making changes to the whole 
theory, we should properly justify them. When Dąbrowski writes: 
 
We must conclude that a group of average individuals, who at the same time constitute the majority of 
society, resemble psychopaths more than psychoneurists. Psychopaths and average people share 
the predominance of primitive self-preservation and sexual drives, striving for power, possessing 



something, etc. A common feature of both groups is a significant limitation of goals, fields of interest 
and the operation of intelligence in the service of drives30, 
 
he should not be accused of not knowing what he was talking about, or of not knowing what he was 
talking about. 
 
Another error indicated by Piechowski consists in replacing the proper name, that is "the theory of 
positive disintegration", with the name "theory of emotional development". Of course, it is right to note 
that even a general reference to a theory requires its proper name. 
 
Paradoxically, however, it turns out that the one who made the same mistake by changing the title of 
his work without Dąbrowski's authorization points to others. Although, it must be admitted, it does so 
after more than forty years, which may explain this turn of events31. 
 
Piechowski accuses Dąbrowski of using deceptive terms confusing the recipient of his theory. He 
believes that the names of the levels should reflect the processes taking place in them. Alone, in his 
opinion 
 
30 
 
Same, Mental health of average, outstanding people…, [in:] K. Dąbrowski, W po looking for mental 
health, ed. J. Cybulska-Futkowska, Paÿstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsaw 1989, pp. 90–91. 
 
31 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 12. 
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the concept of the level denotes a certain inner space in which the mental inner environment of an 
individual develops. Further, on the basis of this assumption, it attacks the level of primitive 
integration at which individuals practically do not have a developed internal psychic environment, and 
if so, at a seed level32. 
 
I consider this argumentation to be completely unfounded, because - as the authors of the polemical 
article rightly noted - the choice of terms is a matter for the creator of the theory33. The assumption 
that the very concept of level implies internal development is inconclusive. At the level of primitive 
integration, also called primary, there are also mental processes, but they do not cause accelerated 
development of the individual, but only stimulate functions aimed at satisfying various needs. At its 
higher level, it is also possible to periodically disintegrate, related to the loss of balance caused by a 
tragic event, etc. Therefore, it cannot be said that on the first level of the theory of positive 
disintegration there is no psychological life of an individual34. It does not change the fact that it is 
almost wholly or completely (psychopaths) subject to the saturation of its own instincts. 
 
However, this requires a holistic view of the entirety of Dąbrowski's theory, and not just cutting out a 
fragment from it, which is to justify the selected point of view. At the level of primary integration, there 
is a rigid, internal structure focused only on selfish satisfaction of one's own needs. Dąbrowski, using 
the name "inner psychological environment", identified it with a structure focused on the 



implementation of individually chosen, unique and unique goals and values resulting from the high 
emotional development of an individual. They were to go beyond the individual and serve to do good 
in the world around him, contribute to the development of other people. Piechowski announces: 
 
What is the condition or condition of a person when positive disintegration does not take place? 
 
Obviously, a person must function with a certain measure of consistency and credibility in order to be 
in what Dąbrowski calls partial integration. I find deceptive what I call disintegration when it includes 
integration as well. However, the concept of horizontality easily incorporates both of them. Therefore, 
we will gain in transparency if we use the terms Level I, II, etc., and keep the descriptive markings of 
disintegration for the processes within that level. This allows us to identify behaviors, values and 
approaches specific to a given level without thinking of them as necessarily entailing disintegration 
processes35. 
 
32 Ibid., P. 13. 
 
33 S. Mendaglio, W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 224. 
 
34 One can, for example, make a distinction between the terms "mental life" and "inner psychological 
environment" - the latter is related to the manifestations of higher feelings in a given individual, the 
former is not. 
 
35 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 13. 
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In Dąbrowski's theory, disintegration and integration are two complementary processes, there cannot 
be one without the other. Integration does not mean a process that is negative in advance, and there 
may also be positive and partial integration (chronic disintegration is a pathological condition). At a 
higher level of development, e.g., at the third level (multi-level spontaneous disintegration), an 
individual can function in complete peace and control his tensions and phobias to a large extent. In 
Dąbrowski's theory, disintegration and integration processes are intertwined and it is almost never the 
case that all mental functions remain in a harmonious whole, but undoubtedly internal consistency is 
the domain of the two highest levels of development. 
 
Much depends on how we interpret the theory and what elements we emphasize. Development 
means a kind of openness to the new and unknown, and therefore this concept, if it is to develop 
further, must be discussed, improved and modified. Ultimately, the quality of a given theory and the 
interest in it are evidenced by its criticism and various attempts to improve or change it. 
 
Piechowski suggests that in the light of new scientific achievements, the entire concept of Dąbrowski 
includes a set of outdated assumptions. When he analyzes the first level of the theory of positive 
disintegration, he notices quite honestly that, in his opinion, the description of this level allows for too 
large a scope of the diagnosis. Piechowski's considerations are interesting, indicating that the first 
level in the theory of positive disintegration corresponds to the authoritarian personality of Theodor 



Adorna, for whom the external environment exerts the main influence on the formation of the 
individual at a lower level of development, i.e. it is not primary tendencies and instincts. 
 
An authoritarian personality would therefore arise as a result of social pressure exerted by the 
authorities37. 
 
However, I do not agree with Piechowski that the Polish scientist made mistakes in his theory or 
could have formulated his ideas better. The theory of positive disintegration is an original and holistic 
structure of thought that opposes technocratic tendencies in science in general, and in pedagogy in 
particular. 
 
Piechowski is therefore not entirely correct in claiming that the level of primary / primitive integration is 
inconsistent in the theory of positive disintegration and should be rejected: 
 
The concept of primary integration also has no theoretical foundations. It is inconsistent with other 
terms in the theory itself. Dąbrowski developed his theory to capture the emotional processes of self-
esteem, maladaptation and spiritual exploration, which he called multi-level. For such development to 
be possible, there must be multi-level potential 
 
36 Ibid., Pp. 13-14. 
 
37 Ibid., P. 13. 
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developmental. […] The abolition of the concept of primary integration does not mean that the 
concept of Level I should be abolished. Mindless and self-centered people who can be selfish and 
manipulative exist. The question is, how did they develop from community-sensitive and empathetic 
babies with an innate sense of right and wrong. We have to ask how these early features were 
subverted [ 38]. 
 
We are dealing here with a change of the whole theory of positive disintegration: it is not so much an 
attempt to create a new, more elaborate individual theory on its basis, or one which, by emphasizing 
certain elements, would deal with other aspects of social reality, as of outstanding giftedness with the 
rejection of its "unworthy" claims about society as a whole and its lower standard in particular. It is a 
kind of attempt to "tame" Dąbrowski's theory in order to introduce it into the mainstream of 
developmental psychology and other areas of human science, without the need to revolutionize them. 
 
The main "problem" is that the level of primitive integration is so negatively marked in Dąbrowski's 
writings that it is almost synonymous with the psychopath-like "personality". Society cannot be 
expected to embrace the theory that most of its members are on the verge of psychopathy. Some of 
the claims of the previously cited author of the article seem debatable. There are individuals whose 
minds work differently, and the question is whether negative disintegration is responsible or the 
nature of the disease itself. There is no doubt, however, that not every human being has the ability to 
distinguish between good and evil. The concentration camp ranger, entertaining himself with torturing 
prisoners, did not do it only because his socialization was bad and the social situation he was in 



required it to do so. Surely he could limit himself to performing his role more passively and not derive 
perverse pleasure from the suffering of his victims. However, such pro-destructive individuals 
(psychopaths) have emerged quite often and it seems reasonable to look for an answer to the 
question of what factors enabled them to behave in this way. 
 
It is not about the inherent rigidity of the mental structure, blocking the possibility of accelerated 
development characteristic of part of the population, but about the whole of society. It does not 
change when used by Piechowski, the procedure of generalizing the general child population based 
on research on attachment style (Bowlby). Such a generalization is not valid as it concerns a different 
dimension of the problem. 
 
Dąbrowski distinguished in children reactions based on selfish structures of instincts and drives, as 
well as positive behaviors aimed at curiosity, problem questions and aspirations that go beyond 
themselves. 
 
So he looked at them with sensitivity, trying to see in their actions 
 
38 Ibid., P. 14. 
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future obstacles to development and attitudes conducive to it, i.e. the seeds of increased mental 
excitability. The whole problem is whether it is possible to exert an influence on the formation of 
certain mental traits by a positively influencing external environment in the early years. I believe the 
answer can only be yes. 
 
The scope of such interactions is a controversial issue. 
 
To a large extent, Sal Mendaglio and William Tillier argue in a polemical article that Piechowski's 
allegations about the level of primary integration miss the mark, because bad early socialization does 
not in itself make a psychopath. Mental, physical, including sexual abuse does not explain the level of 
primitive integration. 
 
As for the authoritarian personality of Adorno, there are some common points, but the key problem is 
the separation of the development of the average and transformative individuality. However, this is 
not an indisputable point of view, and Piechowski is right in trying to break the excessively elitism of 
Dąbrowski's theory. However, Mendaglio and Tillier take a clearly different position on this point: 
 
On the basis of one of the theses, Piechowski stated that primary integration "largely corresponds to 
the concept of authoritarian personality" and therefore is not genetically inherited; it is the result of 
social pressure and submission to the authorities. 
 
He further states that failure to develop character is the result of a lack of "love and care" in "shaping 
years" and / or the impact of "physical, sexual and emotional abuse of children." We disagree with 
both claims, namely that primary integration corresponds to an authoritarian personality and that poor 
socialization practices lead to primary integration39. 



 
Despite this criticism, Piechowski makes a fully legitimate development of the theory of positive 
disintegration. This is an ordinary practice in the scientific world, and it remains only to wait for him to 
lay it out in his study, perhaps under a new name as his own theory. 
 
Piechowski considers the development potential to be an indispensable element of Dąbrowski's 
theory. He also claims that at the level of primary integration, as a result of its limitation, an internal 
transformation of the individual cannot take place40. He therefore proposes to remove the first two 
levels of theory. 
 
The occurrence of individuals with rigid mental structures is explained by a defective upbringing, 
trauma, harm or - more generally - a bad environment, system, etc. Therefore, everyone has a 
greater or lesser development potential and some internal psychological environment, and the fact 
that there are individuals with sociopathic tendencies is the result of influences of the external 
environment, especially in the early stages of a child's life (1-7 years). What speaks in favor of 
Piechowski's proposal is that it is logical 
 
39 S. Mendaglio, W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 224. 
 
40 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory I…, s. 14. 
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ordered, it continues a specific research tradition and is an attempt at some kind of transformation of 
the original theory. 
 
Piechowski, according to Mendaglio and Tillier, makes a big mistake, ignoring in his analysis some of 
the literature that confirms Dąbrowski's assumptions: 
 
Piechowski also referred to contemporary authors in support of his case. He cited the mechanisms of 
Bandura (1986) [playing a role] in "withdrawing from one's own conscience" leading to "what 
Dąbrowski considered to be psychopathic behavior." Piechowski (2014) suggested that everyone has 
"an innate sense of right and wrong", and "[psychopathic] behavior is not a structure of personality but 
a consequence of a culture that increasingly distances people from one another" [...]. This conclusion 
does not take into account the extensive modern literature on psychopathy as it addresses both 
personality construction as well as the neurophysiological sublosses that appear to underlie 
psychopathy. Contemporary research supports Dąbrowski's view of psychopathy (lower level of 
primary integration) as a genetic feature of individuals41. 
 
One should agree here with Mendaglio and Tillier that individuals with a certain degree of 
psychopathic tendencies may exist, especially in an environment favorable to such attitudes. After all, 
one should move away from the defeatist belief in Dąbrowski's thought that all people who are not 
subject to positive disintegration do not have a certain dose of humanity. 
 
Regarding the level of primitive / primary integration and my proposal to diversify within it several 
different types of development, I believe this is a legitimate approach. Especially that over time, in his 



last texts, Dąbrowski began to emphasize the negative influence of modern society on the shaping of 
primitively oriented patterns of human personality. Indeed, the theory of positive disintegration in its 
present form applies only to eminently gifted individuals, hence to a large extent - according to 
Piechowski - level I of the theory should be rejected as unnecessary. In his opinion, he does not 
describe the properties characterizing outstanding individuals. But while this argument has its 
strengths, it is still underdeveloped, as it fails to recognize the fact that there are many units that do 
not immediately reach the level of, say, III - multi-level, spontaneous disintegration. First, they must 
awaken their inner mental environment and reach a higher level of development through conflicts. 
Hence it happens that great individuals commit suicide. Dąbrowski has repeatedly pointed out that 
even those who have a clear development potential may sometimes need the help of a trusted 
person in preventing their possible loss of life. So it follows that they do not remain in a state of 
tension-free harmony. Level 
 
41 S. Mendaglio, W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 225. 
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primary integration can even (hypothetically) be removed from the theory, but then the question 
arises - what to replace it with? However, any modification of the theory of positive disintegration, 
which would assume its elimination or replacement, would have to be based on the assumption that it 
describes not so much the nature of development through the process of positive disintegration as its 
zero point, and thus serves only a negative marking of the rest of society, which is not subject to the 
rules described by Dąbrowski. That is why Piechowski states in his response to the polemic put 
forward by the aforementioned authors that: 
 
Mendaglio and Tillier argue that primary integration is a "central concept", a "basic construct" and is 
"an integral part of Dąbrowski's overall approach." This statement presents several problems. First, 
the basic concepts of this theory are multi-levelness and development potential, not primary 
integration. Second, you distinguish between two types of personality development: one-level and 
multi-level. While developing his theory, Dąbrowski's main effort was focused on explaining multilevel 
development. His theory would be just as powerful if Level I had not been addressed. There is 
nothing essential in it for the conceptual structure of the theory42. 
 
So if we assume that the level of primitive integration serves mainly to describe the part of society to 
which the rules of positive disintegration do not apply, then indeed such an action can be considered 
appropriate. Even more important, however, is to emphasize that disintegration is not the only model 
of personality development that is possible. It can be said that everyone has some internal 
environment (except extreme psychopathy) and some developmental potential, but not everyone 
develops as a result of its rapid disintegration and reintegration at a higher level. We can assume that 
many individuals choose less rapid, slower, but also positive development, which takes place as a 
result of intertwined processes of integration and disintegration, but far less intense, not as extreme 
as those on which Dąbrowski focuses. Thus, they are able to achieve their own, high level of 
development, despite the fact that it takes place as a result of partial transformational processes, and 
not as a result of great crises. The tensions they are subject to can sometimes be almost 
imperceptible to those around them. This solution seems to be the most balanced, because on the 
one hand it does not deprive a large part of the population of our planet from the possibility of 



improvement, and on the other hand it retains the valuable elements of Dąbrowski's theory. He uses 
its terminology and details certain developmental dynamisms in those individuals who are mainly 
characterized by neurotic and psychoneurotic disorders, i.e. in those individuals who also have 
certain types of increased mental excitability. 
 
42 M.M. Piechowski, A reply to Mendaglio and Tillier, „Roeper Review” 2015, vol. 37(4), s. 230. 
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I believe that certain changes can and should be introduced in Dąbrowski's theory. Piechowski's 
aspirations in this direction are completely understandable to me. He wants to save the theory of 
positive disintegration from oblivion and make it a real force in psychology and pedagogy. However, 
care should be taken in carrying out such a task so as not to destroy the originality of the theory. 
Perhaps it is time for Piechowski to propose his own theoretical position in a reliable and honest 
manner. Just as Jung did when his analytical psychology broke away from Freud and his 
psychoanalysis. The issue of key importance is therefore the scope of changes that a given author 
wants to make. Will he be able to restore the theory based on its main assumptions, or will it change 
its core? 
 
He would then have to propose a new name, for example: conditional disintegration, deintegration, 
conditional reintegration, etc. 
 
This is not an easy task and requires not so much the above-mentioned changes, but a holistic, new 
approach to personality development. The key problem here is disintegration as the main category on 
which the whole theory of Dąbrowski is based with its main assumption: if the old mental structure is 
not destroyed, then there is no development. 
 
Some compromise is possible here. It would be easy to recognize that apart from accelerated 
development, there is normal development, which is based on instilling appropriate manners, 
adapting to the leading ideals of society. On the other hand, accelerated development characterizes 
only outstanding individuals. 
 
This creates a certain double-track in Dąbrowski's theory. Therefore, we recognize that the creator of 
the theory is right to a large extent, and by improving the quality of society and promoting appropriate 
principles in it, we can create a social environment that affects individuals showing psychopathic 
tendencies in a way that brings them even slightly closer to a higher degree in the scale. primary 
integration, and thus humanizes them in a way. 
 
Piechowski, in his article published two years later, states that it is possible to change the 
nomenclature in order to make the core of the theory more flexible - it is about replacing the so-called 
levels of development with its types. This would suggest that there are several distinct paths of 
development, which allows for the diversification of the theory of positive disintegration. 
 
In theory, levels I, II and III relate to three types of development. The first is rather limited to a 
thoughtless life consisting of successive stages from youth to old age. The second has the space for 
hesitation, mental struggle, expansion of thinking, and growth of the self. The third is awakening to 



and reaching for higher realities and ideals. This type of development continues at levels IV and V. 
Thinking of types of development instead of levels frees us from the inevitable, automatic suggestion 
of steps or rungs of a ladder that is caused by stacking and counting five levels43. 
 
43 
 
Tenÿe, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory II…, s. 94. 
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According to Piechowski, it was quite unlikely that an individual would move from the 1st level of 
primitive integration to the 5th level of secondary integration in the course of their existence. This 
interpretation is in clear contradiction to Grzywak-Kaczyÿska's analysis: 
 
The first phase of primary integration is therefore characterized by the lack of fragmentation of the 
innate, integrated psychological structure, which is manifested by global cognitiveemotional-motor 
functions. This is normal for a young child. 
 
Some individuals, however, consolidate their primal fusion and remain at this level, developing merely 
intelligence as a means of supplying the means to satisfy their innate urges. Such individuals are 
biologically determined, show no internal psychic transformations, no introspection, no internal 
conflicts with frequent external conflicts caused by not being treated with other people44 (distinction - 
D.Ch). 
 
There are two main lines of reasoning: the first one treats the first level of the theory as the starting 
point for the vast majority of individuals, and the other sees it as an element resulting from 
pathological socialization45. 
 
There can be no consent between them. The only indirect way is to introduce the assumption 
proposed by Piechowski that the levels of the theory of positive disintegration reflect not so much the 
rungs of the (general human) ladder, but the type of development of exceptional individuals. 
However, this is a temporary solution. 
 
The position of Grzywak-Kaczyÿska is important here especially in the context of the discussed 
polemics between Tillier and Mendaglio and Piechowski. In her opinion, a stiffened mental structure 
would already characterize a small child. This is, in a sense, an iconoclastic claim to those who claim 
that it is inherently empathetic, because it is assumed here to be selfish and survival-oriented. 
However, in a philosophical analysis of the theory, this reasoning can be summarized into an 
unfolding whole. From the originally integrated internal structure of the child, under the influence of 
his own development and interaction with the environment, a young man emerges who experiences 
the emotions that torment him and mutual contradictions, looking for something that he could call the 
meaning of life. 
 
The first position (Piechowski) assumes a significant role of the environment in distorting the originally 
empathetic individual, thus it implies the legitimacy of alternative remedial projects in relation to the 
existing state of affairs (sociopathy, not psychopathy). The second position emphasizes the 



importance of innate factors while recognizing the important role of society. Just like the first one, it is 
part of the renovation project 
 
44 M. Grzywak-Kaczyÿska, Mental health of a teacher, [in:] Mental health, edited by K. Dąbrowski, 
Paÿstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsaw 1979, p. 321. 45 
 
Representative for this position is the article: MM Piechowski, Rethinking Da browski's theory I... 
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educational and systemic, although it does so in the opposite way to the first position46. My proposal 
is to distinguish between two methods of development: cumulative and transformative, one of which 
is characteristic of the so-called normal ones, and the other one for the very gifted. It can create a 
new framework on which the whole concept is based. It preserves the achievements of the theory of 
disintegration, which is positive in relation to the analyzes of the development of eminently gifted 
individuals, and at the same time opens up new areas of theoretical and practical exploration, which 
the previous positions do not satisfactorily do. 
 
It seems to me that the problem of changing the subjectivity of a charge results from two, or maybe 
even three, equally legitimate interpretations of Dąbrowski's theory. One of them insists on a 
genetically determined inability to develop as a result of having insufficient development potential and 
thus remaining at the level of primitive integration. Hence, the word "primitive" in this case seems to 
be more legitimate than "primary", because the emphasis here is on the importance of the lack of 
certain qualities in the mental structure of a given individual, allowing him to enter a new, higher level 
of functioning. In the light of the second method of analysis, level I of the theory is an innate level, 
characteristic of a small child who has not yet had time to develop a developed mental structure. It 
should be transformed into more advanced forms relatively quickly, as long as the external 
environment is favorable for it. It is therefore, with a few exceptions, a level similar to the biological 
phase, because it is common to all individuals at a certain initial stage of development. 
 
Therefore, we would have to start using the concept of "primary integration", as it is a structure that 
appears naturally in human development. However, it would then be difficult to maintain that the 
majority of the population remains at this level. It is possible only when we recognize that the strength 
of development potential in most children is extremely low, and thus they are susceptible to the 
influence of the external environment (or they were naturally good, but were harmed in the course of 
early socialization, etc.). 
 
There remains a third way, which makes the most sense, which is to recognize that only a small 
number of gifted individuals pass through 
 
46 
 
It is related to a different definition of the mental structure of a small child. One interpretation says: the 
child is empathetic and sensitive, adults harm them. The second line of interpretation says: a large 
part, or the majority of children (with significant exceptions, however) have coherent mental structures 
subordinated to instinctive groups. 



 
Vast traditions of thought may support these positions. The theory of positive disintegration is 
therefore not the final version, but it can give a real impulse to the development of many different 
schools / traditions of thinking about man and his development, which has extensive pedagogical 
implications. 
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all levels of development described in the positive disintegration theory. They play the role of the 
unofficial intellectual vanguard of the nation, increasing its quality, subject to the laws of accelerated 
development. However, the majority of the population does not display these types of features, and 
its development is based on the environmental sphere. Primitive integration may therefore underlie 
alternative development paths, one of which is described by Dąbrowski, and the other consists in the 
gradual accumulation of knowledge and the far less pronounced states of integration and 
disintegration. This principle does not only apply to psychopaths and psychopath-like individuals who 
actually remain at the level of narrowly oriented primitive integration. The average individual in a 
given population has enough development potential to be a valuable member of his community. On 
the other hand, those who have more of it begin to develop mental disorders due to the fact that they 
have too much of the so-called developmental energy, a kind of "fuel" that they are not able to use at 
a given moment. Their accelerated development does not result from the fact that they have the 
correct level of development potential, but from its surplus, which causes specific psychological 
properties. The process of accelerated development is therefore caused by this excess, which causes 
increased sensitivity, which manifests itself in an increase in internal tension and hyperactivity. Under 
favorable conditions, it may result in the transformation of an individual to a higher level of functioning 
in the world. Piechowski is largely right when he claims that: 
 
While Dąbrowski, like Adorno et al., Viewed primary integration as a rigid personality structure, it now 
makes more sense to see it as a result of social conditions. If people operate on Level I, it is because 
this is the state of their world, not because they are constituted that way47. 
 
Under conditions of a capitalist system conducive to behavior based on the realization of basic drives 
and aspirations, most individuals act in accordance with them. Only a small number of people, having 
an excess of development potential, can afford to follow the path of their development completely 
independently. However, it cannot be implemented on a large social scale due to the need to 
maintain the social status quo to which every community is subject. Moreover, it would be statistically 
impossible. Participation in the process of positive disintegration will therefore remain a property of 
selected individuals who will follow their ideals until the end of their existence. They will be equipped 
with an excess of developmental energy, manifested in disorders and even mental diseases that may 
 
47 M.M. Piechowski, Discovering Dabrowski’s theory, [w:] Dabrowski’s theory of positive 
disintegration, red. S. Mendaglio, Great Potential Press, Scottsdale (AZ) 2008, s. 55. 
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though not necessarily, they can be used as "fuel" to reveal one's talents to others Another problem in 
Dąbrowski's theory results from the excessive idealization of people entering a high level of 
development. This author does not allow such a possibility that they have lower needs or have clear 
flaws - I believe that this is not the right approach. So is the strong stigmatization of its initial "stages". 
It is by all means probable that an individual may be close to attaining full personality, and at the 
same time display some distinct flaws, because excessive perfection leads to a certain hermeticity, 
and therefore closure to the world around us. This property of the theory of positive disintegration, 
resulting from its author's fascination with the lives of saints, leads to its marginalization. This is 
because it becomes an overly idealistic concept that does not recognize the right to display both 
lower and higher needs as a permanent character trait of a person. It is the flaws that can paralyzally 
be what makes a given human being understand the needs of other people. This excessive 
perfectionism is also noticed by Piechowski, which is openly expressed by: 
 
Objections to equating self-actualization with Level IV came not only from Dąbrowski, but also from 
people who had read Saint-Exupéry's biography and found that his relationship with his wife was less 
than perfect and that he had a mistress. This violated Dąbrowski's saying that people at a high level 
of development have deep and loyal relationships. 
 
However, one cannot expect a person's profile to conform completely to the ideal type - Maslow 
mentioned the shortcomings in the characteristics of self-actualizing persons - and in addition that a 
person's idealism expresses the level towards which he is going. A similar case can be observed in 
Leo Tolstoy, who after 10 years of happy marriage, following his ideals of a simple life, renounced his 
fortune and, instead of writing, devoted himself to educating peasant children. With 10 children to 
raise, his wife opposed this radical income cut, which sparked a serious conflict48. 
 
Dąbrowski's concept presents an overly expressive ascetic thread, and thus somehow sacralises a 
certain type of personality, making it too similar to a divine being. This deprives his typology of 
typically human features, faults and inclinations which even the most outstanding people are not 
deprived of. In my opinion, we should distance ourselves from these trends, while respecting and 
appreciating them, and who knows - maybe a separate study, if we want to maintain the scientific 
nature of Dąbrowski's concept. Not every highly developed person has to be a holy and ruthless 
altruist, a certain dose of selfishness is justified in life. A demarcation line should be drawn at this 
point so as not to go to extremes. Therefore, Piechowski is right when he refers to the fact that self-
updating people 
 
48 Ibid., P. 57. 
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in Maslow's theory they are not walking ideals, but self-working people who also display negative 
character traits. I do not agree with Dąbrowski on this point that the transformation at the last level, 
i.e. secondary integration, is already essentially complete49. She never reaches that state. 
 



It can therefore be assumed that the disappearance of all pejorative feelings is not a feature of 
accelerated development. One should not, therefore, over-idealize people who have reached its 
advanced stage. It seems fair to say that their anger, if it arises, is rather righteous anger, for example 
based on injustice. 
 
The main difference between Maslow and Dąbrowski was that the latter recognized the possibility of 
meeting higher needs even if the lower ones were partially not satisfied. In contrast, a leading 
representative of humanistic psychology believed that it was necessary first to meet basic human 
needs in order to be able to pursue a higher one. However, this is an early position of Maslow. 
 
Later, he departed from such rigid determination in favor of recognizing that the realization of higher 
needs does not occur automatically, but is in a way related to individual human choices. Average 
mental health was, according to him, expressed by the saturation of lower needs, and its model 
version was related to the fulfillment of higher needs50. 
 
Even bad and unpleasant feelings can support the development of an individual, but in Maslow's 
understanding they cannot be strictly neurotic, which in his terminology means non-developmental 
states. Therefore, the key issue for him is whether the given emotional states - anxiety, internal 
conflicts, etc. - present development opportunities for an individual or lead to its regression51. 
 
Piechowski aims to combine Maslow's theory of self-realization with the theory of positive 
disintegration. However, this is not an idea that would guide Dąbrowski himself. 
 
Piechowski took to the workshop the results of research carried out by a Polish scientist between 
1969 and 1972 at the University of Alberta in Canada. The aim was to select from among 1500 
participants cases characteristic for each level of development in the theory. 
 
It turned out, however, that not one of the methods used in this study (verbal stimuli, neurological 
research and autobiographies) allowed 
 
49 
 
I know that Dąbrowski believed that at the highest level of development, development does not take 
place qualitatively, but quantitatively, but this does not mean, in my opinion, that a fully developed 
individual always disregards lower functions - it implements them, but in a different way. 
 
50 MM Piechowski, Mental health as a function of mental development, [in:] Zdrowie psychiczne, p. 
97. 
 
51 Ibid., P. 103. 
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identify a case that meets the criteria of level IV. Therefore - based on fragments of texts, incl. The 
Little Prince - the case of Saint-Exupéry was analyzed and served as an example52. 
 



Piechowski believes that Maslow's self-realizing persons correspond to the fourth level of Dąbrowski's 
theory, i.e. he believes that all persons at the level of multi-level organized disintegration are also 
individuals meeting Maslow's criteria for self-realization, although he is not sure whether the same is 
also the case in the opposite case 53. 
 
He also believes that this ensures the expansion and strengthening of Dąbrowski's theory, because 
two originally independent concepts complement each other here, which creates a stronger scientific 
basis54. 
 
Thus, it is clearly visible that Piechowski seeks to rebuild the structure of positive disintegration in 
order to improve it. One of the greatest strengths of the theory cannot be abandoned, which is a 
complete reversal of the meaning of the concepts of integration and disintegration. The point is to 
keep internal conflicts, decay, existential anxiety, etc., as the most valuable manifestations of the 
inner psychic energy of eminently gifted individuals, serving them as "fuel" in their further 
development. It is therefore a mistake to reject certain levels of the theory that describe well the 
specificity of the improvement of individuals with high potential. The point here is not to create a 
simplified version of the concept of a Polish scientist, but to point out that it describes an emotional 
and intellectual avant-garde. The processes that occur in it do not apply to the average citizen, whose 
development is subject to slightly different rules and is largely dependent on a good social and -
cultural. Dąbrowski will always remain an important theorist in the field of psychotherapy, psychology 
and pedagogy in relation to individuals who grow above the average. However, it should be 
remembered that society does not consist only of such individuals, and excessive stigmatization of 
them, sometimes present in his theory, is not appropriate. Individuals falling within the broad norm are 
capable of development, but it does not occur as a result of the process of positive disintegration, but 
as a result of their own will and the appropriate influence of a wider community. Not everyone has to 
be Albert Einstein! 
 
Thus, it can be seen that within the theory of the outstanding Polish scientist, many modifications are 
still possible and there is a discussion on the possibility of introducing such changes. However, it 
does not change the fact that in each of its dimensions and possible paths of evolution, Kazimierz 
Dąbrowski's theory of positive disintegration has significant pedagogical implications. 
 
52 Ibid., P. 105. 
 
53 
 
54 
 
Ibid., Discovering Dabrowski's theory, p. 60. Ibid., Mental health as a function..., p. 106. 
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7.2. The issue of one-level disintegration The dispute with Piechowski 
 
According to Dąbrowski's thought, one-level disintegration represents the greatest culmination of 
struggles faced by a person undergoing a process of positive disintegration. 
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Moving from Level 2 to Level 3 is a fundamental change that will require a phenomenal amount of 
energy. This period is at a developmental crossroads: here you can either go back or go forward. The 
struggle between [constitutive] factors Dąbrowski reflects this temporary crisis. [...] The 
developmental response is to transform lower instincts (automatic reactions such as anger) into a 
positive motivation to resist mechanical social solutions and listen to your inner sense [prompting] 
what should be done55. 
 
It is not true that one-level disintegration is a new, insignificant element of Dąbrowski's theory. It 
represents his deepest conviction that the greatest good can be born in the depths of human suffering 
and despair. Perhaps there are individuals who are immediately on the third or fourth level of 
development, but even they must undergo states of internal struggle. Christ's struggle with Satan can 
serve as an example taken from Christendom. The lack of stress and a comfortable educational 
environment do not always coincide with the positive development of an individual, but it can also 
often strengthen their extremely negative behaviors and traits. Its progress is often directly 
proportional to the decrease in the influence of the external environment to which it may be subject. 
 
Among the opinions concerning exceptionally gifted people, two positions prevail: the first says that 
the environment should be as free as possible from conflicts, stress and allow for the easiest and 
smooth development of the individual. The second, equally extreme position assumes that the path of 
an individual's development lies precisely in an environment full of obstacles, and their gradual 
overcoming shapes their character and personality56. Dąbrowski, on the other hand, made the 
influence of the environment dependent on the strength of the genetic potential of a given individual. 
The stronger it is, the less important is the environment in which the individual resides. 
 
In the positive disintegration theory, it is evident that there are great opportunities with severe 
depressions, ups and downs. That is why a common danger on the path of an developing individual is 
suicide, 
 
55 W. Tillier, A brief overview of the relevance of Dabrowski’s theory for the gifted, „AGATE: Journal 
of the Gifted and Talented Education Council of The Alberta Teachers As sociation”, Special Issue: 
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration and Gifted Education, vol. 15, no. 2, Fall 2002, s. 7. 
 
56 Ibid., P. 10. 
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because the stress she is subjected to causes great conflicts that sometimes cannot find any outlet. 
Thus, tension performs a double function here: on the one hand, it is a means of disintegrating 
gradually rigid and dogmatic features in the internal psychological environment of an individual, on 
the other hand, it is a specific development stimulus, it is used by an individual by shaping a new 
image of himself. 
 
Dąbrowski called OE [hyperactivity - D.Ch.] a "tragic gift" to reflect that the path of a person with a 
strong OE is not easy and smooth. The potential to experience great highs is also the potential to 
experience great lows. Likewise, the potential for expressing great creativity can come with the 



possibility of experiencing many personal stresses and conflicts. This stress drives development and 
is the result of developmental conflict, both intrapsychic and social. The acute phases of this stress 
carry a significant risk of suicide57. 
 
That is why Piechowski is wrong, especially in relation to the level of disintegration of the one-level, in 
claiming that the development of the individual does not take place there. In a sense, we are dealing 
with it because it generates a huge amount of psychic energy, which is a necessary requirement of 
the following transformation. Therefore, one cannot fully agree with the statement that: 
 
Even if level II is to be the level of development through positive disintegration, none of its features 
exhibit anything that can be qualified as emotional and personal development. His image to date is 
dominated by emotional fluctuations, internal contradictions, adaptation to social norms and the lack 
of depth in relationships58. 
 
It is these fluctuations and tensions that are necessary to prepare the ground for the further 
transformation of the individual. Even if not everyone has to go through this level of development, it 
perfectly illustrates the processes that follow people remaining on it. Dynamisms can be divided into 
disintegrating and those that can be called developmental. The first of them, dealing with the 
destruction and disintegration of the previously integrated psychological inner environment of an 
individual, are precisely the domain of the second level in the theory of positive disintegration. It is 
also an area where the greatest possible shifts in theory are possible, because while staying at this 
level, the internal life of an individual is plunged in almost total chaos, which, with its insufficient 
potential, may lead to negative disintegration, i.e. a serious mental illness, or a return to an earlier 
one. a primitively integrated level of development59. 
 
57 Ibid. 
 
58 M.M. Piechowski, Rethinking Dabrowski’s theory II…, s. 88. 
 
59 S. Mendaglio, Dąbrowski’s dynamisms: Shapers of development and psychological constructs, 
„Advanced Development: A Journal of Adult Giftedness” 2017, vol. 16, s. 6. 
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The concept of levels shows that, depending on the degree of development, the intelligence of an 
individual may be subordinated to primitive instincts and drives, or on the contrary - it may be at the 
service of the hierarchy of values and goals of a given individual, which follows a straight path to 
achieving the state of personality. Development, therefore, is associated here with the gradual 
awakening and transformation of the mental inner environment of an individual60. 
 
Dąbrowski's distinguishing only five levels of theory is related mainly to his arbitrary choice. There can 
be many more developmental stages61 and they do not necessarily have to be associated with so 
clearly marked disintegrating factors. There are different mental disorders and the extent of control 
over them (by an individual) is different. 
 



Moreover, depending on the psychological properties of the internal environment, there may be one, 
two intense disintegrations, resulting in entering a new level of development, or five, seven, or even 
ten disintegrations of a much lighter nature. Problems of this type arise during attempts to put 
Dąbrowski's theory into practice for diagnostic purposes. 
 
Piechowski's accusations against its first two levels also fit in the perception of this type of inaccuracy. 
Integration can also take place at early stages of development without achieving its full form. The 
greater the number of disintegrative states preceding the final integration of an individual, the closer 
he is to becoming a person62. All these observations lead to the conclusion that Dąbrowski, 
discovering a new regularity in human development, which according to him are the intertwined 
processes of disintegration and integration, overestimated the role of the former, forgetting that the 
goal of development is not so much the apologetics of disintegration as the achievement of a higher 
integration level 63. The point here is to capture the general regularity of this process, and not to 
force it into the rigid patterns of three degrees of disintegration. 
 
Should it not be assumed then that after each phase of disintegration, and not only at the end of the 
development process, there is an integration of the psyche at a different level of regularity, in the 
pursuit not so much for full final integration as for the full regularity of development? 
 
In this developmental process with the phases of disintegration and integration, the personality as a 
psychological whole is formed, becoming richer and more properly organized. The state of integration 
shows us this whole at a certain level of the regularity of development (not necessarily the highest), 
while the disintegrating processes show us the transformation of 
 
60 M. Grzywak-Kaczyÿska, The theory of positive disintegration and the hierarchy of values, 
"Psychiatric Health" 1975, No. 3, pp. 56–57. 
 
61 Ibid., P. 57. 
 
62 Ibid., Pp. 57–58. 
 
63 Ibid., P. 58. 
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internal of this whole. By emphasizing the role of three consecutive disintegration processes (I [rather 
II - D.Ch.], III, IV) this whole, and with it the concept of regularity, eludes us from our field of view. 
 
It would follow that even after undergoing a one-level disintegration, an individual may gain some new 
quality of functioning in the world, the more that if we do not understand the theory of positive 
disintegration to mathematically, the transformation may also be complete, that is, fall on the 
individual like a lightning strike., sudden revelation etc. 
 
It is the intertwining of disintegration and integration processes that enables the correct transition to 
higher levels of development. Through their own work, the individual makes a certain systematization 



of his internal environment, experiences new feelings, learns new values and on this basis 
strengthens his "emerging", new structures. 
 
7.3. An outline of his own proposal for the development of the theory of positive disintegration 
 
In any society there are small groups of individuals with increased opportunities for accelerated 
development. These possibilities correlate with having inherited (genetic traits) inherited from parents, 
they are associated with certain disorders or mental illness which are the catalysts of this accelerated 
development65. 
 
The second epicenter of society is a small and relatively coherent group of psychopaths (the so-
called small and large - these terms refer to the severity of personality deviations). They cannot 
develop through positive disintegration. It requires having an extensive internal mental environment, 
which is associated with the ability to feel strong positive and negative emotions and the ability to 
empathize with the moods and feelings of another human being, which is called empathy. Between 
these two extremes encompassing - let's take a risk: estimating low, 5 percent on each side of the 
Gaussian curve, and high, about 10 percent on each side of the scale - is the space of average 
people. In one case we get 90% of people, and in the other 80%, so 
 
64 Ibid., Pp. 58–59. 
 
65 
 
In this work I repeatedly use terms such as "level", "development", "instinct", "accelerated 
development", etc. They are part of the conceptual apparatus that Dąbrowski uses in his theory for a 
specific purpose. In his works, he often speaks out against the use of synonymous terms that give his 
concept a different meaning. 
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the vast majority of the society, which neither specifically has accelerated development skills, and 
therefore is not extraordinarily talented, nor shows much developed psychopathic tendencies. 
 
The question then arises: what then controls such a group? At the present stage of development, the 
theory of positive disintegration is unable to provide us with a meaningful answer to this question. 
Various social theories, e.g., the neo-Marxist concept, may fill this gap, which results from an 
underdeveloped approach to normal individuals, i.e. average individuals in a statistical sense, who 
constitute the majority of a given society. 
 
This is perfectly understandable because the author of the theory devoted his whole life to defending 
individuals who displayed great abilities and talents, who, however, could not develop them in 
unfavorable social conditions, largely due to the characteristics of education that contradicted the 
ideals expressed by these people. We need an approach that talks about the largest group of the so-
called normal individuals, constituting the backbone of society. 
 



It can therefore be concluded that there are two development paths and a third developmental / pro-
destructive path. The first of these concerns individuals who are exceptionally sensitive and highly 
talented. It is a development according to an internal pattern on which the theory of positive 
disintegration focuses. It follows the processes described by Dąbrowski, so it is accelerated. The 
second type of development is already taking place according to an external pattern, i.e. social 
influence, and concerns the vast majority of society. This development depends on the quality of the 
social fabric, that is, on environmental factors. The genetic equipment present here can be described 
as average in the statistical sense. 
 
The third type of existence - the concept of existence (especially the first one) can be applied to the 
previous developmental paths of man characterizes the so-called the developmental / pro-destructive 
way. It concerns those individuals in society to whom the term "psychopath" applies to a greater or 
lesser extent. He talks about the essential trait of psychopaths / psychopaths, which is the greater or 
lesser social harmfulness of their actions, subordinated solely to self-interest, and which activities fit 
particularly well into the fabric of our pro-capitalist society. Thus, I believe that the term "pro-
destructive individuality" can be used here, as it perfectly reflects the basic characteristic of this type 
of individuals, which is a special form of one-sided development, i.e. pro-destructive development, 
that is, mutilated, relatively half-way, based only on a simple calculation of profits and losses. 
 
In such an individual, extremely primitive and limited emotional experiences are triggered only under 
the influence of extreme experiences, such as hurting another person, genocide, etc. 
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On the other hand, people showing the ability to accelerate development show increased mental 
excitability, characterized by a stronger internal response to relatively ordinary stimuli from the 
external and internal environment that stimulate the development of the individual. 
 
In the case of pro-destructive individuals, we are dealing with a reverse of this situation, i.e. a 
reduced, and sometimes zero emotional reaction to an external stimulus. As a result, individuals 
exhibiting this type of individuality are emotionally handicapped, and therefore unable to take into 
account social life and its needs, and at the same time extremely expansive in fulfilling their own 
aspirations. 
 
This type of situation causes the right to life of other human beings on our planet not to be taken into 
account in their actions, and as a result shows their social harmfulness in the conditions of the 
present free market system. 
 
The second way of development, applying to the so-called individuality of the average, it is 
distinguished by its plasticity due to possible social interactions. In the event of a positive impact of 
the external environment and the use of mechanisms that maximize the current development 
potential of the so-called transformative individualities, it is possible for the entire society to enter an 
accelerated path of development, increasing the quality of the mental fabric of the entire nation. 
 
Contemporary capitalist societies are profoundly ill structures, marginalizing talented and creative 
people, and valuing people with psychopathic tendencies, that is, prodestructive individualities. 



Therefore, it is necessary to ensure such conditions and general living standards that will enable a 
decent and mentally healthy life or all citizens who will have time and the right to participate in their 
community. 
 
Manners, i.e. ways of behavior considered in a given society as a determinant of certain generally 
applicable rules, are therefore in a sense constitutive, because they determine a good, focused on 
development attitude of the broad social masses on the second path of development, i.e. those 
expressing the essential features of psychic characteristics typical of average individuals. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, the problem is the one-track approach to development, which 
is treated not so much as a way of self-improvement, but a process of internal transformation. I would 
suggest introducing to Dąbrowski's theory of a two-track66 developmental path and a distinction 
between the cumulative development method and the revolutionary / transformational method. 
 
66 
 
I would distinguish two methods of development: cumulative and transformational, and I would 
introduce multiple paths (most likely a two-track development, although I would not use the concept of 
development in relation to the lower standard of primary integration) - this would organize the theory 
and make it easier to relate to the general population. My understanding of development is therefore 
completely different from Piechowski's and to a greater extent in line with the spirit 
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Individuals adhering to the rules of the positive disintegration process described by Dąbrowski also 
constitute a minority, which, however, is the avant-garde deciding on the improvement of the entire 
society. They develop according to the revolutionary principle, transforming their inner psychic 
environment. However, in order for a society to survive, there must be some kind of stabilization in it. 
It is possible because the normal units follow the path marked by the most gifted. 
 
This does not mean that the rest of society is incapable of development. It only indicates that the 
principle on which this development is carried out is different and is not based solely on the property 
of the potential in Dąbrowski's theory. The dominant principle among average individuals is the 
accumulation and expansion of the existing state of knowledge. They broaden the field of social 
progress, but in a different way than eminent individuals. It can be concluded that while in the case of 
normal (average) individuals the rule governing their development is improvement, understood here 
as a mainly quantitative process with slight qualitative modifications, in individuals entering higher 
levels of the theory of positive disintegration, we are dealing with development based on largely not 
so much on gradual improvement based on what is, as on going beyond that, and thus transforming 
the reality encountered. 
 
Therefore, it is necessary to decide whether, in the theory of positive disintegration, there should be a 
greater emphasis on the distinction between normal and accelerated development, the first of which 
would be slower and would be more based on learning and cumulative learning with rare and poorly 
marked periods of disintegration. and the other one would be characterized by the levels of 
development described by Dÿ browski. This would solve the problem of the excessive elitism of 



theories and would show the leading role in the development of society that outstanding personalities 
can play, at the same time departing from labeling and "humiliating" average individuals in a statistical 
sense. It can be argued that Dąbrowski has drawn too strongly the boundary between primitive 
integration and one-tier disintegration, which can be corrected by introducing different ways of 
improving for average and transformative individualities. Development on the first level is possible, 
but we should divide primitive integration into two mental structures. Those that cannot be reformed 
anymore, that is, prodestructive individuals, and those that have a certain development potential, but 
different from eminently gifted individuals, enabling self-improvement based on a positively 
influencing external environment and work 
 
Dąbrowski's theory - though not entirely. Positive disintegration is for me a path of accelerated 
development that can be implemented only for units with excess development potential, characterized 
by, inter alia, the occurrence of increased mental excitability. 
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own. Some diversification is indicated here because at other times we condemn the vast majority of 
society to moral condemnation, and this neither serves the theory of positive disintegration nor those 
whose improvement it calls for. 
 
Perhaps I would even suggest a distinction between primitive integration, reserved for pro-destructive 
individuals, and the level of innate integration corresponding to the average individuality. 
Development would be possible here, and the potential for it in most cases would turn out to be 
sufficient, but its pace compared to the pace of development of outstanding individuals 
(transformative individuals) would be much slower and would require "a different type of effort" and 
clear environmental support. Therefore, it seems to me that the concept of development potential has 
a deeper meaning, but still requires some discussion. 
 
However, it is problematic - I admit - the way in which these various paths of development should be 
integrated into Dąbrowski's concept so that it retains its character, at least partially. 
 
Both individuals on the first (except for "small" and "big" psychopaths) and fifth level constitute a 
mutually complementary, holistic unity of society. In my opinion, it is impossible to have a community 
that consists entirely or even mostly of dividends experiencing the process of positive disintegration. 
They will always constitute the unofficial intellectual and creative elite, creating conditions for the 
development of the entire society. 
 
Supporting this type of individuals and helping them is therefore in the interest of the entire 
community, as they contribute to a gradual improvement in the quality of the fabric of social and 
cultural life. 
 
Given their true (genuine) pro-social attitudes, people who achieve higher levels of development also 
raise the level of their society. Pro social here does not only mean supporting the existing social 
order. If the social order is low [lower] and you conform to it, then you also reflect its low level 
(negative adaptation in Dąbrowski's terminology, a level I trait). In this case, prosociality is the true 
cultivation of social interaction based on higher values. These positions often contradict the status 



quo of the lower society (positive maladjustment). In other words, being maladjusted to a low-level 
society is a positive trait67. 
 
In the proposal presented here briefly to develop the theory of disintegration of a positive individual 
with a pro-destructive tendency, it would not only be the result of a defective emotional bond with the 
parent or a psychological or physical abuse of a child: the innate characteristics of a given individual 
would have some weight (greater or less). 
 
67 W. Tillier, dz. cyt., s. 8. 
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It would be a combination of the two. Dąbrowski's theory shows that the basis of psychopathy are 
certain neurophysiological features. Therefore, the child is not a blank slate, but at birth it is endowed 
with certain qualities that partially determine its future life. 
 
The conviction that the acts of genocide committed by criminals such as Ante Paveliÿ or Hitler have a 
sensitive interior and human attitude is hypocritical, and an individual who presents such a position 
deserves to be accused of ignorance. In such cases, it is the facts that count. Therefore, these people 
are evidenced not so much by their internal dilemmas as by the real harm they caused. The words of 
Christ are fully applied here: “Beware of false prophets who come to you in sheep's clothing and 
inside are ravenous wolves. 
 
You will know them by their fruits ”68. 
 
7.4. Introduction of the Jungian sense of libido to the theory of positive disintegration 
 
Hyperactive personalities, prone to experiencing strong emotional states are also characterized by a 
strong susceptibility to disaggregation. Excitement, acting on a team that is particularly excitable, 
leads to its implementation despite opposition, resistance and struggle. Strong fights of contradictory 
tendencies arise from various states of emotional ambivalence (after string and prohibition, need and 
fear of its implementation), which, with the ease of mental disaggregation, are the basis for the 
implementation of strong acts of will, internal dictates, tyranny of one team over another, often carried 
out on the way self-mutilation. I believe that the very frequent facts of the transition from sexual 
passions to asceticism, from self-indulgence and bad addictions to self-control and idealism are 
possible to implement through the struggle of contradictory tendencies, the elimination of some by the 
other. 
 
The process of victory usually begins with the states of rapture, ecstasy, the intensity of which can 
bring about permanent changes in the mental structure, provide the basis for a strong development of 
certain tendencies, at the expense of suppressed or suppressed. 
 
The quoted quotation gives us an insight into the way of thinking of the young Dąbrowski, although 
the terms "sublimation" and "transformation", which appear quite often in later texts, are missing here. 
Nevertheless, the basic line of reasoning is correct, although I see some shortcomings here, which 
even the scientist's later thought does not complete. In my opinion, this is due to the lack of 



introduction to the considerations of a modified concept of libido in the Jungian style. In the theory of 
positive disintegration it is essential 
 
68 Mt 7, 15–16, Holy Bible of the New Testament, Pastoral Department of the Metropolitan Curia, 
Olsztyn 
 
2000. 
 
69 K. Dąbrowski, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation (self-mutilation), Medical "Przyszÿoÿÿ" 
Publishing Society, Warsaw 1934, p. 43. 
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because some abnormal states are a source of mental energy70. Thus, they allow for the sublimation 
of this energy, which leads to changes in the internal psychological environment, the creation of new 
dynamisms and the formation of the psychological structure at a level that does not have much in 
common with the previous one in terms of the quality of the functioning of the individual. This means 
that the individual actually becomes more human and less animal in his actions due to the change 
made in psychic mechanisms, and thus in the neural patterns of his functioning. 
 
This is clearly visible in the doctoral dissertation (psychology), when on page 17, Dąbrowski uses the 
term "psychic energy" in a non-operationalized manner, which is a replacement for the term "libido" 
introduced by Jung. Importantly, in the bibliography of the dissertation mentioned, there is only Jung's 
most famous work, Psychological Types. Meanwhile, it was in Jung's previous publication, which was 
about his break with Freud, Symbols of Transformation. Analysis of the prelude to schizophrenia71, 
he included his concept of libido, modified in relation to Freud's, which later became the direct cause 
of the divergence of these two great thinkers. In the above-mentioned fragment of the text, Dąbrowski 
refers to the frequent phenomenon of self-mutilation of neuropathic units. 
 
Unjustified fears, fear of military conscription, anxiety, and tension resulting from mental disorders of 
a given individual accumulate inside him to finally explode, which is caused by the lack of appropriate 
sewage systems or sublimation of this tension. “It should be assumed that the mechanism of these 
processes is similar to the mechanism of impulsive obsessions. The coexisting anxiety, intensified by 
auto-suggestion, when seeking release, follows the path indicated by the intention and thus releases 
the accumulated psychic energy ”72. 
 
The modified concept of libido, in the form of mental energy, can complete Dąbrowski's theory of 
positive disintegration. This category is already implicit in his theory, but has not been properly 
operationalized and named, which causes confusion. They result from the fact that the process of 
disintegration taking place in the psyche causes various tensions and forces that come from nowhere 
else73. There are many other terms in the conceptual apparatus of Dąbrowski, such as "development 
potential", which are combined 
 
70 
 



I will explain exactly how I understand this concept later. It seems to me that Dąbrowski ignores these 
issues, i.e. he does not explain what influences the transformation of the inner individual, so we do 
not find out what fuels this transformation. In this paper, I try to remedy this by using Jung's concept 
of libido as an explanation. 
 
71 CG Jung, Symbols of Transformation. Analysis of the prelude to schizophrenia, trans. R. Reszke, 
WROTA Publishing House, Warsaw 1998. 
 
72 K. Dąbrowski, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation..., p. 17. 73 
 
By default, these are primal instincts, which however appear in the form of a pier volatile energy, 
which is later transformed into psychic energy. 
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with the libido category - mental energy gain a fuller dimension. Such an improvement thus 
contributes to making his theory more coherent. Due to this energy and their own potential, extremely 
gifted individuals are able to do things that seem impossible to a statistical individual, because in their 
case sublimation is much more difficult and is not able to fully transform their innate properties. 
According to Jung, Freud's theory of psychoanalysis too much emphasized the importance of 
sexuality as the primary cause of almost all diseases and disorders in the human body and psyche. 
So it should be recognized that there are other impulses and emotions that also influence human 
development. While it is true that sex drive is the basis of many actions, this does not mean that it 
cannot be transformed, thereby changing its character, which no longer belongs to the previous 
category of sexuality. 
 
The reserve regarding the sexual theory, which I showed in the preface to my work Über die 
Psychologie der Dementia praecox [...], was dictated by the state of libido theory at the time; my 
understanding of it at the time prevented me from explaining in one-sidedly the sexual theory of 
functional disorders that affect the realms of other drives as much as they affect the domains of 
sexuality. 
 
It seemed to me that the energy approach would be more appropriate than the sexual theory […]. 
This approach allowed me to identify the phrase "mental energy" with the term "libido" 74. 
 
Jung makes a far-reaching equation between libido and mental energy. The point here is that energy 
as such does not have to take on a predetermined character, but depending on the intentions of the 
individual and his interests, it can undergo numerous transformations and modifications, so it 
constitutes a kind of will to live, immanent in every individual, the existence of a man who pushes him 
to act75. It should therefore be concluded that describing libido as a kind of life energy is much more 
appropriate than identifying it only with the sphere of sexual sensations. Hunger and thirst are factors 
of the same or even greater importance for the survival of primitive man than sexual gratification, 
which, through symbolic rituals or ascetic practices, may be modified or partially transformed into 
another type of activity. The human psyche works in a very complex and varied way and the lack of 
saturation of some drives may cause the growth of others, as well as a sudden burst of the latter. 
 



The latter [libido - D.Ch.] expresses a desire or an impulse that is not inhibited by any moral or any 
other instance. Libido is appetitus in its 
 
74 CG Jung, op. Cit., P. 176. 
 
75 Ibid., Pp. 176-181. 
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natural state. From the point of view of evolutionary history, the nature of libido is represented by 
physical needs such as hunger, thirst, sleep, sexuality, and emotional states such as affection. All 
these factors have their inherent differentiation and very subtle ramifications in the complex human 
psyche. There can be no doubt that the highest forms of differentiation originally arose out of the 
simpler forms of the initial stages. Thus, many of the complex functions that must be denied sexual 
character today primarily come from the reproductive drive76. 
 
Thus, there are many, seemingly unrelated to sex drive, activities carried out in the artistic sphere, 
such as, for example, literary works. The psychic energy, which cannot find an outlet as a result of the 
individual's blocking the possibility of discharging it through an ordinary sexual act, is released 
through a more complicated operation of placing one's own internal conflicts and tensions in the main 
character of the written work. So it is a kind of catharsis, a "cleansing" of unarticulated drive by 
changing its form. The contradictions that we notice in the characters of great literature, e.g., in Do 
Stojewski, also express the painful feelings of their authors. 
 
That is why, in the case of exceptionally gifted individuals, it may be extremely helpful to turn their 
actions towards creative activity, in which, along with their own development, they will find a way to 
discharge their unfulfillingness. By using simpler forms of psychic energy, through work, they can 
transform them into more complex forms, and therefore also more dependent on their will. Suicidal 
and self-destructive tendencies are also reflected in literary works, taking the form of a contradiction 
between the ideals presented by the main characters and the bestiality of the people around them. 
 
In real life and in the work of individuals prone to self-suffering, we find this destructive tendency. The 
characters they create bring to life elements that destroy them physically or mentally. [...] Writers such 
as Dostoyevsky or ÿeromski have, on the one hand, a highly developed sense of reality that sees the 
"human beast" in detail and in all diversity, and on the other hand, a cult of the purest, the most 
unhappy, and suffering people precisely because of their spiritual values77. 
 
This clash of absolute reality with the world of ideals, small people with great people, often gives a 
response in the form of great art, lasting for many generations and constantly renewing in itself great 
disputes between good and evil, wealth and inequality, nobility of spirit and its corruption. Art as such, 
and literary art, is especially useful because I know it as a field of struggle with contradictory values 
and great ideas. In addition, it illustrates the author's life dilemmas, it is there that he poured his fears, 
unfulfilling and ambitions into the characters and villains, which usually results in 
 
76 Ibid., Pp. 176-177. 
 



77 K. Dąbrowski, Psychological foundations of self-mutilation..., pp. 33–34. 
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regaining inner peace, because he expressed his own drama in a given piece. The content of such 
great works also fulfills a specific educational function towards young generations, sensitizing them to 
the multi-level and multi-faceted nature of the reality they learn. 
 
This prevents the emergence of one-sided attitudes in which simpler forms of psychic energy (libido) 
take control of the actions of the individual, and tends to partially transform these simpler forms into 
more complex ones. 
 
Thanks to this, great creative aspirations may arise, resulting from the desire to know the meaning of 
life and what really has some value in it, and what is only a kind of a dream that quickly passes. 
 
In the content of the greatest works of the world: breakdown, separation, disintegration between a 
higher and a lower level, between human fate and freedom, between the passing of all values and the 
deepest protest of man against this passing of values this is the fight between positive adaptation and 
maladaptation, between chaotic imaginations and it is full of humiliation about identifying oneself with 
the moral principle, nature or selfish authoritative deity and striving against destiny and death, with 
the preservation of concrete and closest things, the meaning of which is not greater than death78. 
 
There is, therefore, a kind of human struggle with himself and the often contradictory tendencies 
affecting him, which releases in him the power to change what seems permanent, i.e. the sexual - 
drive character of psychic energy (libido). In nature as such, the momentum of life is always favored 
and illustrated by the instinct for self-preservation and the conservation of the species. Of course, 
they constitute a whole that we artificially separate. Man (according to Jung) is given only one form of 
non-mortality, which is partial immortalization in his offspring79. 
 
Psychic energy is something we perceive in a subjective way, just as we see the power of our own 
muscles and derive from it the initial concept of strength80. It can organize itself into various 
structures, fulfilling different functions, and it does not have to be limited only to the human sexual 
sphere. It is a far extension of the narrow understanding of the term "drive", describing it as a certain 
energy value that can be manifested in any area, and has no predetermined character, because as 
such mental energy simply exists as a manifestation of the existence of a living organism.. 
 
Now that we have come to the bold hypothesis that libido, which used to produce eggs and sperm, is 
now constantly organized, for example as a nest-building function, and is not capable of any other 
use, we must energetically 
 
78 
 
Same, Psychonerwice and literary work, "Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1980, No. 1, p. 14. 79 CG Jung, op. 
Cit., P. 177. 
 
80 Ibid., P. 178. 
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perceive every desire or desire, and therefore hunger, and that's all we mean by drive. [...] We would 
therefore be more careful if, when speaking of libido, we understood a certain energy value that may 
be manifested in any area - for example, power, hunger, hatred, sexuality, religion, etc. - and yet it 
does not have to be some kind of specific drive81. 
 
If we understand the term “libido” in this way - as a kind of psychic energy expressing the drive to life 
and human existence, it can become an inherent element of the theory of positive disintegration. 
Thanks to this, it becomes more understandable how the transformation to a higher level of 
development takes place. This is due to the sublimation carried out by the individual, the change in 
the nature of his mental energy, manifested in its simplest form in the form of self-preservation and 
species behavior, into the developmental instinct, manifested by individual dynamisms of the inner 
psychological environment described by Dąbrowski. Consequently, the realization of one's own 
potential is achieved by transforming one's disorders, mental illness, by channeling their energy into 
activities aimed at the development of the personality. So it is a kind of internal "alchemy" that 
requires a great deal of development potential and a significant amount of psychic energy that must 
be released in the process of positive disintegration. 
 
81 Ibid. 
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Chapter 8 
 
Application of the positive disintegration theory in school education 
 
8.1. Increased mental excitability / hyperactivity - nervousness 
 
The concept of increased mental excitability / hyperactivity is an element of Dąbrowski's theory that is 
linked to the previously mentioned features that characterize individuals experiencing disintegrative 
processes. Increased mental excitability comes in five different forms: intellectual, imaginative, 
emotional, sensual, and psychomotor. Dąbrowski believed that the first three types mentioned 
presented greater development opportunities than the last two. However, in the case when sensual 
and psychomotor hyperactivity are combined with the rest of the abovementioned increased types of 
mental excitability, the conditions conducive to accelerated development are also created1. This is 
because sensual and psychomotor hyperactivity are located in the subcortical centers of the brain, 
which are responsible for more primary intellectual and emotional functions. 
 
But what is the phenomenon of increased excitability? Well, when we are dealing with any internal or 
external stimulus, the individual's response to it is much stronger than the "normal" 
 
1 K. Dąbrowski, Nervousness of children and youth, Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, Warsaw 
1976, pp. 288–295. 
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reaction. Moreover, irrespective of the nature of the stimulus, the individual will react to it in a manner 
corresponding to its mental constitution and the increased mental excitability resulting from it2. 
 
This phenomenon can also be seen as a more sensitive perception of the world around us. It is 
expressed in the fact that the external world enriches a given individual to a much greater extent than 
the average individual in the community, intensely influencing his internal psychological environment 
and supporting him on the way of changing from an individual focused on fulfilling his own interests 
and whims into a complete human being - who is person. Dąbrowski already before World War II, and 
a few years after writing his doctoral dissertation in psychology under the supervision of Stefan 
Bÿachowski, he published the article Types of increased mental excitability3, in which he already 
listed some of them in a preliminary form. He did it in the following order: psychomotor, affective, 
imaginative and sensual hyperactivity. One of the curiosities, and perhaps significant facts, is that in 
the aforementioned article, the scientist does not later mention the intellectual hyperactivity that 
appears. This confirms that Dąbrowski attached the greatest importance to the emotional 
development of man because he is at the service of emotions and instincts. 
 
By psychological hyperactivity is meant various symptoms of nervousness that can be successfully 
transformed and later result in significant individual and social achievements. 
 
In our opinion, nervousness should not be treated in the sense of removing it, but transformed in a 
calm and creative way, seeing it as seedlings of great individual and social values. Coexisting with 
nervousness or increased mental excitability, and it is in most cases, creative giftedness can be used 
here to improve the health of the individual, for social benefits, and to help the nervous individual 
move to a higher and higher level. This is certainly the task of a psychohygienist, not a psychiatrist, it 
is a task of a group of associates in the field of developmental psychology, psychology of creativity, 
education, and sociology4 (distinction - D.Ch.). 
 
Even so, there may be units that have strong equipment to withstand all adversity, but these are 
relatively rare cases. Differences between individuals in the expression of their hyperactivity are 
related to their different genetic endowment. Moreover, the so-called epigenetic changes, i.e. 
modifications of gene expression in everyday life. Life experiences are changing the way 
 
2 
 
Tenÿe, Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Polskie Towa rzystwo Higieny 
Psychycznej, Warsaw 1975, p. 114. 
 
3 
 
Ibid., Types of increased mental excitability, "Bulletin of the Institute of Dog Hygiene" 1938, No. 3–4, 
pp. 326. 
 
4 
 



Also, Is there a need to partially exclude some sons from psychiatry? dromów or "disease entities", 
"Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1975, No. 1–2, pp. 51–52. 
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As a result, the speed and flexibility of our nerve connections are different, which also translates into 
the excitability of our neurons5. Thus, a child brought up in an environment in which he experiences 
little stimulation will experience epigenetic silencing of his own hyperactivity later in life, which will 
reduce its intensity. On the other hand, a child brought up in a stimulation-rich environment will show 
epigenetic enhancement of inherited forms of hyperactivity in later, adult life6. The upbringing and the 
environment in which a child lives may therefore have a significant impact on how strongly the child 
reacts to a given stimulus. 
 
Mental hyperactivity causes faster absorption of new information and greater susceptibility of the 
psyche to further transformations. However, despite its positive features allowing for a more intense 
experience of the internal and external world, such a labile mental structure in a given individual may 
lead to mental disorders and diseases which, depending on the course of the whole process, may 
result in reaching a higher level of development or the so-called negative disintegration 7. 
 
8.2. Very gifted students 
 
One of the problems faced by students and adults who experience the process of positive 
disintegration is the enormous tension that must be learned to control and release through creative 
activity. It is not an easy task and that is why people in a state of mental breakdown often resort to 
various addictive substances, such as cigarettes, alcohol or drugs8. Another disorder that makes 
creative work much more difficult is the inability to concentrate as a result of too easy mental 
excitability. It may alternate with increased regularity, which will also be the result of an external 
expression of tension. It is caused by attempts to detach your mind from the struggling, often 
conflicting emotions and aspirations. "Excessive systematization or excessive dispersion is not a 
compulsory symptom, a response to multilateral stimuli, apparent protection against stimuli that move 
away, it is a discharge 
 
5 W. Tillier, Surviving authentic development: Suicide risk in psychoneuroses and positive 
disintegration, „Advanced Development: A Journal of Adult Giftedness” 2017, vol. 16, s. 34. 
 
6 Ibid. 
 
7 M. Grzywak-Kaczyÿska, The theory of positive disintegration and the hierarchy of values, 
"Psychiatric Health" 1975, No. 3, pp. 54–55. 
 
8 K. Dąbrowski, Disintegration as a positive stage in the development of an individual, “Zdrowie Psy 
chic. A quarterly on mental hygiene ”1949, No. 4 (10), pp. 29–30. 
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excessive mental pressure (the need to "make sure", overcome the disturbing state of excessive 
excitability) ”9. 
 
Students who exhibit increased types of mental excitability react differently to school reality, behave 
differently than the average, and their ideas often seem 'bizarre'. Various types of hyperactivity are 
usually associated with outstanding talents, and moreover, they are positively correlated with the 
occurrence of nervousness, neurosis and psychoneurosis, and even other, more severe mental 
disorders10. 
 
Imagine an exceptionally gifted student who struggles with such problems as various symptoms of 
intrusive thoughts, feelings and internal conflicts distracting him from the inside, and it will be easier 
for us to understand why it will be so difficult for him to succeed in normal school education. He 
simply needs a special kind of help, without which he can even reach the tragic end of suicide. 
Therefore, depending on the manifested disorders, such individuals should be provided with 
appropriate help. Thanks to properly applied psychotherapy, he can successfully transform his inner 
psychological environment into a higher level of functioning. An example is manic-depressive 
psychosis, during which the individual experiences states of extreme euphoria intertwined with 
periods of prolonged depression. 
 
Then, intensive contacts with the outside world are very useful, preventing the individual from closing 
in on himself and accumulating harmful tensions11. 
 
Thus, in such cases, careful examination of the matter and an attempt to solve the young person's 
problems should be advised. Dąbrowski wrote: 
 
I remember such a case. A young boy, a student, was ashamed of stuttering. In a group, he failed the 
exam twice and stayed for the second year. We examined him comprehensively, with a friendly 
approach, and it turned out that he was a very gifted boy in the field he studied and should have 
exemplary grades. I personally intervened then. He was allowed to take an individual test and he then 
passed with flying colors. He was the best student12. 
 
9 Ibid., P. 30. 
 
10 Indeed, as Dąbrowski writes: "In my opinion, psychoneuroses are systematic forms of increased 
mental excitability or nervousness". Tenÿe, Are nervousness, neuroses and psychoneuroses a 
manifestation of mental illness or health ?, [in:] Zdrowie Psychiczne, ed. K. Dąbrowski, Paÿstwowe 
Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsaw 1979, p. 179. 
 
So, increased mental excitability is a certain type of nervousness, and neuroses and psychoneuroses 
are more complex mental structures containing increased types of mental excitability. 
 
11 
 
12 
 



Ibid., Disintegration as a positive stage..., p. 31. 
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This shows how important it is to be sensitive to the problems of such people. If this young man had 
not found Dąbrowski, he would probably not have completed his studies and could have experienced 
a breakdown that would have resulted in his personal tragedy. 
 
It is believed that by forcibly adjusting students to the social norms that currently prevail in a given 
community, forbidding them various types of behavior and imposing appropriate actions on them, 
something good is done. Unfortunately, as a rule, the opposite is true. Such behavior deprives the 
child of the necessary autonomy, and also destroys the beginnings of positive development 
dynamisms, which otherwise, if properly cared for, would lead to the accelerated development of a 
young individual. 
 
Parents [also teachers - D.Ch.] do not really want to know their children. They want to stick them like 
plasticine, adapt them to their own preferences and habits, find confirmation of their own image of the 
child, and - most often - do not treat it as an autonomous creature. Meanwhile, the child is usually 
much more honest, open, creative, and often more sensitive than those who are influenced by it. 
Adults often don't want to take this into account. Instead of skilfully helping in the development of a 
child's dynamisms, they try to replace them with their own stereotypes justified by the applied system 
of prohibitions, punishments, binding norms, etc. The upbringing of a child often becomes a 
limitation13 (distinction - D.Ch.). 
 
A child has a huge amount of positive, innate developmental traits, is sincere and natural in its 
actions, strives to help others, unfortunately, these properties are put into the shadows in the modern 
educational process, because the role of feelings in shaping human mental structures is forgotten. A 
kind of reflective love that understands yet distanced, recognizes a child's natural talents and interest 
is needed for them to flourish. Trust and imitation of good qualities comes from this feeling. The 
values that arise then in the child's internal psychological environment are not imposed choices made 
for him, but are the result of his development process, which is not disturbed by brutal interference by 
the school or adults adjusting the child to the patterns of their own thinking about life and the world14. 
 
Is it not possible for an intelligent pupil who exhibits several types of hyperactivity to feel a specific 
attitude of positive maladjustment to the school environment he attends? Information is provided in it 
only for the purpose of memorizing, teachers feel tired and seek another, better paid job or dream 
about emigration. The whole atmosphere of such a school is a contradiction of his abilities, which no 
one else does 
 
13 K. Dąbrowski, an interview with S. Zawiÿliÿski, The most important thing is love, “Walka Mÿo dych 
"1979, No. 22 (1406), p. 12. 
 
14 Ibid. 
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notices, not to mention development. It promotes a type of primitive adaptation to the external 
environment. Of course, this is the result of many variables, incl. under-financing of education, low 
salaries of teachers, and the lack of an appropriate type of selection for pedagogical and teaching 
studies. The socio-political system in which we live promotes strong and ruthless individuals towards 
others, which results in the marginalization of outstandingly gifted students in state education. 
 
Let us add that the term "outstanding", as it is understood in contemporary pedagogy, is not an 
appropriate term here, the phrase "transformative students" would be more appropriate here, etc. 
Dąbrowski did not identify development potential with a high level of IQ15, but rather with painful 
emotional16, imaginative and only then intellectual development. He believed that intelligence is 
worth something as long as it serves social goals, and not only the selfish aspirations of a given 
individual. 
 
When dealing with an emotionally hyperactive and psychomotor student, we must not make him sit 
constantly at the desk and allow him to accumulate stress, which can be discharged normally through 
sports activity, free thinking and learning while moving. Therefore, it is not appropriate to force 
students manifesting psychoneurotic disorders into the norms and standard curricula for teaching, 
because it will only increase the tension in them, making it difficult for them to learn normally. 'Due to 
the extreme excess physical energy of some students, providing them with activities that are inclusive 
and able to accommodate a lot of movement and physical energy expenditure will prove less 
frustrating for the student and the teacher ”17. 
 
Failure to perceive the multilevel phenomena of such phenomena as educational difficulties, and thus 
ignoring the obvious differences in the temperaments and mental structures of students, are shameful 
mistakes often committed in state educational systems that confuse upbringing 
 
15 As Giddens aptly put it: "IQ tests measure intelligence, and intelligence is what these tests define 
[...]", and further: "IQ test scores are indeed closely correlated with academic performance (and 
nothing no wonder since these tests were developed on the basis of academic results) ”. A. Giddens, 
Sociology, new edition, collaboration by PW Sutton, trans. O. Siara, A. Szulÿycka, P. Tomanek, 
Polish Scientific Publishers PWN, Warsaw 2012, p. 850. 
 
16 
 
Negative emotions resulting from internal conflicts often play a useful role in the development of a 
young person. See S. Mendaglio, Dabrowski's theory of posi tive disintegration: Some implications for 
teachers of gifted students, "AGATE: Journal of the Gifted and Talented Education Council of The 
Alberta Teachers Association", Special Issue: 
 
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration and Gifted Education, vol. 15, no. 2, Fall 2002, s. 17–
18. 
 
17 A. Dodd, Applying Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration within the classroom, „AGATE: 
Journal of the Gifted and Talented Education Council of The Alberta Teachers As sociation”, Special 



Issue: Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration and Gifted Education, vol. 15, no. 2, Fall 2002, s. 
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with indoctrination, and education with making students conformism. 
 
It is unreasonable to require a gifted student in one selected field to achieve the same achievements 
in all others18. 
 
School failures, especially in conditions of ruthless pressure on success, are increasingly becoming a 
measure of social position, and thus of the value of the human being. As a result, particularly nervous 
students are doubly exposed to inadequate school atmosphere and teachers who demand too much 
of them and fear the possible consequences of poor learning outcomes. Feelings of inferiority and 
guilt that result from a failure in a school race can cause outbursts of aggression, discouragement 
from learning, and problems in interpersonal relationships. 
 
The nervous disorders of the pupils sometimes mean that even the most correctly planned and 
conducted classes may not give the expected results or their course will encounter serious obstacles. 
It happens so, for example, when one of them, having an ingrained inferiority complex, activates 
defense mechanisms: he becomes aggressive, tries to focus everyone's attention on himself, tries to 
dominate his colleagues, clowns, amuses the environment, etc. However, good mental health it is an 
inherently favorable factor for school work in the sense that even methodically unhappy moves will 
not be able to significantly affect the final result of the teacher's actions19. 
 
To put it in the terminology of the positive disintegration theory, even if students who exhibit neurotic 
and psycho-nervous disorders are poorly guided by the teacher and have a high potential, the result 
will not be the worst. On the other hand, when the hereditary factors they show are less powerful, 
such neglect and improper treatment will deepen the negative manifestations of their disorders and 
suppress, or even atrophy, their positive creative aspects, the development of their own talents and 
interests, etc. 
 
In his speech at the fifth international congress on the theory of positive disintegration in 2002, 
Kobierzycki presented the most important data on Dąbrowski's research on the relationship between 
mental health and outstanding talents, conducted in 1962 in Warsaw. Dąbrowski first headed them at 
the National Institute of Mental Hygiene (1935–1949), and then at the Committee of Mental Hygiene 
and Child Psychiatry at the Faculty of Medical Sciences of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
(19581965) 20. 
 
18 K. Dąbrowski, Interdisciplinary approach to the problems of psychohygiene, "Psy chiczne" 1978, 
No. 1, p. 9. 
 
19 R. Jurewicz, Mental Hygiene and Pedagogy, “Educational Issues in Aspek in Mental Health ”1971, 
No. 5-6, p. 61. 
 



20 T. Kobierzycki, CREATIVITY AND MENTAL HEALTH IN THE PROCESS OF POSITIVE 
DISINTEGRATION (paper for the 5th International Conference on The Theory of Positive Dis 
integration, USA, Florida, August 2002), slajd 2. 
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Preliminary studies have already shown that the IQ intelligence index in individuals with specific 
talents (acting, dancing, music or painting) ranged from 110-115 points, while in those with talents of 
a more general nature (humanities, natural sciences, mathematics ) ranged from 120–146 points. The 
age of the people covered by the research ranged between 8 and 23 years of age21. 
 
The team supervised by Dąbrowski examined a sample of 50 people gifted humanistically and 
artistically, and 30 people gifted in terms of themes and nature. The function of the control group was 
fulfilled by 30 oligophrenics - people classified below the intellectual norm, 10 of whom were noticed 
during the preparation for the study, and 20 were selected based on the previous diagnoses of the 
author of the theory22. 
 
Three categories of symptoms were distinguished in order to better categorize the collected material: 
the first group consisted of severe mental disorders causing a clear distortion of the reality principle 
and associated with noticeable aggressive and suicidal tendencies. The second were disturbances 
presenting the "average" level, and therefore less than five and cyclical in nature. The third group of 
disorders includes symptoms of increased mental excitability, anxiety, impulsive behavior, sudden 
changes in mood, light acts of acting, etc. 23 
 
The procedure in force consisted of an examination by an internist, a neurologist and a psychiatrist, in 
addition, information on the social background of the student's family and his prenatal life was 
collected24. Disturbances correlating with the weakly (hysteria) and strongly (psychasthenia and 
anxiety neurosis) developed internal psychological environment were distinguished25. All the 
subjects showed increased mental activity, which caused "inappropriate" behavior and fostered the 
development of neuroses and psoriasis. Undesirable influence of the external environment was 
excluded. 
 
The living and learning conditions were sufficient. However, nearly half of the respondents did not 
have a sufficiently active and dynamic internal environment and was not selfdirected26. 
 
As a result of the research, two groups were distinguished among their participants: one in which 
individuals either had no internal mental environment or it was poorly developed, and the other, in 
which there were individuals with initial or developed forms of it. In first 
 
21 Ibid., P. 4. 
 
22 
 
Ibid., P. 7. Here I rely on two of Kobierzycki's publications dealing to a large extent with the same 
thematic scope - these are conference papers in English and his article in the quarterly "Heksis". See 



ibid., From creativity to personality (psychological study of the theory of positive disintegration), 
"Heksis" 2010, No. 1, p. 30. 
 
23 Ibid., CREATIVITY…, p. 8; ibidem, From creativity…, pp. 30–31. 
 
24 Ibid., CREATIVITY…, p. 7. 
 
25 
 
Same, From creativity..., p. 31. 
 
26 Ibid., CREATIVITY…, p. 9. 
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the group was dominated by hysterical and neurasthenic types of disintegration, followed by anxiety 
and psychasthenic types27. This clearly indicates the correlation of outstanding talents with certain 
forms of mental disorders of a neurotic and psychoneurotic nature. It is interesting that the profile of 
mental disorders differed depending on the school from which the studied students came28. In art 
and theater schools, the group of individuals with the most developed inner psychological 
environment included people with psychasthenic disorders and anxiety neurosis, in general schools - 
with anxiety neurosis, and in ballet schools - with vegetative neurosis. As Kobierzycki aptly points out: 
 
You cannot be an actor without a hysterical talent: without it, a dancer cannot show his body and a 
singer cannot sing songs on stage. In drama and art school hysteria evolves towards psychasthenia, 
in ballet school towards vegetative neurosis, and in general education towards anxiety neurosis. 
Thus, we can see a certain "relationship" of disorders occurring in a ballet school with the type of 
oligophrenic disorders (vegetative neurosis) or with the type of disorders occurring in a general 
education school (anxiety neurosis) 29. 
 
Failure to recognize that apparently pathological states are associated with increased creativity of the 
individual and the ability to transgress his limitations is a constant mistake of traditionally oriented 
pedagogy. It does not understand that the greatest scientific discoveries are born at the interface 
between what in a given culture is considered to be health and disease, a blessing or a curse. 
 
States close to madness often do not constitute a limitation of the subject, but are a special 
organization of its mental functions, allowing for the extraction of its full potential30. 
 
It is also important to distinguish between multi-talented and one-sided students. There are many 
more of the latter. The author of the positive disintegration theory proposes to significantly reduce the 
requirements for unilaterally gifted students in problematic areas and to allow them to develop 
according to their interests and talents in even three different directions. Too often, they are asked to 
produce the same results on all subjects. It is also necessary to treat these people in a concessionary 
way at high school graduation exams, specially prepared for the subjects they pass31. It is certainly 
an example of a reasonable and humane solution allowing such students to continue their studies 
 



27 Ibid., P. 10. 
 
28 Ibid., P. 11; ibid., From creativity..., p. 31. 
 
29 
 
Same, From creativity..., p. 33. 
 
30 
 
Id., Creativity as a mechanism and dynamism of the self (Between neurobiology and neuro culture), 
"Zagadnienia Naukoznawstwa" 2011, issue 4 (190), p. 582. 
 
31 K. Dąbrowski, Introduction to mental hygiene, Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, Warsaw 
1979, pp. 95, 101. 
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in disciplines compatible with their abilities and make a great contribution to culture and science in the 
future. 
 
Each student in a different way adapts to the school environment, which in too many cases does not 
notice or ignore its individual characteristics. This leads to disturbances and a reduction in school 
performance, and in the later period even to a life deviation of the most talented of them. Teachers 
(as well as curricula) should take these difficulties into account. Proper adaptation of a child should 
not only depend on the level of sensitivity and good will of the teacher, but also result from his / her 
preparation for the function. The hierarchical structure of education, which fosters tensions and builds 
a hostile atmosphere in which the success of some means the failure of others, causes many 
breakdowns and the abandonment of learning by highly talented students. 
 
Teachers pay attention to well-adjusting students, while those with high potential are often labeled as 
gifted but lazy. 
 
An emotionally sensitive child will be offended and even brutalized by the "class" for a long time, and 
this phenomenon will more or less clearly affect his or her ability to learn. A spoiled child will feel quite 
alien in the school environment that imposes rigor and needs to follow the given patterns. A motor-
excitable child will not be able to sit still for a long time and adapt to school requirements in this 
respect. The listed features are individual features, deciding to some extent about adaptation or non-
adaptation to school life32. 
 
Clearly, it is pointless to compare children with different temperaments with each other. Each of them 
has its own character, which, combined with various types of mental hyperactivity, causes almost 
complete arbitrariness of such a juxtaposition and the related assessment. 
 
Thus, praise addressed to one student does not automatically mean that the other is inferior in any 
way, on the contrary, in many other respects it may be more developed. 



 
This causes additional problems in the evaluation of school grades, which contain a high degree of 
freedom and should not be treated as a determinant of future life success33. It seems that often 
those students who are considered different, strange have great potential, only that they are not 
adapted to the conformism of the environment in which she lives, do not know the right ways of doing 
something, do not know how to resort to flattery. Having your own opinions, persistently going for time 
 
32 
 
Tenÿe, Mental hygiene in everyday life, Paÿstwowy Zakÿad Wydawnictw Leszczyny, Warsaw 1964, 
p. 43. 
 
33 
 
Tenÿe, What is mental hygiene ?, "Nasza Ksiÿgarnia" Publishing Institute, War Szawa 1962, pp. 61–
62. 
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goal is innate to them, and often even arouses unjustified hostility towards them. Suppressing 
individual features, paying attention only to the negative manifestations of some of the child's 
properties, and ignoring their positives, make the school a place of hard labor for such a student. 
 
Many talented people and even geniuses have been expelled from school. Unfortunately, the attitude 
so far prevails that the ideal learner is a child that is usually over-adjusted, polite, polite, diligent, and 
achieves equal grades in all subjects. On the other hand, students who show one-sided interests and 
talents, great independence in behavior and learning, tenacity in their convictions and the lack of a 
"smooth attitude" most often receive a negative opinion and often come into conflict not only with their 
peers, but also with the teaching staff34. 
 
Psychoneurotic students represent a great potential of a given society, they often have healthy 
mental structures, but more so than in the so-called statistically average people are at risk because 
they are fragile and prone to both development and degeneration through their inherent plasticity. 
Prevention provided by an appropriately prepared school environment plays a huge role here, 
because such children experience disproportionately the contact with a primitive peer group, not 
understanding their problems and sometimes a bit bizarre behavior. 
 
Such adolescents and such children cannot be treated only as troublesome, as children with negative 
problems, because they are probably the greatest, often creative, developmental forces, and thus the 
greatest values for society. It is also about spreading the understanding that this is not our social 
margin, but often the core of values. For thousands of years, so-called normal society has 
distinguished some groups as less normal in a negative, detrimental sense. 
 
They were labeled as incomprehensible and bizarre, that they made constant difficulties, that they 
were not like the others35. 
 



Thus, in educating this group, a different educational model is necessary, which assumes ensuring 
safety and a kind of psychological comfort, establishing a partnership relationship between the 
teacher and the student, in which they look together for answers to emerging problems. Such a new 
approach inspired by the emancipatory narrative would certainly improve the situation and change the 
attitude towards mentally hyperactive children and adolescents36. 
 
It is important to make these students aware that their phobias and fears are usually not pejorative 
but positive, enabling them to 
 
34 Ibid., P. 62. 
 
35 
 
Ibid., Introduction to mental hygiene, p. 94. 36 Ibid. 
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development. Noticing these properties by an insightful doctor, psychologist or educator can therefore 
be called psychotherapy through diagnosis37, because it changes their view of their own disorders 
and encourages them to work on themselves. 
 
Such students are often unable to work in subjects other than those in their area of interest. They are 
able to strengthen their will to concentrate enough to free them temporarily from the emotional chaos 
in which they find themselves38. 
 
Summing up, in his theory, Dąbrowski convincingly outlined the way in which creative processes take 
place in eminent representatives of the human species. As a rule, brilliant works are not created as a 
result of calm and systematic work, but rather the fruit of severe crises, mental breakdowns and deep 
reflections that allow us to interpret known phenomena in a new and original way. Thanks to Dÿ 
browski's theory, such individuals can be found in the education process, which emphasizes the need 
to properly prepare teachers in the field of outstanding talents in students. 
 
8.3. Early school education in the perspective of the theory of positive disintegration 
 
Pain and suffering, as well as fear and despair, as well as powerful doses of stress, gradually lead to 
the full transformation of a person. The most absorbent period in a child's life is from conception to 6–
7. age. 
 
Too good or too bad an environment makes it difficult, not easier, to reach your personality level. It is 
especially important for educators dealing with early childhood education that the children who come 
to them are particularly susceptible to any negative and positive influences. From an educational 
point of view, it is important to provide children with a suitable environment for their development in 
the early stages as well as during puberty. The sensitive and supportive attitude of the teacher / 
educator cannot be overestimated here. However, while the environmental conditions constitute a 
major obstacle to the development in its initial period, as they achieve an increasingly higher level of 
advancement, they lose such importance39. 



 
Dąbrowski's concept is distinguished by the treatment of human development as a process largely 
independent of his age. Inside 
 
37 
 
The same, Schorzenia gifted, "etc" 1980, No. 41, p. 23. 38 Ibid. 
 
39 
 
Tenÿe, Personality-shaping through positive disintegration, Red Pill Press, Otto, NC 2015, s. 139. 
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the psychological environment of the child and the dynamisms occurring in it may place it on the 
second or even third level in the theory of post-active disintegration40. Such an approach indirectly 
appreciates the child, considering him or her a full-fledged being who can be more developed than an 
individual occupying one of the leading positions in the social hierarchy. Therefore, the theory of 
positive disintegration treats the child on an equal footing with the adult, which increases the 
importance of early childhood education and the proper recognition of the child's potential41. 
 
Timid children who have trouble making contact are often more intelligent and emotionally rich than 
their bold and expansive friends. They have features less visible on superficial observation, but more 
predisposing them to accelerated development. Unfortunately, sometimes they are rated worse and 
treated in a way that is inadequate to the actual level of their skills, which results from the ignorance 
of their educators42. Aggression in a child is not always a blameworthy behavior and it is necessary 
to distinguish between its levels. When a student engages in a fight to support a weaker classmate, 
when he protests against an unfair rule introduced by a teacher or is against the lack of influence of 
the student community on the rules and principles of school life, his rebellion and aggression are 
justified. Such behavior proves his attitude of inner courage, as well as his ability to be a critical 
citizen looking at the hands of the representatives of the authorities. “The attitude of resourcefulness 
in life deserves approval only partially, namely only when there is no harm to the environment. 
Teaching courage and aggression in children is useful, as long as it does not serve the primitive self-
interest, but is included in the defense of ideas or people who are helpless in life ”43. 
 
A child showing mental hyperactivity in many spheres of its functioning usually learns abruptly, i.e. by 
the method of periodic creative tension, focusing attention, concentration - interrupted by long periods 
of rest, devoted to the free development of their own interests (comics, games, books, drawing, 
painting, sculpting). - something that gives him satisfaction and is not associated with an obligation). 
In this way, it will paradoxically develop faster than in the case of traditional science. A friendly, kind, 
non-judgmental and non-accounting atmosphere, which is more important than cool professionalism, 
is also of great importance to him. In such conditions, he developed his interests 
 
40 Ch.M. Ackerman, The essential elements of Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegra tion and how 
they are connected, „Roeper Review” 2009, vol. 31(2), s. 84. 
 



41 B. ÿliwerski, The right of the child to their rights, "Pedagogika Spoÿeczna" 2017, No. 4. 42 K. 
Dąbrowski, Interdisciplinary approach..., p. 10. 
 
43 Ibid., Pp. 10-11. 
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and talents, instead of focusing on negative manifestations of their own behavior, the student will 
activate their potential. 
 
An example of such a child is described by P. Susan Jackson and Vicky Frankfourth Moyle44. A 
seven-year-old boy named Jack was a difficult tutor for the class teacher. It turned out that he 
exhibited all types of increased mental excitability, but also was a very gifted child (not verbal IQ at 
the level of 145). After sensitizing the teacher and telling him how to deal with him, the difficulties 
subsided and Jack began to develop very rapidly. Good thing in this case, the gifted child specialist 
who was referred knew how to diagnose Jack and not label him Asperger's Syndrome, as originally 
requested by the school. Already at this age, this boy showed the beginnings of multi-level 
dynamisms, which means that he had a more developed internal environment than many adults45. 
 
There are more such children and they are not adapted to the course of education that does not give 
them the possibility of expression, but consists in forcibly sitting in a pew. They are assigned various 
labels, which most often have little to do with the truth, and are only tools of adults to properly classify 
the problem, not to notice that it is inherent in the applied methods of conduct and teaching. The 
authors add that more and more often introverted children with inborn shyness and a rich inner life 
are assigned categories like autism spectrum disorder. On the other hand, in students showing a very 
high developmental potential and sensual and psychomotor excitability, polar affective disorder is 
suspected46. This is an example of the progressive pathologization and criminalization of people who 
go above average, which should be fought by searching for the real reasons for their abnormal 
behavior. 
 
It is important to take into account positive feelings and attitudes, such as good performance of the 
assigned task, joy, love, etc., when shaping the child's personality. They come into conflict with 
negative feelings, which leads to the activation of the inner human environment. Only then can the 
channeling of psychic energy upwards be realized, and the child makes the first moral assessments 
of his own actions. It is an indispensable process which, properly guided by a good educator, may 
become the main instrument in the development of a child's personality by properly strengthening or 
weakening the newly emerging dynamisms47. 
 
44 P.S. Jackson, V. Frankfourth Moyle, With Dabrowski in mind: Reinstating the outliers in support of 
full-spectrum development, „Roeper Review” 2009, vol. 31(3), s. 154–157. 
 
45 Ibid. 
 
46 Ibid., P. 158. 
 
47 K. Dąbrowski, Personality-shaping…, pp. 158–159. 
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Dąbrowski believes that when acting wisely, taking into account the character of a child and his 
sensitivity, it is possible to activate in him all the most important dynamisms of multi-level 
disintegration48. This is an extraordinary statement, which emphasizes even more clearly the need 
for a conscious approach to the early development of a child. Initial education is of no little importance 
in this respect, because if carried out inappropriately, it may destroy the emerging seeds of the 
student's personality and integrate him primitively. However, under favorable conditions, it will 
probably cause it to bloom and accelerate the achievement of an advanced level of functioning. 
 
In a small child (4-5 years old) one can see the features of selfishness, not taking into account the 
needs of other people, but also altruism, sharing sweets, protecting other children, supporting them in 
learning, etc. which express psychopathic tendencies in themselves - to limit them so that they 
undergo atrophy later in life. In adolescence, we also deal with this type of differentiation of attitudes 
and behaviors. Some young people have a kind of moral hierarchy, perceiving and engaging in the 
complexities that surround them in their socio-political life, searching for ideals. For others, on the 
contrary, everything is limited to the state of sitting down with money, a car, or only realizing one's 
own drive, etc. 50 
 
That is why it is so important to prepare comprehensively educated early childhood education 
specialists who will develop positive seeds in the child's personality, and not mindlessly subject it to 
procedures ordered from above. In the future, this results in the education of citizens who are 
committed to the common good and who are not easily manipulated by ideology. 
 
When writing about the needs of sensitive children, Dąbrowski refers to the name of John Bowlby, the 
creator of the theory of attachment styles. It is precisely such children who need exceptional warmth 
and a subjective relationship in order to develop harmoniously51. Hostility, constant criticism, 
reproach, lack of an atmosphere of kindness result in depression, breakdowns and cessation of 
creative work (both in students and adults). This causes a state of mental pain. Dąbrowski uses the 
term "convulsive mental alertness" to refer to this state. The influence of the environment appears 
here as one of the basic factors, which is all the more harmful if the individual does not develop 
mechanisms of internal isolation from these stimuli, of controlling his own 
 
Ibid., P. 159. "At the level of a child's sensitivity, its type and development period, all the basic 
dynamisms of multi-level disintegration can be activated." 
 
48 
 
49 
 
Ibid., Early detection of the makings of sensitivity, "etc" 1980, No. 27, p. 23. 
 
50 Ibid. 
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tensions and channeling them into creative work according to interests52. As can be easily deduced, 
the competitive school system is devastating to such students, often leading them to states of 
extreme mental stress, not recognizing or taking their symptoms seriously, and certainly not taking a 
positive approach to them. "Early childhood trauma, inadequate atmosphere in the family and school, 
too much demand for subjects that he or she does not like, too strict and superficial assessment, too 
difficult examination requirements when moving from class to class, all of this results in the above-
mentioned symptoms [anxiety, depression, anxiety - D.Ch.] ”53. 
 
It is difficult to change the emotional patterns passed down to us in childhood. We can only do this 
with the greatest effort of will, especially if we have the appropriate development potential. 
 
A young person after such childhood experiences [resentment, etc. - D.Ch.] may - according to 
Nietzsche suffer from a conflict between the past and the future. 
 
The period of conflict in a person's life concerns his "now". This conflict defines a person's life. It gives 
emotional patterns that are difficult to change and become a challenge54. 
 
That is why it is so important that the atmosphere at home and school is not marked by constant 
tension and unpleasantness. This should be avoided and at all costs should be sought to surround 
the child in the school period, as well as in earlier stages, in an environment full of love, mutual 
support and respect, which will naturally prevent the development of most forms of inappropriate 
behavior55. 
 
However, despite the awareness that a small child is very susceptible to psychological 
transformations, the creator of the theory of positive disintegration also recognizes the need for a 
certain toughening of a sensitive child, not to the extent that will lead to his primitization, but in a way 
that will help him survive. difficult moments and will convince them of their own worth56. 
 
In his response to the letter of the mother of an emotionally sensitive child, Dąbrowski lists eight 
general tips on how to deal with him in order to immunize him against the outside world. First, you 
must show closeness and love to him, while convincing him that he is able to understand many 
problems and things for himself. Second, to work with him to the extent possible at his age 
 
52 Ibid. 
 
53 Ibid. 
 
54 A. Benisÿawska, The problem of "eternal return" in the light of the disintegration theory positive 
 
nej, "Zagadnienia Naukoznawstwa" 2006, issue 2 (168), p. 275. 
 



55 K. Dąbrowski, Psychological Hygiene, Paÿstwowe Zakÿady Wydawnictw Szkolnych, War szawa 
1962, p. 241. 
 
56 I, How to temper a child's sensitivity, "etc" 1979, No. 20, p. 30. 
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activities (under parental supervision). Third, apply the principle of praise rather than rebuke, even 
with some exaggeration, avoid creating tension, screaming, and showing your own uncontrollable 
emotions. Fourth, introduce the child to the observation of the world of nature, animals and plants. 
 
Fifthly, allow him to be involved in helping with the housework and treat him as a valuable employee. 
Sixth, praise minor successes, not dwell on failures. Seventh, support his development in the group 
by interacting and playing with peers and subtly encouraging altruistic activities: sharing, helping 
others and caring for them. Eighth, in situations of crying or quick fatigue, encourage further effort, 
reassuring us of our faith in his ability, and thus toughen the child with emotion57. 
 
In another article, Dąbrowski presents four main principles of valuebased education. In the first place, 
he mentions ensuring that the child is able to establish mutually satisfying relationships with other 
people. The point here is not to be self-centered, focused only on yourself and your own needs, but 
also to take into account the concerns of other individuals. Companionship, altruism, mutual showing 
of positive feelings, i.e. behaviors falling within the scope of the social sphere, should be the 
participation of the child first, and then the young person58. 
 
Secondly, Dąbrowski believes that good upbringing leads to becoming a responsible parent and 
spouse. This is because altruism, empathy and sensitivity to humans, instilled in youth, develop and 
continue, which results in a harmonious marital relationship, in which respect for one's partner and 
caring for children (no authoritarian attitudes) is something obvious and indisputable59. 
 
The third recommendation is to influence the child by being a role model for him, setting the rules of 
good conduct. This is achieved thanks to an upbringing which consists in supporting him in 
development, and not dominating him. Dąbrowski calls this approach "lack of tension" in the 
relationship between a child and a parent. This recommendation also includes the ability to admit 
one's mistakes or ignorance, etc. As a young person cannot be required to act according to values 
and principles which he does not represent himself60. 
 
The last and most important recommendation is to take care of the child's comprehensive perfection, 
i.e. the development of feelings, will, intelligence, own interests and talents, because this leads to the 
development of all the aforementioned features and prevents the development of mental disorders, 
 
57 Ibid. 
 
58 Ibid., On Some Principles of Raising Children as Valuable Members of Society, "etc" 1979, No. 43, 
p. 30. 
 
59 Ibid. 
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which will then need to be treated. Thus, the development imperative is the guiding principle here, 
preventing negative and inauthentic social and individual effects, which is in line with the key 
assumptions of the positive disintegration theory61. 
 
Parents, but also teachers who build their authority only on their own superiority of power and 
strength, take away any real influence on their children / pupils themselves. This results in increased 
compensatory activities and rebellion, as well as false and ambiguous attitudes62. Excessive 
moralizing, rigid rigor, and imposing one's own rules result, first in the child, and later in the young 
person, in disobedience, or even disregard for the caregiver's remarks63. 
 
In the light of Dąbrowski's theory, we “owe” much badness to state education, which robs children 
and adolescents of their infantile qualities. It adjusts them forcibly to the reality they find, instead of 
keeping these attributes in them and allowing them to continue and develop, which will result in 
completely different people - not broken by institutional upbringing, but having a natural, inherent 
potential. Thanks to this, they will be able to change and improve the reality that surrounds them. 
They will become au tokreators and people able to oppose those who use them in a direction 
inconsistent with their ideals. 
 
In schools today, children's spirit is broken, forcing them to adopt often absurd rules and excessive 
discipline. As Dąbrowski states in one of the interviews: 
 
However, you are close to what I believe to be the crux of the matter: I am not looking for the source 
of failure, not in the [infantile - D.Ch.] features in question, but in suppressing and combating them. 
 
It is precisely in the fact that we teach children to eradicate their own hypersensitivity, believing that 
only the socalled tough people will make it in life. On the other hand, we protect children and 
adolescents from every painful experience, we hide them - as you once described it [...] - in "glass 
cases". And in this way we keep the ego of real cynics and brutes on the one hand, and sick, weak 
neurasthenics on the other. Infantile traits must be preserved in maturity - this is the key to education! 
 
Therefore, the education of a healthy, i.e. developmental, mental structure in a child requires the 
application of appropriate educational actions to him, which should fundamentally depart from 
punishing bad qualities in favor of strengthening positive behavior and attitudes. This leads to the 
development of empathy while preventing the child from being pampered, and thus fulfilling all his 
whims. 
 
61 Ibid. 62 Tenÿe, Socio-educational child psychiatry, Paÿstwowe Zakÿady Wydawnictw Szkolnych, 
Warsaw 1964, p. 62. 
 
63 Ibid., P. 70. 
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Consistent development of a child's talents and interests will lead to the formation of a framework of a 
mental structure based on a hierarchy of higher values and goals. As a result, we can take full 
advantage of the previously marginalized potentials of many young people and make them capable of 
further improving their own awakening personalities. 
 
Each of the developmental periods brings some lasting values to the psychophysical structure. 
Adolescence brings them the most. Dissatisfaction and criticism towards oneself, a sense of shame, 
inferiority and guilt, increased excitability and irritability, tendencies to idealize, the need to harmonize 
opinions with actions, tendency to evaluate - these are positive values that, with proper psychological, 
educational and moral care, and medicine can lead to a deeper "humanization" of the individual, to 
the formation of structures at a higher level in the adolescence. In the absence of proper care, 
adolescence can develop structures with negative moral, social and intellectual value65. 
 
8.4. School 
 
The school often does not develop students because it tries to hew each child according to a 
predetermined pattern. Meanwhile, each person has their own talents and a certain individual path of 
development, so they should try to choose the direction they want to go from an early age. 
Sometimes help is advisable, but it is not the rule - ideally, a teenager should be able to go to a new 
type of educational institution, where he would choose the subjects he is interested in and focus on 
their independent learning. We must begin to understand that a child with an appropriate environment 
that does not create tension or fear will naturally strive for knowledge and learn new skills. The most 
important for him are access to the tools of his learning and help in the initial use of them, as well as 
contacts with individuals who can pass on knowledge and information on the topics of interest to him. 
 
A positive school must understand that a child has its individual developmental potentials, its 
psychological type, its type of increased mental excitability, susceptibility and limits of this 
susceptibility to the influence of the environment, often it may have the origins of a third, authentic 
and autonomous factor. He may display features that may cause difficulties for him and those around 
him. Important educational conclusions can be drawn from understanding these facts66. 
 
One can go further here and say that in a transformative society in which individuals develop their 
interests in their spare time 
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Same, Morality in politics. Multilevel emotional and drive functions in social and political life and 
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and talents, there should be a positive school. It would not be based on the principle of coercion, but 
would be an element of the social structure itself, distinguished in a specific institutional form. This is 
only possible in a community where self-improvement is recognized as an autotelic value. 
 
In a school where there is a strict hierarchy and rules of a ruthless race upwards, where people's 
attitude and supporting others do not count, and only results are important, a person suffering from 
shyness and fearfulness disorders is easily marginalized. nes and cannot develop its potential. 
 
Education too often fulfills its hidden task of inducing children. It operates on the principle of narrow 
and egocentric interests of the financial and political elite, which have made the school a means of 
maintaining its dominant position in socio-economic relations. Thus, it is an institution that is usually 
rigidly integrated, which does not perceive the child's developmental potential, and wants to shape 
them in accordance with the self-unaware, top-down policy of development. The same thing is often 
seen in the family as well. 
 
Not only a primitive school, but often also a primitive family do not see in their children their higher 
feelings, their rich imagination and their tendency to realize ever higher reality. Often, both of these 
institutions are afraid of the so-called children. thinking, other than average, and yet in such children 
there are seeds of creative and accelerated development, development lasting "all life" 67. 
 
Many children, however, in their development fall victim to the school that is oriented towards 
conformist and uniform formation. Their developmental potentials, which are just beginning to 
manifest, as well as their cognitive curiosity, are destroyed by teachers thoughtlessly using the so-
called fair grading criteria. A student who showed diligence and meticulousness in learning almost all 
year round, and has recently deteriorated his classroom performance and receives lower grades, is 
assessed not because of the year-round work with positive reinforcement, and therefore treating this 
period as less important it along with giving it a higher rating. The opposite method is used here - its 
degree is lowered. This causes the loss of enthusiasm and willingness to learn on the part of such a 
student and is an expression of the teacher's extreme ignorance of the rules of his development68. 
 
So you need to gradually introduce the child to the world of higher values, teach them self-criticism, 
and not demand qualities from him immediately. 
 
67 Ibid., P. 30. 
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characteristic of an adult. The real drama is that a large proportion of students with outstanding 
development potential are limited and marginalized in the school and family environment. An 
institution which, at least in an idealistic assumption, is supposed to serve the social good, favors only 
the privileged classes. It is no coincidence that Dąbrowski himself believed that: "In the light of the 
theory of positive disintegration, a child is a young creature with a greater or lesser development 
potential, usually limited by parents, school and the environment" 69. 
 
School becomes an introduction, preparation for life under the constant austerity of a society in which 
money is the highest imperative. Those who break out of this logic are pushed to the margins of 
community life, thrown into prisons or psychiatric hospitals, or isolated and persuaded of their poor 
condition, their disease, which in fact results from the social mechanics in which they have been 
involved. In fact, the modern school educates conformists incapable of acting and opposing social 
injustice. 
 
The lowest level of [schools - D.Ch.], and therefore primitive organization, is the use of teaching 
tasks, and not necessarily of a good level, to prepare students for certain "real" activities, such as 
reading, writing and calculating. The choice of teachers is free, without any educational preparation. 
This also applies to the lack of selection of students for individual classes or teaching groups. The 
method is stereotypical, verbal, inauthentic. There is no understanding of gifted students, no problem 
of individualization. There is no orientation to the individual, intellectual and moral disposition. The 
method of punishments and rewards, and most of all, beating is applied70. 
 
The school, as a unit of the educational system, inappropriately treats children showing increased 
types of mental excitability, pushes them to the margin of its functioning, while using the generally 
accepted opinion about what is and what is not "normal". Thus, it favors mediocrity, and includes 
disproportionate or inappropriate reactions of children among disorders that should be eliminated. 
However, these forms of rebellion are most often an example of justified opposition to an oppressive 
educational system that sometimes resembles a prison. 
 
Aggression, egocentrism, anger, sadness, infantilism, magical thinking, feeling inferior, etc. are often 
emotions and behaviors also resulting from the type of innate features, the so-called the mental type 
of the child and the type of displayed hyperactivity. For the intensification of the abovementioned 
features, therefore, it is not so much the "bad" behaving student that is responsible for 
 
69 K. Dąbrowski, an interview with S. Zawiÿliÿski, The most important thing is love, p. 12. 70 K. 
Dąbrowski, Morality in politics..., p. 24. 
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its functioning. A child's emotional immaturity, the need to move and be heard, daydreams result from 
the child's natural needs assigned to the developmental potential, which he or she has been endowed 



with in the process of genetic inheritance by his parents and which may or may not be realized with 
the help of the school environment and family 71. 
 
Schools must change, it should support the free development of the students participating in it, and it 
cannot fulfill only the task of preparing for participation in the labor market. It is a public institution that 
should be part of the discourse of democratic values and the so-called civil liberties. Moreover, as 
demonstrated by Dąbrowski's thought, in the modern technocratic school, the most talented 
individuals are often removed and destroyed due to their nonconformist characters and the ability to 
critically examine the rules and views that apply there. 
 
Therefore, self-management and organizing space in schools for free debate and discussion, not 
relying on confirming only the correct opinion of the teacher or the management, but allowing even 
radically critical comments, is extremely important in building later civil courage and engaging in 
public matters72. 
 
Dąbrowski believes that model schools should be introduced, which will support students on the 
difficult way of dealing with themselves, and their main function will be not so much to educate as to 
educate them through an example and an atmosphere created by "outstanding educators". 
 
Let us now briefly move on to education by the school environment. One can risk a statement that the 
present school mainly educates, trains, and - rather - educates little. 
 
And yet the latter is its chief task. The point is, on the one hand, to create model schools, filled 
predominantly by a select group of teachers and educators who carry out their tasks using 
appropriate methods, as well as "psychic positive infection" 73. 
 
The school prepares students unilaterally to fulfill the tasks needed in the current social system, 
without trying to awaken their personalities. It does not show them that without passion, some kind of 
dedication and sensitivity, not only to your own needs, but to the problems and concerns of others, 
you cannot create a strong society, let alone become a person. 
 
In some schools, a personality is defined as a person who has achieved a high level of one-sided 
development in accordance with a certain worldview, ideological system, 
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but this does not mean that at the same time he has achieved a high level of comprehensive 
development, the controlled development of all human predispositions, all comprehensive 
development potential, with increasing autonomy and authenticity74. 
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Contemporary educational institutions, not taking due account of the needs of children and 
adolescents who exhibit neurotic and psychoneurotic disorders, which are an expression of particular 
types of increased mental excitability, neglect the mental health of this fairly large group of 
students75. By openly ignoring their developmental understanding and reducing it to the ability to 
adapt to changing living conditions, they marginalize outstandingly gifted individuals. The latter group 
of students, the so-called average is shaped so as to show pragmatic rationality in relation to 
everyday life and unlearn critical thinking about the phenomena surrounding it. One can hypothesize 
that today's school, subject mainly to economic requirements, is not so much conducive to the mental 
health of its students as it damages it, shaping them in a specific way in accordance with the current 
neoliberal, nationalist etc. ideology. students of their own original way of thinking and acting, and 
therefore their development. 
 
The school almost completely neglects the main space of students' lives, which are their emotions, 
experiences and moods. He prefers to ignore them and reduce them to manifestations of pathology 
or maturation, not understanding that they give meaning to human existence. The postulate of 
introducing psychotherapeutic themes, existentially colored and depathologizing the sphere of 
experiences into education, is something obvious in the light of Dąbrowski's theory. He believed that 
the process of the evolution of the human species was essentially complete, and that it still takes 
place only in the sphere of human feelings, which is expressed in his creative aspirations76. 
 
I believe that in a school renewed in a democratic spirit, referring to the civic tradition, the theory of 
positive disintegration could be present, perhaps not as its main element, but as an integral part, 
adapted to the whole. It would surely provide the necessary knowledge base for teachers working 
with outstandingly gifted students. In the atmosphere of freedom and idyllic freedom present in the 
educational centers of Illich's vision, it could even become the primary educational environment, 
because it emphasizes the non-intrusive, auxiliary role of the teacher in the student's development. 
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8.5. Education 



 
For Dąbrowski, education was one of the most important fields of influence of his theory. He believed 
that an authentic version of it, which enables the realization of the true potential of the individuals 
participating in it, is a necessity if we want our society to be mentally healthy and continue to develop. 
It is through education that we can greatly influence the community as a whole and facilitate the use 
of development potentials that are otherwise denied by society, seeking to maximize profits and the 
consumption of ever new goods. The main task of the school cannot be to "produce" impersonal 
students who are to fill the places in the labor market. Development does not go hand in hand with 
the production of knowledge and useful skills, as it requires constant work on emotions and 
maintaining the principles of mental hygiene. For both society and the individual, it is the inalienable 
goal of genuine education. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, it is of great importance whether education supports the 
development of primitive traits in individuals, or rather teaches empathy and understanding attitude 
towards other people, as well as respect for their otherness. Environmental influences are of decisive 
importance in relation to units that do not show a clear development potential78. 
 
Dąbrowski believed that it was possible to prepare a program of social and individual development 
that would implement educational methods of loosening primitive attitudes and structures, and his 
theory of positive disintegration could significantly facilitate this task79. However, changes have to 
start with schools, because this is where future generations are brought up and learn. The 
introduction of progressive methods to them, respecting the uniqueness of every human being, and 
such a reform of the system that would facilitate its adaptation to the individual needs of the most 
gifted students, is a necessary seed for introducing further positive reforms at the level of society as a 
whole. 
 
Dąbrowski included his highly progressive views on education at the time in an unpublished 
manuscript entitled Authen tic Education80. Dąbrowski believed that his theory of positive 
disintegration could be transformed or applied as a kind of 
 
77 M.D. Rankel, Dabrowski on authentic education, [w:] Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration, 
red. S. Mendaglio, Great Potential Press, Scottsdale (AZ) 2008, s. 80. 
 
78 K. Dąbrowski, Phases and levels of mental development and three factors shaping it, [in:] Mental 
health, p. 59. 
 
79 MD Rankel, op. Cit., P. 82. 
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an approach to education that makes greater use of the abilities and talents of the most gifted 
members of society and makes its education more human. 
 



He hoped teachers would apply his theory of positive disintegration to educating children, resulting in 
more human schools where children he would call "psychoneurotic" are appreciated rather than 
pushed aside as "difficult" or even labeled as sick. mentally. (Those familiar with the theory are aware 
that psychoneuroses are indicators of potential for advanced development.) His further concern was 
the lack of such an approach in America and his desire to make teachers aware of the nature of the 
problem and possible solutions to it81. 
 
In such an approach to education, it is important not to support negative attitudes that are focused on 
narrowly understood success and achieving only one's own goals, even at the expense of other 
students or people close to each other. The school should therefore be a multi-level and multi-level 
institution. In society and in its laboratory, which is the school, one cannot allow egocentric attitudes 
oriented towards the implementation of one's own, narrowly understood drives. They need to be 
broken down using the available means and fostered by behaviors that are based on a broader, 
emotional foundation. 
 
Humanistic education must be development-oriented and promote the saturation with culture of the 
individuals participating in it. This approach is not a training based on behavioral methods that make 
raising a person similar to breeding an animal, but treats each child as a unique existence and 
teaches them the same attitude towards their peers. It is education aimed at higher universal values, 
such as good, beauty, development. It is supposed to produce some kind of harmony based on 
respect for differences and almost to them. So it is not a unity created by power and pressure, but a 
unity in difference82. Such genuinely humanistic education can enable many individuals to overcome 
their developmental limitations. Contact with well-paid and highly educated staff, who understand the 
problems of charges and are focused on supporting their natural development potential, will prevent 
many dangers resulting from uncontrolled negative disintegration, including suicide83. 
 
Thus, Dąbrowski's theory has an educational, and even educational and social dimension. Its scope 
goes beyond a narrow psychiatric or psychotherapeutic application. It is a theory that shows how 
important it is to use outstanding individuals in the development of the entire community. So William 
Tillier rightly observes: “Education is second 
 
81 Ibid., Pp. 82–83. 
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The main area of focus of TLD, in particular, is the experience of creative or talented learners. 
Dąbrowski proposed a hypothesis that these students would be much more highly hyperactive and 
thus prone to disintegration processes ”84. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration has still untapped potential in the field of education. It shows that 
it is better to develop students' abilities rather than forcibly form them in a specific way. Too often, 



there is a situation in which educational systems are like training camps that are designed not so 
much to educate as to raise pupils. 
 
They resemble factories in which human subjectivity disappears and is replaced by a conformist 
approach to life, the main principle of which is conflict-free adaptation to the existing reality, even 
when it is an open image of injustice and exploitation of the weaker. Any reflection or critical 
examination of the existing social structures by the student appear as a threat and must be fought as 
such. Education at the lowest level of development will therefore mean: 
 
Application of the principles of biological rearing resembling animal husbandry. Education through 
training to develop proper conditioning. The aim of education - a consequence of positive principles - 
is to adapt to the changing living conditions. In the methods and goals of education it means a lack of 
understanding and taking into account the needs and possibilities of individual development of mental 
structures and functions. The individual is treated like a human animal. Individual autonomy is not 
distinguishable from aggressiveness85. 
 
Such education, then, contradicts the universal truth that any social order, any school and any politics 
are the result of the constant struggle of various forces in the public space. We never deal with a 
reality that is simply given to us. It is constructed, which does not mean that we should stop striving to 
fulfill certain ideals in it. The theory of positive disintegration shows the multilevel educational 
structures and the fact that they are all too often used as a factor of social control, and do not give the 
possibility of developing human potential. Education aims to adapt students to the current social 
system. Changing education requires a radical return to the democratic tradition. 
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It cannot be achieved without creating a space of a certain freedom, supported by a specific tradition 
of individual and social teaching and learning. Cultural and linguistic capital would have to cease to 
be the privilege of specific groups of power and become a common good, available to every citizen. 
However, this would require a complete change in the lifestyle of a person and freeing them from the 
"shackles" of work understood as a duty thrown by reality. Indeed, in order for such a possibility to 
become real, we would have to turn towards a republic of philosophers, but reflection on the nature of 
the surrounding reality would not be a privilege in it available only to some citizens, but would become 
the right of all its members. 
 



The theory of positive disintegration demands a truly humanistic and authentic education that takes 
into account the realm of feelings and values. He sees the priorities of education differently, wanting 
to organize them in such a way that will serve to build a morally and culturally advanced society, not 
subordinate to individuals with psychopathic tendencies. 
 
Indeed, it would be civic education educating to direct and participatory democracy, in which the point 
is not so much to maximize the profit of some at the expense of others, but to ensure a dignified life, 
based on creativity and development, for as many of its members as possible. Such a system would 
have the right to be called a community of persons, basing its operation on the high existential quality 
of its citizens86. 
 
Education for such a society is opposed to the creation of 'intelligent robots', achievement-only 
individuals, conformists incapable of going against prevailing norms and customs. Traditional 
education trains, not educates. It is used to promote consumerism and material wealth as the most 
important goals in a person's life, which is inappropriate. The nature of the individual and his 
emotional development become secondary elements in such a system87. 
 
Thus, various questions emerge more and more clearly: why are such premises ignored in education, 
and why education, instead of stimulating creative development and applying individualization in the 
course of teaching, is oriented towards conformist formation? If genuinely outstanding talents are 
associated with certain types of mental disorders, then how 
 
86 See B. ÿliwerski, Diagnosis of the socialization of the education system of the Third Republic of 
Poland in the corset of centralism, 
 
Impuls Publishing House, Krakow 2013. 
 
87 B. Tillier, Kazimierz Dabrowski: The theory of positive disintegration and education, presentation, 
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top, William is given as the author's name, and in a footnote to him at the bottom of the page is Bill 
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Should the school be adapted to allow for the development of such units without detriment to other 
students? What systemic solutions should be introduced to foster the development of their often one-
sided talents and talents? And also what to do for the school to redirect its efforts as an institution 
from training students, subordinated only to economic needs, to at least partially taking into account 
the potential they present? Under Polish conditions, is it really possible to introduce such reforms in 
education and will not simply create a new type of elite schools for the chosen ones, to which 
privileged individuals will go (symbolic, cultural and economic capital, etc.)? 
 
As can be seen, the inclusion of Dąbrowski's theory in the field of primary education poses many 
problems, because it would require a serious diversification of its character. I believe that it should 



give room for development to as many students as possible and not try to segregate them. It is also 
responsible for ensuring that children from disadvantaged backgrounds do not develop shortcomings, 
and if they do, that they are eliminated on an ongoing basis. Dąbrowski talks about the need to 
identify the most talented students, but it is just as important to ensure an even increase in the quality 
of the entire population. Therefore, it is a complex problem that is difficult to solve without an 
appropriate financial and cultural background. There is also the problem of how the genetic 
endowment of students (which includes increased mental excitability) is related to economic, 
symbolic, etc. capital transferred by parents. How to provide equal opportunities to someone without 
the necessary cultural background, but with great potential, and to someone who has less or the 
same inborn equipment and has this background? 
 
It seems that it is of paramount importance to ensure equal development opportunities for all children 
in terms of their potential88. 
 
Finally, the question arises: what about those who have only a slight degree of these properties or are 
emotionally disturbed (psychopathy)? 
 
Serious treatment of this issue raises many doubts and causes that the most likely solution is the 
partial implementation of Dąbrowski's assumptions, especially in relation to gifted students and 
showing specific educational difficulties. The implementation of the education model based on the 
theory of positive disintegration seems possible in alternative, nonpublic education, which embodies 
humanistic ideals and provides students with the greatest possible development opportunities89. 
 
88 The term "potential" is identified here with the developmental potential, the possession of which is 
related to the already described increased types of mental excitability and dynamisms of the internal 
environment. 
 
89 See Alternatives in education, ed. B. ÿliwerski, A. Rozmus, Oficyna Wydawnicza "Im puls", Kraków 
2018. 
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Some of the assumptions of the concept of positive disintegration may become an element of a 
universal undertaking, which would be education based on democratic ideals, critical to the neoliberal 
educational project. This means that they can be successfully used in creating a project of systemic 
transformation, rejecting education only in the name of generating consumer needs and the labor 
market. It promotes education focused on building self-awareness, an empathetic and persistent 
approach to the surrounding reality, which is realized in the personal hierarchy of goals and values as 
well as ideals towards which the individual is to pursue. This is the antinomy of conformist education 
and an apology of its humanist version, with a clearly critical overtone90. 
 
The goal of education understood in this way is: "Creating exceptional individuals, capable of 
autonomous thinking and self-analysis, [doing so] based on the integration of a person's feelings and 
thoughts about problems (not reciting" facts "or dominant social customs by memory" 91. 
 



In such education, teaching is aimed at transmitting the ability to solve problems independently and 
facilitating the achievement of individual autonomy, which is to result in the creation of a unique 
personality. It is therefore a personalistic education that awakens the student's desire to become a 
person. This requires the introduction of a new approach to education in which emotions become the 
driving force of cognition, and intelligence is not an end in itself92. In the concept of positive 
disintegration, the importance of supporting students in both emotional and intellectual activities is 
emphasized, because feelings have a huge impact on the functioning of a person, the potential they 
present, including their learning style and their results93. 
 
Dąbrowski also makes an extremely important postulate, which is to look at the student and evaluate 
him in the context of the entire social, family and class situation in which he is. Therefore, it is about 
applying individual evaluation to him, taking into account his mental structure and the environment in 
which he grows94. The scholar, therefore, demands a truly humanistic education, in which each child 
is a unique subject, and proposes the parallel application of two ways of education. The first is to 
deliver to everyone 
 
90 B. Tillier, Kazimierz Dabrowski: The theory of positive disintegration and education, slajd 39. 
 
91 Ibid. 
 
92 Ibid. 
 
93 Ibid., P. 40. 
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children of general education designed to reinforce in them some universal characteristics that all 
members of society should share. The second is based on providing specialized education focused 
on the unique characteristics of each student95. 
 
It is therefore a concept of two-track education which recognizes that the so-called Gifted students 
usually show increased mental excitability and higher levels of psychoneurotic disorders, which 
predisposes them to experience the process of positive disintegration. It is connected with the 
frequent experience of crises and mental breakdowns, increased sensitivity, fear, a sense of 
mismatch with one's peer group, maladjustment to onelevel social reality, etc.96 It would therefore be 
a unique education, located - to use Jankowski's phrase - in a school with a specifically a psychotic 
psychotherapist. 
 
In this approach, education appears as a sphere in which the task of the teacher is not to impose 
specific views and often biased information on the students, but to help them find their own, individual 
path of development. It should be noted that this requires significant changes in the Polish way of 
education and the introduction of many of the most progressive elements of other educational 
systems, while maintaining its own specificity. First of all, it seems more rational to create as many 
open courses as possible already at the stage of primary education and to give students the 



possibility to choose them as freely as possible, based on the diagnosis of an experienced school 
"psychohygienist". In addition, in the system understood in this way, the matura exam would either 
have to be significantly modified, become something like a didactic measure flexibly adapted to each 
candidate, or simply be rejected and replaced with entrance exams for studies. 
 
From this perspective, Dąbrowski's theory postulates a change in education as such, in the sense of 
reorienting the way in which education issues are interpreted in contemporary society, which requires 
a change in the way of looking at education and related problems. 
 
While most talented educational programs focus only on the visible manifestations of talent and on 
encouraging the production of tangible works, Dąbrowski envisaged a change of orientation in 
education itself. 
 
He advocated that genuine education should be essentially devoted to the development of the 
individual, and that schools should support students as they grow and become the best they can be - 
not just by focusing on making them better producers, consumers or buyers of knowledge97. 
 
95 Ibid., P. 41. 
 
96 Ibid., P. 45. 
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The theory of positive disintegration fits perfectly into the logic of the liberation and empowerment of 
the student, which is proposed by alternative trends in thought about education, such as critical 
pedagogy. It postulates the extraction of the individual's positive potential and directing it in such a 
way that it can flourish creatively and later render great services to society and its culture. From the 
point of view of this concept, the development of the student is a priority to which education should be 
subordinated, as it is an autotelic value and this must not be lost. 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 9 
 
Application of the theory of positive disintegration in education 
 
9.1. The role of the counselor - psychotherapist teacher in the process of positive disintegration 1 
 
In order for teachers to be able to recognize students with special giftedness, they must learn to apply 
different assessment criteria to them than in the case of the average pupil. 
 



The point is simply that the teacher in the future must learn that children and young people with 
increased mental excitability, i.e. children and adolescents with high emotional sensitivity, over-
imagination, with a tendency to think original, and even children with increased psychomotor and 
sensual excitability usually show much greater abilities than average students, that they grasp reality 
in a much richer way and are capable of creativity. Early grasping of these features will help to avoid 
committing injustice towards sensitive students, with a rich emotional and imaginative life. Again, 
there is a need to train and educate candidates for teachers so that they can notice such cases in 
advance and treat them appropriately2. 
 
Dąbrowski often used these terms in a similar scope and meaning, and sometimes even 
interchangeably, because he believed that someone who supports an individual in the development 
process should have the most comprehensive skills possible. Hence the title of this chapter and no 
other. 
 
1 
 
2 K. Dąbrowski, Introduction to mental hygiene, Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, Warsaw 
1979, p. 100. 
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Pedagogues and teachers cannot limit themselves to a narrow scope of their own discipline, but must 
receive comprehensive knowledge in the course of their studies, including psychological and 
pedagogical knowledge. 
 
Dąbrowski always placed great demands on teachers because he was aware that their role in the 
development of children and adolescents cannot be overestimated. A counselor for Dąbrowski is 
someone significant in the development of an individual, e.g., a teacher, educator, mentor, but also a 
parent, a doctor. Such an especially important individual, whose task is to support someone else in 
development, must be a person, i.e. already have some achievements in the field of transforming 
one's own internal mental structure. She should not be expected to fully realize her personality ideal, 
but should undergo at least the first two levels of positive disintegration and enter into a well-
developed multi-level disintegration with the beginnings of the fourth level, i.e. have a developed 
mental environment, the third factor and a hierarchy of values, etc..3 
 
An absolute requirement is also graduation of a university degree in one of the disciplines of 
psychology, pedagogy, and psychopathology. In addition, she should also have extensive knowledge 
of education, self-education, and even autopsychotherapy4. An idealized image of such a person 
becomes necessary partly because education is dehumanized and teachers play the role of system 
keepers who, living in precarious employment conditions, are kept in check rather than fulfilling their 
function in developing students' interests and talents. 
 
Dąbrowski attached great importance to the teaching profession because he was aware of the great 
power he had over other people. However, is there a place in the social space of Poland for the 
revival of such a low-respected profession with a huge burden of responsibility? 
 



It cannot be pauperized, which detracts from the quality of education. 
 
A bad teacher can break many young lives and find an expression of the guilt of the teacher's state in 
more than one silent cry of a child. 
 
This is what Maria Grzywak-Kaczyÿska writes about it: 
 
The teacher has at his disposal several powerful means of influencing his pupils, which he uses 
positively or negatively depending on the level of his own mental health achieved. It can stimulate, as 
it has already been mentioned, their innate tendency to self-realization, develop kindness towards 
other people, facilitate the development of hierarchically higher and higher values, but it can also 
contribute to suppressing the inherent tendency to self-realization in the student and killing his faith in 
his own abilities, thereby inhibiting its development or pushing it away 
 
3 
 
Tenÿe, Personality-shaping through positive disintegration, Red Pill Press, Otto, NC 2015, s. 142. 
 
4 Ibid., P. 143. 
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to antisocial tracks, where in the criminal environment he will find fulfillment of the need for free 
activity and the need to mark himself5. 
 
It emphasizes the ambivalence of the role of a teacher who, like a demiurge, is endowed with the 
power to destroy and create. It is worth considering why this profession has such a low status in 
Polish society. Is it not in the interests of influential upper classes, interested in educating subordinate 
employees, and not critical citizens? Under the conditions of free-market education and the social 
system, the innate, innate, rigidly integrated mental structure is strengthened by the conditions of a 
competitive school environment. Students who experience symptoms of increased mental excitability 
and the beginning of the process of positive disintegration are, as it were, forced into their old mental 
ruts, directed at saturating their own instincts and needs. School not only marginalizes and rejects 
such children, but also inhibits their development. Here, teachers really become murderers of human 
souls6. 
 
Dąbrowski requires Dąbrowski to recognize the talents of his students, strengthen their creative 
forces and strive to realize their own personality ideal, not only in relation to teachers, but also to 
lecturers. Supporting students in their development is the main task of a university. An academic 
teacher should not only be a specialist in a narrow field, but also a person with a certain inner 
refinement and sensitivity to other people. This allows him to establish direct contact with them and 
provide help in a difficult situation. Dąbrowski also calls for the establishment of an institute of 
creative problems, which would help lecturers, help them choose creative topics for scientific work 
and analyze students' talents, arranging individual development programs for them7. 
 



The task of educators and teachers is to make it easier for students to function at a higher level of 
development by using appropriate pedagogical methods, adjusted to the abilities of a child first, and 
then a young person. How correct is the principle of primum non no cere, used in medicine, in the 
teaching profession. In the ethics of a teacher, this maxim should be sacred, because it emphasizes 
the great importance of this profession for society and culture. 
 
The so-called objectivity and fairness of many teachers, as a rule, veils their primitive, self-centered 
attitudes in life. 
 
5 M. Grzywak-Kaczyÿska, Mental health of a teacher, [in:] Mental health, ed. K. Dąbrowski, 
Paÿstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warsaw 1979, pp. 326–327. 
 
6 See W. Reich, Murderers of Christ, Jacek Santorski & Co Publishing Agency, War szawa 1995. 
 
7 K. Dąbrowski, Mental Health, "etc" 1978, No. 40 (932), p. 27. 
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They put themselves above the child or the student, drawing from it self-esteem, which should ensure 
them to nurture the abilities and interests of students and private life. They do not understand the 
importance of kindness in their mutual relations with the developing child's psyche. They do not 
understand that by attaching great importance to the rules and regulations of the class, they only 
reinforce the negative qualities of his nascent personality. 
 
The excess of the so-called "Objectivity" of teachers, the excess of so-called "Justice" expresses just 
the opposite, namely the lack of objectivity, the lack of an attitude of justice and "sticking" to some 
narrow, current, "negative", fragmentary, badly assessed "achievements" of the child, in the form of 
one or two worse tests, worse oral responses, etc. There are teachers who lower their child's grades 
of learning because of his 'hanging around in the classroom', catching a conversation, etc. 
 
From the pedagogical point of view, it seems extremely important to prevent pathological 
transformations, which may be caused by improper handling of a child showing mental hyperactivity. 
Teachers and parents can influence the maximization of the development potential of these 
individuals. It is not an easy task, but the results can also exceed expectations. Many development 
conflicts and internal tensions would be easier to work with, which would result in a smaller number of 
life tragedies and negative psychoses that students can fall into. A great difficulty is also the 
contemporary cult of success, which is taken over by parents and teachers. It causes the emphasis 
on such artificial categories as intelligence, which is nothing more than a construct measuring what its 
creators assume is considered it. By treating the test results as predicting a higher social status of a 
student, much more important components of a harmoniously developing personality, such as his 
emotional development, are omitted. This has negative effects due to the destruction of social ties, 
the lack of cooperation in the group, etc. “A teacher and educator cannot adopt a human attitude 
only" objectively "assessing students and giving grades, but should help in the development of 
children; the development of both intelligence and feelings ”9. 
 



You cannot do this and allow primitive impulses and drives to be amplified at the expense of 
emotional development. 
 
It is unacceptable even when, and maybe even especially when, a given unit achieves a high, even 
academic level of knowledge. If teachers and educators try to support positive development 
processes 
 
8 
 
The same, A method of praise and rebuke in the development of a child's personality, "Zdrowie 
Psychicz no" 1964, no. 4, s. 8. 
 
9 
 
Same, Morality in politics. Multilevel emotional and drive functions in social and political life and 
institutions, Wydawnictwo "bis", Warsaw 1991, p. 58. 
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in such people, by loosening their rigid mental structures, it may lead to a change in their attitude 
towards other people. This is important, especially later, when they take up managerial positions in 
important companies or state institutions. Getting to know the theory of positive disintegration can 
therefore be helpful for a large part of young people looking for rational explanations for their 
emotions10. Knowledge of the various forms of increased mental excitability is also extremely 
important for teachers, as they often closely correlate with each other. 
 
The school teacher becomes only an instrument of power. It does not shape the student as the 
subject of the educational process, but as an object. This is followed by the mechanization of 
education, which works to the detriment of the student and prevents any genuine bond between him 
and the teacher from being established. 
 
That is why Dąbrowski is in favor of establishing a more partner-like relationship between the two 
main actors of the educational process. “It seems to me that the teacher should respond, help, 
stimulate, and in my opinion the student should be the main protagonist of the didactic process. It is 
the student who should "choose" didactics according to the professor's instructions and stimuli, but 
thanks to his own invention, his own needs, and his own periodic interests ”11. 
 
Therefore, an accepting attitude of the teacher plays a large role, as instead of ignoring more 
problematic students, he calmly addresses their questions, giving them as exhaustive an answer as 
possible, and in the event of detecting an error or gap, he can admit his ignorance and propose to 
work together on a given issue. 
 
Dąbrowski very often emphasizes the role of self-education in human development. He does not 
believe that we should leave the developing subject to ourselves, because it is indicated here by the 
kind help of a trusted person who inspires respect in the individual who needs him. Sometimes it is 
even necessary, especially when it does not have sufficient development potential. Then, appropriate 



help and guidance in the interests, as well as appropriate advice illuminating the situation in which it 
finds itself, can lead to a positive solution to a given crisis and entering the path of accelerated 
development. In the event that such help is not provided, a situation of negative disintegration and a 
serious mental illness may occur, or a development oriented only in one direction, not covering the 
entire range of possibilities of a given 
 
10 L. Finlay, Kazimierz Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration and its implication for gifted 
students, „AGATE: Journal of the Gifted and Talented Education Council of The Al berta Teachers 
Association”, Special Issue: Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration and Gifted Education, vol. 
15, no. 2, Fall 2002, s. 25. 
 
11 K. Dąbrowski, Managing your own development, interviewed by T. Kobierzycki, "Politechnik", No. 
8 (786), 02/19/1978, pp. 4–5. 
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individual. In the latter case, partial integration will take place at a higher, but only in a selected field, 
level of development. An individual must undergo a phase of disintegration of his internal psychic 
environment in order for it to be reintegrated. Therefore, while help is sometimes necessary, the main 
burden of understanding and experiencing the process of selfreconstruction rests with the individual. 
Help is advisable, but it must not be something imposed, relieving an individual of the burden of work 
that is necessary to perform the work. 
 
Each individual with personality indicators should be properly shaped. A frequently expressed view is 
that individuals with personality beginnings “discover” themselves after some time and, as a rule, 
have creative abilities to cope with their own development. We have, however, dealt with many 
instances of impaired [vitiated] development, one-sided development, and severe mental disorders 
that arise when an individual with an embryonic personality has not been given proper assistance in 
their development. Thus, although self-education is the main method of personality development, 
assistance in this development by a competent person [e.g., on the teacher - D.Ch.] is indicated and 
often indispensable12. 
 
The role of the teacher and then partner in development is important at all its levels. It is true that the 
educator plays an invaluable role in the first stage of personality development, full of conflicts, 
suffering and creative tensions. This is where his help is most advisable, as he often prevents a given 
unit from collapsing. Only the teacher can do this. 
 
The higher you go up, the more clearly the individual begins to discover the hierarchy of values and 
formulate hitherto unaware aspirations to improve, and thus change the world through his work and 
creativity. 
 
Thus, its role in its own development is growing and such dynamisms as autopsychotherapy and self-
education are becoming more pronounced. 
 
The vigilance, delicacy and, at the same time, understanding of the counselor, who may be a teacher, 
must be sharpened to the limit here, and affect the assisted individual in a much more subtle way 



than at the first levels of development. As a result, the task becomes more difficult, because one 
cannot offer an individual advice or authoritarian interference in his development. Instead, one has to 
focus on the right, almost imperceptible direction, be present, and give the right aids to stimulate its 
development. Therefore, it cannot be said that the presence of an educator is unnecessary, since it is 
so important, only that at a different level of influence13. 
 
Even at the last levels of development, e.g.,, multi-level disintegration of an organized, systematized 
teacher, someone more advanced on the path of their own development is 
 
13 Ibid., Pp. 141-142. 
 
12 
 
Ibid., Personality-shaping..., p. 136. 
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indicated. Even though we are dealing here with an individual who has already reached the level of 
self-determination of his own development, he may be confused and need to be shown new areas of 
self-improvement that are worth exploring and compatible with himself. In no way, however, is that 
assistance merely interfering with the activities of another person. Rather, it is a mutual cooperation. 
The teacher and the student establish a relationship of trust that supports their development. It is, in a 
way, a voluntary symbiosis of two - one more and the other less experienced and developed - 
personalities that create cooperation at the highest possible level of development14. 
 
First of all, one of the main problems that the psychotherapist or teacher must solve is the fact that 
the individual is not aware of his condition. This often leads to the need to overcome her resistance 
and the conviction that the tensions and conflicts she experiences are not at all a disease process, 
but a chance to start a new chapter in her life, the essence of which is to focus on working on 
yourself. Sometimes the first steps in transforming one's own mental environment must be initiated by 
the therapist - the educator. 
 
This is due to the fact that many people who experience the process of internal decay subconsciously 
or consciously avoid unpleasant sensations associated with it, resorting to various jobs, and 
sometimes even addictions such as alcohol or drugs. 
 
When developing and shaping the internal environment of an individual, the psychotherapist must 
take into account the lack of its preparation, and often even resistance to the process of transforming 
this environment. Therefore, after getting acquainted with the structure and difficulties of the patient, 
the psychotherapist should try to overcome his resistance and properly prepare him for therapeutic 
cooperation15. 
 
By analyzing the behavior of an individual and identifying the developmental dynamisms that he 
manifests in his inner mental environment, we can create an appropriate development plan for him, a 
kind of psychotherapy focused on the development of his talents and interests. Thanks to this, it is 
able to strengthen in itself these aspirations and positive seeds of higher dynamisms, such as, for 



example, object-subject dynamism in itself, a feeling of inferiority towards oneself, the instinct of self-
improvement, partial death, which initiate entering a new stage of existence. It is a task that 
Dąbrowski sees at work as a teacher, because the priority in both education and the social sphere is 
to achieve the highest possible level of development. Ago 
 
14 Ibid., P. 142. 
 
15 
 
Ibid., On therapy with the method of positive disintegration in neuroses and psychoneuroses (part I), 
"Mental Health. Mental hygiene, psychiatry and clinical psychology issues ”1964, No. 1, p. 24. 
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The great task facing both man and the community is opposed by the egocentric attitude expressed 
by a large part of people who limit themselves in their lives to fulfilling their own primitive urges. They 
create a structural barrier that makes it difficult for developing individuals to break through with their 
projects to the plane of public discourse16. 
 
Thus, already at this stage of life, the struggle which, according to the theory of positive 
disintegration, takes place from our birth to death manifests itself. It is a battle to become a full 
personality, capable of compassion and helping other people, but also maintaining its individual 
lifestyle, its own core qualities, friendships, the only love. The role of the therapist and the teacher-
pedagogue is declining, i.e. it is the greatest at the moment of the first contact, and then, if it is 
properly provided, it should be smaller and smaller over time, until the mentee matures to continue 
self-improvement. This does not exclude, of course, close relationships with other people17. The 
individual is not to be satisfied with his current state, but aims to become a supernatural age, 
overcome his own barriers, concentrate his will and undergo internal transformation, after which he 
will be transformed, able to live on a higher level of existence and remain faithful to his ideals even in 
the face of imminent death. 
 
For Dąbrowski, the role of the teacher was close to the attitude of the counselor, his kind of 
psychotherapist, whose task at the beginning was to assist the individual in overcoming the most 
severe crises and conflicts that he experiences in the process of loosening and disintegrating his rigid 
mental structure. Therefore, he believes that the counselor should have a comprehensive humanistic 
education, allowing him to have at least minimal orientation in the world of great literature and art. 
This is a guideline for educators who too often get carried away by the discourse of technocratic 
contempt for the humanities, as represented by the exact and natural sciences. They fail to notice 
that what is really valuable in human life and aspirations is developing in the humanities, i.e. feelings 
and values as well as reflections on them and the nature of reality. This indicates the need for truly 
interdisciplinary studies and a move away from condemning the symptoms of the so-called 
pathological factors, many of which constitute the possibility of accelerated development of the 
individual. 
 
Ibid., Interdisciplinary approach to psychohygiene problems, "Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1978, No. 1, p. 7. 
 



16 
 
17 H. Romanowska-ÿakomy, The problem of the meaning of life in psychotherapy by Kazimierz 
Dąbrowski, "Heksis" 2010, No. 1, p. 44; B. ÿliwerski, Theoretical and empirical foundations of self-
concealment, Oficyna Wydawnicza "Impuls", Kraków 2010; J. Górniewicz, K. Rubacha, The road to 
self-realization or in search of identity, "C&T" Publishing House, Toruÿ 1993. 
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It is also very significant that K. Dąbrowski spoke about the necessity to replace 
hetheropsychotherapy with autopsychotherapy. He believed that the role of the counselor is limited, 
and that his task is reduced to "leading the patient" to a place where autonomous dynamisms and a 
specific personality ideal play a role. He attached great development importance to the creativity of 
both patients and therapists18. 
 
Therefore, in order for an individual to go through the difficult, initial levels of his development path 
and begin to develop independently, he must initially receive clear support from a counselor teacher. 
A person close to her can also play this role. Otherwise, a severe mental illness or suicide may 
occur19. 
 
In the light of the theory of positive disintegration, the educator would also change into a kind of 
mentor, personal adviser, who would provide care and support to a group of students selected on the 
basis of mutual consent. Such innovations or changes would help in this, such as, for example, 
abandonment of school grades, the possibility of taking multiple passes of credits, solving 
environmental and mental problems of students, as is already the case in Finland20. It would also be 
helpful to establish, apart from school tutoring, the so-called development hours that any student 
could benefit from, providing them with access to open knowledge centers. Such a function could be 
fulfilled by, for example, appropriately transformed libraries, in which specially trained employees 
would provide adequate assistance to students. The atmosphere would become more relaxed (eating 
and drinking area, music room, etc.) and the children could meet their needs and develop their 
interests. The alternative is to develop the school grounds appropriately for such places and to 
ensure that there are people destined and trained to carry out activities such as helping students to 
develop and preventing some of the related difficulties. 
 
Such comprehensively prepared specialists are needed in education, which has made it too easy to 
make a source of income for people who are not predisposed to the teaching profession. The school 
cannot be a place to send unsuccessful individuals, but it should attract professionals who are true 
enthusiasts of the profession. You won't get there by bad wages and only imposed 
 
18 A. Winkler, Controversies around psychotherapy and the theory of positive disintegration, 
https://dezintegracja.pl/kontrowersje-wokol-psychoterapii-a-teoria-dezintegracji-pozytywnej pl / 
(accessed: 30/12/2018). The article originally appeared in the 1983 issue of the quarterly "Zdrowie 
Psy chiczne", No. 3. 
 



19 K. Dąbrowski, On positive disintegration. A sketch of the theory of human mental development 
through mental imbalance, nervousness, neurosis and psychoneurosis, Paÿstwowy Zakÿad 
Wydawnictw Lekarskich, Warsaw 1964, p. 133. 
 
20 T. Gmerek, The education system in Finland, [in:] Educational systems in European countries, ed. 
E. Potulicka, D. Hildebrandt-Wypych, Oficyna Wydawnicza "Impuls", Kraków 2013, pp. 408–409. 
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program in advance, which makes real teacher improvement impossible. 
 
This can be achieved by helping the so-called advisers, that is, individuals who have certain 
passions, talents and interests similar to those of a given student. The position of such people may or 
may not be institutionally designated. The most important thing is for them to be empathetic units with 
a fairly high level of their own development. 
 
The advisers in question may be parents, educators, psychologists, teachers, doctors and others, on 
condition - I repeat - having knowledge and experience in the field of the laws and processes of 
personality development, knowledge about the main dynamisms of personality in its development, as 
well as provided that they themselves are advanced in the way of personality development21. 
 
Positive mental infection as a mechanism for implementing progressive changes in society requires, 
first of all, people who will create an appropriate educational system through their activity. What is 
needed here is a group of people who embody specific values who can be considered model figures 
in many respects. They would have their own authentic attitude, dedication to the work performed and 
behavior that testifies to the ideals and moral principles they profess. In the long run, the presence of 
such units in education would result in its gradual evolution towards an egalitarian and democratic 
one, thus departing from thoughtless glorification of competition and adaptation to the social 
environment as the main and often only guidelines of the school. Just as the task of the disintegration 
process is to awaken the person in the individual, in education, thanks to the formation of a group of 
teachers devoted to progressive ideals, it is possible to raise the general level of development. 
 
The fundamental, positive development of an individual may be influenced by a few teachers in the 
school, who may essentially influence the teaching group of 20–30 people. These two or three people 
from the teaching staff with mature personalities, these few people related to each other by empathy 
towards students, their understanding and responsibility towards each pupil - can "work miracles". 
These units related to the discernment of what development is and what a concrete ideal is - will 
always have an impact on the upbringing of any teaching group that does not have the resources to 
awaken a "positive mental infection" 23. 
 
Dąbrowski also notes that acting in the above-mentioned way in each school would allow to exert a 
positive influence on the whole 
 
21 K. Dąbrowski, Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Pol Society of 
Psychological Hygiene, Warsaw 1975, pp. 177–178. 
 



22 
 
Ibid., Examples of positive mental infection in education, "etc" 1979, No. 42 (987), s. 30. 
 
23 Ibid. 
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society. He claims that even the existence of this type of syndromes in at least five percent of schools 
would already cause a positive transformation of mental structures within the entire community24. 
 
Adequate education of teachers plays a key role in the management of eminently gifted children with 
psychoneurological disorders. This, among others, was the triggered initiative of Kazimierz Dąbrowski 
concerning the creation of the College of Mental Hygiene, where teachers, psychiatrists and 
psychologists could train in the field of supporting such units within two years. This problem is also 
clearly seen by Jankowski, when in his breakthrough work From biological to humanistic psychiatry 
he states: "Psychoprophylaxis at school depends not only on the presence of specialists in 
psychotherapy at school, but also there will be a requirement for them to have at least elementary 
psycho-corrective skills. It seems logical that in many cases they could successfully replace 
specialists ”25. Therefore, there is a proposal that the teacher should play the role of a 
psychotherapist in the school environment, apart from his professional role. 
 
The introduction of elements of psychotherapeutic knowledge into teaching studies is something 
necessary. Educators must become aware that feelings often determine the behavior of young 
people, and help them overcome the crises they encounter, which will enable them to become active 
members of their community in the future. 
 
Teachers have an important role to play, not so much in disciplining students as in developing their 
mental structures and engaging in self-governing civil society. 
 
Therefore, they should become not only psychotherapists, but also opponents of the norms currently 
prevailing in school. 
 
Teachers and educators often do not realize that they see only one side of developing mental 
disorders: the one that manifests itself through difficulties in functioning as a student. However, the 
student's difficulties are most often the result of the crisis he experiences as a human being. Inability 
to participate in group life and define oneself and one's goals is more fundamental to school 
difficulties than low intellectual capacity or lack of motivation to learn. 
 
Modern school, even if it sets itself goals that are more ambitious than the transfer of certain 
knowledge, certainly does not have methods that would be adequate to achieve these goals. These 
methods can only be brought into school life by people who know them, i.e. psychotherapists26. 
 
24 Ibid. 
 



25 K. Jankowski, From biological to humanistic psychiatry, National Institute of Publishing, Warsaw 
1976, p. 376. 
 
26 Ibid., P. 375. 
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The teacher psychotherapist can therefore only provide intellectual tools that allow the 
operationalization of his state to a sick individual. Initial support must, however, give way to its own 
work organized around developing and strengthening its potential. It is never done by suppressing 
and eliminating uncomfortable, negative symptoms, but by understanding their meaning and 
transforming them into developmental mental structures. Therefore, Maÿgorzata Tata la rightly 
observes: "Psychotherapy is not only about removing symptoms, but most of all about showing what 
is healthy in a person, it emphasizes introspection and self-upbringing" 27. This is related to another - 
an alternative standard of mental health for people subject to the process of positive disintegration, 
often among whom there are outstanding individuals in the field of art, literature, science, etc. 
Therefore, applying to them developmental standards governing the life of the statistical majority 
misses the point28. 
 
Teaching based on the availability of educational materials and contacts with teachers - advisors 
introducing others to the arcane of art - fits perfectly into the humanistic vision of Dąbrowski, 
emphasizing the autonomy of the human individual. After all, he perceived the goal of human life as 
being realized in a constant movement of self-improvement, directed at his own personal ideal, which 
consists of values once chosen. 
 
The teacher must have a minimum knowledge of the processes taking place in the psyche of a young 
child and young person29. Another issue is that in order for such activities to be possible, the 
teaching profession must be removed from the trap of constant pauperization and marginalization of 
social life. Destroying the standard of living of teachers and education is nothing else than destroying 
the tissue of a given society. 
 
9.2. Educational impact 
 
Dąbrowski suggests several useful pedagogical methods that can be applied to an individual in a 
state of positive disintegration. First of all, the unit should be gradually equipped with knowledge 
about the processes in which it is located. When she becomes aware of her own mental environment 
and the dynamics that govern it, it will be of invaluable value to her. 
 
27 M. Tatala, Problems of development in the theory of positive disintegration by Kazimierz Dÿ 
browski, "Paedagogia Christiana" 2002, No. 1 (9), p. 85. 
 
28 Ibid., P. 84. 
 
29 K. Dąbrowski, Introduction to mental hygiene, p. 114. 
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9.2.1. Waking up anxiety 
 
The method of loosening the rigid psychological structure can be used in pedagogy. One measure 
that can be used is anxiety. He breaks down the primary mental rigidity because it introduces 
uncertainty about his behavior, his own actions and judgments. It also makes you more sensitive to 
your relatives and other surroundings, as it prompts you to reflect on the consequences of your own 
actions. Arousing anxiety is, therefore, an important pedagogical activity that leads to the 
strengthening of disintegrative activity in the mental inner environment. Apart from anxiety, in many 
cases, it is possible to skillfully use stimulating a feeling of inferiority or even guilt in pedagogical 
activities. It is a procedure that requires knowledge and can only be used when we see opportunities 
for sublimation or compensation that may result in developmental projections. 
 
The pedagogical impact by arousing anxiety is the awakening of a retrospective and prospective 
attitude, sensitization to many unknowns in stimuli and in reactions and effects that we are not able to 
predict. Awakening a feeling of inferiority is right when we see compensation and sublimation 
possibilities, and above all when it is possible to awaken the coordinates of guilt. Waking up after the 
feeling of inferiority and guilt always indicates a weaker or stronger state of disintegration, the 
distinction between lower and higher hierarchical structures30. 
 
9.2.2. The method of integration and disintegration of the student's psyche 
 
Due to the process of disintegration, the old mental structure breaks down, which also makes it 
possible to open it up to hitherto unexplored areas. Those regions of the old psyche, which were so 
far managed by primitive impulses and drives, gain broadly understood autonomy, partially 
transforming previous inclinations and thus opening up space and regaining energy for a new, 
creative, non-schematic action. 
 
For the pedagogical integration method cannot be carried out when we are still dealing with a narrow 
awareness, driven by drives and the need to dominate our environment. In order for an individual to 
be able to show deep empathy towards other people, to have a higher hierarchy of values and goals 
than basic needs, he must go through certain disintegrative states that will enable him to work more 
deeply with his own emotions. 
 
30 
 
Id., Disintegration as a positive stage in the development of an individual, "Mental Health. A quarterly 
on mental hygiene ”1949, No. 4 (10), p. 61. 
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The examples given above clearly show, as it seems to me, the rather neglected and essential issue 
of the processes of disintegration in educational methods. The actual state may require the use of a 
significant advantage of disintegration methods for a given type of individual or for a given 
development phase. Besides, it seems that with all serious methods of integration (linking with the 
hierarchy of goals, with the function of reality), arousing enthusiasm, social feelings), it is necessary 
to use the disintegrative method at the same time, or rather prior to it, which, as a rule, will deepen 
the positive method, the method of integrating, introducing the expansion of the field of 
consciousness, introducing the factor of conscious will, thus partially replacing stimuli and automatic 
drive receptors31. 
 
There are several problems associated with the use of the educational method aimed at 
disintegrating the inner psychological environment. 
 
First of all, it is necessary to carefully examine the individual and find out what properties his mental 
structure has. Not every person can be subjected to this method. This is due to the fact that there are 
also charges who are in a state of chronic or severe disintegration. 
 
In their case, it is necessary to strengthen the factors that involve an excessively unbalanced mental 
environment. Likewise, but for other reasons, it is inadvisable to use the disintegrative method in 
relation to a person with a strongly integrated mental structure. It will not cause any positive changes, 
because such a person does not have the developmental potential to reconstruct his inner 
psychological environment at a higher level. All cases of severe neuroses and psychoneuroses 
require action aimed at reassembling the mentee's psyche. The educational method based on 
disintegration is best applied to the milder forms of psychoneurotic disorders. Its purpose is to prevent 
the charge from being morbidly focused on himself and to choose an escape route for activities that 
do not serve his further development, but only provide relief by giving up internal struggles32. This is 
because it leads to a further stiffening of some areas of the psyche in a disease, and later to inhibition 
of development and after being in a state of partial mental paralysis. 
 
The means, the application of which causes spontaneous relaxation of the rigid mental structure, is 
the development of talents and interests of a young person, i.e. a positive, creative method. The 
gradual emergence of higher functions means atrophy or subordinating them to more basic functions. 
It is a slow process, often requiring a long time, and will also be followed by lighter and more intense 
periods of disintegration. However, it is important to understand that reinforcing dynamisms such as 
ambivalence and ambitiousness is not always the case 
 
31 Ibid., P. 62. 
 
32 Ibid. 
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is indicated as the main solution. Better results are often achieved by focusing on the strengths of the 
student. After discovering his own hierarchy of values and goals, he becomes an already 
fundamentally formed personality. 
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When using the disintegrating method, as a rule, one should not reinforce tensions, anxiety, fear and 
guilt in an individual with an incipient personality. On the other hand, it is advisable that some forms of 
loosening or even disintegration of permanent instinctive structures occur, but in a positive way, that 
is, by strengthening the positive qualities of the individual, his interests and abilities, by making them 
his closest models. On the basis of these patterns and by uniting with them, egocentric tendencies 
become weaker and too permanent instinctive structures relax. 
 
9.2.3. Positive regression method 
 
The most controversial, but nevertheless, correct method of proceeding is to allow the occasional 
reversion to more primitive norms and values that will be much lower than the standards already 
achieved once. Thanks to this, after waiting out such a period, it will be easier and more effective to 
resume work once interrupted, because the individual will experience some kind of relaxation, 
indulging his innate urges and desires. By using their forced saturation, it will silence them for some 
time, which will allow for more intensive work in the long run34. 
 
Dąbrowski called this method a positive regression. It is wrong to assume that a person who develops 
categorically rejects and eliminates lower levels of his behavior. This is not true because the 
developing individual gradually transforms, by means of higher-level dynamisms, the lower levels of 
his instincts and drives. It is only at the level of secondary integration, known as global, that the 
totality of mental structures is ordered by the personality and its individual and social essences. 
However, this is an elite level, available to really few individuals, to which the researcher included 
Christ, Socrates and Buddha. 
 
At all other levels, including even the occasional fourth level, i.e. multi-level organized and systematic 
disintegration, there are periodic discharges of mental tension, and thus often a return to less 
demanding entertainment. However, it should be borne in mind that such states of partial integration 
are not negative per se. At this time, when higher functions are arrested and the frontal lobes 
responsible for their activation significantly decrease their activity, subcortical structures responsible 
for more animal instincts become active. 
 
34 Ibid., P. 25. 
 
33 
 
Id., Personality-shaping..., p. 160. 
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In psychoneurosis, we observe the development of hierarchically higher nervous processes (e.g., 
reflection, meditation), instead of practical everyday skills or psychomotor skills and a tendency 
towards excessive inhibition of functions at a lower level. This is typical of most psychoneurosis. In 
some cases of dysinhibition and "explosiveness" there are manifestations of a tendency to return to 
more integrated attitudes, to surrender to more primitive guidance of well-organized subcortical 
centers, to return to a well-known and safe level. It takes place when an individual cannot reach a 
higher level of equilibrium, while the experienced tension exceeds his / her abilities35. 



 
At this time, however, when these needs and drives become saturated, the regeneration of higher 
mental activities takes place. If we were to force a developing young man to completely disavow 
these activities of the lower systems, then, with the new structure not yet sufficiently structured, we 
could cause him to be negatively disintegrated, and perhaps even suicide. Over-moralizing and 
striving for too much perfection can therefore be a kind of obstacle to development. 
 
More precisely, the release of tension and the positive regression are interrelated but not 
unambiguous phenomena. In the preceding paragraph, I mainly referred to the tension reduction 
strategy that enables an individual to survive periods of mental crisis at the cost of a partial 
regression. It can be undertaken in a preventive, and therefore deliberate, manner. On the other 
hand, positive regression is also associated (depending on the level of development) 36 with the 
need to calm down, suspend for some time one's activity in a given field, find time for contact with 
nature, people close to us, etc. to the happy period of childhood, a time of intense development from 
which we draw the energy we need to further transform our mental structures. 
 
Retrospections and regressions to the past, to childish tendencies, are not necessarily your total 
repressed "libido" (especially in the form of Electra, Oedipus, castration and other complexes), but 
rather the need to return to the happiest period, to the period of intensive development, from which it 
belongs draw new energy. Equally often, these reactions represent prophylactic strategies that are 
used to deal with future conflicts with the outside world, as well as with the inside world (preventing 
nervous breakdowns or suicides) 37. 
 
These periods of little or no activity, time spent meditating, walking, daydreaming are not a symptom 
of laziness or disintegration. 
 
Tenÿe, Psychoneurosis is not an illness. Neuroses and psychoneuroses from the per spective of 
positive disintegration, Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1972, s. 50–51. 
 
35 
 
36 At the lower levels, the terms are basically the same, except that the goal is where 
 
other. 37 
 
K. Dąbrowski, Psychoneurosis is not an illness…, s. 68–69. 
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negative, but they contribute to enabling us to take on the challenges posed by further developmental 
bursts in a later period38. 
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It should be noted, however, that in addition to this type of deliberate regression, which is rather an 
element of the behavior of individuals who have already achieved some kind of internal harmony, 
there is also a positive version of it, which consists not so much in the period of rest and escape into 
the world of dreams, but after returning to the world of dreams. some shorter or longer time to a lower 



level of development. Such a regression is related to the need to discharge the accumulated tension 
from the instincts of an individual that has not yet been transformed to a higher level of development. 
 
It is necessary for the individual to renew his strength, rebuild himself mentally and take up further 
developmental challenges. However, a debatable question is whether regression covers only the area 
between the first and second level (narrow approach), or is it possible at the third or even fourth level 
of development. The theory allows various interpretations39. There is a problem whether a downward 
regression is possible after entering the third stage of development (multi-level spontaneous 
disintegration). 
 
The third level is distinguished, especially in its initial stage, by the existence of many dispositional 
and management centers (two, three or even more) in the inner psychological environment of the 
individual, which are in conflict with each other, while the new and higher ones are gradually 
organizes, transforms and absorbs. This still creates high tensions, although smaller than on the 
second level, and requires the operation of the positive regression mechanism. Even the fourth level - 
multi-level, systematic disintegration - requires (not so much in the sense of primitivization as to 
weaken excessive internal tension) 40 from time to time a controlled withdrawal from development 
efforts41. Only two extreme levels can be excluded from this process, as they are complete 
structures, managed in one case 
 
38 
 
Tenÿe, On therapy with the method of positive disintegration..., p. 25. 
 
39 Incidentally, this shows how much confusion still exists between researchers dealing with the 
theory of positive disintegration: Piechowski claims one thing, Grzywak-Kaczyÿska second, and 
Ackerman third, etc. This shows that Dąbrowski's thought allows for a multitude of interpretations, 
which may later result in the emergence of new concepts based on it. However, I believe that there 
are excerpts in Dąbrowski's works, exceptions to justify many different positions. In this paper, I 
present my interpretation of the theory by referring to various positions. 
 
40 
 
The second part of the name should be emphasized here once again - positive regression, thus 
favoring the development of the individual in the long term. This is what, in my opinion, settles the 
matter and allows it to fit into all levels falling between the two extreme ones, i.e. the first and the fifth. 
At the level of singlelevel disintegration, periodic positive regression is often needed to, for example, 
prevent an individual from committing suicide and allow them to gather energy for further 
developmental disintegration, allowing them to enter the level of multi-level spontaneous 
disintegration. 
 
41 
 
Of course, to a much smaller extent than the previous tier. 
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through the basic, i.e. undeveloped, instincts, in the second, through the personality pursuing its 
ideal, and thus the impulse-feeling-volitional structures transformed, transformed, being dynamisms 
almost completely coupled into one whole. The development at this stage takes place only in terms of 
quantity, not qualitative. 
 
Thus, the various levels in the positive disintegration theory constitute a complex and well-thought-out 
whole. You have to be aware that, of course, once you reach a high level of development, you are 
unlikely to go down to a lower level. This does not mean, however, that Dąbrowski's theory does not 
allow for a certain degree of fluidity between individual levels, or even for a periodic descent from a 
higher level of development to a lower one. Positive regression shows on what principle they take 
place and what result the shifts between individual levels and the periods of stagnation that 
accompany them. 
 
9.2.4. The method of praise and rebuke 
 
A balanced approach is particularly important in relation to a sensitive child with increased 
intellectual, imaginative and emotional excitability. The method of praise - as opposed to the method 
of rebuke - is one of the best ways to strengthen a positive self-assessment of such a child. One of 
the most common shameful behavior on the part of teachers is the demanding attitude towards the 
student, making him / her accountable. The teacher is supposed to help the child, not to scold him. 
He is less of a judge and more of a psychotherapist, so if he steps into the role of a prosecutor, it is 
highly unlawful and will only do harm to the child. 
 
On the basis of my many years of experience with dealing with a child, and especially with a child 
with increased mental excitability, I can state, in the vast majority of cases, the usefulness of such a 
procedure for the development of the child's personality. Here we must take into account the child's 
suggestibility, which is not proportional to the overall reality, but refers to the appropriate sets of 
stimuli influencing the child's imagination, governed by its specific needs42. 
 
The child is not yet selective and critical of the opinion of adults, so he is deprived of some necessary 
mental defense mechanisms that would allow him to survive in an environment that is often primitive 
and shows low self-esteem. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen its positive development potential 
by strengthening its self-confidence, and thus building its independence and sense of security43. 
 
42 K. Dąbrowski, The method of praise and rebuke..., pp. 3–4. 
 
43 Ibid., P. 4. 
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The method of praising and reprimanding (rebuke) plays an important role in the theory of positive 
disintegration, because it is one of the ways of shaping children and then adolescents. When used 
skilfully, this method can support the disintegration and integration processes taking place in the 
student's psyche. In the early stages of development, it is especially advisable that the method of 
praise prevail over the method of rebuking. The use of the latter requires the existence of at least the 



basic mental relationships of the internal environment, a relatively stable dispositional and 
management center, and a fairly strong sense of self-worth, based on an honest assessment of one's 
own talents and interests. 
 
Only as self-confidence, the sense of security increases, and as the dispositional and management 
center becomes stronger and becomes more clearly aware of one's own positives (talents, talent, the 
sense of the rightness of one's own attitude based on the love of the environment) - the method can 
be more and more combined confirming with the method of denial, the method of praising with the 
method of rebuke, but in a very skilful way, with the preparation of the internal conditions of the child 
to accept negative evaluations (apart from the advantage of positive, even if only in the child's 
opinion) 44. 
 
A sensitive, empathetic child may experience difficult moments, becoming an element of the 
impersonal structure of modern school. 
 
When a rigidly integrated teacher requires such a student to adapt primitive to a repulsive reality, it 
can actually cause serious development conflicts within his psychological environment. Much more 
praise should be given to an overactive child than to rebuke. This method can be used both directly 
and indirectly. The latter method is best used during a casual conversation with the child or during 
normal everyday activities, which builds his inner confidence and strengthens the relationship with us. 
Here we can refer to manifestations of good behavior, kindness towards other, positive qualities of his 
character, thus strengthening his features which in the future may result in significant developmental 
projections and exceeding his biological cycle. The indirect methods include a generally positive 
attitude towards a child, which means that it can come to us at any time with a given problem, and we 
will not reject it, deny it or ridicule it. Therefore, it is a relationship based on a certain dose of mutual 
empathy, confirmed by the recognition of the child's dignity as a fully legal human being and by 
defending him against injustices of fate45. 
 
44 Ibid., P. 5. 
 
45 Ibid., Pp. 5–6. 
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Application of the theory of positive disintegration in the social area 
 
10.1. The personalistic and social dimension of the theory of positive disintegration 
 
Christian personality had a significant influence on the intellectual formation of Dąbrowski. Therefore, 
in his texts, such as, for example, Theses about the nature of Poles he... made 1 a specific 
personalistic demand not only for economic but also for moral development of society. These themes 
were present in the thought of Emmanuel Mounier, for whom the material sphere is inextricably linked 
with the spiritual sphere, and the person is a unity of body and spirit. In this approach, society cannot 
be understood only as a kind of closed creation, with a material foundation, composed of individual 
individuals, but it should be understood as a community, a community of fellow humans also 
connected on a mental plane. Otherwise, we are dealing with a flat, underdeveloped society which 



relies only on a partial and unsystematic pursuit of the general following the example of outstanding 
individuals. 
 
, 
 
Only a man who goes beyond himself and his selfishly understood needs can truly become human. 
Turning towards oneself is a necessary movement, but not the only one known to the individual. 
Development 
 
1 K. Dąbrowski, Theses about the character of Poles and methods of transforming it, "Zdrowie 
Psychiczne" 1981, no. 2–3. 
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of a person comes precisely by stepping out of his own shell, centering himself on himself, towards 
his neighbor. It is thanks to other people that we only become full, they teach us to be ourselves and 
allow us to exist and develop2. Closing oneself in oneself, not as a short-term need, but as a 
permanent pattern of our life, causes stagnation or regression in development, man is a social being 
and, abandoning contact with his fellow man, he loses himself. To exist is always to be in relationship; 
happiness is also not determined by possession at all, it is achieved only through others. Hence, one 
who seeks fulfillment by relying solely on his own selfish goals will never become worthy of being 
called a person. 
 
Just as a philosopher who is closed in his thoughts never reaches being, so a man who from the very 
beginning closes himself in his "I" never finds access to another human being. 
 
As soon as mutual communication weakens or when it breaks off, I lose myself profoundly: all 
madness consists in the failure of relations with another human being - alter becomes alienus, while I 
myself become stranger to myself, alienated. One could almost say that I exist only to the extent that I 
exist for someone else, or to be means to love3. 
 
The same motive appears in Dąbrowski's writings, for whom love is the most important in human life. 
It is she who transcends everything and it is in her that the highest possible form of contact with one's 
neighbor is realized. A child who receives in a relationship with his or her parent a healthy love, that 
is, knowing certain limits, learns to experience feelings and bestow them to others. He thus becomes 
a truly human being. In a world where we look at a child as an object, telling it its autonomy and the 
fact that it is a unique subject, a structure that develops on the way to achieving real fullness, we 
mold it into an absolute unit. It then closes itself on other people and seeks its fulfillment only in the 
world of things. 
 
Of course, I argue that the value system is the basis of personality development. But I understand it a 
bit differently. The value system cannot be shaped without feelings. 
 
Therefore, in the development of a child and introducing him to the world of values, the most 
important thing is love. [...] A child needs a love full of deep parental reflection, a certain distance and 



devotion at the same time, modulating feelings, recognizing his individual and social features, real 
interests and needs. Love for a child like all drives and feelings - has, however, different levels4. 
 
2 E. Mounier, Introduction to Existentialisms, trans. A. Bukowski, Publishing House Znak, Kraków 
1964, pp. 36–37. 
 
3 Ibid., P. 37. 
 
4 K. Dąbrowski, an interview with S. Zawiÿliÿski, Love is the most important, "Tygodnik Walka 
Mÿodych "1979, No. 22 (1406), p. 12. 
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In the theory of positive disintegration, there is a claim that the higher types of psychoneurosis are 
associated with development, resulting in a faster achievement of the person's personality level. It is 
connected with the rejection of some psychiatric dogmas in favor of extreme praise of human 
sensitivity and creativity. At this point, Dąbrowski is an opponent of techno-kratism (which 
emphasizes efficiency, efficiency, and thus productivity of what a given individual produces), opting 
for the autonomous and unforced activity of a given person. A large group of differently thinking 
subjects must contribute to the creation of a real community in which the law will serve the norms of 
community life, and not the other way around. This can only be achieved by coupling the spiritual 
change with the revolution of material relations in society. What is anathema and considered 
worthless in a consumption-based system turns out to be one of the most valuable elements of this 
system, which can lead it on the path of transformation to a higher level of development. 
 
This applies to all manifestations of human existence that are removed and marginalized in places of 
forced isolation such as psychiatric hospitals or treated with various types of pharmacological agents. 
 
Thus, it is indeed a surprising vision, the radical social potential of which is often underestimated. It 
turns out that institutions such as schools, psychiatric hospitals, people marginalized and rejected in 
the present world as unnecessary 'waste', serving as a 'scarecrow' for the recalcitrant and brave, are 
actually those who can represent the highest in this system. level of development. This is indeed an 
astonishing shift of gravity, as what is negative becomes positive and what is good becomes bad. As 
in the famous words of Jesus: "So the last shall be first and the first last" 5 
 
, 
 
a surprising reversal is made which is the source of the vitality of Dąbrowski's theory. 
 
It is no coincidence that the author of the theory was included as a representative of Polish 
personalism in his only encyclopedia so far in the world: Enciclopedia della persona nel XX secolo 
(Napoli 2008), which was published in Italy6. This is another confirmation of Dąbrowski's 
achievements and his interdisciplinarity, allowing him to be included in a large number of intellectual 
trends he drew from. 
 



It is man, as the creator, who should subordinate nature to him, teach him to perpetuate it, and not to 
be subject to the process of commodification himself. Capitalism transforms entire societies into a 
great impersonal machine that 
 
5 Mt 20, 16, Holy Bible of the New Testament, Pastoral Department of the Metropolitan Curia, Olsztyn 
2000. 
 
6 I. Niewiadomska, Dąbrowski, Kazimierz, [in:] Enciclopedia della persona nel XX seco lo, red. A. 
Pavan, Naples 2008, s. 265-266. 
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in their cogs they had the most beautiful human aspirations and ideals to dust, distances people from 
themselves and strips them of the sphere of humanity, which is based on experiencing higher 
feelings. The beauty of human existence is hidden in a secret that cannot be discovered and 
expressed in logical forms. Capitalism creates a technocratic society through the constant 
mechanization of our lives, hinders the development of those who, despite obstacles and living on the 
margins, pursue their personal ideal. The truth is that the beauty and nobility of the human soul can 
manifest itself even under the most unfavorable conditions. However, in order for a society to exist 
consisting of people, not individuals, in which the ideals and values professed by Dąbrowski would 
find fulfillment, there must also be a revolution in material relations, the transformation of which into a 
personalistic, spiritual transformation, is a logical and necessary supplement. Truly human feelings, in 
which the real drama of existence is expressed, such as love, despair, etc., cannot be excluded from 
the community sphere, because this would mean a reduction in humanity. 
 
The machine promotes the forgetfulness of people not only because it increases the isolation from 
the legacy between man and man. Being a product of the abstraction of the mind and without the 
personality of things, it gets used to the poor and ready-made forms of emotionality, thoughts and 
experiences. To be - for a machine it means to identify with a mechanical formula, complex but 
rigorous, which exhausts its existence: it is attractive to reduce human existence to a similar scheme 
and to deny everything that resists this scheme: irreducible individual factors, subtle spiritual 
changes, relations non-rational, experiences that cannot be systematized, such as love, pity, anxiety, 
forgiveness, hope, admiration7. 
 
Creativity, creating something anew is not a simple scheme of action, but it is an unrestrained act 
expressing the freedom of the man to whom it is called. To say that the sphere of human expression 
is irrelevant is the same as saying that the mystery of our existence, thanks to which we are capable 
of happiness and love, can be thrown into the "garbage" and replaced with organized, depersonalized 
slavery to the world of things. 
 
Dąbrowski did what Mounier mentions in his writings - he showed a wider audience the mechanisms 
constituting the world of the person. It is obvious that it is impossible to fathom the ultimate mystery of 
its existence, but that does not mean that we cannot know the conditions conducive to the 
development of a new, higher level of functioning in ourselves and in the world around us. “Modern 
psychology has explored some hellish regions of its abyss. However, she did not pay enough 
attention to 



 
7 E. Mounier, Christianity and the Concept of Progress, trans. A. Bukowski, Wydawnictwo Znak, 
Kraków 1968, 
 
p. 73. 
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what could be called the most dizzying gaps of persons into which creative exaltation and mystical life 
venture. The concepts and suggestions of psychology only partially managed to reach them ”8. 
 
We can risk the claim that thanks to Dąbrowski's personalism, the product of which is the theory of 
positive disintegration, we have gained an insight into the world of personal mechanisms. Thus, it 
became clear to us that if we want to avoid a global catastrophe, we must re-evaluate our moral 
behavior, which will be related to the new system of social relations. In Dąbrowski's oeuvre, it is 
inherently worth opposing the choice by humanity of a direction focused only on gratification of ever 
new needs; instead, he proposes a development imperative as an expression of the greatest depth of 
our humanity. It is understood as a constant approach to what is really human, and it is about higher 
values: love, being with the self and goodness towards our neighbors. It is not an easy development 
path. 
 
Therefore, one of the most important intellectual tools that are to help us understand the phenomenon 
of human emotional development by achieving successive levels of self-awareness and internal 
coherence is the concept of the dynamisms of the mental internal environment9. 
 
Education transformed into technocratic indoctrination turns the school into a factory that treats the 
child as a raw material, not a full-fledged subject. The task of development must be continued 
throughout life, and education is, first and foremost, not to destroy this natural tendency of human 
existence. 
 
From birth to death, there is a transgression of one's own boundaries, and conscious dying is like the 
apogee of a person's self-education possibilities. A society that limits education and upbringing only 
to the preparation of future workers loses its human roots and becomes a community of monads, not 
a community of persons. 
 
These personalistic ideas permeate both Dąbrowski's theory and Jacques Maritain's thought: 
 
School and university education is only part of education. It relates only to the beginnings and to the 
normal preparation of a young person, and there is no more harmful illusion than trying to force the 
entire process of shaping human existence into the microcosm of school education, as if the school 
and university system were a great factory through which a small child is introduced through the 
entrance gate. as raw material 
 
8 
 
Ibid., Introduction to existentialisms, p. 50. 



 
9 K. Dąbrowski, The dynamics of concepts, methodological cooperation A. Kawczak, J. Sochanska, 
Gryf Publications Ltd., London 1973, p. 116. even without hierarchical order. These dynamisms are 
related to each other in more or less permanent cooperation or they are in conflict. They play a 
decisive role in the development of the personality ”. I wrote about this in the chapter devoted to the 
main terms in the theory of positive disintegration. 
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and through whose gate of exit the adolescent emerges in the splendor of his twenty years as a 
successfully produced man. Our upbringing extends to death10. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, one of the initial dynamics of collusion, knocking the individual 
out of the mechanisms of the temporal world and introducing him to the path of development, is the 
feeling of shame. An individual who experiences it is aware of the fact that he / she acts in a manner 
inconsistent with his own moral principles, which introduces elements that disintegrate his internal 
environment11. We can see here a great convergence with the personalistic perspective, and 
especially with the operationalization of the concept of shame by Mounier. He distinguishes between 
shame as a sincere feeling that develops the individual and its false version. The first is based on the 
perception that both my feelings and the body that I show to others do not exhaust all of who I am, so 
they betray me. "My confusion does not come from the fact that I am this nudity or that individual, but 
because I seem to be only them" 12. On the other hand, false shame is associated with prudishness, 
mannerism, manifested in a false, saturated with hitherto, tendency towards spiritual pseudo-purity13, 
which has nothing to do with a personalistic attitude to the body14. Thus, Dąbrowski clearly belongs 
to the personalistic tradition that rejects tendencies aimed at objectifying a human being. 
 
Importantly, it does not mean that it is beautiful and a pseudo-moral game of striving to keep "clean 
robes". Personal life requires a struggle as much as the survival of a man subordinate to primitive 
instincts. However, these are struggles on a different level, in which it is not about total annihilation of 
the opponent, but about changing the existing situation for the better. Faithfulness to a chosen cause, 
to certain ideals, is precisely the trait of a person. Man's spirituality, as well as his physical life, are 
filled with struggle, abstracting from it means either cowardice or lack of development. Society is a 
product of the struggle of various forces, and we cannot expect to perfect it by not engaging in their 
confrontation. Personalism, then, is a militant thought and practice, and in this it agrees with Marxism. 
Its aim is to create a community of equals in this world, and this is often not possible without victims. 
A true Christian cannot be an individual who is afraid to act against outright injustice. 
 
10 J. Maritain, From the philosophy of man to the philosophy of education, trans. A. Ziemicki, [in:] 
Czÿo age - Upbringing - Culture, Wydawnictwo WAM, Kraków 1993, p. 77. 
 
11 K. Dąbrowski, The development of personality according to the theory of positive disintegration, 
“Zdrowie Psychiczne ”1975, No. 1-2, p. 10. 
 
12 E. Mounier, Introduction to existentialisms, p. 50. 
 
13 This is the cleanliness typical of the Pharisees. 



 
14 E. Mounier, Introduction to Existentialisms, p. 51. 
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A personalist, a developing person, should therefore be characterized by a love ready to confront and 
even die in the name of the ideals once chosen. 
 
Love is a struggle; life is a fight against death; spiritual life is a struggle against material disorder and 
bliss. The person realizes himself not in a state of ecstasy, but in a state of struggle. Strength is one 
of her main attributes. It is not the raw strength of power or aggressiveness in which a person loses 
himself by imitating a material shock, but a human strength, both internal and effective, spiritual and 
manifesting outside [...]. A person reaches full maturity only when he chooses things that are more 
expensive than life15. 
 
Since a person is fully realized only when he goes beyond himself and ceases to isolate himself, his 
development becomes real in the movement towards transcendence. It is a specific attitude to life 
that cannot be achieved without a humanistic upbringing that stimulates a person to reflect internally. 
 
In personalism, the interpretive and emancipatory perspective is combined. When confronted with the 
drama of human life and mission in the world, a moral force is forged, which in the language of 
Dąbrowski's theory is called being faithful to oneself and to the ideals once chosen. This results in 
peeling the so-called a difficult road, changing the world - the self-creation of a new type of man who 
does not adapt to injustice, even at the cost of threatening his life and health. 
 
Man, Malebranche used to say, is a movement aimed at constantly moving forward. Personal being is 
generosity. It establishes the reverse order of adaptation and security. Adapting means reducing your 
threatened range and conforming to what is at the cost of what may be. Living in us, especially in the 
face of danger, tends only to adapt at the lowest cost: that is what is called happiness. The person 
bears the risk and spends without paying attention to the price16 (distinction - D.Ch.). 
 
A person is therefore capable of fighting for his ideals, also armed, in the face of great evil. 
 
Therefore, it is the duty of people with a high level of development to construct such a discourse of 
hope that will enable a part of humanity to unite in the work of epochal transformation. It is, however, 
extremely difficult, because in neoliberal capitalism there is an unhealthy mismatch between the 
political and business elites. They merge into one armed arm, guarding their hegemonic leadership, 
promoting the cult of wealth and strength, and contempt for the weak. World 
 
15 Ibid., Pp. 61–62. 
 
16 Ibid., P. 77. 
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The personal, to which Dąbrowski was so strongly attached, is on the retreat, and whether he will be 
able to ignite people's hearts to one more act of resistance against the tyranny of money remains a 
great unknown to this day. 
 
Man must regain his driving force. To become the subject, not the object of the action. At this point, 
these two great currents (personalism and Marxism), which aim at the renewal of man, merge into 
one. 
 
Spiritual transformation complements the economic revolution because only together can they create 
an alternative discourse capable of transforming capitalism into a new, more human creation. 
 
This criticism, taken from the personalistic perspective, coincides in many ways with the Marxist 
analysis. A man who began to become a political subject in a liberal democracy generally remains an 
object at the level of economic existence. The anonymous power of money, its privileges in 
distributing the profits and benefits of this world, perpetuate social classes and alienate the real man 
from them. 
 
He must find the power to decide for himself, his worth, taken away by the tyranny of production and 
profit, his condition, shaken by the madness of speculation. Otherwise, economic imperialism, when it 
feels threatened, will not hesitate to turn against freedom - which it defends only where it needs it - 
and to defend itself against terror regimes or undertake unforgivable wars. 
 
One can imagine the new society of tomorrow as a specific community of self-creating individuals. 
Most of the production and service work in it will be performed by machines specially designed for 
this purpose, and the work will lose its vital importance for human life. 
 
Knowledge will become the central value, and the pursuit of it will fill a significant part of human life, 
which will definitely be extended. We are not dealing with this society now, because the role of its 
members is played by the financial and political elites. 
 
I propose here a vision of an imperfect world in which every human being has time and a chance to 
improve, but does not have to use it at all. A world deprived of free choice is a totalitarian world. As 
long as an individual respects the basic rules of the social game, he can devote his free time to 
anything else: taking drugs, practicing extreme sports, indulging in mindless entertainment, etc. 
Democratic society is and must remain a space of civil liberties within which we can develop. It may 
even turn out that transform capitalism is shaping itself into a system so “human” that no revolution 
will be necessary. While equality of opportunity remains a myth, we should aim for a world where the 
exchange between the upper and lower quartiles is as high as possible. 
 
17 Ibid., Pp. 106-107. 
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Even if it is a personalistic utopia, there is nothing wrong with it, because the fact that humanity has 
already failed in a few attempts at its realization does not absolve us from the obligation to constantly 
renew this effort. The alternative is to live in a worthless world where we will spend our time on 
mindless entertainment organized by those in power. Only through personal courage and overcoming 
obstacles can one come closer to the state of liberation and civil society, realizing the ideals of the 
world of the person. However, one should not fall into complete idealism, because people who live in 
harsh conditions, barely making ends meet, cannot choose the path of realizing their potential until 
they have won the right rights. 
 
Democratic postulates must provide for adequate opportunities for them to exert real pressure on the 
ruling spheres in matters concerning their basic life interests. It is true that there are "titans", i.e. 
people completely absorbed in their passion, burning in it, who will try to develop even in the most 
difficult conditions, but to see in this vision a method for entire nations is a dangerous illusion of 
people who will never they experienced a lack of daily bread. 
 
Freedom is forged in struggle, the space of freedom in the agora is bought with a river of blood. The 
counter-hegemonic offensive must not be a peaceful march by a group of ecologists, but must be a 
fiery procession of people full of calls to rebellion who can be backed up by concrete actions. 
 
Freedom, like the body, only develops by breaking an obstacle, through choice, through sacrifice. But 
the idea of disinterestedness is the idea of a rich existence, and under too harsh conditions, freedom 
is little more than what Marx called "conscious necessity." This is the beginning because 
consciousness is the promise and the seed of liberation; a man who does not see his handcuffs is 
only a slave, however happy he is under their authority. But this is merely a human beginning. 
Therefore, before we proclaim freedom in the constitutions or invoke it in our speeches, we have a 
duty to ensure universal conditions of freedom, biological, economic, social, political, which will allow 
the average force to participate in the most sublime calls of mankind; to care for freedoms as 
expressions of freedom18. 
 
Moreover, an authentic person cannot simply stand aside when an injustice is taking place, he cannot 
ignore the socio-political situation in which he is found, because his calling is to change the world to 
the one represented by the higher values chosen by him. 
 
Fidelity to ideals, therefore, also means honesty towards oneself and the perception that 
perfectionism and striving towards these ideals is often something positive - right19. Remember 
about Mounierowski 
 
18 Ibid., Pp. 69–70. 
 
19 LK Silverman, Perfectionism is Not a Disease, trans. H. Polyak, "Heksis" 2010, No. 1, pp. 71–76. 
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calling to accountability of a person who cannot escape into artificial isolation from the outside world 
and create their own, unreal spheres of freedom of the spirit. We live in one reality and not another, 
and our duty, stemming from beliefs, faith and authenticity, and love, is to act to improve the 
conditions for the functioning of all thinking and feeling entities. Empty spiritualism, which might be 
called the fearful, is the opposite of what we need. The character of genuine commitment is an 
obvious feature of the developing human being. The belief that we can save the world by remaining in 
a state of artificial isolation and focusing only on our inner self is false. 
 
True knowledge about nature and people is born by coming into contact with them. It is the fruit of our 
commitment, experiencing and being in the world, not escaping from it20. 
 
Therefore, the pursuit of personality as the highest possible level of development for an individual 
who is perfecting in the spiritual plane does not at all mean indifference to material reality. 
 
The realization of our humanity is progressing in both of these spheres. The human being is a whole, 
neither a purely spiritual element can be separated from it, nor can its body be reduced to an empty 
shell. It is a denial of the idea of personalism and reducing it to vulgar spiritualism, which is the 
reverse of a primitively understood materialistic attitude. We exist both subjectively and bodily, our 
body is not an object, it is what allows us to be with other people, to think and fulfill our calling in the 
world. A person grows out of nature as well as out of spirit. Changes in one of these spheres require 
changes in the other because they exist in a dialectical relationship, intertwine and interpenetrate, 
creating wholeness21. 
 
Therefore, if we want to make possible the fulfillment of Dąbrowski's dream, which would be a society 
in which as many individuals as possible would reach the level of personality through the process of 
positive disintegration, we must understand that this requires an economic revolution and profound 
changes in the system in which we live at the moment. This is because increasing social inequalities 
and a façade democracy that limits its privileges to a select few are opposed to any explicit 
movement creating the conditions for the realization of the personal world. 
 
Man is a being in the world. His fate cannot be understood otherwise than as an incarnate fate, 
squeezed into a specific situation. Just as the human person does not live and does not exist 
independently of others, so also does he not live and do not exist independently of nature. Has to 
 
20 E. Mounier, What is personalism ?, trans. D. Eska, A. Turowiczowa, A. Krasiÿski, Social 
Publishing Institute "Znak", Krakow 1960, p. 183. 
 
21 
 
The same, Introduction to existentialisms, pp. 21–28. 
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realize yourself both in direct contact with the outside world and in your inner life. There is no spiritual 
act that is not based on external stimuli and does not bring external consequences. There is no 
creativity that is not also production. So there is no life of the soul for man, cut off from the life of the 



body, there is no moral reform without its technical and organizational expression, and in times of 
crisis there is no spiritual revolution without a material revolution22. 
 
It is necessary to engage in social life, but it must be done authentically and consciously. The so-
called philanthropy, that is, apparent action for the benefit of the community, in fact only tries to mask 
the unforgivable errors of the system in which we live, which indicate the need for reform. It is known 
that in order to actually fight a disease, its symptoms are not hidden, but the cause that causes it 
must be eliminated. We, the citizens, only observe the effects of the mighty of this world, ready to 
lead him into the abyss of destruction, as long as their interests continue to bring profit. It is therefore 
impossible to ignore the economic foundations behind the cyclical crises. The spiritual healing of both 
the individual and the wider community must have some material foundations, otherwise there cannot 
be a reorganization of macro- and micro-social structures. 
 
Therefore, for a new type of interpersonal relations to emerge, community bonds are necessary, 
which can only arise on the basis of an alternative conception of the functioning of man and society. 
 
The spheres of practice and theory interpenetrate, creating a dialectical unity. 
 
Social relationships that bind a person can enslave him, but it is also true that they can set him free. 
This is the basic ambivalence in which a person exists. He must distinguish himself from this 
ambivalence, lift himself up to authenticity and personal freedom through the knowledge and values 
of the community. It is not possible without the transformation (disintegration and integration) of social 
influences in oneself, without the disintegration of the enslaving structure in order to achieve not only 
independence and reach the level of authentic existence, but also to transform, along with one's own 
development, the social structure of existence23. 
 
A community cannot be developed in an authentic way, in which some parasitize on others and 
maintain their inferior material and symbolic position. Such action breaks its unity and makes it a 
fiction perpetuated in the name of the benefits of the financial and political elite. This regularity also 
applies to modern democracy, in which the element relating to the will of the people is sustained only 
because of the aesthetic dimension, giving a false legitimacy to the free market system. 
 
22 
 
I, What is personalism ?, p. 213. 
 
23 T. Kobierzycki, Person. Development dilemmas. Metaclinical Study, Editors of NonPress 
Publishers "Pomorze" of the Pomeranian Press Publishing House of RSW "PrasaKsiÿÿka-Ruch" in 
Bydgoszcz, Bydgoszcz 1989, p. 239. 
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The point is therefore to modify the social system in which we live in such a way that relationships full 
of enslavement do not develop in it. It should foster genuine human development and not use the 
tyranny in which inanimate things gain power over people, allowing me the abstract logic of 
consumption and becoming through possession to shape their lives. 



 
However, we must not say that the goal of society is the individual good (that is, simply the 
accumulation of individual goods) of each of the people who make up this society. 
 
Such an approach would decompose society as such for the benefit of a part of it and would lead to 
"anarchy of atoms." It would mean either an openly anarchic concept or a disguised old anarchic 
concept of individualist liberalism, according to which society's entire duty is to ensure that everyone's 
freedom is respected, although this allows the strong to use this freedom to oppress the weaker. 
 
Giving each citizen a chance to improve their own skills is achieved by ensuring appropriate material 
and legal conditions. Caring for the common good is a necessary element of any higher-developed 
social structure. It must be recognized as a value by all its members, but that does not mean that they 
are to dissolve into it, creating an amalgam. Recognition of all its particles as persons having an 
inherent and inalienable right to enjoy its privileges is an indispensable requirement. 
 
Certain limitations, however, must be imposed in the case of aspirations that are an expression of the 
primitivism of an individual who subordinates his life to the need to possess. The extreme in both 
cases leads to a punishment of the community's turn, i.e. to a dictatorship, i.e. elevation of a person 
above the community, or to collectivism, i.e. an attempt to absorb a single person by a homogeneous 
whole, modeled on the life of a species of animals. Thus, there is a common good for society as a 
whole and in relation to its individual members - both of these parts complement each other. Man 
cannot be fully himself without his neighbor who completes and educates him and teaches him to 
cooperate, and by becoming a person he goes beyond his community, because he is already a whole 
formed in the image of God. Since the purpose of the existence of the state is the good life of the 
masses inhabiting it, and thus providing them with basic rights that give them a chance for 
development, it must not forget that caring for the moral development of society and adherence to the 
principles of justice are just as important as the accumulation of various kinds of goods. inside and 
outside one's own community25. 
 
24 J. Maritain, Writings of Philosophy, trans. J. Fenrychowa, Social Publishing Institute "Znak", 
Krakow 1988, p. 338. 
 
25 Ibid., Pp. 338-339. 
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Therefore, if - referring to Maritain - a man follows the rule of individuality and not personality, it will 
result in subordinating his existence to material needs, such as the will to possess. 
 
Such a man realizes his existence through possession, and thus strives for his highest state, but 
discovers that he cannot satisfy it, because there is always a feeling of inner emptiness in the end. 
Only a personal life, referring to the foundations of the human being - its spiritual element, can ensure 
inner saturation and liberate oneself from the path of an individual life, directed only towards oneself, 
and re-introduce man into community life. 
 



People with increased types of psychological excitability, moving towards the achievement of the 
level of secondary integration, are the environment on which a personal democracy can be based. It 
is also a group that may lead to changes in mentality accompanying the transformation in economic 
relations. The two types of transformations cannot be separated. The same is true of the dichotomous 
division between body and spirit, which is false because they form one and unique whole. 
 
Personalistic ideas are fulfilled in action, because an authentic man cannot limit himself only to his 
own existence and be indifferent to the injustices and injustices of the contemporary world. The 
individual essence is intertwined here with the social essence, which complement each other in the 
dialectical movement of transformation of both internal and external reality. Therefore, spiritual 
transformation must be accompanied by material transformation, so that the authentic personal life 
becomes as fully as possible the participation of the entire community. 
 
Therefore, in order to include personalism in the course of the historical drama of the present epoch, 
it is not enough to repeat: the human person, the community, the fullness of humanity, etc. It must 
also be said: the end of the Western bourgeoisie, the advent of socialist structures, a new function of 
the working class. The analysis of forces and possibilities must also be made more and more 
advanced from year to year. Without it, personalism becomes an ideology for everything, its 
revolutionary edge is diminished, it is harnessed in the service of conservative or reformist laziness. 
The philosophy-weapon - as it is called - becomes a philosophy-mask: a hoax in the proper sense of 
the word26. 
 
Real personalism is authentic, brave, decisive, it does not hesitate to take up even armed struggle for 
the broad masses exploited by people who are indifferent to their suffering, hunger and problems. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration applies not only to a person alienated from social relations, but 
takes into account the institutional and political reform of the entire community. Therefore, Dąbrowski 
calls for a kind of spiritual revolution to enable and support changes 
 
26 E. Mounier, What is personalism ?, p. 242. 
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depending on the economic dependence. Therefore, both for him and for Mounier, the Socratic call of 
awakening one's inner being27 and moving towards universal and individual ideals is still alive28. It is 
about the deepest truth which says that a man who has no support inside, i.e. does not have a certain 
level of spiritual development, is unable to progressively change the surrounding reality. In such an 
approach, the spiritual principle is a call to wake up from a mindless existence consisting in the 
consumption of goods, in which a person's identity is based on the possession of things, and not on 
his relationship with his neighbor. 
 
Just as a man who partially exceeds his psychological type must go beyond pure extrovertism and 
enrich it with intravertive features, so too Socraticism is not enough and must be supplemented with a 
Promethean attitude aimed at transforming our environment. The idea of humanity is fully realized 
only when a human being, in a struggle with nature, establishes for himself and his fellow human 



beings a kingdom of persons on earth, realizing the postulate of a holistic approach to individual and 
social nature as two complementary parts of one whole. 
 
After all, so close to Dąbrowski's call to awaken in his the interior of a person is the essence of a 
personalistic call: 
 
Man, wake up! This old and ever-relevant call of Socrates is also our cry of alarm to a world that 
faints in all its structure, in its luxury and poverty, in work and rest, in war and peace, in pride and 
humiliation. 
 
The various kinds of materialism well understood that, in order to gain the foundation of his humanity, 
man must break out of and out of himself in direct struggle with nature. The vital significance of what 
Freud called the "principle of reality", inherent in external reality and at the various stages of 
production, the ability to eliminate escape into the inner world - these are the teachings that the 20th 
century was to give to the epigones of romanticism and idealism. […] We must constantly return to 
this fundamental principle of human statics and dynamics: the inward-turned man owes his attitude to 
the outwardfacing man, and vice versa. It is therefore a mistake to reduce the "principle of reality" to 
our work on matter, to production or organization. There is no full realism without the "principle of 
exteriorization" - the truth of materialism. But there is also no full realism without the "principle of 
interiorization", the truth hidden at the bottom of spiritualisms29. 
 
Thus, Dąbrowski, through his theory of positive disintegration, offers us a certain alternative vision of 
human development, which, if implemented by a group, would lead to the creation of a community of 
people operating on a completely new, yet unknown to us, level. 
 
Let us remember that Socrates, next to Christ, is, in the theory of positive disintegration, one of the 
most frequently quoted examples of the full realization of his personal ideal, i.e. reaching the level of 
secondary integration, also known as personality. 
 
27 
 
28 
 
Dąbrowski expresses it in terms of individual and social essence. 
 
29 E. Mounier, What is personalism ?, pp. 216–217. 
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His vision is undoubtedly largely utopian, but he does not know whether it cannot contribute to 
changing the common mind. Thanks to it, we can draw attention to the lack of appropriate 
mechanisms in the current system, enabling the use of the capabilities of units with significant 
development potential. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration stimulates us to deeply reflect on the purpose of life, science and 
human activity in the modern world. In addition, it de-stigmatizes a large proportion of people 



considered to be disease cases, calling for a change in our approach and recognition as often the 
most valuable individuals in society. Thus, it builds the necessary humanistic discourse, opposing the 
free-market ideology that increasingly sees man as a research object, and not as a human being. 
 
10.2. Social relations in the light of the theory of positive disintegration 
 
In his work, Dąbrowski often criticized issues of a sociological nature. He believed that his theory of 
positive disintegration should not only be used as a diagnostic tool in relation to outstanding 
individuals, but could also be used for a broader look at the social and educational reality that 
surrounds us. It is certain that the scientist was critical of many manifestations of the moral 
degradation of his contemporaries, and thus saw the need to improve the human species towards 
crossing the domain of primal instincts. It was connected with the postulation of the spiritual 
transformation of the individual and the community, which was to enter a new, higher level of 
functioning. 
 
Transferred to the ground of sociology, this theory indicates the multilevel social attitudes, 
emphasizes the moral values common to all people and emphasizes - depending on the level of 
development of individuals - their greater or lesser independence from the influence of the 
environment, and thus increases the importance of their development potential30. 
 
It is a great mistake to push highly gifted individuals to the margins of society only because they 
exhibit certain character traits that are troublesome from the perspective of common understanding. 
People who are at higher levels of development have unique characteristics, such as, for example, 
positive maladjustment to a low level of 
 
30 K. Dąbrowski, Positive Disintegration, State Publishing Institute, Warsaw 1979, s. 29–30. 
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the reality in which they function. They are capable of opposition based on their own, internally 
chosen and self-confirmed hierarchy of values. 
 
It also seems that the increasing appreciation of the problems of diagnosing levels of values may be 
important in the gradual moral transformation of societies by finding an appropriate "place in the 
world" for differences in moral, social and aesthetic values, that will extract from hiding the innovative 
values, the values of moral responsibility and social31. 
 
Thanks to positive communication networks32 existing within the whole society, it may be positively 
infected, which favors bottom-up democratization and the possibility of establishing an egalitarian 
social model based on relations of mutual exchange, established on the foundation of the common 
good. This leads to open participation in profits resulting from social progress, expressed in the 
limitation of the free market and the creation of a new type of system - transformative democracy, 
focused on using the development potential of its citizens and creating a strong and active civil 
society. In such a system, free time devoted to personal creativity will play a major role in driving 
economic development, and the interests of the class of owners will be limited, inter alia, by by the 
participation of employees in the income of enterprises, for which Dąbrowski himself advocated: "It 



must grow by example and by mental infection after a positive number of establishments which 
legally provide - apart from salaries - a share in the enterprise's income for employees" 33. 
 
Work is therefore to serve society, and the progressive mechanization and technicization must be 
used in order to minimize its amount and maximize leisure time. This will enable citizens to devote 
themselves to their own creativity, relax and engage in the creation of their own organizations, and 
thus positive communication networks providing them with unfettered access to knowledge. In such a 
community, the common good is to take precedence over private property and individual profit. We 
cannot allow a situation in which a small oligarchy of the powerful reigns, irrespective of the needs of 
the rest of society. 
 
In such situations, it is necessary to actively oppose citizens, and even the so-called divine violence 
so that social and technical progress may be distributed relatively egalitarily among all citizens. It is 
not about equality in the absolute sense, but about its relative form, that is, one in which society, as a 
community of free people, associating 
 
31 
 
32 
 
The same, The Effort of Existence, Wiedza Powszechna, Warsaw 1975, p. 129. 
 
I am referring here to the concept of Illich. 
 
33 K. Dąbrowski, Morality in politics. Multilevel emotional and drive functions in social and political life 
and institutions, "bis" Publishing House, Warsaw 1991, p. 60. 
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voluntarily into larger structures, is actively involved in the redistribution of goods. "It is 
understandable that workers should have their own genuine professional representation to look after 
their interests" 34 and "There should be an atmosphere in the workplace based on the belief of 
employees that management does not neglect any opportunities to improve employee wages" 35. 
Rich people are not wealthy thanks to themselves, but thanks to the broad social structures in which 
they function. Providing safety and care to all citizens is an indispensable requirement of a 
transformative democracy, in line with the principles of mental hygiene, i.e. the right to maintain 
mental health, which I understand here after Dąbrowski - in the shortest possible shortcut - as the 
ability and right to develop. 
 
The problem for egalitarian theorists, interpreters of Dąbrowski's thoughts, is that such the highest 
level of development is really available only to a small number of individuals equipped with the 
appropriate potential to overcome all adversities. The problem disappears if we only consider that not 
all children have the same abilities, and some learn more easily than others, and that authority in one 
area may not be so in another. Thus, people differ in their development potential, although it may 
seem unfair. 
 



It is not feasible to create a community of the same citizens. The ega of literarism is not about 
absolute equality, but about keeping the difference between the lowest and the highest ten percent of 
the scale within certain limits. There is no need to assume that all people have the same level of 
ability, excitability, and growth potential. I find this idealistic reasoning flawed. 
 
Development potential is a concept necessary in Dąbrowski's theory to explain the differences in the 
achieved level of development. Barry Grant […] pointed out that literally taking unequal development 
equipment creates strong objections from egalitarian teachers and social scientists. My 
counterargument is that under optimal conditions, even children with limited development potential 
can grow up to be good citizens with a strong sense of justice36. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration does not fit in with the man alienated from his own society who 
only performs productive activities. For it contains a potentially certain way of looking at society and 
the class relations taking place in it, which he sees as a struggle between primitive forces trying to 
keep all the benefits of the work of the entire community for themselves, 
 
34 Ibid., Pp. 60–61. 
 
35 Ibid., P. 61. 
 
36 M.M. Piechowski, Discovering Dabrowski’s theory, [w:] Dabrowski’s theory of positive 
disintegration, red. S. Mendaglio, Great Potential Press, Scottsdale (AZ) 2008, s. 54. 
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and progressive movements to develop it in the name of great ideas. 
 
Therefore, Dąbrowski could demand, within the reflection based on his theory, the implementation of 
the project of national education of Poles, which was assumed, inter alia, creation of appropriate 
institutions thanks to which such innovative activities could be carried out. For example, he postulated 
the re-establishment of the Institute of Mental Hygiene as an institution indispensable for the 
development of the individual and society, which he also referred to with the meaningful name of the 
"Institute for the Protection and Mental Development of Man and Society". One of his main ideas was 
to ensure that exceptional individuals, which are mainly neurotic and psycho-neurotic, who constitute 
a fairly large group in society, could develop and influence the so-called positive infection to improve 
the quality of the entire community. To this end, actions are needed to support the education of a 
wide range of social masses, popularize scientific content and encourage self-education actions, 
which are to bring people who are conventionally referred to as "normal" closer to mental health. 
Thanks to this, they can go through at least a shallow disintegration to a positive one that enriches 
and problematizes their internal mental environment. 
 
In its scientific and practical work in everyday life, the Institute would cover the range of general, 
educational, moral, medical, psychological, social issues, teaching, career counseling, and staffing 
problems. The basic form of work of the Institute would be the cooperation of a doctor, psychologist 
and sociologist. The forms of such cooperation are little known in our society. Such an institution 
should organisationally correspond to our specific needs and not organisationally emulate the West, 



which in this respect has a much higher general culture, rich traditions, and can afford a relative 
decentralization in this area as well. It should have a very wide range of activities, from the problems 
of general education, social welfare, vocational counseling to general issues of human protection and 
development37. 
 
Dąbrowski proposes a different vision of a society in which a person has the right to feel negative 
emotions and does not have to make his life dependent on work. Being truly oneself often requires a 
positive maladjustment to the negative manifestations of community life. 
 
A self-aware, developing person experiences conflicts and is able to heroically fight in defense of 
important matters. Therefore, it is not a puppet that fits in the overt and implicit domination relations 
that cut across today's societies. This way of being is not productive in the modern sense of the word, 
but it is an expression of genuinely human activity and creativity, which produces positive results in 
the long run. However, it does not fit into the logic of efficiency understood in this way 
 
37 K. Dąbrowski, Theses about the character of Poles..., p. 134. 
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At the third level of development of individuals and social groups, we find such or similar dynamisms 
as described for this level of individual development. So there is surprise in relation to the wider and 
narrower surroundings; strong concern about oneself and the wider environment; feeling of inferiority 
towards oneself and one's group, feeling of shame and guilt, dissatisfaction with oneself and the 
group, positive maladjustment towards oneself and a narrower or wider group38. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration operationalizes how the development of the inner environment of 
a human being results in his activity in the social reality, which may favor or interfere with the 
transformation of other people. An individual who runs away into himself, isolates himself artificially 
from his environment, cannot transgress a lower level of functioning. It is only through communing 
with our neighbors that we can see our own mistakes and those dimensions of community life which 
would otherwise fall unnoticed. In the long run, this leads to opposition to social injustice and the 
inequalities it entails. 
 
The criterion as to whether a democracy is real or not is how it relates to its weakest citizens - often 
members of minorities. Dąbrowski believed that socialism and democracy are the highest forms of 
political system at present and that their degeneration must be prevented. He wanted politics to be a 
truly moral field in which lying does not supersede the truth, but is more and more often a marginal 
phenomenon. All this would also be fostered by the wider public opinion's understanding of the multi-
level nature of psychosocial life39. 
 
A competitive society is conducive to shaping and occupying a high position for individuals with 
psychopathic tendencies. They are go-getter, do not show internal conflicts and the related 
difficulties, and at the same time show high intelligence, remaining at the service of their instincts. All 



this naturally predisposes them to hold managerial positions40. According to Dąbrowski, however, 
this does not mean that we are condemned to their rule, because if high-level individuals join a group 
with a common development project for a given community, it may cause action through positive 
infection and improvement of the functioning of the entire congregation. This is not an easy task and 
provokes attacks by influential interest groups. 
 
38 
 
Same, Morality in politics..., p. 35. 
 
Same, Mental health and human values, Polish Society of Psychic Hygiene, Warsaw 1974, p. 113. 
 
39 
 
40 Tenÿe, Morality w polityce..., p. 32. 
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The basic opportunity is their selection, working together and surprising certain social groups with 
their valuable work and its effects, which usually inspires the society and after a longer period of their 
activities - trust of wider social groups. This is an expression of their action through a "positive 
infection". That is, they discover their weaknesses [should be "strengths" - D.Ch.] in the field of 
games with clever and "eloquent" schemers. However, where [...] a larger group or many groups of 
such individuals are selected in a specific social or political institution, the results of their work appeal 
even to wider groups, despite their susceptibility to 'smoking' by psychopathic elements41. 
 
Dąbrowski therefore rejects the view of many representatives of modern science, who believe that all 
values are relative, and that although universal standards cause the formation of the so-called 
totalitarianisms. 
 
The existence of a certain general framework of conduct is necessary despite the calls of the 
supporters of philosophical pluralism. Socio-political systems must evolve with the development of 
human beings. The fact that so far many of them have caused catastrophes does not mean that we 
are not to construct new political projects, new populisms, capable of changing the reality that 
surrounds us. The fight for great things is a necessary element of humanity and no self-respecting 
citizen can stop it in the name of moral consensus with the so-called a lesser evil that only seems so 
in the eyes of people unaware of its far-reaching consequences. Undoubtedly, this category includes 
social inequalities, contempt for poor and vulnerable people and envy towards exceptionally gifted 
individuals represented by the psychopathic element in society. It is impossible for a radical 
democracy to function without taking care of the common good, jointly developed principles and its 
eminent representatives. "In a consciously sensitive society, there must be a certain absolutism of 
feelings of a higher order, condemning in advance a kind of social insensitivity to a certain, 
sometimes psychopathic, primitive utilitarianism of social activities, the symptoms of which can be 
very different: also widespread alcoholism, waste or even plundering of social property, blunt, crude 
egocentrism and the pathetic confinement of the age of zontów ”42. 
 



The author of the theory of positive disintegration draws attention to the phenomenon more and more 
often present in pedagogical studies and state education - to the positive emphasis on the ability to 
adapt to the environment, socialize, and adapt to the existing social structure. It shows its falsity and 
the fact that such an approach to the matter causes a preference for individuals with psychopathic 
tendencies, and the marginalization of individuals who show high talents and can give great merit to 
the society. The pedagogy implied by Dąbrowski's theory assumes 
 
41 Ibid., P. 36. 
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immanent development of the child's own developmental potentials rather than adjusting it to some 
external norm. It emphasizes that each person is a unique whole that cannot be reduced to a 
common denominator. The fact that a young man with outstanding talents cannot find himself in 
today's consumer world does not mean that he is worthless. It is quite the opposite, it is illustrated by 
the mechanism of positive maladjustment of this individual to the inhuman conditions prevailing in it 
and an attempt to search for a world in which the struggle for eternal truths, for the ideals of justice, 
equality and love has not passed and will continue to its end. 
 
Many pedagogy textbooks mention the ability to adapt to changing living conditions as one of the 
features of mental health. The question is, what is meant by "adaptation"? Is it about understanding 
different types of environmental reality, different types and levels of development of people and 
basing on this knowledge appropriate behavior in accordance with the principles of one's own positive 
development? Or is it about resignation to a greater or lesser extent from one's own views and 
principles, methods of conduct in order to ensure peace and the desire to obtain good material 
conditions43. 
 
It is obvious to any educator who has familiarized himself with the reality of today's school in 
developed free-market societies, but also in developing countries, that it is taking an approach that is 
incompatible with the demands of mental health. Authentic creativity, originality of views, 
disagreement with destroying others and getting rich at their expense, are marginalized in today's 
society and its education. No matter how, but you have to win, the strong go up and the weak go 
down, this is the nature of things - these are mental shortcuts given to us by the prevailing 
consumption ideology44. They are manipulation to convince us that society is governed by the same 
rules as the absolute laws of nature. It is the man himself, however, who chooses the rules by which 
his collective life runs. Promoting such attitudes in the educational system leads to negative social 
selection, as a result of which power is given to psychopathic individuals who perfectly adapt to the 
conditions of the free market, because harming others and taking advantage of their weaknesses is in 
their nature. In the short term, they can appear extremely endearing, but in the long run their effects 
are disastrous. Dÿ browski, therefore, shows in his works the tragedy of today's social system, the 
written and unwritten conditions of which privilege this 
 



Same, Psychological hygiene, Paÿstwowe Zakÿady Wydawnictw Szkolnych, Warsaw 1962, pp. 59–
60. 
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44 See J. Baudrillard, Consumer Society. His Myths and Structures, trans. S. Kró lak, Sic! Publishing 
House, Warsaw 2006. 
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type of individuality. This makes it extremely difficult for people capable of authentic development to 
rise to the heights of today's society, in which winning the competition is rewarded at all costs. Such 
features as selfishness, lack of empathy, aggression, adapting to the conditions of the external 
environment give a huge advantage over less efficient opponents. 
 
In a free-market society, recognizing the value of the theory of positive disintegration will always be 
difficult, because according to its assumptions, the value of a given person is determined by his 
capital. A successful businessman who, thanks to the use of the broad masses of society, has built a 
huge own fortune, ruthlessly increasing his added value, in the light of the theory of positive 
disintegration may appear as an individual devoid of elementary features determining his ability to 
develop and overcome his own selfish inclinations. 
 
At one end of the scale, we have individuals who have been able to realize their highest ideals and to 
develop their commonality. In the second, we have individuals who have sold their humanity for the 
sake of profit and power. They do not strive for a positive change in the surrounding reality, but 
construct it in such a way that it favors their particular interests. They do so even when, as a result of 
their actions, great multitudes of people suffer life in extremely bad conditions, which do not give them 
the possibility of self-fulfillment. Counteracting their influence in society is difficult because they have 
the ability to control other people. 
 
On the one hand, mindless in the sense of a long distance, in the general sense, and clever in the 
concrete sense, aggressive, non-empathic individuals, avoiding obeying laws where they can be 
circumvented, not taking into account "others", seeing "the other" as a tool and an object for their own 
purposes, and on the other hand - the ignorant mass of people who see "energetic" people, most 
often psychopathic, courageous in the realization of their own interests. This mass of mankind sees 
and accepts such individuals as valuable and even, in many circumstances, as saviors. This 
expresses the tendency to seek at all costs more or less seemingly positive, and in fact negative, 
integration45. 
 
Such a social attitude is fostered by the era of mass culture, which relativizes views and reduces 
them to the question of taste. Those who dare to say that there are still absolute values to be pursued 
run the risk of being labeled clowns, whether from left or right-wing hypocrites unable to tie their spirit 
to a fair struggle for the interests of their own societies and counteract growing inequalities.. 
 
The free market system changed not only the public space, but also interpersonal relations. It 
penetrated our thinking, making it difficult for us to oppose the status quo and look ahead, 
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in search of new solutions that could improve our daily life. 
 
Educational institutions socialize us, but the effects of their influence are in most cases not positive. A 
man who adapts to his environment, even when the actions committed by him conflict with his values, 
cannot be called mentally healthy46. An individual indifferent to any moral principles, moving only 
according to factors relating to his narrow interest, can be called a mentally disturbed. If one follows 
these "rules", it means giving up any development. Unfortunately, this is a fairly common feature that 
occurs in people who do not show any special moral or social interests47. An individual who has 
chosen certain values and goals in his life must display positive maladjustment to norms and 
behaviors that do not conform to them. Thus, it is an attitude of adaptation to what is intuitively or 
already consciously perceived as higher, and disadaptation to what is lower, and in her understanding 
also bad48. This means that depending on the level of development of a given individual, we can talk 
about different styles of adaptation that it manifests in relation to its environment. Thus, there are 
many types of adaptation, from which it is possible to distinguish those with a positive and negative 
pattern49. "Depending on whether the psychological structure of a given individual is integrated in the 
primary or secondary sense, or undergoes a process of positive or possibly chronic or pathological 
disintegration - its behavior in the social environment will be characterized by one or another type of 
adaptation or maladaptation" 50. 
 
Dąbrowski, relying on his theory, lists several types of people, such as: integrated, secondarily 
integrated, positively disintegrated, chronically disintegrated, pathologically disintegrated51. 
 
Different types correspond to other types of adaptation to the external environment. According to 
Dąbrowski, the most common is the integrated type, which is characterized by a relatively large 
extension. 
 
It includes normal people - average - in the statistical sense, as well as "small" and "big" psychopaths. 
This kind of cohesive psychological structure exhibits a primitive adaptation most common in society. 
This is largely due to the influence of the dominant ideology, but also, of course, to a greater or lesser 
extent 
 
46 
 
Tenÿe, Personality and its shaping through positive disintegration, Polskie To warzystwo Higieny 
Psychycznej, Warsaw 1975, pp. 97–98. 
 
48 Ibid., P. 8. 
 
47 
 
The same, Problems of adaptation and maladaptation, "Zdrowie Psychiczne" 1965, No. 2, p. 7. 
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due to genetic factors. It is perfectly suited to the conditions of a modern free-market society: 
 
The attitude of primitive adaptation expresses here complete compliance with the attitude of 
integration at the primitive level, with submission to the "normal", strongest requirements of the group. 
Adaptation would be here an "apparently social", over-jumping, "compatible" adaptation to facilitate 
the implementation of one's own primitive aspirations. In the new environment, there would be a more 
or less primitive "diagnosis" of the current state, "look around" and adapt to the "needs of the group" 
for a more or less comfortable "prosperity" 52. 
 
The point is then to transform a free-market society into a creative society, realizing its potential in 
free activities. Politics is to become the domain of community life, not a closed space, intended only 
for privileged individuals. The social and individual spheres are not separated from each other, but 
coexist within the whole. 
 
An individual should not be alienated from the public space, and society cannot be reduced to a set of 
separate individuals, because it is a community, a collective. In both of these domains, therefore, we 
strive to realize a certain ideal. “As the multilevel development progresses, elements of the individual 
and social ideal appear and strengthen. 
 
These elements express the quantitative variability and durability of certain qualities, which for us 
become the criterion of the meaning of existence ”53. 
 
As in the case of a specific individual, also in the social sphere, the inability to develop it, the lack of a 
certain, even idealized goal, causes that it becomes a dead object, in which the inner passion and 
potential are lost. Such a system, after a longer or shorter period of time, must atrophy or be taken 
over by other, more evolving social structures. 
 
A community at a low level will then be a loose structure, composed of separate units, each of which 
will be subordinated to its own particular interest. With positive changes, it will become closer to the 
society of people who, despite their autonomy and diversity, will realize a certain unity, a common 
good space, an agora, where everyone will be able to speak and be heard. 
 
A world oriented towards community values has fallen back, as a free market society is not interested 
in the creation of autonomous units; rather, its aim is to build a social structure that creates the best 
possible conditions for capital accumulation, which results in a gradual build-up of tensions and, 
ultimately, the outbreak of crises. 



 
It is based on the low emotional and feeling-drive level of the isolating individual, focused only on 
himself, which causes that his value system is relatively underdeveloped. 
 
52 Ibid., P. 9. 
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The increasing pace of life, the absurd race in a technical treadmill - increase mental tensions and 
become unbearable for man. Obviously, the growth of technical civilization stimulates the instincts of 
ownership, governance, and the message of moral, humanitarian and philosophical values, which are 
so important in human relations. These widespread automatisms have the worst prognosis for 
humanity54. 
 
In the light of this theory, most of the problems of modern man result from a misplaced center of 
gravity in today's society, which seeks profit, not development. Ignoring and not following the basic 
rules of mental hygiene in personal and professional life is conducive to the emergence of tensions 
and mental disorders with negative consequences. Man becomes an object subordinated to the abs 
tractive power of money, and not to further improvement both in the individual and social sphere. In a 
radical democracy, the aim should be to give as many people as possible a chance for their own 
development, their own self-creation. In neoliberalism, the accumulation of capital is an end in itself. 
The economic system must provide people with free time, in which they will be able to devote 
themselves to their passions and develop their talents, and then be able to use them for the good of 
the whole society. 
 
Citizens coexisting in a given society are not so much participants in some objective reality that exists 
next to them, but actively co-create them, as personalities full of emotions and actions driven by 
intuition, worldview or faithfulness to selected and self-confirmed values. Therefore, they are not 
passive observers of the ongoing spectacle, but its element that goes beyond this function. At the 
same time, coexisting with the outside world, they evaluate it, trying to adapt it to their needs55. 
 
Dąbrowski is a thinker who strives to equate human emotionality with his intellect, measure it 
objectively and introduce elements of emotional education to schools. Such postulates are feasible 
only in a society in which a different opinion, a critical attitude to the surrounding reality and the 
courage to oppose social injustice will become something positive. 
 
It is clear that without educational models, without a hierarchy of values in education, without the 
participation of the most developed people in terms of moral values in social life, there can be no 
progress in humanism. And this is where the importance of the issue lies in the need for an ever 
greater scientific and practical study of the multilevelness of emotional and drive functions, 
multidimensionality, and therefore multilevel mental health. Without widely represented research in 
this field, without their practical application now - social and individual life will not exist 
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had internal disposition and management centers towards ever higher levels of emotional and drive 
functions, and thus towards ever higher levels of value56. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration is aimed at supporting the evolution of man and society towards - 
respectively - internal and external harmony. The goal is to create a reality in which responsible 
functions will include comprehensively developed personalities, taking into account the common good 
as a priority, and not one's own particular interests. 
 
It is important to recognize individuals with psychiatric disorders as valuable and contributing to the 
quality of social tissue. After all, it is them who, thanks to the phenomenon of "psychological infection 
after positive", spread higher creative aspirations among the wider community, giving with their life 
and work an example of fidelity to the ideas once chosen. At the same time, it turns out that they most 
likely exhibit increased types of mental excitability, which may be the possibility of the accelerated 
development process. We are therefore dealing with a situation in which the real progress on the 
socio-cultural level is due not so much to "normal" individuals or to those showing psychopathic traits, 
but to individuals manifesting some kind of disorder or even suffering from mental illnesses. 
 
The development expressed in the language of Dąbrowski's concept is not limited to internal 
categories only, but includes the social dimension, which can also be described in the conceptual 
apparatus of the theory of positive disintegration. It shows that certain structured forms of social life, 
including school, can be an object of interest and tend to dogmatism and function at a low level. 
These institutions, often essential for the healthy existence of a society, then transmit certain types of 
schemata, stereotypes, strive to spread conformism and hinder the development of the individuals 
participating in them. These states of primary group integration are detrimental to society and should 
be loosened, even broken up, and endeavored to create a new type of collective life, and thus other 
ways of organizing it. Only through the use of such an approach can one reach higher levels of social 
integration, which, however, cannot happen without destruction, or even elimination of its rigid 
structures57. Radical changes are often the only possible way out of a state of stagnation in the 
development of a given community. 
 
The key is not to just refresh old schemas, 
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already used ruts of thinking, carrying the energy capable of propelling the creative growth of young 
generations. They need to be broken down and disintegrated so that new ways of thinking and 
functioning in a given society can grow on their soil. Revolution, therefore, is not always a negative 
phenomenon, and may carry a positive potential for developmental changes. It is advisable when 
rigid socio-political systems cease to fulfill their function of service to all citizens and become control 
mechanisms of democratic institutions, instead of being subject to them. 
 
In such a case, the pursuit of change becomes an evolutionary dynamism that elevates society to a 
new level of higher secondary integration. 
 
In socio-political life we constantly observe broader or narrower revolutionary tendencies which are 
either a revolution for a revolution and as such are one-level and non-creative, or they are a healthy 
desire to change rigid systems and stereotypical forms of managing social life […]. Social life moves 
from the lower to the higher level, mainly through the processes of hierarchical positive 
disintegration58. 
 
The preservation of these limited forms of social life leads to the creation of oligarchic cliques, 
operating within their own narrowly understood interests and using the existing symbolic and financial 
capital to control the behavior and thoughts of the broad masses of society. Dÿ browski saw the 
threats to the demos system, undergoing a rapid degeneration, all the more terrifying as it shows how 
the legacy of centuries of struggle for human dignity can be lost in just a few decades. 
 
A huge leap was made from hereditary monarchy, from the totalist dictatorship, from the systems of 
one-rule or 'multi-rulership'. The periods of the first type of power are somewhat outside of us, 
although here and there, often with great force, totalitarian systems return, leaving behind moral 
devastation, the devastation of "humanism of humanity". The self-preservation instinct, the clique, the 
clique aggression arises against the developmental instinct of societies and groups. In high-order 
democracies, clique groups arise that corrupt or degenerate the democratic system59. 
 
We must always uphold the positive achievements of human humanism so that they are not used in 
the primitive endeavors of individuals or groups. 
 
As a result of passivity and lack of social vigilance, sometimes also purely democratic institutions or 
trade unions transform into oligarchs within a democracy, which in a large area of democracy 
exercise absolute power through bribery, aggression, murder, an atmosphere of fear, terror, etc.60 
 
58 Ibid. 
 
59 Tenÿe, Morality w polityce…, pp. 73–74. 
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The Positive Disintegration Theory helps us to see this deeper tele ology by showing that there are 
higher goals worth pursuing and that society should not simply be directed towards the consumption 
and production of goods. Technology in its current, advanced form can be used to create a space of 
freedom in which citizens can engage in practices of self-improvement and cooperation with others. 
Positive maladjustment, shown by individuals experiencing the process of positive disintegration, due 
to their simultaneous application to the reality of a higher level, may contribute to showing new 
development areas for the whole society. A group of such people is able to create a developmental 
environment conducive to positive infection. In such an environment, there are different moral norms, 
norms of mutual respect and work for the benefit of the entire community. 
 
Friendship and ideal love, the preservation of one's personal values would be combined here with the 
readiness to work and sacrifice for one's own society and homeland, and even for specific 
transcendental throws. Together with the maladjustment to the selfish elements of one's own society, 
they would be a healthy psychological principle here. This would be an example of what we call world 
citizenship and a projection of that citizenship into the reality of the highest levels61. 
 
In Dąbrowski's thought, therefore, the postulate of countering social life is clearly marked, in which 
what we understand as health, i.e. a certain mental and physical well-being, or the state of 
homeostasis, balance, does not reflect or even falsifies the nature of the phenomenon with which we 
have to do. Many symptoms located on the border of mental disorders and diseases are an 
expression of the outstanding mental sensitivity of a given individual, resulting mainly from his innate 
features. This is important because if, as it seems, Dąbrowski was really right, then by drinking these 
types of features and pushing people who exhibit them to the margins of social life, we also give up 
the possibility of a significant development of our culture. The protection of the mental health of such 
individuals would even consist in finding them by the educational and social system prepared for this, 
and entrusting them with appropriate positions, so that their potential would not be wasted62. 
Dąbrowski also clearly supports the institutional defense of these positive psychological properties. 
 
The society, like the individual, must be educated to understand the need to distance itself from 
consumption "ideals". 
 
61 N. Chapliy, The Comprehensive Development of the Individual in a Democratic Society. The 
relationship of Kazimierz Dąbrowski's theory of positive disintegration with Gustaw Radbruch's 
concept of democracy, ed. M. Woch, Warsaw 2013, p. 86. 
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As a rule, psychoneurists are the individuals who succumb to anxieties, existential fears, and feel 
inferior to others and themselves. These people do not adapt to primitive social norms and behaviors, 
maintaining a far-reaching autonomy in this respect. Dąbrowski describes them as follows: 
 
in the descriptive sense, they will be creative people, developing comprehensively or quite 
comprehensively, sensitive (mainly emotionally, imaginatively and intellectually), understanding and 
experiencing the problem of the hierarchy of values and internal mental environment. They would be 
people empathetic towards others, capable of genuinely getting to know themselves and others, open 
and honest, often showing positive maladjustment63. 
 
However, society too often rejects such individuals in the process of education. As a rule, they also 
have enormous difficulties in the process of reaching positions or any position that allows them to use 
their talents and act for the benefit of the entire community. It is very good if they have a group of 
people or a small organization within which they can function and be assisted in developing gradual 
control over crises that often haunt them. Unfortunately, there are negative social microorganisms 
that devastate and demoralize public and educational space, often destroying the development 
opportunities of creative and sensitive individuals. Dąbrowski lists several such groups here: 
aggressive; he does not call the second one directly, but it is related to the previous one, its 
“characteristic feature is the attitude of demonstration, the need to emphasize one's views, the need 
to speak frequently. 
 
We have here a strong - usually - need for acting, politicking without any depth and responsibility, 
sometimes - meaning ”64; the next group is a kind of clique; the next group is cyclical in disguise of 
dislike and liking, succumbing to shallow caprices, an association of spiritually brutal people who 
consciously do evil, etc. 65 Importantly, all these social microorganisms have one thing in common - 
they work against democratic and community ideals, by doing so in an organized and thoughtful 
manner. Thus, they destroy valuable organizations, whose aim is to ensure the development of 
individuals who show versatile interests and talents. Therefore, in order to counteract the social 
atmosphere conducive to the gradual decline of the culture of a given nation, it is necessary to 
introduce projects of humanization of the entire society. This is to enable the creation of standards 
and formulas in it 
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proper action, promoting and introducing individuals with high potential to responsible social 
positions66. 
 
Striving to industrialize and technicize society in the name of material values, while forgetting the 
importance of humanistic factors, gave rise to a culture of contempt for other people, which 
emphasizes the basic needs of the individual, forgetting almost completely his higher needs. The 
humanistic pursuit of truth is destroyed, the importance of individual interests and rivalry is 
emphasized, which raises demons of murder, hatred and contempt towards people who pursue their 
own ideals of personality. Higher feelings are treated as irrelevant and interfering with the 
achievement of material profit, love and empathy are rejected in favor of the instrumentally treated 
intellect. It is not surprising that in such a world there are more and more suicides and mental 
illnesses, that many sensitive and seeking people do not see any sense in an existence wholly 
subordinated to the requirements of career and professional advancement. One forgets about the 
ideals of beauty and truth, without which man progresses dehumanization67. 
 
Dąbrowski noticed a gradual subordination of the life of an average primitive and properly prepared 
mass culture individual, which did not give him the necessary skills to critically insight into the nature 
of the surrounding reality. In the longer term, this results in the commodification of entire societies and 
the spread of technocratic rationality in them, which does not recognize the right of people to a 
dignified life and development, and is focused on the survival of the strong, who will profit from the 
work of the weak. He proposed counteracting this decline in moral values by implementing a program 
of authentic education of society, aimed at developing civic responsibility for the existential condition 
of oneself and one's community. 
 
According to the researcher, there are two types of it. The first was an apparent responsibility, 
equated with an 'as if' attitude, inauthentic and full of hypocrisy, which attaches real importance to the 
official game of poorer. The second is based on higher individual and social values associated with 
fidelity to ideals once chosen. It is therefore characterized by an authentic and autonomous attitude. 
 
Only the latter is a creative, socio-autonomous and authentic responsibility. It is a broad 
responsibility, reaching the consequences of one's own attitudes and actions, responsible for the 
weakness and lack of discernment of others. It is a responsibility for one's own thinking, one's own 
social experience, responsibility for the shortcomings and flaws of one's own society, responsibility for 
all those who died for the good of the cause with faith in the sense of their actions. It is a 
responsibility 
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for friends and enemies, for the immediate surroundings and the wider environment, it is an 
expression of reaching and penetrating into the affairs of the whole society, nation and even 
humanity68. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration through a different understanding of mental health enables us to 
completely reverse some of the ways of looking at reality. It breaks with understanding it as belonging 
to those who are comfortably at the top of the social hierarchy. 
 
These units often believe that the so-called being a decent person relieves them of the obligation to 
engage in the improvement of the situation of the whole society. They look down on those "simple 
people" who have failed. With a sense of moral superiority, they sometimes undertake some 
"philanthropic" activities. After all, they gave something to those who are not entitled to anything in the 
current system. This perverse logic finds no support in Dąbrowski's concept, which recognizes 
empathy as crucial for human development. In her view, apparent actions, not resulting from a 
genuine pursuit of the ideals of justice and equality, are morally false and often conceal exploitation. 
 
This is controversial because it leads to the statement that people who belong to the socio-political 
elite and are considered outstanding figures, examples of life success and role models by the current 
unwritten standards, are often "little" or "big" psychopaths, remaining at the level of primitive 
integration. It is not surprising then that such a view of reality is not welcomed in a world dominated 
by the logic of profit and productivity at all costs. Dąbrowski's theory arises from other, already 
partially forgotten in the world, speed and efficiency of existential roots (Kierkegaard, Unamuno, etc.), 
which imply an alternative view of the goal of our life and action than market logic. Therefore, it 
seems worth considering this attempt to break through the systemic limitations of our world and to 
introduce a prodevelopment point of view into social life. 
 
The Positive Disintegration Theory exposes certain behaviors that are defined as positive in today's 
modern society. He is directly in favor of the decriminalization of certain practices and the 
stigmatization of disorders inherent in genuinely developing people. From her perspective, they 
contribute to improving the quality of the surrounding socio-cultural environment. In the light of this 
concept, it is obvious that every human being has the right to fair and dignified living conditions 
conducive to his mental hygiene and free from forcibly and sometimes even brutally introduced 
socialization, which 
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it destroys individuals who are sensitive and think differently from the majority69. Humanization is 
therefore inseparably connected with the overcoming of one's own primitive nature by both man and 
society. It is a difficult process and conflicts are inevitable. It is associated with the gradual domination 
of positive higher values that supersede primitive instincts and the aspirations based on them. Faced 
with a manifestation of brutal evil, the community closes its ranks and tries to defend its ideals and 
customs. 



 
This is done in a process of mental struggle in which they are weakened, and even atrophied, the 
primal, individual urges to self-preserve themselves and their offspring70. 
 
It should not be surprising that in the case of the type of people described by Dąbrowski, the primitive 
external environment causes psychological breakdowns, negative disintegrations and loss of faith in 
the meaning of life, which cannot be lived with dignity, even when honest. What is worse, one-level 
educational systems also favor the far-reaching psychopathization of their participants, who learn to 
suppress their natural manifestations of syntony and empathy for the sake of a ruthless, competitive 
attitude towards their neighbor. 
 
In recent times, the neo-liberal influence in society has become so strong that the humanistic and 
democratic ideals that previously provided the necessary foundation in many countries have begun to 
atrophy. It begins with the mass media persuading the large masses that they must be flexible and 
adapt to the requirements of employers. It is a sick approach because it does not take into account 
the developmental and creative needs of a large part of the population, making normal activities for 
human improvement, such as reading, theater and cinema, the privileges of the rich. 
 
The unprivileged classes must therefore come to terms with their fate and the fact that their higher 
needs gradually undergo increasing atrophy, replaced by the chaos of homogeneous information 
prepared by the mass media. Dąbrowski noticed a long time ago that work can become not so much 
a human vocation, but an excessive burden, leading to progressive dehumanization. 
 
When considering working conditions, it should be noted that most individuals work too long, in 
unsanitary conditions, both physically and mentally. Working overtime, "working in a continuous 
organizational phase" and working in the afternoon - are inefficient and very exhausting. Work 
overload - with earnings too small to compensate for these conditions with numerous pleasant 
experiences - changes the human being into a kind 
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an irritated automaton, it causes depression and a destructive sense of small value. Such conditions 
create an incorrect assessment that work cannot be a positive value71. 
 
Of course, for some period after World War II, we had to do with the improvement of the quality of 
working conditions and the appropriate allocation of its time, but the advent of neoliberalism, coupled 
with the destruction of union forces, brought back the working conditions that we thought were 



already behind us. The expanding social class called by some the Guy Standing 72 consists of just 
such people who live day by day in a world devoid of values and ideals. 
 
It is not surprising that these individuals are in a situation of constant mental stress, which results in 
stress and depression that cannot be treated materially. Nervousness, breakdowns, fatigue, apathy, 
lack of any kind of interest are all features supported and resulting to the greatest extent from the 
systemic conditions of human socio-economic functioning, in which his mental health ceases to be of 
any importance73. This is a big problem for the mental hygiene of employees, because they are in a 
state of constant fear for their livelihood, and the work performed does not give them any satisfaction. 
 
Thus, such a situation is conducive to disintegration processes, which, however, rather do not bring 
positive results, and deepen the chronic pressure of such individuals. 
 
Inability to find an outlet for mental energy at work, deterioration of the material situation and concern 
for the most complementary foundations of being, aversion to the better-off and to the system that is 
unable to secure normal work, creates conditions that favor the emergence of neurotic tendencies. 
These tendencies, Minkowski writes, may be directed outwards in the form of various historical 
symptoms and torments, hypochondria, and depression, but they may also manifest themselves in 
the form of a tendency to explosive acts, individual or mass actions74. 
 
In order for the society to be able to undergo a positive process of disintegration and secondary 
integration, the emotional and intellectual level of the average person would have to clearly rise, 
which is achievable only with decent living conditions and a high cultural level of the entire 
community. A primitive measure of this intellectual growth can be proposed here: if we have, as in 
Poland, nearly 40 million 
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a society in which the book of the existential philosopher Karl Jaspers sells several hundred copies, 
we would need to achieve both a material and intellectual level that would make it possible to sell one 
hundred thousand copies of the same or similar work. 



 
The accelerated development of society requires that knowledge, which is the domain of the few in 
today's world, be made available to a much larger group to guide the rest (say, 10 percent of 
transformative intellectuals). This is not an easy task and requires a nationwide development 
program. 
 
The measure of the development of a given society is how it treats people who exceed its level - it 
destroys them or tries to use their potential75. 
 
Unfortunately, on a global scale, we are moving towards a total market society that will not need 
humanistic thinkers and high-level literature, drawing from existential roots. All he has is the 
subordinate caste and the privileged caste, and based on this basic dichotomy, it will develop. 
 
Humanities education will become the exclusive domain of wealthy people who can afford to develop 
their interests and talents, and the rest of the population will have to come to terms with the modern 
version of serfdom restitution. They will be provided with 'mass entertainment' that, in the rare 
moments of their free time, will fill their heads with useless content, saturating their lowest instincts. 
 
In the still unpublished manuscript Authentic education, Dÿ browski criticized the American consumer 
society, listing its five main idols. The first idol is behaviorism that permeates thinking about man and 
his education - everything that concerns the results of education and the human individual is to be 
measurable and quantifiable. Behavior in the external environment is to testify to the value of the 
citizen and his "compliance" with the present social structure. 
 
Dąbrowski rejects this point of view, claiming that what is perceptible can only be used to measure 
primitive drive dynamisms, but he does not answer questions about the inside of an individual, i.e. 
what motivates his actions, he does not explain what they are. their reasons 76. 
 
The second idol is the advertising industry, which permeates American culture in a way that has 
never been seen in the history of mankind. It reduces the level of society, causing people to spend 
more and more time on mindless entertainment, staring at the TV screen (now 
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mainly a computer), they listen to the radio (now less and less often) and do not deal with real 
problems present in their collective and individual life. 
 
The great potential of human activity is thus wasted and transferred, and replaced with mass 
entertainment, which stupefies large social masses and makes them a much easier material to 
control77. Arousing primitive impulses in people may well serve as a veil of smoke for the activities of 



the power elite, which provide the people with basic forms of satisfaction, by themselves carrying out 
plans that are disastrous for the standard of living of millions or even billions of its members. 
 
The third idol of American society is the search for self-worth in the possessed material goods. What 
matters is not the development of an individual, their creativity and creativity in the sense of fulfilling 
their positive potential, but what car they drive, how much they cost, and in what district their home is 
located, etc. The meaning of a man is reduced to whether he has more material goods. from its 
neighbor, and any morality not based on utilitarian values is atrophied78. You can see here - 
otherwise justified - criticism of consumerism and the fact that the school contributes to its 
dissemination. Dąbrowski also makes a further anticipation of later trends in world science, 
consciously analyzing the then enthusiastic progress of the market model of society. 
 
The fourth idol of Americans is the conviction that they are right, which means that they have no 
problem imposing their opinion on others. Striving for mediocrity, relying on the opinions of others, 
rather than self-chosen, inner values, is the perfect complement to the capitalist universe. Most of a 
society that thinks so easily imposes its opinions on other members. This makes it impossible to 
create a class of critical citizens who would strive to maintain certain overarching values and 
principles in the development of a given community79. The thoughtless assumption of the 
correctness of one's own beliefs serves here as evidence of a perfectly conducted school 
indoctrination. 
 
The fifth idol for Americans is the search for groups similar in customs, behavior, views, etc. This 
illustrates the adherence to mediocrity, the most standard groups within a given society, which begins 
to indoctrinate its citizens according to the five cardinal norms mentioned earlier. This favors the 
formation of a single level, flattening anything deviating from the norm. It instills in the individual a 
specific view of the reality that surrounds him, subordinating him to the interests of the dominant 
class, and prevents 
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exceeding such limitations. Dąbrowski had not yet foreseen that the American way of life and thinking 
would spread all over the globe, becoming an unattainable model for the broad masses of the so-
called Third World. The trends that he observed and towards which he was very critical have thus 
intensified unprecedentedly, becoming a huge problem that could lead to the spectacular emergence 
of a new kind of global supervision and control system. 
 
The two common features of the American way of life expressed in the concepts of Dąbrowski's 
theory are: (1) one-level and (2) no hierarchy of values. Such attitudes, expressed by adults, are 
supported by the American educational system. The school becomes a center of indoctrination based 
on these attitudes and even tries to prevent their transgression. For Dąbrowski, the American 



hierarchy of economic and financial values, combined with a relatively narrow appreciation of other 
ways of life, tends to diminish the sympathy of other societies towards America80. 
 
Public space is to serve as an arena for free development, and not for mental enslavement of citizens 
of a democratic community, for whom work is only a secondary part of their lives, and their own 
improvement takes the most important place. It requires respecting the freedom of every human 
being and not enslaving him through unequal power relations, ensuring prosperity and the free 
realization of one's own needs only for privileged groups. 
 
Democratic freedom is not about giving freedom to harmful social actions, but about giving freedom to 
do the good for all. Without excessive dialectics of what is good and what is evil, we must accept that 
what is highly and universally developed and what is mentally healthy are good. Both criteria are 
developed in the theory of positive disintegration81. 
 
10.3. Conflict in the socio-cultural dimension 
 
Kazimierz Dąbrowski's theory of positive disintegration also highlights the positive significance of 
certain types of conflicts in the national space. This is related to the distinction between one-level 
conflicts aimed at domination over one's environment and the implementation of one's own primitive 
instincts, and positive disputes82. 
 
In a free-market society, clashes with a competitive attitude prevail, while in a democratic space 
focused on public debate, tension present in a given community at favorable conditions. 
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these conditions may result in conflicts which result in the development of a given community. 
However, the condition for this type of process to occur is not to run away from the so-called national 
traumas and dealing with them honestly, based on a multilevel view of their causes. By such a clash 
with other parties who have the right to articulate their perceptions and make them part of the public 
debate, we can achieve considerable social advancement. Of course, only if the reactionary forces 
acting in defense of their own interests, which put them above the common good, fail to drown it out. 
 
In a negative sense, such an attitude [conflict - D.Ch.] was expressed in principle divide et impera, 
which is known both in the mechanisms of ruling absolute monarchies and in countries with a 
capitalist system and in the methods of conduct of large capitalist economic groups. The mechanism 
of creative conflicts has also been and is, although less frequently, used consciously to raise the level 
of an individual, group and society as a whole. We see the manifestations of such a mechanism in 
large, conflicting parliamentary debates, in an inquisitive analysis of own organization errors at 
special meetings, in a violent and often courageous reaction of group members to the leadership 
using despotic methods and the socalled command of command. Finally, we see them in works 



analyzing the tragic errors of groups and social organizations, in works that provoke internal 
opposition and often cause creative intergroup conflicts83. 
 
Progressive movements with a high level of development exhibit a servant attitude towards the good 
of the whole nation, not organizing themselves only into a coherent whole in order to find or defeat a 
common enemy. Positive conflict mechanisms occur in society relatively rarely precisely because of 
the low level of awareness of the broad social masses, caused by the limited access to cultural 
goods. It also results from the lack of time and the right mental attitude to advanced intellectual 
activities. Education and the current social system, in relation to which it occupies a subordinate 
position, is responsible for this attitude. Only when the school is regained as a democratic and 
political institution in an emancipatory, not socializing sense, will it be possible to undertake wider 
progressive activities within a given society. 
 
Dąbrowski's theory proposes to build such foundations while simultaneously criticizing nationalist and 
chauvinist attitudes, which aim at closing national culture in a hermetic unity. Just as in the process of 
positive disintegration, mental energy was created, internal fights and conflicts can be released by 
their sublimation into the development of their own talents and interests, and the antagonisms that 
arise in a given national community can also be transformed. 
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into agonisms84. This is happening through the emergence and organization of a new socio-political 
movement, seeking to rebuild the still functioning, obsolete cultural and economic forms. It is 
therefore an intellectually inspiring proposal for the interpretation of contemporary aspirations to 
renew the subjectivity of national cultures in the era of global expansion towards their unification85 
under one transnational banner of the neoliberal democracy of mankind. 
 
This results in a vision of pedagogy not subordinated to the negative and primitive aspirations of 
fascist groups, and focused on the realization of the community ideal and the discourse of tolerance 
and acceptance towards other cultures, while maintaining and promoting its own. With the current 
expansion of consumer capitalism, there has been a mixing of spiritual and material elements, which 
has caused both subjective and economic chaos, which is manifested in the so-called a sense of 
inner emptiness, which is a sign of the destruction of their image of themselves, taking place under 
the overwhelming influence of the forces of capital. 
 
In the era of advanced globalization processes, the processes of movement of goods, technology, 
information, as well as the content of culture led to their almost natural consequences [there should 
be "convergence" D.Ch.], thus mixing various elements of material civilization and spirituality of 
individual regions of the world, reaching an unprecedented level of diversification, often 
homogenization or hybridization. The unification announced in the seventies turned into its opposite, 
which manifested itself in the growing diversity in the ethical, cultural, religious and moral spheres. So 
far, no sufficient forms of integration activities have developed that could restore Europe to an 
appropriate level of axiological, cultural and educational cohesion86. 
 



The national education project proposed by Dąbrowski can to a large extent be identified, as Leszek 
Korporowicz87 does, with an attempt to build a certain kind of pedagogy and national pedagogy 
aimed at pursuing the negative effects of the new world order, and at the same time saving and 
emphasizing the values characteristic of our circle. cultural and cultural civilization, without falling into 
patterns characteristic of nationalism and chauvinism88. He shows that the theory of positive 
disintegration gives the opportunity to outline a humanistic alternative to the dominant globalizing 
tendencies in education and society. 
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To sum up, conflicts in the external environment stimulate the disintegration process, as a result of 
which a new social structure may be established. If, however, the conflict processes continued in a 
given society, we would probably end up in the Hobbesian version of the state of nature. We must, 
therefore, from time to time join our forces in the common work of its renewal, and not only stimulate 
the conflicting aspirations that exist in it. There are some things you have to work through, not just 
fixate on them all the time. After a state of tremendous tension, there should be a time of relative 
relaxation, of calming down. 
 
10.4. Values - social and individual dimension 
 
Dąbrowski also takes up an extremely important topic in his considerations, which is the progressive 
relativization of values and views, and thus - the disappearance of the so-called great narratives, i.e. 
certain ideas in the name of which people were ready to sacrifice their lives, and whose 
achievements and solutions we use to this day. Noticing this, Dąbrowski looks to the future, because 
nowadays the most prominent and influential intellectuals in the world raise their voices in defense of 
great ideas89. 
 
Pedagogy and psychology, which should be so close to moral dilemmas and which should actively 
oppose injustice, have become tools in the hands of the political and financial elite. Thus, they used a 
utilitarian maneuver aimed at achieving the greatest possible benefit in a short time, thus rejecting 
long-term goals based on values. 



 
Neither in psychology, nor in pedagogy, nor in philosophy, nor - even in mental hygiene, which has 
been so promising - do we have far-sighted ideas, and we will not allow ourselves to point them out to 
people who have such ideas. We do not have great and realistic concepts at the same time, and - 
most of all - we do not have understanding even when such ideas appear. We do not want and we do 
not know how to recognize great creators, truly wise people - just as we did not know Socrates, 
Kierkegaard, Pascal, Unamuno and others90. 
 
In order to build the seeds of such ideas, outstanding people are necessary, who go beyond the 
existing reality with their existential projects. That is why it is so important to have individuals in 
society who are able to bear the burden even for a short time 
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the development of a given society. We need families, teachers and schools as well as lecturers and 
universities who will create a space for mutual cooperation in a given nation, where it will undertake 
and solve difficult and controversial issues on a social basis. 
 
The lack of such entities causes a further decline of the humanistic sphere related to the issue of 
values, i.e. the creation of a non-reflective, profit-oriented society of hypocrites, in which domination 
over other people becomes an opportunity to escalate self-esteem, which is not generated as a result 
of positive interactions and self-education. 
 
What are the values? They could be called the coupling of my needs with my emotional experiences. 
Needs are the basic dynamism of people related to emotional experiences and are manifested at 
various levels of development. Therefore, these needs, coupled with my experience, contain basic 
human values. The higher the level of feeling and drive functions, the higher the levels of value we 
have. We have already talked about the different levels of feeling and drive functions. The same 
applies to the value91. 
 
Values do not so much drive development as are its resultant. In Dąbrowski's thought, there is a 
conviction that analogous sets are present in individuals at a similar level of development. In the 
process of development, when moving from the level of singlelevel to multi-level disintegration, the 
so-called hierarchy of values and goals. At its higher levels (from the third inclusive), development is 
driven by the dynamics of the discrepancy between the existing and the previously postulated reality, 
but the individual must go through a period of crises and breakdowns, uncertainty and fear in order to 
find the mysterious treasure of the world of values, in which he can find the meaning and purpose of 
its existence92. Only then do they become central qualities for her. 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, it is important to perceive the multi-level nature of the 
surrounding reality. Units differ in the level of their values93. Intelligence can only serve to fulfill our 



primitive emotions and drives, but at a higher level it is subordinated to a certain hierarchy of values 
and goals. It then fulfills the function of supporting others in their development and striving to exceed 
their own limitations imposed on us by existence. One example of such a situation is increased 
creativity, even in the face of impending death. The discovery of the hierarchy of values is therefore 
associated with a multi-level look at our external and internal environment. Let us point out here the 
mystics who were burned and murdered in the Middle Ages because of the inability to understand 
their concept by the mind-set 
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one-level and ahierarchical transl. A frequent phenomenon in the lives of saints is the experience of 
an internal disintegration, a crisis followed by a new existential quality - putting oneself at the service 
of higher values94. Authentic people, faithful to the values and ideals once chosen, are sometimes 
rejected by the external environment at a low level, to which they are positively unadapted. 
 
Dąbrowski distinguishes between universal and individual values, the latter of which are much rarer. 
On the basis of the former, it is even possible to distinguish a general positive characteristic of a 
given society. From a pedagogical perspective, I would like to point out that education can favor or 
prevent the beneficial formation of values, and thus contribute to the development of a community, or 
keep it in a state of stagnation or even regression. 
 
Permanent, positive human values can be divided into universal and individual, the latter being less 
frequent. The universal positive values that dominate the societies of different epochs and cultures 
sometimes create the overall positive character of these societies. The frequency with which they 
appear is decisive in this area. Such universal positive traits include, for example, religiosity, a sense 
of individual and social responsibility, training in civic duties, adherence to principles and people, a 
sense of justice, courage, honesty and discipline. These particular features or groups of some of 
them appear relatively frequently among humans95. 
 
According to the author of the theory of positive disintegration, a large part of people, if not the 
majority of them, make appearances, wear masks on a daily basis, present themselves as decent 
and determined people, with the so-called of righteous views, against any discrimination against 
others, when in fact under this apparent attitude lurk falsehood and hypocrisy, which may, under 
favorable circumstances, go outside. Often, even individuals who are generally recognized as 
cultural, are accompanied by this type of lack of authenticity, which expresses a hidden sense of 
internal emptiness that cannot be filled except through self-development96. This is connected with 



the glory of genuinely chosen values, thanks to which the individual goes beyond the state of moral 
corruption. 
 
The process of obtaining a hierarchy of values and goals by a person is not painless, it involves the 
need to overcome many conflicts and tensions that result from it. When upgrading 
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the level of functioning there is a rehumanization of the human individual and its transformation into a 
person. Humanity as such cannot give up multilevel development in favor of perfecting its skills in one 
plane, for example technical. It leads it on a straight path to self-destruction and beastliness97. 
Limiting life only to the fulfillment of one's own needs, to the saturation of one's own primitive instincts 
is a way to nowhere. We have to subordinate them to higher values, thanks to which our life will 
acquire a deeper meaning and allow us to realize our full emotional and intellectual potential98. It is 
not about demonizing the body and its needs, because they are important, but about understanding 
that not only people live by them. Authentically human development consists not so much in 
adaptation to the external environment as in its transgression towards the realities of higher levels. 
 
The instinct for self-preservation and the survival of the species should be partially exceeded so that 
there can be an internal transformation of man, enabling him to become a person capable of his own 
creativity. Material values, power, pleasure, and violence cannot and should not be viewed as an 
autotelic goal. This causes the multiplication of dehumanized entities, unable to satisfy their own 
higher needs and participate in raising the community to a new level of functioning in the universe of 
higher values. 
 
After these terrible disasters [World War I and II - D.Ch.], most of them said that you should follow the 
carpe diem principle, you have to arrange yourself, use your wealth and riches, have a car, travel, eat 
well, you have to subjugate other people and make them tools, you have to compete. 
 
In a word, you need to use and create conditions for use for yourself and loved ones. It is like that 
everywhere except in small groups. We forgot about the path of human development, we forgot to 
project this development in the future. We are overcome by the self-preservation instinct of sexual 
abuse, position, power, and wealth99. 
 



In Dąbrowski's work, we deal with an approach to the body and its needs in the context of the sphere 
of values understood as universal. The image of the world we have is not an objective product, but 
depends on our expectations towards it. They result from the meanings we give to this external 
environment and to the objects belonging to it. Thus, facts are not something immutable, but depend 
on how we perceive the reality around us. As individuals develop, so do their needs, and with them 
their values, which in turn causes a different perception of so-called world of facts 100. Perfect 
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Lazy man takes place not so much in the intellectual sphere, but in the field of needs, values and 
drives to which his intelligence is subordinated. The way we act, i.e. the norms we follow, are 
therefore the result of their being constituted in consciously or not consciously professed beliefs. 
Dąbrowski believes that just as we approach some abstract activities on the basis of certainty, we can 
also treat many phenomena in the field of feelings and drives101. 
 
As man develops, new aspirations appear in his field of vision, different from biological needs, 
common to all average - in the statistical sense - individuals. They go beyond the primacy of the 
former and are related to higher social and individual values, such as pursuing one's personality ideal, 
exclusive relations with the closest people, acting for the greater cause and good of the weakest in a 
given community102. Dąbrowski argues here for a community of people where there are absolute 
values that do not need to be discussed or proven to be true. After all, what highly developed man 
would like to exist in a society in which he would have to argue at every opportunity that rape or 
torture for political reasons, or the murder of a small child is morally unacceptable to me. If a given 
community is composed of a sufficient number of people who internalized higher values, then, on the 
basis of positive infection, their ideals will also begin to be shared by a wider community. Otherwise, 
obeying the law and avoiding negative actions is only due to the fear of punishment. 
 
Killing a young child so that he or she does not witness a robbery is clearly wrong, punishment 
without trial is wrong, torture and suffering without cause is wrong, and sexual rape is wrong. This is 
the same as that 2 x 2 = 4, though it is a different domain of certainties. At a different level of 
development, in the opinion of people belonging to it, these criteria are much clearer, more detailed 
and also certain103. 
 
101 Ibid. 102 Ibid. 103 27. Ibid., 
 
 



 
 
 
End 
 
In the theory of positive disintegration, the education of the student is focused on developmental 
effects and is strongly identified with them. It does not only focus on the cognitive realm, but 
emphasizes and brings to the fore the emotional realm. As a result of the analyzes contained in this 
paper, I present the thesis that the pedagogical approach implied by this theory differs from most 
contemporary concepts of education, differently understanding the purpose of education and human 
existence. In Dąbrowski's theory, emotions act as a stimulus to the inner mental environment of an 
individual, without which its growth is impossible. Under capitalism, the concept of development has 
been redefined and is not associated with genuine human transformation. 
 
Development under capitalism is not simply development, just as created society is not simply society 
and production is "pure" production, but is capitalist development. It is not about the development of 
the individual, about the development of man as such, but about the development of what can not be 
defined very precisely as human capital or workforce1. 
 
Dąbrowski, despite emphasizing the individualization of the course of education and finding the most 
talented individuals, also emphasizes the important role of empathy and interpersonal relations for 
human development. The goal is to use the possibilities of an individual for the sake of the common 
good, and thus the perfection of the whole society. 
 
The current processes of privatization of public education and subordinating the upbringing of future 
generations to the current economic requirements are incompatible with the theory of positive 
disintegration, 
 
1 O. Szwabowski, Against subsumption, [in:] Subsumcje education, ed. M. Chutoraÿski, J. Moroz, O. 
Szwabowski, Wydawnictwo Naukowe Katedra, Gdaÿsk 2017, p. 236. 
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because it understands material and individual success as essential factors, but secondary to the 
superior values that a human being should pursue. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration is still a valid proposition, it can contribute a lot to pedagogy and 
education, and the application of some of its methods in relation to students showing specific 
educational difficulties can be extremely helpful in overcoming them. The same applies to the 
individualization of the course of education and the adaptation of the requirements of individual 
subjects to the abilities of a particular student. In justified cases, when he has outstanding, but one-
sided skills, also in the field of final exams. The post years of increasing the role of empathy in public 
education remain extremely topical, and here Dąbrowski's theory opposes neoliberal aspirations, 
promoting a departure from competition in education towards cooperation. Any education that 
prejudices students, which subordinates the relationship between them and the teacher to some 
imposed schematic requirements, can be transformed by the pedagogical approach implied by the 



theory of positive disintegration. In a certain educational area (especially referring to exceptionally 
gifted students and school difficulties), she will always be able to inspire educational practice with her 
theoretical optimism emphasizing the positive role of crises and tensions that may lead to new, as yet 
unrealized opportunities. 
 
The valuable postulates of Dąbrowski's concept also include emphasizing the importance of the 
teaching profession, whose competences should not be limited to a narrow specialization, but should 
be as comprehensive as possible, and obtaining them should be preceded by careful education 
containing elements of many fields. Dąbrowski primarily refers to psychology, psychotherapy and 
certain selected elements of medical knowledge that should be present in the education program of 
future teachers2. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration can therefore be partially used as an alternative approach to 
neoliberal ideology in education, as it has a different understanding of individualization. He relates it 
not so much to perceiving the student as a rational subject of the educational process who makes 
rational decisions and competes with other students for a position in the educational ranking, but 
treats him as an entity full of contradictions, tensions and potential opportunities that can be realized 
and used in the course of development. 
 
The theory of positive disintegration also emphasizes the need for certain general ones, shared by all 
members of society 
 
2 K. Dąbrowski, Introduction to mental hygiene, Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Peda gogiczne, Warsaw 
1979, especially the third part of this work: pp. 124–221. 
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End moral values that are internalized by them. Positive changes can take place in it only when there 
is an appropriate mental level of the entire community. The principle of profit must be limited by the 
imperative of development, emphasizing the value of working to shape your own personality. 
Therefore, culture and art play a very important role, disintegrating certain rigid attitudes and 
prompting reflection on one's own life and behavior. What is important here is the concept of positive 
maladjustment, which in the social dimension refers to adaptation to values and attitudes consistent 
with the level of development represented by a given person. If there is a discrepancy here, then 
there is a tendency to transform one's external environment in the direction consistent with the 
professed ideals. 
 
Despite the fact that the theory of positive disintegration has some social implications, it should be 
noted that the subject is rather poorly developed and rather present in outline. Dąbrowski does not 
raise the issue of sexual and racial minorities and discrimination on the basis of beliefs. As a result, 
especially in the present socio-political reality, it requires supplementing with other theories dealing 
with these topics. This also applies to the education of normal, average people who, in this theory, 
are marginalized in favor of exceptional, outstanding people. Useful in this regard may be the neo-
Marxist theory or some other approach that is part of the contemporary scientific discourse. This may 
be the subject of further inspiring scientific works aimed at, firstly, confronting Dąbrowski's theory with 
these alternative theories, and, secondly, its supplementation, and perhaps complete modification. In 
its present form, despite the fact that Kazimierz Dąbrowski's theory does not fit in with the latest 
educational trends, it also does not construct a comprehensive alternative to them, and it certainly 



does it insufficiently. The point is that only some of its elements, especially when it comes to dealing 
with students with specific educational difficulties, can be used in alternative education. Therefore, 
further research in this area is desirable in order, on the one hand, to make the theory more modern 
and, on the other hand, to use some of its elements in constructing alternative educational 
approaches to the dominant educational trends. 
 
Further research efforts that should be undertaken include the answer to the question: to what extent 
can the theory of positive disintegration be implemented in public state education? And related to it: is 
it more rational to apply the theory of positive disintegration in the present socio-political system in the 
form of an alternative school project, or should the solutions present in it be introduced to the state 
school? 
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The problem that remains to be solved is the contradiction between the individualistic (elitist) 
aspirations of the theory and its deeply inclusive dimension. It is not entirely clear how to reconcile 
these two extreme demands in public education. Finally, there is an answer to the question: is it not 
the existence of a new socio-political system which understands educational issues and the purpose 
of human existence in a different way? 
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